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ABSTRACT

Older adults of the 21st century have not grown up with information and

communication technology and may not have used computers in their working

lives. However, they have experienced the many technological changes of the

20th century. Some changes have fundamentally altered communication,

entertainment, and the kinds of knowledge and skills that are sought and

valued.  These changes are difficult to ignore because of their pervasiveness. In

order to actively participate in their lifeworlds older adults face an imperative to

adapt and meet new challenges.

The purpose of this research was to investigate and interpret the lived

experience of laterlife computer learners in non-formal learning environments.

The research focused on the interpretation and understanding of the learning

experience from the perspective of participants. Hence there is an ontological

thread that is grounded in the lifeworld of older adults in Sydney, Australia. A

hermeneutic phenomenological methodology was considered suitable because

of its emphasis on understanding the lived experience of humans. A qualitative

method was used in this study because it enabled existential insights into the

learning experience from the perspective of learners and privileged their voices.

Fourteen older adults volunteered to participate and were interviewed.

Participants identified themselves as laterlife beginning computer learners.

Interviews were audio-taped and analysed using an interpretative case study

approach. Other analytic tools used were grounded theory, thematic analysis

and narrative inquiry. Existential themes were identified and interpreted within a

framework of wellbeing.

The research found that participants engaged in learning optimistically and that

they believed in their abilities and also in the worth of the learning they were

undertaking. The learners believed the outcomes from learning would lead to

greater opportunity for participation in their lifeworld. Without computer skills

and knowledge they believed they would be ignored and relegated to a
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peripheral position as observers in their lifeworld. By undertaking learning they

believed they were taking control of their current and future lives, acting in

defiance of developmental theories that suggested ageing was a stage of life

and not a process. However, the sense of agency and purpose was not without

its pressures and hurdles and learning was perceived to be difficult, dynamic,

frustrating and immensely satisfying. Their purposes and expectations were

situated in the changing nature of the world and a desire to continue to live their

lives authentically, as participants and not spectators. Laterlife computer

learners in this study were seen to be learning and growing their lives into a

future of their making.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Time past and time future

What might have been and what has been

Point to one end, which is always present.

Burnt Norton

Not the intense moment

And not the lifetime of one man only

But of old stones that cannot be deciphered.

East Coker

T. S. Eliot

Four Quartets

Introduction

My thesis is about the lived experience of fourteen laterlife computer learners from

Sydney, Australia; people in retirement, who have not used computers during their

working lives and are currently learning to use a computer in non-formal learning

environments. Central to the investigation is the phenomenon of older adults learning to

use the computer. An ontological thread is at the core of the study. I investigated the

phenomenon and experience from a hermeneutic phenomenological perspective and

was influenced in my approach and interview schedule by multi-disciplinary literature. I

drew from many sources to assist me in understanding the lifeworld of older adults,

particularly socio-cultural, historical, and developmental literature. The influences and

importance of grounding the study in the context of the present were addressed by

asking the question ‘What is the lifeworld of an older adult computer learner in Sydney

in the early 21st century?’ This question was revisited many times because of its

significant contribution to an ontologically-based hermeneutic interpretation of the lived

experience of laterlife computer learners. Existential themes emerged as I delved deeper

into the phenomenon. The existential perspective provided a unique insight into the
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lived experience of older adults not only in this study but generally in Australia in the

21st century.

In this first chapter I will introduce myself as the researcher and writer of the thesis and

describe the background to my investigation of the phenomenon. The aims, intent, and

research questions of the study will also be outlined. I will foreground the Australian

context and present the research methodology used. A discussion of the significance and

relevance of the research will also be provided. The need to better understand the ageing

process and the lifeworld of older adults will be highlighted and I have included a

general disclaimer. I will then conclude the chapter with an overview of the rest of the

thesis.

My thesis details an investigation of a particular group of laterlife computer learners

who volunteered to participate in the research. I had not visited their learning

environments or met them before beginning my study. The atmosphere of the interviews

had an element of specialness about it. I was an outsider, privy to their world for a short

period and then gone again, to pore over the audio-taped transcripts and listen to their

voices talking to me over and over again. Participants became my companions with

familiar voices and expressions. To explain how I arrived at this unfamiliar place with

strangers, asking them to talk to me as an old friend, requires information relating to me

as the researcher and to events leading up to the study.

Impetus for the study

There were many paths leading to my interest in the phenomenon under study. A

complex and entangled mix of life events, learning history, and a fortuitous discussion

with an older relative all provide insight. Curiosity and critical reflection led to

perplexity and was followed by a desire to know more about the phenomenon.

My learning history is a diverse mix of intended and incidental learning in formal, non-

formal and informal social situations as defined by Jarvis (2001b, pp. 21-22). He credits

Coombs and Ahmed with the original notion of formal, non-formal, and informal
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learning contexts but refines their descriptions to better represent the lexicon of learning

in the 21st century. Jarvis defines formal learning environments as “formal education

and training in an educational institution”, non-formal as “any form of systematic

learning conducted outside of a formal organization”, and informal as “learning that

occurs when a friend or a colleague provides an answer to a problem or shows

somebody how to perform a procedure in an informal manner”. Jarvis introduces the

concepts of intended and incidental learning and suggests that they can occur across all

three social situations: formal, non-formal, and informal. He refers to intended learning

as learning that is planned and deliberate; incidental as learning that is unplanned and

not intended.

Since leaving secondary school with no formal educational qualifications in 1966 I have

undertaken many and varied learning projects. Much of this learning has entailed

personal and financial sacrifice but I have always placed a very high value on learning,

consequently rewards have often been intrinsic. These pleasure and pain experiences led

me to become interested in the human quest for learning and the nature of learning.

Hence, an interest in pedagogy and epistemology emerged. I am particularly interested

in non-traditional learning paths and the personal and social value of learning.

Throughout my life I have been fascinated with language and people; the way people

think and behave. This fascination has drawn me to an interest in linguistics,

psychology, and sociology.

I became interested in philosophy as a result of reflecting on what the things in my life

mean and subsequently the things in other people’s lives. According to Allport (1955),

personal reflection about the factors that seem vital in a particular experience enable the

identification of issues that are important to the whole human race. He further suggests

that self-exploration is never a pure search for individual truth because the more that is

known about the self the more is known about others. The reciprocity of human

knowing is explained by Williamson (1998) and grounded in Bruner’s (1990) notion of

the essentially culturally constructed nature of learning.  Williamson explains that “the

individual’s efforts to make sense of their life and experience succeed only to the extent

to which they draw upon the experiences of others” (p. 51). Via a cyclic mutuality

process of the self and others it is considered possible to come to an understanding of
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our own lived experience. My endeavour to uncover the meaning of my experiences is

informed by the lived experience of the older adults in this study and vice versa.

Working as a computer teacher in primary and secondary schools enabled me to view

learning from a teaching perspective. I became interested in how some students just

seemed to know, while other students struggled to make sense of the computer learning

environment. I wondered about intuitiveness and whether there were certain essential

attributes and aptitudes that applied to learning the computer. My experience with adult

computer learners in the workplace prompted me to question learning experiences

across different age groups. Obstacles and difficulties seemed to be present for both

young and older people quite apart from their differences in motivation, goals and

purposes. These perceptions however, were merely observations and did not lead to

further investigation.

My work as a computer teacher provided me with many topics of conversation with

people of all ages. Fifteen years ago a relative in his late sixties (Harry) asked for advice

on purchasing a utility program for a new computer. Harry explained that he was

teaching himself a programming language and would also like the name of a good text

book. His interest in learning to write programs was not pragmatic as he had no

particular use in mind.  I thought of Harry’s lifelong interest in mechanics and technics

and the many times he alluded to sadness in being unable to continue education past the

Intermediate Certificate. His younger brother, a secondary school principal, was

impressed by Harry’s determination and this seemed important to Harry. I regarded

Harry as an exceptional older adult using learning to satisfy a need to make up for the

lack of formal learning and qualifications. I then further wondered about how difficult it

would be for him learning on his own and how he would go about it.

Following on from the chance conversation with Harry I became increasingly interested

in the learning experiences of people who had never used computers in their working

life. Through my teaching I came into contact with a local seniors’ group interested in

using school resources for computer lessons. I spoke informally to competent users,

beginning learners, and people thinking about learning.  The information they conveyed

inspired me to consider the possibility that their learning would be unique and unlike

learning undertaken at any other time in life. I wanted to know about their individual
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experience of learning to use a computer. My quest to know more about their learning

experience necessitated an understanding of the lifeworld of older adults and the ageing

process. Throughout my life I have had very little contact with older people. I did not

think about ageing but nonetheless held some fundamental beliefs about being old.

These beliefs were based on casual observations and general unexplainable discomfort

in the company of older people.

When I began the research I had little understanding of the development of ageing

beyond my own age and experiences. I had practical experience of teaching adults but

my theoretical understanding of pedagogy was situated in formal educational

classrooms. I set out to investigate the lifeworld of older adults with relative freshness. I

approached this in three ways. Firstly, I taught older adult computer learners in a

community-based, non-formal learning environment. I wanted to have close contact

with older people generally and to use the experience to inform my preliminary

research. Secondly, I undertook a review of literature relating to adult, lifelong, and

laterlife learning. The literature review then extended to include research relating to the

lifeworld of older adults and also to learning for older adults in computer environments.

Thirdly, I became more alert to popular culture and depictions of ageing and more

observant of older adults in general. My awareness, experiences and understandings led

me to question common terminology of older adulthood. I questioned the notion of there

being a place; a state that could be described as ‘old’. I then engaged in critical

reflection and discussion about the ontological questions of being an older adult. The

self-initiated questions emerging from observations, discussions and readings, and the

desire to learn and understand, were grounded in my life and learning history. These all

provided the impetus for this study.

Aim and intent

During my preliminary investigations and literature review I became aware of the

increasing numbers of older adults learning to use the computer, purchasing computer

products, and using the Internet. Much of the research literature focused on overcoming

age-related physiological difficulties and providing suitable adaptive hardware and
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assistive software for ageing computer users. The statistics from quantitative research

were evidence that older people were learning, purchasing, and using computers but not

enough was known about their experience of learning. Presenting the stories of the

learners from their perspective is an important intent of this study. Not only is it of great

human importance to record the voices of learners but also of historical importance. The

phenomenon, of older adult computer learners who have not used a computer in their

formal education or their working lives, will occur for a limited period and this study

will stand as evidence of unique individual learning experiences. It will also contribute

to understanding the lifeworld of older adults in Australia in the early 21st century.

From a pedagogical perspective I began an investigation into the nature of the learning

environment and potential influences on learners. I started on the premise that the nature

would be composed of cognitive, affective, conative, and social dimensions. Readings

of adult learning research led me to believe that learning was complex for adults

generally and older adults in particular. Further, that the unfamiliar computer learning

environment for older adults presented unique challenges. Research findings (from the

literature discussed in the next chapter) suggested that unfamiliarity with language,

concepts and the physical environment of computers increased the complexity of the

nature of the learning experience. The laterlife learning literature emanated from a

deficit model and concentrated on the need for older people to learn coping skills.

Overcoming barriers to learning was a focus of much of the literature. Research on how

and why older adults learn, as well as what they experience in the learning process, was

“limited and contradictory” (Wolf, 1985, p. 8). In focusing on the experience from the

perspective of older adult computer learners I aim to uncover the complexities of the

phenomenon.

Many authors reviewed in this study highlighted the need to ground research design and

interpretation in a socio-cultural context because of the generally held belief that

humans are inseparable from their social and historical context (Findsen, 2005; Jarvis,

1987; van Manen, 1997; Williamson, 1998). Research findings that distance learners

from their lifeworld are of limited value. The absence of the socio-cultural context in

analysis and interpretation provides a basis for assuming that the socio-cultural field is

regarded as insignificant. I also acknowledge that the socio-cultural context changes
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over time. In this study hence, place the lifeworld of the learners as essential to my

understandings.

In my quest to understand the lifeworld of older adults I was influenced by conflicting

literature relating to biological, psychological, developmental and sociological ageing.

Some literature emphasised decrepitude, degeneration, disability, and inevitable decline

as all leading to a state of being ‘old’.  There was pessimism about the potential to

continue to grow and develop throughout life. People outside the decrement model were

presented as exceptional and held up as great achievers who had overcome enormous

natural barriers. Other literature approached ageing as a process in which people faced

the challenges of ageing from a unique position. Older adults were regarded as having a

wealth of life experience that contributed to attributes of wisdom and practical

intelligence. Being closer to the end of life and facing finitude were also seen as

significant factors in the ageing experience. My aim in this study is to investigate the

lived experience of laterlife computer learners from their perspective and this will

include elements of the ageing process.

In deciding on the research questions I was influenced by preliminary readings, closer

contact with older adults generally, and an increasing awareness of older people in my

day-to-day life. This combination informed the development of three research questions.

Research questions

What is the nature of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

What interpretations do laterlife computer learners place on their learning experience?

What are the outcomes of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

Methodology

My life experiences, learning history, and a deep interest in understanding the learning

experience of older adult computer learners led me almost inevitably to a hermeneutic
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phenomenological methodology. In order to satisfy the needs arising from the research

questions I used a methodology that enabled me to uncover and explicate the experience

from the individual learner’s perspective. The methodology supports a multi-

disciplinary approach that allowed me to construct a unique analysis and interpretive

framework best suited to understanding the lifeworld of laterlife computer learners. In

order to maintain integrity of the thesis I also wanted a methodology and method that

would truly reflect me and my interest in the phenomenon. I was guided by the view

that the harmony of personal beliefs and interests with method chosen is essential (van

Manen, 1997). The research design was based on a case study approach with the use of

audio-taped individual interviews. The interview schedule (Appendix A) was developed

from a combination of influences from literature, the research questions, and my deep

interest in the lived experience of laterlife computer learners. Participants and learning

organisations were given information about the study and the opportunity to withdraw at

any time (Appendices B, C and D). Interview transcripts were coded and pseudonyms

used to protect the identity of learners, tutors, and learning providers.

Australian context

The world is in a constant state of rapid change. For older adults living in developed

countries the world of today is a very different one to the world most were born into.

“The world changes so rapidly – it is not the world into which many of the elderly were

born, and for some, it is hardly the world into which they retired” (Jarvis, 1992, p. 206).

The sources of these changes are historical, cultural, and technological and affect the

everyday lives of people and their interactions with other people. I will therefore

provide some contextual information to enable a greater understanding of the lifeworld

of older adults in general and the influences of the lifeworld on the lived experience of

laterlife computer learners.
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Demographic

There are more older adults in Australia than at any other time in history. They

represent a greater proportion of the population, are living longer, and lead independent,

healthy, and active lives (Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS), 2000). This trend will

continue to rise as the Baby Boomer generation reaches older adulthood and child

bearing couples opt for having fewer children (ABS, 1999). For the next 20 to 30 years

(until Baby Boomers start to die) the proportion of the total population in the over 55

age group will continue to rise and the proportion of the total population in the under 14

age group will continue to fall. With a change to the minimum age for retirement the

oldest of the Baby Boomers are now considered to be young older adults. The older

adults in this study grouped themselves into young older adults (55–64), middle older

adults (65–74), older older adults (75–84) and the elderly (85+) on the basis that each

group represented a different history and background with different needs. Older adult

literature does not distinguish between the groups. Participants in this study ranged in

age from 63–86 at the time of the interviews but I did not investigate any age-difference

influences within this age range.

Socio-cultural

The widespread use of digital devices for communication, banking, shopping and

domestic use necessitates a familiarity with such devices and disadvantages those

unable to use them. Older adults are increasingly using the Internet and purchasing

computers. In 2000, 26% of all 55–64 year olds and 9% of all 65+ year olds in Australia

were regular users of the Internet with a steady increase each year expected for some

time to come (ABS, 2003). Computer ownership and use in the over 55 year age group

shows the strongest growth in the Australian population of all age groups (Bosler,

2002). There has been a proliferation of computer clubs and courses designed for older

adults and an increase in seniors’ portals on the Internet over the past 10 years.

Participation numbers for older adult computer classes affiliated with the Australian

Seniors Computer Clubs Association (ASCCA), the national peak body for seniors and

technology, have risen from a handful of people in 1998 to 100 clubs in 2005, with an
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estimated number of participants in that seven year period to be in excess of 50,000

(Bosler, 2005).

Political

The traditional government role in relation to the older population has been in providing

support services and protection with an emphasis on health, housing and home care

assistance (McClusky, 1976). This position of responsibility for meeting basic needs has

shifted in developed countries to one of encouragement for independence and

autonomy. The shift has resulted from a number of factors. These include the ageing of

the population with more people dependent on the government for aged-related services

and less people in the tax-earning bracket resulting in the need for governments to

encourage self-sufficiency for as long as possible. The Australian government

encourages workers to retire later rather than sooner so that there is a greater period of

productive activity and less time between retirement and death. Further to this,

governments reflect the general business trend in regard to the use of electronic

communication to disseminate information. In New South Wales (NSW) there has been

an increasing focus on the needs of older adults following the International Year of

Older Persons (1999). In February 2001 the NSW Premier held a Forum on seniors and

technology attended by representatives from business, government, and seniors’ groups.

At this forum the NSW state government announced web site initiatives for seniors and

more support for older adults in learning to use computers (Kimpton, 2001). In 2005 the

Australian government released a free video “Connecting with computers: A guide to

getting started for older Australians”. While there have been initiatives that seek to

enable older people to learn and use computers, there was little that was known about

their learning experiences.

Significance and relevance

Computer education in formal learning environments has not been widely available in

Australia until relatively recently. Primary and secondary schools have not been able to
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provide all students with equal access to computer facilities. The lack of resources

resulted in some students gaining poor or no skills in computer usage during their

compulsory school years. Those students are now young adults. If they are unable to

gain computer skills in the workplace they may reach older adulthood with no computer

skills. If this were the case, computer lessons for older adults may be required for at

least another 50–60 years. Hence there will continue to be particular groups of older

adults learning to use computers for the first time for a significant period to come. My

research seeks to provide insights into the experience from the perspective of learners

and the interpretations from the study may assist the relevant learning providers. The

historical significance may also become apparent at a later date in relation to the context

of the non-formal learning situation and the changing socio-cultural context. This means

that personal and societal qualities and attributes that are valued change over time and

what is considered important in Australia in 2005 may not be the same as in earlier

historical periods and may not necessarily be the same in the future.

My research aims to acknowledge existing computer learning environments for older

adults by raising the voices of learners and interpreting the humanness of their

experience. Laterlife learners have a contribution to make to the debate on lifelong

learning, older adult learning opportunities, and the nature of the learning experiences.

Critical discussions regarding lifelong learning have too often in the past excluded older

adults (Williamson, 1998; Withnall, 2000, 2002). In a narrow conceptualisation of

lifelong learning, work-related education and training is privileged, and learning across

a range of social and cultural practices is not validated (Withnall, 2002). Despite there

being widespread discourse in relation to lifelong learning this discourse is “beginning

to be controlled by the discourse about work” (Jarvis, 2001a, p. 31).  The needs of

marginalised groups or groups outside an economic paradigm, such as older adults

learning in non-formal, self-help situations, should not be ignored (Smith & Spurling,

1999; Withnall, 2000). The exclusion of certain groups (such as older adult learners) in

the lifelong learning discourse and the lack of voice given to the them indicates that it is

important for the voices of laterlife learners to be heard and their stories to be told in an

authentic, qualitative manner. My research and thesis will provide an opportunity for the

voices of laterlife learners to be raised. Reading their voices via the text of the study

may not only provide literature for lifelong learning discussion but may also lead to

support in submissions for funding and contribute to informing policy development.
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While adult learning in developed countries appears to be underpinned by humanistic

ideals of freedom, autonomy and individual growth older adult learning research does

not reflect the human element of this philosophical perspective. Past research has

mainly been of a quantitative nature and focused on the purposes for which older adults

learn. There was also a focus on identifying and removing barriers to learning. There

was little qualitative research available that provided an insight into the learning

experience from the perspective of laterlife computer learners. I believe my research

will provide a much needed focus that will augment existing literature. My contribution

to the body of knowledge may assist in addressing the needs of older adult computer

learners by bringing meaningful learning experiences to the discussion.

Scope of thesis

I have only investigated laterlife computer learners in non-formal learning situations

who continued to learn throughout the research period. I have not investigated people

who withdrew from lessons. I am unable to make comments, develop relationships, or

offer generalisations about the influences that may provide an explanation for individual

withdrawal. I have also not investigated the experience of older adults who have chosen

not to become computer learners.

I am aware of informal laterlife computer learning environments, such as with family

members, intergenerational learning and those who teach themselves using methods and

strategies such as online learning, text books, manuals and trial and error. These

experiences have not been a part of this study.

I have not investigated people who were peer tutors at the beginning at the study. Some

participants became tutors during the study.

I have not attempted to measure the competency or ability of participants or to develop

a theory of learning. Further, I have not sought to understand or interpret individual

learning styles, effects of personality traits on the learning experience, or effects of
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previous educational experience. I acknowledge these factors as possible influences on

the learning experience.

I make no attempts to propose a teaching model or curriculum for older adult computer

learning.

If someone else undertook a similar study it is quite possible they would ask different

questions and interpret the answers differently to my study. I am not suggesting this is

the definitive study of older adult computer learners or that I have researched all there is

to the learning experience. I am not seeking to generalise or prove a hypothesis; hence, I

am not claiming generalisability.

In my study I investigated the lived experience of the fourteen laterlife computer

learners who participated in this research. I acknowledge that this experience involved

others, such as tutors, family, friends and fellow learners and this will be explicated in

Chapter Six. However, I did not interview these ‘other’ people in relation to the

participants’ experience because of the privileged perspective of the participants.

I further acknowledge that I have not investigated the political relations of the

participants in their sociocultural context. I have chosen not to take a critical theoretical

point of view. However, the potential for marginalisation in laterlife was referred to by

participants as a part of their experience as people no longer in the paid workforce. The

place of computer learning in this regard will be explored in Chapter Seven in the

section ‘Positioning and agency (spatiality)’.

My interpretations apply only to the group of people interviewed, at this time, and in

this place. I defer to Eliot in making this point.

Time is always time and place is always and only place

And what is actual is actual only for one time and only for one place.

T. S. Eliot

Ash Wednesday

It is up to you the reader to judge the worth of the thesis with the information given.
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Overview of thesis

The orderly, sequential structure of the thesis does not reflect the non-linear nature of

the research process. Guided by the methodology there was continual dynamic interplay

between data and literature in an organic and evolutionary manner. I constantly sought

more from the literature as unexpected themes emerged during data analysis. While

there may appear to be a chronology in the reading of the thesis this is not a true

representation of time sequences. I have attempted to structure the thesis in such a way

that it appears as a narrative but as in all human endeavours this is not necessarily true

to life. The experience came to life after the events and was composed idiosyncratically.

I have chosen to exclude the use of numbers as indicators of chapter structures because

the inclusion of numbers is contrary to the nature and intent of the thesis. However, the

table of contents provides a description of sections to guide the reader.

In Chapter Two I will present the conceptual and theoretical literature relevant to this

study. The literature is critiqued and reviewed for its contribution to my research

interest, methodology, and research design. I sought diverse multi-disciplinary sources

because of their importance in understanding the lifeworld of older adults. The literature

review drew from learning theories, gerontology, pedagogy, psychology, sociology, and

popular culture. The eclectic mix from diverse and related literature grounded the study

in a socio-cultural context. Existential, ethical, and philosophical literature is also

reviewed in this chapter to assist in understanding the ontological and epistemological

questions posed by the study. Arising from the literature review was a perceived need to

interpret the lived experience of older adult computer learners using a human method of

research design.

In Chapter Three I will describe my philosophical perspective and the research

orientation. The complexity of the phenomenon with its many layers (foregrounded in

this chapter and discussed throughout the thesis) necessitated qualitative data to enable

greater understanding. Laterlife computer learners and their experiences are the focus of

the research and the qualitative approach was deemed suitable for eliciting responses of

an affective nature that would provide meaningful discussion. Learners in this study

may have considered what they were doing as ordinary and an every-day occurrence but
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the phenomenon was unique and out-of-the-ordinary. To bring the uniqueness to light

required an interpretative approach. The fact that the phenomenon of older adults

learning the computer may be taken as self-evident in being beneficial and worthwhile

is proof that the phenomenon needed to be explicitly revealed in its uniqueness.

Hermeneutic phenomenological research has the potential to expose the aspects of

human life that are taken for granted in such a way that readers are more thoughtful and

attentive to the phenomenon (van Manen, 1997).

A hermeneutic phenomenology was also chosen as a methodology because of its

philosophical approach to the ontological questions of the Being-in-the-world and the

recognition of the need for an understanding of the lived experience of participants. In

this chapter I will also discuss the relevance and contribution of existentialism to an

understanding of the experience within the context of the lifeworld of laterlife computer

learners in this study. The three philosophical perspectives of phenomenology,

hermeneutics, and existentialism were investigated within the context of this study and

the qualitative orientation taken. In the last section of Chapter Three I will introduce the

themes that may be used by the reader to decide the value, credibility, and worth of the

research. In harmony with the methodology chosen the research design was based on a

case study approach and this is introduced in Chapter Four.

In Chapter Four I will discuss the case study method in both the context of this study

and in the research design and process. The details of the research design will be

included and the framework for the interview schedule (Appendix A) will be outlined.

Literature relating to analysis and interpretation will be investigated in the context of the

philosophical perspective and research orientation. I will also briefly describe

participants as an introduction to the remaining chapters. I conducted 14 interviews in

2003 and 2004 in the Sydney metropolitan area. The questions were open-ended,

providing for extended responses. Participants in the study were over the age of 63 and

learning in non-formal, voluntary peer tutor learning environments specifically for

seniors. They had not used a computer during their paid working life and identified

themselves as beginning computer users. All participants volunteered to take part in the

research and were required to sign a consent form (Appendix C). The laterlife computer

learners in this study were not engaged in or seeking paid work and they identified

themselves as being retired.
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In Chapters Five and Six I will provide descriptive interpretations of the lived

experience of laterlife computer learners in this study using extensive vignettes

interspersed with analysis from both literature and experience. The voices of the people

in this study will be dominant and occupy the greatest space in the text. The first and

second research questions (What is the nature of the learning experience of laterlife

computer learners? What interpretations do laterlife computer learners place on their

learning experience?) will be addressed in these two chapters. The laterlife computers

learners in this study and their learning experiences are privileged at varying times

throughout Chapters Five and Six.

In Chapter Five I will specifically uncover the disjuncture of the learning process and

the attempts at equilibrium. Laterlife computer learners in this study were constantly

challenged by the unfamiliar computer environment and they devised strategies to

overcome barriers to learning. These challenges were situated in the relational structures

with the computer and the triad I-learner-computer and will be described in Chapter

Five.

The social nature of learning that contributed to an understanding of the interpretations

learners placed on their experience will be investigated in Chapter Six. The underlying

socio-cultural context was foregrounded to enable me to explicate the experience as it

related to the lifeworld of the learners in this study. Interactions between the essential

elements of the learning environment will be highlighted in both Chapters Five and Six.

Narratives emerged and provided insights into individual and shared experiences. A

sense of the experience, emanating from the voices and the narratives, will be carried

into Chapter Seven.

In Chapter Seven I will take a phenomenological and existential thematic approach in

order to address the third research question (What are the outcomes of the learning

experience of laterlife computer learners?). Four phenomenological themes were used to

interpret the lived experience of older adult computer learners and will be described

using the structure of lifeworld existentials. These themes (and their lifeworld

existentials) are:
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growth and development (corporeality)

integrity and continuity (temporality)

positioning and agency (spatiality)

mutualness and value (relationality)

Using a combination of phenomenological themes and existential lifeworlds enabled me

to place the older adults in this study outside their learning environments. I was able to

position them in their lifeworld, grounded by the socio-cultural context of the study. I

was also able to look further than the interpretations from Chapters Five and Six and to

transcend the literature from the conceptual and theoretical frameworks.

In Chapter Eight I will explore the interpretations presented in Chapters Five, Six and

Seven and discuss how these interpretations contributed to an understanding of the lived

experience of older adult computer learners. I will explore the notion of wellbeing in the

light of the phenomenological themes and existential lifeworlds described in the

previous chapter. I will also consider the interpretations from the previous three

chapters and their contribution to quality of life benefits for the participants in this

study. In my analysis of wellbeing I have uncovered eight dimensions of wellbeing as

they relate to the laterlife computer learners in this study. The eight dimensions are:

adaptive capacity

self-confidence and personal achievement

maintaining high cognitive functioning

autonomy

quality of relationships

reminiscences

continued participation

interest in life generally

These eight dimensions of wellbeing will be explained and described in this chapter. In

this, the final interpretation chapter, I am able to move beyond the scope of the three

research questions to encompass unforeseen understandings that nonetheless contributed

to an understanding of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners.
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In the concluding chapter of the thesis, Chapter Nine, I will critically evaluate the

particular strengths and challenges of the research. I will also reflect on the frameworks

used and the methodology approach. The quality in qualitative research themes will be

evaluated and I will then return to Chapter One to ask the question “Have I achieved

what I set out to achieve?” In this final chapter of the thesis I will also review and

reflect on the interpretations from Chapters Five, Six, Seven and Eight to emphasise the

human experience of learning.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The main aim of this study is to inquire into the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners and with this in mind, I begin the literature review by proposing two

frameworks: conceptual and theoretical.

In the first part of the literature review I will critique literature relating to the lifeworld

of older adults with the intent of grounding the study in a socio-cultural context. As

discussed in the previous chapter many authors believe the socio-cultural context is

significant in understanding the lived experience of adult learners. When I began the

research I had little understanding of the lifeworld of older adults and laterlife learning

so I sought diverse literature both to assist me in understanding the challenges and

tensions of the lifeworld of older adults and to contribute to the development of the

interview schedule (Appendix A). I also believed that a wide reading would be

important to the analysis and interpretation stages of the study. A further intent in my

investigation of diverse sources of literature was a belief that as I knew very little about

the lifeworld of older adults I would be ill-prepared for meaningful contact and

communication with participants.

The conceptual framework makes a significant contribution to understanding the issues

raised by the second and third research questions: participant interpretations and

outcomes of the learning experience. In attempting to answer these questions I looked to

literature from andragogy, gerontology, pedagogy, psychology, sociology, and popular

culture. The ontological and epistemological questions that are raised from these

literature sources are addressed by drawing from the existential, ethical, and

philosophical literature. At the core of the conceptual literature review is the ontological

triad of I-learner-computer. The triad places the three essential elements of the

computer learning experience in relation to each other. The literature review begins with

the I, the Being in the experience. In the section ‘Older adults and ageing’ the focus is

on the I part of the I-learner-computer triad. I have chosen to represent this focus by
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emphasising the I and placing it outside the other two elements of the triad; i.e. I-

(learner-computer). I will then look to the second part of the triad to answer ontological

questions posed by the Being as a learner and the relational structures of the I-learner

specifically related to learning in adult and older adulthood. In the section ‘Adult and

laterlife learning’ I will focus on literature related to the learner part of the triad,

represented by I-learner-(computer). In the sections just described I will not lose sight

of the computer as the third dimension of the triad. In the last section of the conceptual

framework ‘Laterlife computer learners’ the computer is the focus, represented by I-

learner-computer. Throughout all three sections important ontological questions will

be posed and investigated for their contribution to understanding the Being-in-the-world

in the context of the lived experience of older adult computer learners.

In the second part of the literature review, the theoretical perspective, I will review the

learning theory literature and discuss its place in understanding the learning experience

as well as in answering the first research question, the nature of learning for laterlife

computer learners. While Findsen (2005, p. 3) asserts that there is merit in the

investigation of learning processes he notes that such studies have limitations because

they do not take into account the “contradictions, tensions and paradoxes of ageing”. He

highlights the need for greater understanding of the learning experience in the broader

cultural, political, economic, and social circumstances of older adults. The view that a

one-dimensional approach is inadequate in understanding the social context of ageing is

“widely supported” (Thorson, 2000, p. 58) because of the belief that the self and ageing

are socially constructed in unique and complex ways (Findsen, 2005; Tennant, 1997).

Based on my interpretations from the conceptual and learning theory literature I

acknowledge that the frameworks are intrinsically connected and therefore both have a

place in this study. The conceptual perspective focuses on the lifeworld of learners

whereas the learning theory literature focuses on the processes and nature of learning.

Both perspectives are taken in the search for guidance in the research design and

interpretation of the learning experience of participants as well as in answering the third

research question regarding the outcomes of the learning experience.
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Conceptual framework

The main purpose of investigating literature relating to the I-learner-computer is to

discover what is known about the lived experience of laterlife computer learners and

how previous research findings can contribute to this study. There is also an attempt to

incorporate a multi-disciplinary understanding of the (laterlife computer learner) Being-

in-the-world and to place the lifeworld of laterlife computer learners at the centre of the

study.

Older adults and ageing

In the first of the I-learner-computer triad the I is the focus represented by I-(learner-

computer). The main purpose of this section is to define the reference to ‘older adults’,

investigate their lifeworld, and provide a socio-cultural context for laterlife learning.

Defining older adults

Defining who the participants are is necessary for understanding and capturing the

boundaries for the study. The problematic of capturing an age that can be applied to all

people is that ageing is a process and not a state or place. However, for the purpose of

this study it is important to arrive at a workable definition, useful not only in the

selection of participants but also in critiquing the literature and interpreting the lived

experience. Literature from many sources: developmental, psychological, sociological,

and historical is used to provide insights into how older adults are defined. Some older

adult studies (American Association of Retired Persons (AARP), 2000; Jarvis, 2001a;

Neugarten, 1976; Thorson, 2000) refer to a chronological age boundary, with beginning

ages ranging from 50-65. The 15 year difference in identifying the beginning of old age

suggests great variation within the literature and also disagreement about a definitive

notion of the onset of old age. However, for the purpose of this study defining older

adults by age places participants in a shared historical context, particularly in relation to

technology. Computers were not widely used in schools and educational institutions
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until the 1980s. People born before 1960 are unlikely to have used computers in formal

learning environments. Also, computers were not pervasive in workplaces until the mid-

late 1990s. This historical context means that for those people close to retirement and

already retired there is less chance that they would have used computers in either their

schooling or working lives. For the purpose of this study the previous contact with

computers is considered significant. It is nonetheless recognised that it is the perception

of the participant that is important and not necessarily the amount or type of previous

computer contact. Participants may have used a computer for recreational purposes or in

a limited way prior to commencing non-formal lessons and may even have explored the

computer environment. However, perceiving themselves as beginning learners is

considered a more important determinant in this study than the amount of time spent

using computers.

The use of chronological age as the only criterion to define older adults is viewed by

Findsen as being “misleading and dangerous” (2005, p. 12). He suggests there is wide

variation in individual development within the same cultural age group and that using

age alone does not take into account developmental diversity. In considering other ways

of defining older adults I looked to findings from developmental, psychological, and

sociological research. There is general agreement that some degeneration of body and

mind occurs with ageing and that this has the potential to impact on daily life (Findsen,

2005; Thorson, 2000). The decline in physical and cognitive abilities may contribute to

the complexity of psychological and sociological development as older adults reflect on

the impending finitude of their lives and their need to continue to grow and develop. In

psychological terms, the period of older adulthood is self-determined and occurs with

the perception and acknowledgment that the self has a limited number of years to live.

When Simone de Beauvoir (1978) and her cohorts reached “a certain threshold” (p. 555)

and realised they no longer had a “boundless future” (p. 558), they became aware of

their “biological fate” (p. 555). This personal insight is referred to in psychological and

sociological terms as the life turn and may last a period of 15 years or more (Illeris,

2003a). Using the life turn in defining older adults in this study would require questions

not posed by this study but as all participants were connected with seniors’ computer

lessons it would appear they identified as older adults.
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Three authors contributed to an understanding of the tensions and complexities of life in

older adulthood that are played out in both the psychological and sociological fields.

According to Moody (1985) the omega period of life presents the need to face the

tension of life expectancy and self-development. McClusky (1971) refers to the constant

struggle faced by older people to either disengage from the social world or maintain

active participation. The third author believes that in the final stage of

psychosociological development, the stage of ego integrity versus despair, people

seriously contemplate the meaning of their lives as it relates to past events (Erikson,

1950). Erikson believes that achieving ego integrity requires an adjustment to retirement

and a redefining of self-worth unrelated to work and career. In Erikson’s terms physical

strength and prowess of the past are foregone to enable concentration on the value of

life as a whole. In Erikson’s second last stage of generativity versus stagnation, there is

concern for future generations and life beyond their own. Underlying all three views of

the psychological and sociological fields in older adulthood is the ‘time factor’. Time is

an important element of the lifeworld of older adults as they seek to ‘weigh-up’ (i.e.

make sense of) and balance the tensions specific to laterlife. Throughout the thesis I will

discuss time as a significant factor in the lived experience of laterlife computer learners

in this study.

A possible definition for older adults that allows for the complexity of life is offered by

Laslett’s (1989) Third Age. Laslett describes the Third Age as a time to pursue personal

interests and an opportunity for greater autonomy following on from the Second Age

priorities of career and child-rearing. In the Third Age plans are made for the future and

past expectations and depictions of post-retirement are rejected. Laslett suggests that

people in the Third Age have a significant period of retirement when they are free from

the financial and family responsibilities of paid work.

I acknowledge that defining and describing people by age alone is restrictive, linear, and

one-dimensional. However, the shared age-related historical factor is important in the

context of this study. I also found compelling the three psychological and sociological

models that present and emphasise the tensions of older adulthood. These models also

contributed to my understanding of the problematic of defining older adults. Laslett’s

(1989) theory of the Third Age represents the participants in this study. They are not in

paid work or seeking employment, they have a significant period from retirement before
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reaching the age of life expectancy, and they are voluntary learners. The concept of

Third Age combined with the calendar age provided me with a suitable and workable

definition of older adults. For the purpose of this study I will use the terms Third Age,

older adults, and laterlife learners interchangeably to describe participants. I

acknowledge there are many factors that contribute to ways of describing older adults

that may be more insightful and compelling. I further acknowledge the heterogeneity of

all people in trying to collectively attribute a definition to a group and ascribing all

things to them.

Socially constructed images of ageing

Not only are self and ageing socially constructed in unique and complex ways as stated

earlier but they are also dynamic, changing over time. Social and individual roles and

responsibilities are not static across the lifecourse. The construction of self-image is

intricate, ambiguous, and convoluted, and occurs as a dialectic between psychological

and sociological influences. It is not possible within the scope of this research to

investigate individual influences except to acknowledge their importance in the

construction of identity. Despite how the self is idiosyncratically constructed there is the

potential for socially-presented images to influence attitudes about ageing and towards

older adults by people of all ages. If images are “an embodiment of the norms of

society” (Zeilig, 1997, p. 42) then they not only mirror society but also have the

potential to contribute to the construction of other images of ageing. In recognition that

there is potential for influence Findsen (2001) confirms that personal and societal

expectations can be enhancing or inhibitory for older adults. In the context of this study

literature from popular culture, fiction, and non-fiction is included because of its

potential influence in the construction of self-image and its potential impact on the lived

experience of laterlife computer learners.

Being and ageing

The focus of I-(learner-computer) is sharpest in the literature relating to Being and

ageing where ontological and existential questions are posed. Various people in the
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1970s contributed to the developmental task literature by providing lists of specific

tasks in older adulthood (Havighurst, 1972; Thorson, 1978). Thorson (2000) now

believes that lists of developmental tasks for older adults do not contribute to

understanding the lifeworld of older adults. He insists that in qualitative and holistic

approaches individually determined values are more meaningful ways of describing

development in the Third Age. Thorson’s (2000) concept of meaningful participation is

similar to Erikson, Erikson and Kivnick’s (1986) notion of vital involvement.  Both

concepts (meaningful participation and vital involvement) encompass a range of

dimensions including: the ability to adapt, being a part of society, not being

marginalised, and being valued by others. Included in the concepts of meaningful

participation and vital involvement is the important place of life review and its primary

role in determining the value of an individual life.

As life approaches the end, Fromm (1947, p. 41) insists that the Being “must give

account to the self of the self, and of the meaning of its existence”. In the quest to make

sense of a life in relation to the whole of life and to the lifeworld not only are questions

asked of the self about what the past means but also what the present means. This inner

searching and reflection relates to the existential questions of ‘Why am I doing this?

How am I going? Does this make me feel good about myself? Is what I am doing in

harmony with my lifeworld?’ The search for the meaning of one’s life becomes an

imperative as the inevitable end of life approaches. Time is seen as ‘running out’ and

hence the search for meaning becomes an intrinsic developmental task of ageing with an

intensified focus on value and meaning.

Discussion of older adults and ageing

The literature revealed the problematic of situating older adulthood as a clearly defined

static state in the life course. I sought a diverse range of literature to assist in coming to

a clearer understanding of older adulthood and found that there was no agreed definition

for older adulthood. What the literature indicated was that there was a complex array of

dimensions to be taken into account when attempting to focus on the group of people

referred to as older adults. Literature also showed that socially constructed images of

ageing have the potential to influence older adults’ self perceptions and to impact on
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their day-to-day lives. An important aspect of the older adulthood literature revealed

that ageing presents many tensions and challenges with an increasing focus on time and

meaning. The constant self-questioning provides many opportunities for serious

reflection and life review. The existential questions of the purpose of the life, coupled

with the tensions of the need to grow and develop, while at the same time holding at bay

the constant reminder that life is coming to an end, are shown to be inherent in older

adulthood.

Adult and laterlife learning

This following section ‘Adult and laterlife learning’ concentrates on the dualism I-

learner from the I-learner-computer triad. The first four sub-sections (‘Factors

influencing participation’ ‘Learning approaches, motivation and goals’ ‘Factors

influencing laterlife learning approaches’ ‘Learning capabilities of older adults’) have a

learner focus represented by I-learner. In these four sub-sections I will emphasise and

discuss influences on participation in learning projects, approaches to learning, and

older adult learning capabilities. In the final sub-section ‘Being and learning’ the Being

is the focus represented by I-learner. Ontological and existential questions posed by

learning choices will be discussed and the literature relevant to the Being as a learner

will be reviewed.

Given what has been foregrounded in the previous section (‘Older adults and ageing’) in

relation to the context of learning for Third Agers it is important to have an

understanding of how learning fits with the complex needs of people nearing the end of

life. The assertion that “learning is about living” and is basically an existential pursuit

(Jarvis, 2001b, p. 10) underpinned my view that learning would be an obvious and

potential popular growth choice for older adults. It could even be argued that in the

Third Age there is more time to pursue learning for growth, existential outcomes, and

self-actualisation. Devoid of the pressure to learn for career or financial reward people

in retirement are able to participate in learning projects for intrinsic rewards.
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Factors influencing participation

Tough (1979) identifies four socio-cultural determinants that may influence older adult

participation in learning. He asserts that people are influenced by previous learning

experiences, family and friends, community and societal imperatives, and idiosyncratic

psychological characteristics.  Tough’s extensive and thorough research of adult

learning projects enabled him to offer these insights into the complexities of

participation in learning in adulthood. His work is supported by the recognition that

family and friends influence choice of learning, the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of learning

(Jarvis, 2001b). Research from Canada indicated that some societies are more likely to

be educationally oriented or to value learning of a particular type (Office of Learning

Technologies, 1999). The findings of Tough and the Office of Learning Technologies

are significant in this study because of the ubiquitousness of computers and the lifelong

learning culture of developed countries. English and Australian adult learning

organisations such as The National Institute for Adult and Community Education

(NIACE), Adult Learning Australia (ALA), and the Board of Adult and Community

Education (BACE) promote lifelong learning and offer a range of projects to support

lifelong learning. Australia is a technologically advanced country and learning that

relates to technology generally would therefore be acceptable, fostered, and highly

regarded by family, friends, and the community.

Learning approaches, motivation and goals

An understanding of prior attitudes, beliefs, and expectations that make up the

idiosyncratic approach to learning may contribute to understanding the learning

experience of adult and laterlife learners. Intentions and purposes, also a part of the

approach to learning, are considered for their contribution to an understanding. Beatty

and Wolf (1996, p. 35) place individual approaches to learning in the centre of the

learning experience by asserting that “emotional responses shape the learning

experience”. Closely connected to the approach to learning are the notions of motivation

and goal-setting. These two aspects of the experience will also be investigated with the

idea that there may be some connection between prior expectations, motivation,

intention, and responses to the learning experience. Learning approaches, motivation,
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and goals are important concepts to explore in this study because of subsequent

influences on the lived experience of laterlife computer learners.

Although learning motivation in adulthood is idiosyncratic I will consider three

motivational models that may contribute to an understanding of the learning experience

of Third Agers. The first model is offered by Sherron and Lumsden (1990) who believe

that learners participate in a learning activity to obtain specific goals that will

immediately or in the future bring gratification. Goal-directed behaviour is seen by

Sherron and Lumsden as a way of describing motivation. They offer by way of

explanation the analogy of learners being pulled towards a learning activity by the need

to achieve a specific objective. This pull is seen as distinct from the notion of being

pushed into the learning activity by a psychological need. In my view there is potential

for both the pull and the push to apply at the same time for older adult computer

learners. The learners may conceivably seek learning for instrumental, pragmatic

outcomes as well as to satisfy intrinsic needs. Both of these are possible in learning the

computer.

A second learning motivational model specifically for laterlife learners is based on

developmental changes in older adults (Manheimer, Snodgrass & Moskow-McKenzie

(1995). In this model motives for learning are regarded as adaptational or

transformative. An adaptational approach is taken as a response to facing the obstacles

of everyday living and a transformational approach focuses on the unique opportunities

of older adulthood to realise self-actualisation. In relation to this study older adults in

Australia may be influenced to learn to use the computer because computers are

commonly used in everyday life. Third Agers may also believe computer skills are

needed in order to carry out their day-to-day activities. Under the model offered by

Manheimer et al. older adults are also influenced to learn by the need to continue to

grow and develop.

The third motivational model is based on a study to identify motivational themes of

older adult learners. Findings from the study confirm that initial participation can be

influenced by two seemingly opposing forces (Hanson, 1988). In Hanson’s study, these

two incentives to learn are identified as deficit and growth. Hanson’s study also looked

at the ongoing motivational influences and concluded that while initial participation is
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often the result of a perceived deficit, continued participation requires a growth

orientation. It is possible that the older adults in a developed country such as Australia

will find there are many opportunities to learn. In a learning-focussed community they

are able to choose learning that offers them the opportunity to realise their learning

potential. All learning motivational models presented here provided an insight into both

personal and social influences operating in the lifeworld of older adults.

Of particular interest in this study for the contribution it makes to understanding the

learning approach of laterlife computer learners is the self-actualisation model. Maslow

advances the notion that in his model only older adults are capable of achieving self-

actualisation (1970). He asserts that younger adults do not have the experience that

enables them to achieve identity and autonomy. Maslow further maintains that the

achievement of self-actualisation is only possible with maturity and a realistic attitude to

life. The approach to learning in the self-actualisation model includes setting goals

relating to life enhancement and realising one’s full potential (Illeris, 2002). In

recognition of the need to grow and develop and reach full potential, McClusky (1971)

maintains that fulfilling a lifetime potential should be a major goal for education for

older adults. However, McClusky’s view assumes that the older adults have not already

achieved their potential. In considering Maslow’s self-actualisation model I reflected on

a place beyond self-actualisation in laterlife. I considered the people with a lifetime of

achievements and this led me to the poem, ‘What Then?’ In this poem the author recalls

and describes a lifetime of achievements in which “everything he wrote was read” and

“all his happier dreams came true”, but still the author is haunted by the ghost of Plato,

who cries out to him “What Then?” In the final stanza of the poem the author is left to

ponder on what is left to be done in older adulthood if all the dreams and hopes have

been fulfilled.

‘The work is done,’ grown old he thought,

‘According to my boyish plan;

Let the fools rage, I swerved in nought,

Something to perfection brought;’

But louder sang that ghost ‘What then?’

W. B. Yeats

What Then?
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Reminiscence studies suggest that self-actualisation and creative expression in older

people can be fostered through the expansion of the consciousness (Ebersole, 1976).

Older adulthood offers unique possibilities to engage in life review that are realised

through a combined psychological and spiritual quest for meaning and insight (Moody,

1976). Moody maintains that the true value of learning for older people is in the ability

of learning to expand and challenge learners to search and explore their growth and

development. In fact it is thought that reminiscing in older people may have a purpose

in that it may lead to a better quality of life (Merriam, 1990). According to Merriam

reminiscing may strengthen ego integrity, add to cognitive functioning, enhance life

satisfaction, and increase the ability to deal with stress. If older adults are to resolve the

tensions of Erikson’s (1950) final stage in psychosociological development (ego

integrity versus despair) reminiscence may contribute to the achievement of ego

integrity.

Reminiscence may have an additional purpose and that is to connect to the young in the

way of Erikson’s second final stage generativity versus self-absorption. When older

adults reminisce about their own lives it may prompt them to think about the world

generally and the world of the future. Reminiscence may therefore contribute to greater

reflection and to a better understanding of the lifeworld. The reminiscence process may

also contribute to a sense of wellbeing as Merriam claims. Learning to use the computer

offers older adults the opportunity to combine growth and development goals with life

review and creative expression. They are able to use the computer to research the family

history and to write their autobiography, and at the same time pursue creativity and self-

actualisation. For older adults it is also a way of presenting the self to future generations

in the way they choose to be remembered. Young people may therefore understand their

own lives better as they place themselves historically within the family.

The models outlined above are useful but not definitive. Other motivational findings

added to my understanding of the complexity of learning approaches and subsequent

expectations for older adults. In Houle’s “ground-breaking and unorthodox” studies of

adult learning (Candy, 1992, p. 25) adult learners are classified by their orientation

towards the learning activity. Houle (1961, 1988) proposes that learners are either

orientated to goals, activity, or learning. In his orientation model, goal oriented learners
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view learning as a means to an end, activity oriented learners participate in learning for

social reasons, and learning oriented learners consider learning as an end in itself.

Learning can also be initiated for highly practical purposes, interest, enjoyment, and

curiosity (Tough, 1979). Tough’s research indicates that learning for older adults is

closely related to satisfying personal needs and this view is consistent with Houle’s

orientation model.

Other research supports the belief that approaches, motivation, and goals are situated in

the personal domain. For older adult learners the approach to learning may be

influenced by other factors related to age and time. This is evident in the learning

literature that distinguishes older adults from adults. Learning in laterlife is

characterised by personal instincts, the innate desire to learn, and the absence of

external incentives (Illeris, 2003a.) Illeris affirms that older adults learn out of interest

for a particular subject or thing and the desire to understand or gain experience in

specific contexts. Findings from other research relating to motivation for learning over

the age of 50 suggest that older adults learn for spiritual or personal growth, for pure

enjoyment in learning something new, and to keep up with what is happening in the

world (AARP, 2000). Erikson et al. (1986) point out that a heightened awareness of the

world around them is an essential part of vital involvement in older adulthood. A

majority (70%) of participants in the AARP study also said they engage in learning in

order to enrich their lives. As noted in the previous chapter, the pursuit of knowledge is

not entirely a selfish endeavour because the more that is known about the self the more

is known about others (Allport, 1955).  In the context of this study, laterlife computer

learners are able to enrich their lives and keep up-to-date with current world events

thereby placing the self favourably to better understand the self and others, leading to

enhanced personal relationships.

The importance of improved relations is significant both personally and socially.

Establishing and maintaining meaningful human relations with others is particularly

relevant in older adult development (Beatty & Wolf, 1996). The individual benefit of

enhanced personal relations is strengthened by the view that meaningful human

connections foster greater social cohesion (Beatty & Wolf). Social cohesion refers to

ways in which communities are united and have strong links with each other. The social

cohesive bond relates more to the greater social benefit than just to a particular group
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cohesion within the community (Schuller, Brassett-Grundy, Green, Hammond &

Preston, 2002). In the context of this study, social cohesion refers to the ability of older

adults to not only feel a part of the older adult community but to also feel a part of the

wider community, enabling them to make meaningful connections with people and

groups from outside their older adult group. For older adults learning to use a computer

is a way of making meaningful connections with people in the wider community.

An enhanced personal relationship with children and grandchildren is another aspect of

particular relevance to this study. This is because of the widespread use of computers

and the possibility that children and grandchildren of older adults may view technology

as an essential part of their lifeworld. The fact that 70% of participants in the AARP

(2000) study mention the enrichment benefit of learning suggests that a better

understanding of their lifeworld and the strengthening of relationships is important to

them. As stated previously, enhanced personal relations may also have benefits for the

wider community in social cohesion and greater understandings between people

generally. Findings from the AARP study also suggest that older adults perceive a

potential for weakening of the relationship with children and grandchildren, possibly as

a result of ageing and different generational interests. If laterlife learners choose to learn

something that is of interest to their children and grandchildren (such as computers)

they are not only strengthening the relationship but are also lessening the risk of

weakening the relationship.

Related to enrichment and enhancement in life and relationships is Kelly’s (1993)

notion of the dimensions of activity within satisfactory ageing. (Satisfactory ageing and

other descriptions of ‘ageing well’ will be discussed in Chapter eight.) In Kelly’s model,

the combination of engagement in the learning activity and the quality of relationships

provides the opportunity for increased life satisfaction. When learning is in the context

of the relationship (such as when older adults learn to use something that is widely used

by other people) the enhanced communication and sharing that flows from the learning

activity increases the likelihood of wellbeing (Kelly). In the same way that improved

relations with others can have personal and social benefits as discussed earlier wellbeing

may also extend beyond the personal into the wider community in the form of social

cohesion. Kelly’s contribution of meaningful activity adds to Beatty and Wolf’s (1996)

meaningful human connections, Erikson et al.’s (1986) vital involvement, and Thorson’s
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(2000) meaningful participation notions. Tough’s (1968, 1978, 1979, 1999) extensive

adult learning project research also affirms the perceived need of learners to better

understand the environment more fully and to continue to participate in their lifeworld.

All the literature relating to social cohesion and wellbeing is closely allied and has

significance for this study in understanding the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners.

As stated in the previous chapter, the humanistic model of adult education is

underpinned by the encouragement of learners to achieve freedom, autonomy and

individual growth goals. However, as outlined previously, motivation, goals, and

approaches to learning in laterlife are complex and multi-dimensional. Humanistic

ideals enable idiosyncratic goals to be determined to embrace wellbeing and meaningful

activity (Kelly, 1993), meaningful human connections (Beatty & Wolf, 1996), vital

involvement (Erikson, et al., 1986), and meaningful participation (Thorson, 2000).

However, models developed through extensive research of laterlife learners offered by

Jarvis (2001b) and Wolf (1991) may also contribute to insights into laterlife learners.

In the model proposed by Jarvis, learners are classified by their approach and intent

(2001b, pp. 77–82). In a similar way to Houle (1961, 1988), Jarvis believes laterlife

learners approach learning from one of three different positions. Jarvis refers to older

adults who learn for intrinsic reasons as sages; those who learn for skill development

with a specific purpose as doers; and those who choose learning that sits comfortably

with their self-identity as harmony seekers. According to Jarvis, both sages and

harmony seekers are highly selective in their learning. Considering the vastness of

learning opportunities in the lifelong learning culture of developed countries and the

rapid changes in knowledge there is an overwhelming source of learning potential.

However, Jarvis believes that sages are selective because they simply do not have time

or interest to respond to every potential learning experience. Harmony seekers are

selective because they seek harmony between their biography and past experience and

to reconfirm previous experiences rather than learn new ones. Jarvis portrays sages as

being more inclined than doers and harmony seekers to critically reflect on the

opportunity learning provides to grow and develop.  In the model, doers are deemed to

engage in learning that is significantly experiential and physical, such as the arts and

crafts, horticulture, and physical fitness. However, Jarvis also shows that doers may
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seek to combine intellectual pursuits with ‘doing things’ such as travel and study. The

rise in the number of doers is evident in the United States. Elderhostels are very popular

because they arrange study tours and holidays for thousands of older people each year

(Jarvis, p. 80). Doers are more likely than sages and harmony seekers to state that they

do not know how they found time to go to work, pre-retirement (Jarvis).

The three learning approaches offered by Jarvis (2001b) also augment the literature

discussed previously. In particular, two of the three learning orientations proposed by

Houle (1961, 1988) are closely allied with the Jarvis model. Goal oriented learners are

similar to doers in that they seek practical outcomes derived from the learning. Learning

oriented learners consider learning to be an end in itself and hence pursue intrinsic

reward rather than a tangible product. This learning orientation can be considered

similar to the sages who seek learning for learning’s sake.  Erikson’s (1950) final stage

of life, in which people seek to reconcile ego integrity with despair, is applicable to

both harmony seekers and sages. The potential for harmony seekers to reminisce

(Jarvis) contributes to Merriam’s (1990) understanding that reminiscence leads to a

better quality of life. Remembering and reviewing of earlier experiences has also been

shown to be essential to the ability of older adults in resolving both the second last

(generativity versus self-absorption) and last stages of Erikson’s psychosocial model.

Like the model offered above by Jarvis (2001b) Wolf also proposes three types of older

adult learners (1991, pp. 9–17). Wolf believes the learning traits evident in laterlife

learners are important motivational factors. In the meaning-making approach, Wolf

maintains that learners seek to find meaning in their own life. Her personal journey

concept is closely related to the concept of life review and Erikson’s (1950) final stage

of psychosocial development. The second trait Wolf presents is that of the shadow self

whereby learners move into new roles and experiment with different parts of their

personality. Her understanding of the shadow self trait may be consistent with self-

actualisation and the intellectual pursuits of curiosity and creativity. A further

interpretation of the shadow self may be taken from Heidegger (1962), in which he

proposes that in older adulthood there may be a need to engage in learning that truly

reflects the self, in an expression of authentic individuality. In a further search for an

understanding of the authentic self I looked to Jarvis (2001b, p. 10) who confirms that

learning is about living and is an “existential phenomenon”. This is also perhaps what
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Heidegger means when he talks about expressing the self authentically and the search

for the ‘real me’. In Wolf’s final learning trait of cognitive re-ordering laterlife learners

are involved in a creative tension in which they seek to become more fully alive.

The tensions of “what one has already achieved and what one still ought to accomplish

is inherent in the human being and is therefore indispensable to mental well-being”

(Frankl, 1985, p. 127). The “polar field of tension” sets up an “existential dynamic

where one pole is represented by a meaning that is to be fulfilled and the other pole by

the man who has to fulfill it” (Frankl, p. 127). The sense of sustaining the life force is

significant for older adults who are faced with the tensions of withdrawing from their

lifeworld or continuing to develop and grow and remain active, as outlined by many

authors (Erikson, 1950; Erikson, et al., 1986; McClusky, 1971; Moody, 1985). When he

was 70 years old, almost blind and unable to read and write, Sartre believed that his

occupation as a writer was “completely destroyed” (Sartre & Contat, 1975, para. 3). He

described his daily routine: “I walk a little. The newspapers are read to me. I listen to

the radio. These are the things you do when you are at a loose end.” (para. 12). In ‘East

Coker’ Eliot contributes to an understanding of the dread of not feeling fully alive and

of getting dressed up to go nowhere.

…the mental emptiness deepen

Leaving only the growing terror of nothing to think about.

T. S. Eliot

East Coker

Eliot’s words conjure up a real fear of the great nothingness, having nothing worthwhile

to think about or to contribute to a world that is not understood, one in which the self is

alienated. This “existential vacuum is a widespread phenomenon of the 20th century”

(Frankl, 1985, p. 128). Sartre claimed that although he believed his mind was still sharp

in his 70s, his approach to the “literary manner of presenting an idea or a reality” was

scorned by the young writers of the day (Sartre & Contat, 1975, para. 13). He felt there

was no appreciation for the writing style he had developed over a lifetime. Despite his

physical inability to write his mind was still sharp but he no longer believed that he

could participate in the discourses of the day. As discussed earlier, it is not enough to

have active participation, activity has to be meaningful and vital enabling people to
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make substantial and strong connections with others (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Erikson, et

al., 1986; Kelly, 1993; Thorson, 2000). Literature previously discussed shows that

participation in life needs to have personal meaning for older adults and that activity for

the sake of being busy is meaningless. In order to actively and meaningfully participate

in their lifeworld older adults have to have some understanding of the world generally.

They also need a sense of purpose in their activity and meaningful relationships with

others. Achieving a sense of wellbeing involves a complex set of interactions that

cannot be entirely separated or treated as being disjointed. Both the personal and social

contexts affect laterlife learning (Beatty & Wolf, 1996) and much more is needed to be

known to provide a solid conceptual base (Wolf, 1985).

As previously discussed older adulthood presents many challenges and tensions that

influence and shape the learning experience. Applying pedagogical concepts to this

experience such as learning needs, goals, and motivation may not adequately explain the

unique experience of laterlife learning. Erikson et al. (1986) offer fruitful insights by

suggesting that laterlife learners may not necessarily approach their learning in a clearly

defined ‘goals and motivation’ way. They propose that attempts at mastery of difficult

learning can lead to feelings of despair and being overwhelmed because learners

compare their abilities with earlier competence. Erikson et al. believe older adults

reconcile their perceived lack of competence with any achievements that provide

satisfaction. The need to resolve the tensions of past achievements with current

accomplishments provides an ongoing dialectic with the self that helps dissipate the

tensions and enables laterlife learners to have a sense of progress. Laterlife learners

“revise their criteria for adequate accomplishment” (Erikson, et al., p. 165) and in terms

of goals, I believe it can be likened to the concept of changing the goal posts as a part of

the learning experience. Once again, Eliot’s poetic insights offer an explanation for

what counts for achievement in relation to what learners’ original intents or goals may

have been.

…what you thought you came for
Is only a shell, a husk of meaning

From which the purpose breaks only when it is fulfilled
If at all. Either you had no purpose

Or the purpose is beyond the end you figured.
T. S. Eliot

Little Gidding
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Like Erikson et al. (1986) Eliot offers the view that initial goals may not be realised and

that this will not be made evident until unanticipated accomplishments are made. Eliot

indicates this may never happen or that there was no real purpose; that the person was

not entirely sure about their intentions and that the meaning only becomes apparent after

it has occurred. The perspective of Erikson et al. includes the notion that learners

reconfigure goals to encompass the sense of satisfaction. The authors affirm that older

adult learners take as much satisfaction in achieving the reconfigured goals as they

would if they had achieved their initial goals. In this study, the contribution of Erikson

et al. and Eliot to my understanding of Third Age computer learners facing the

unfamiliar (discussed later in this chapter) is significant.

Factors influencing laterlife learning approaches

In the previous section I discussed learning approaches, motivation, and goals in which

I showed that learning in laterlife is complex. In this section I will investigate the

influences on the decisions to learn and the importance of the social context. Arising

from and informed by literature from previous sections I have identified three factors

unique to older adulthood that may influence approaches to learning:

limited number of years left

longer period after retirement

developmental and social aspects

Limited number of years left

A number of authors alluded to the cognisance of older adults of coming towards the

end of their life, and of time running out. Laterlife learners have previously been shown

to have a heightened awareness of longevity in which they engage in an existential

search for the answers to ontological questions. The time imperative is also at the core

of the final two stages of Erikson’s (1950) psychosociological model, and Moody’s

(1985) tensions of life-expectancy versus the need to grow and develop. Maslow’s
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(1970) notion that self-actualisation can only be realised in older adulthood means that

learners may decide it is ‘now or never’. (See earlier section ‘Being and ageing’.) In

relation to laterlife learning, time as a dimension of influence is recognised by Findsen

(2005), Jarvis (2001b) and Wolf (1991). The temporal structure of the final stage of life

differs qualitatively from the structure of time in mid-life causing older adults to

seriously contemplate the expected life-span, number of years left, and how they want

to spend the rest of their lives (Lebel, 1978).  The omega of their life provides older

adults with the unique opportunity for the wisdom of age to combine with the search for

meaning in an active form (Moody, 1985).  Third Agers may not want to waste time in

meaningless pursuits so they only engage in learning what they really want to learn, in a

highly selective manner (refer to earlier discussion of sages and harmony seekers).

Laterlife learners may be even more selective than younger adults who are known to

engage in learning only when they are interested and the learning is relevant to them

(Knowles, 1984). Older adult’s choice of learning is no longer determined by career

goals and in this sense is entirely voluntary and therefore self-initiated (Illeris, 2002). In

the context of this study, the detachment from work-related influences may be relevant

to laterlife learners not wanting to learn a whole body of knowledge about a particular

subject. The computer environment provides the opportunity to learn about an infinite

array of software and hardware and has the potential to present a vast scope for learners.

Third Age learners are therefore potentially constantly faced with making learning

choices in a computer learning environment. The possibility that laterlife computer

learners restrict their learning to only what is relevant in their lives will be shown to be

considered by participants in this study. This will be described in Chapter Five.

Longer period after retirement

The lowering of the minimum retirement age to 55 and longer life-expectancy results in

a longer period of time after leaving paid employment in which people are still healthy.

As discussed in the previous chapter, the Australian government currently encourages

workers to work longer and retire later. However, if life expectancy is 80 years and

people retire from paid work at 60 years, there is still one quarter of a life yet to be

lived. In fact at least half of life can be spent outside the workforce. The increased
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amount of time available to people means they are inevitably faced with how to occupy

themselves in meaningful ways over a prolonged period. When people first retire they

think it is going to be an opportunity to spend more time on leisure activities but it soon

becomes obvious to them that it is not feasible to spend the rest of life in “trivial

pursuits” and there is a need to find worthwhile things to do (Thorson, 2000, p. 51). The

extended period of relative freedom, coupled with the desire to be actively involved,

fosters the notion of ‘active retirement’ in which “older adults are encouraged to

achieve learning goals and participate fully in life” (Findsen, 2005, p. 60). Programs

such as Elderhostel and the University of the Third Age (U3A) have emerged to offer

retired people opportunities to pursue learning interests. Older adults are increasingly

participating in large numbers in the emerging and expanding activities, and may be

drawn especially to those that involve new experiences (Peterson & Masunga, 1998).

The literature presented in this section contributed to an understanding that the long

period after retirement presents the time dilemma of having a lot of time to spare yet

needing to do more than just fill in time. People in retirement may seriously consider the

choices of doing more of the same, such as a previous hobby they now want to spend

more time on, or taking up something entirely new, such as a long-held interest they

have previously been unable to pursue.

Developmental and social aspects

As outlined previously, socially constructed images and expectations of older adults

have the potential to enhance or inhibit (Findsen, 2001). Individual developmental and

shared social influences are important factors in considering laterlife learning

motivation and approaches (Battersby, 1987). A potential influence lies in previously

held notions of older adulthood that have carried over into the 21st century. A traditional

negative view of ageing may result in ‘ageist discrimination’, manifesting itself as a

“fear of growing old and a hatred of the aged”, preventing people from aspiring to reach

older adulthood (Formosa, 2002, p. 4). Thorson (2000) augments Formosa’s claims by

highlighting the danger in older adults taking on the perceived myths and applying them

to themselves by believing they are too old to learn. Contrary to Formosa and Thorson,

Cusack (1999) argues that older people do not necessarily accept a negative view of

ageing. Her studies suggest that older adults themselves claim this is the “best time of
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their lives” in which they have “never been healthier or happier” (Cusack, p. 22). The

rise in older adult organisations and retirement villages, and the increasing numbers of

older people travelling suggest a redefining of old age that may be explained by the

notion of development as an “ongoing dialectical process” (Tennant, 1997, p. 54. This

process is believed to occur in response to the modern changing world in which

individuals likewise change, thereby gaining a greater understanding of their own lives

and greater participation in society. If older adults respond in the way Tennant suggests,

there is a greater likelihood of more meaningful human participation and active

involvement. He argues against the view that there is inevitability about the ageing

process over which older adults have no control. Tennant states there are no certainties

and inevitabilities and it is simply not the case that older adults have no control over the

developmental process. He advises that it is more important to focus on “how the

various factors in development interact, such as biological, cultural, historical,

psychological and physical” (p. 54).

The three factors unique to older adulthood that have been shown to influence

approaches to learning incorporate concepts of the finitude of life, increased

opportunities of time and choice, and the developmental and social tensions of the

lifeworld of older adults. The literature enlarged my understanding of the lived

experience of older adult learners generally and informed my understanding of the lived

experience of laterlife computer learners in this study.

Learning capabilities of older adults

In reviewing the literature pertaining to the capabilities of older adults I looked to

research that would expand my understanding of the learning experience of laterlife

computer learners and the possible impact of age on learning experiences. I believed a

review of learning capability literature would also be important to my understanding of

the perceptions learners may have of their abilities and their possible and potential

achievements.

Most of the early literature on learning capabilities of older adults is informed by

cognitive science, physiology and biology and focuses on the development and
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degeneration of the mind and body across the lifespan. Past learning capability literature

has been “narrowly based on laboratory-located tests, typically the same as those

presented in academic settings” (Thorson, 2000, p. 166). Intelligence tests that measure

speed, agility, attention, recall, and memory based on standardised procedures that have

no relevance for participants are not good indicators of the learning capabilities of older

adults (Agruso, 1978). Agruso believes that there is a clear distinction between learning

and performance because “learning represents an underlying process which is but one of

the many determinants of performance” (p. 26). Many other authors contend that

laboratory-located test findings are unreliable because of external factors that effect

performance and significantly skew findings (Botwinick, 1978; Eisdorfer, Nowlin &

Wilkie, 1970; Hulicka, 1967; Lowy & O'Connor, 1986; Peterson, Thornton & Birren,

1986; Powell, Eisdorfer & Bogdonoff, 1964; Schulz & Salthouse, 1999). The external

factors that are thought to potentially effect performance include non-cognitive

influences particularly in the affective domain. These influences may include lack of

motivation, depression, anxiety, and feelings of helplessness (Hayslip & Kennelly,

1985). Even in the learning environment, i.e. not in the test situation, in the “complex

interactions between ability and motivational factors, anxiety can adversely effect

cognitive performance” (Kausler, 1990, p. 171). In fact Jarvis offers the view that “all

learning is incorporated into the learners’ biography and this [the biography] is not

measurable” (2001b, p. 141). The findings from learning capability research led me to

believe that measuring learning may not be possible or necessary and in the context of

this study claims based on this research would be unreliable and flawed.

Cognitive abilities that have previously been narrowly defined by intelligence, memory

and attention, have “no regard for the practical and adaptive skills acquired throughout

life” (Thorson, 2000, p. 166). The psychometric tests for intelligence do not measure

other forms of intelligence such as Gardner’s multiple intelligences and Goleman’s

emotional intelligence (cited in Findsen, 2005, pp. 33–34). Other forms of intelligence

seen to be evident in adult learning are practical and epistemic (Brookfield, 2000).

Brookfield believes that adults “apply a logic that springs from a deep understanding of

the context of the situation” (p. 92). This is similar to Tennant’s (1990) pragmatic

intelligence, in which he offers the view that pragmatic forms of intelligence such as

wisdom and expertise may be more applicable in understanding intelligence in older

adults. In epistemic cognition, Cell believes that the more people learn, the more they
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know how they best learn (1984). In Cell’s view not only do learners learn to learn but

they also have a better concept of the process of learning, i.e. that learning is a particular

type of experience and may carry some cognisance of learning generally. Epistemic

cognition is seen to contribute to the capacity of learners to adjust their learning style to

suit the learning situation. With the metacognitive knowledge of epistemic cognition

learners are better able to adapt to unfamiliar environments.

A further limitation of older adult research evidence lies in the lack of knowledge about

the effect of previous learning on life-span development. Peterson et al. (1986) question

the findings of cross-sectional research that suggests learning deficits in older adults.

Their view is that not enough questions have been asked about the influence of life

events on what is learnt and the significance of differences between and within cohorts

in terms of learning in the later years. When learners come into a learning situation they

construct their experience by seeking to make sense of it. This construction reflects the

whole of their past (Jarvis, 1998) and is the “foundation and resource for learning”

(Beatty & Wolf, 1996, p. 35). In the context of lived experience van Manen (1997, p.

36) implicates the “totality of life”, the notion that the lifeworld is made up of the past,

the present, and the future. With older adults and their lifetime of experience it is not

suitable to confine an understanding of capability to a narrowly defined concept of

intelligence. There is therefore a greater need to account for other forms of cognitive

ability that may not be as easily tested and defined.

It is further believed that some research findings are flawed because of the

epistemological belief underpinning such tests. Labouvie-Vief and Blanchard-Fields

(1982) argue that research methods used to study older adult cognitive functioning are

weakened by being based on youth-centred ways of thinking and that older people think

in totally different ways. These two authors highlight the difficulty of measuring and

capturing phenomena such as wisdom, insight, and experiential understanding that

might paint a truer picture of laterlife learning.  Their view is compatible with Tennant’s

(1990) pragmatic intelligence.

The difficulty in capturing the true nature of the composite learning abilities of older

adults is raised by Botwinick (1978) who believes that older adults bring unique

qualities to learning that cannot easily be tested. Moody (1985) refers to attributes of old
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age that are not quantified because it is too difficult to measure wisdom, insight,

perception, and heuristic knowledge. The nature of the laterlife learning experience has

dimensions of tension, contradiction, ambiguity, and paradoxes and this may be part of

the difficulty in testing older adult capabilities (Riegel, cited in Findsen, 2005, p. 32).

The metacognitive processes believed to be used by adults, such as dialectical thinking

and reflection, are difficult to measure. The processes are composed of many elements

such as reason, curiosity, prediction, and imagining. Further to this, the computer

learning environment requires qualities that are not measured easily such as taking risks,

exploring, conceptualising, creativity, and perceiving a use for computers.

With so many processes making up intelligence it seems unlikely that all dimensions

will be affected in the same way by ageing. Some abilities could diminish with age

while others increase with age, and still others remain relatively stable across the life-

span (Wolf, 1998). Hence, there is an essential idiosyncratic dimension to consider in

understanding the learning capabilities of older adults.

In a more socially contextualised view of human development, social aspects and life

events are more likely to effect cognitive capabilities than ageing in itself and little is

known in this area (Findsen, 2005; Peterson, et al., 1986). Older adults are as varied in

capabilities and interests as they are at any other age in life and cannot be thought of as

heterogeneous (Findsen, 2005; Hiemstra, 1993). Wolf (1992) cautions against making

assumptions based on one person’s experience. She advises that “to meet one older

adult learner means you have met only one older adult learner and this does not

constitute a trend” (p. 77). The divergence of theory and practice is greatest in the study

of human learning particularly as it relates to ageing (Moody, 1985). Moody

recommends that phenomena such as wisdom, insight, experiential understanding,

personal knowledge or knowing by means of symbolic and analogical perception,

should all be “validated by an epistemology” (p. 38).

The effect of ageing on learning capabilities according to cognitive and psychological

developmental literature suggested a link between narrowly defined concepts of

intelligence and degenerative biological literature. This indicated a need to take a more

socially contextualised approach to understanding the lived experience of laterlife

computer learners. The learning capability literature suggested that intelligence was
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hard to define because of the multiple types of intelligence and that some may be more

suited to understanding the capabilities of older adults than others. In an earlier section

(‘Learning approaches, motivation and goals’), I discussed the view that older adults

reconfigure goals and continually reconsider goals in the light of satisfaction and

achievement (Erikson, et al., 1986). What leads to satisfaction is determined

individually. Similarly, learning capabilities are also idiosyncratic.

Being and learning

In this section I will concentrate on the I in the (I-learning)-computer triad and pose

important ontological and existential questions similar to those posed in the section,

‘Being and ageing’. The main focus of the ‘Being and ageing’ literature was on the

search for meaning as life neared an end. “The endless quest for meaning to make sense

of existence … might well become more important to some of us as we age” (Jarvis,

2001b, p. 98). In Being and learning, learners are faced with choices that are

ontologically and existentially grounded in the ageing process (Jarvis). Learning goes to

the very core of the Being. Learning is “the very basis of our humanity” and is “as

crucial as breathing to the human being” (Jarvis, 2001d, p. 201). Because of the close

association of learning with the self, ontological and existential questions are reflexive

and critical. Learners devise answers for themselves that help shape the experience and

may influence important milestones. The answers are particularly relevant for the

construction of self-efficacy, confidence, and belief in the ability to achieve and learn

and to keep on learning.

The inexplicable link of learning with life is explored by both Fromm (1947) and Jarvis

(2001b) in their extensive research and reflection about the meaning of life and learning.

Human existence is in a state of constant and unavoidable disequilibrium (Fromm;

Jarvis). Experiencing this state “forces the Being into becoming the eternal wanderer,

impelled to go forward with everlasting effort to make the unknown known” (Fromm, p.

41). When the Being is not in harmony with the world it is in a state of disjuncture and

uneasiness and this leads to the quest to change and to find new solutions in order to

achieve equilibrium (Jarvis). The “insoluble dichotomy of human life is inescapable”

and can only be solved by each Being “striving to alleviate the disquiet within and to
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create a lifeworld in which there is satisfaction and harmony” (Fromm, p. 40). The

dichotomy is rooted in the very Being and therefore constitutes an “existential

dichotomy” (Fromm, p. 41). This means that the Being can react to the split in various

ways according to culture and the individual.

As in all human endeavours there are elements of disappointment and struggle but also

excitement and wonderment. Fromm refers to the eternal wanderer who “constantly

searches for the answers to fill in the blank spaces of knowledge” (1947, p. 41). The

eternal wanderer analogy evokes the fictional characters in Alice in Wonderland, Don

Quixote, Gulliver’s Travels, Ulysses and The Old Man and the Sea. Fromm’s

description of the eternal wanderer conjures up images of people on the move,

constantly faced with adventures and challenges. These voyages of discovery and

striving for answers are creative learning ventures that encompass uncertainty, risk, and

possible danger. The adventure solution to the insoluble dichotomy of the Being may

not be possible for most people; however, learning is possible and according to Jarvis

(2001b) the solution to the dichotomy lies in learning. This concept therefore locates

learning as a human endeavour.

Similarly to Fromm’s (1947) disequilibrium and Jarvis’s (2001b) disjuncture, many

other authors refer to the impetus or the event that precedes learning. Dewey (1964)

advances the argument that learning is precipitated by desire, an emotional reaction to

the present state of things. Inherent in the concept of desire for learning lies the notion

of an unsettling feeling that something is not quite right. In Dewey’s terms when things

are going along smoothly desires do not arise and “without the desire to learn there is no

need for the effort and struggle involved in learning” (p. 87). Other authors offer

conceptually related views on the impetus for learning. Tough (1979) identifies trigger

events as the springboard for adults engaging in learning. In transformative learning

adults are confronted with a disorienting dilemma that precedes the learning (Mezirow,

1991). The confronting instances are not necessarily single events. They may occur over

time and not be significant in and by themselves but collectively have the same effect as

one trigger event (Mezirow, 2000a; Tough, 1979). Critical personal experiences suggest

that the Being is faced with having to make choices and that ontological and existential

questions will be posed. The Being is forced to stand back and consider what the event

means and how to respond to it. The literature suggests there is a period of reflection
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after the unexpected event in which an attempt is made to understand the dilemma and

seek to lessen the discomfort by ‘doing something about it’ (Brookfield, 2000; Jarvis,

2001b; Mezirow, 2000a).

The constant state of disjuncture for older people lies in the difference between their

current world and their past life because for some their current world may be very

different from the world they retired into (Jarvis, 1992, 2001b). For older adults living

in developed countries the world of today is certainly a very different one to the world

they were born into. People born early in the 20th century have lived through the

majority of the technology inventions of the 20th century so their life parallels the

history of technology. Jarvis (2001b) believes that disjuncture leads to the potential for

learning and that the prospect of learning is exciting. However, there is a paradox or

contradiction in the search to relieve the disjuncture (Fromm, 1947; Jarvis, 2001b). In

order to feel a sense of equilibrium there is a necessary period of disequilibrium. Eliot

suggests this is akin to agony. In order to attain knowledge the Being has to go via a

place of no learning.

To arrive where you are, to get from where you are not,

You must go by a way wherein there is no ecstasy.

In order to arrive at what you do not know

You must go by a way which is the way of ignorance.

T. S. Eliot

East Coker

The path of no ecstasy as described by Eliot may not necessarily deter the Being from

learning. When the Being truly examines the self and balances the consequences of no-

learning versus the outcomes of learning they will choose the sometimes painful but

ultimately rewarding, path of growth (Rogers, 1951). This seems to suggest that human

endeavours are intrinsic to growth and development and to the Being.

Learning forces the Being into a continual reflexive state that is “ontologically and

existentially directed” (Kidd, 1973b, p. 5). The ontological questions raised by Kidd’s

notions are: ‘Who am I? What do I want for myself? Where am I going? How will I get

there? When will I get there? Where do I belong?’ According to Kidd (p. 9) learning is
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about self-discovery, self-expression, and fulfilment and involves a search for that part

of the being that is truly human. In a similar notion to Allport’s (1955) belief that the

more we know about the self the more we know about the whole human race, Rogers

(1969) asserts that the deeper the Being delves into the self to find the unique the more

they find the whole human race. Kidd believes that this is not enough; that as humans

the relationship factor makes learning meaningful. Kidd’s triad of Being-becoming-

belonging is situated in the ontological and future-directed nature of learning (1973b).

As a Being we are always becoming, not in a selfish pursuit, but striving towards

individual and social goals (Kidd). Without the belonging component, Being-becoming

would remain individually-located and self-centred and Kidd believes belonging is what

gives learning its real meaning. Frankl (1985) illuminates this aspect of the Being when

he refers to the location of the true meaning of life as outside the Being. “The true

meaning of life is to be discovered in the world rather than within man or his own

psyche as tho it were a closed system” (p. 133). The importance of Kidd’s belonging

element to the Being-becoming dualism is augmented by Frankl who states that “being

human always points, and is directed, to something, or some-one, other than oneself” (p.

133).

Two contrary forces lie at the heart of becoming, the personal and the tribal, and

humans seek to reconcile these in the struggle of learning (Allport, 1955). The personal

force involves the need for autonomy and independence and the tribal force involves the

need to make meaningful connections with other people, to reach out to other humans.

Kidd cites Maslow as later recognising the social element in Maslow’s (1962) self-

actualisation model. Kidd extends the Being-becoming combination by including a

belonging element to complete the triad. The third element in the triad is included

because of Kidd’s notion that belonging is in human relations, both to others and with

others. “Learning to be, learning to become and learning to belong, involve human need

and human potentialities in a celebration, affirmation and enlargement of full

consciousness” (Kidd, 1973b, p. 4). In Kidd’s model of learning, Being- becoming-

belonging is about “living; growing, enlarging and evolving in a life that encompasses

others” (p. 10).

Literature relating to the ontological and existential aspects of laterlife learning has

shown that older adults are in a constant state of disjuncture that can only be resolved by
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learning and seeking meaning. It has also previously been shown that because of the

heightened awareness of longevity older adults respond differently to disorienting

dilemmas and they seek equilibrium in order to resolve the tensions unique to older

adult life. The literature in ‘Being and learning’ contributed to my understanding of the

lived experience of older adult computer learners by reaching into the very essence of

life and asking deep questions about the meaning of life. These questions were seen to

be especially poignant as life neared the end and hence they are very relevant to my

understanding of the lifeworld of laterlife computer learners.

Discussion of adult and laterlife learning

The literature reviewed in this section (‘Adult and laterlife learning’) uncovered unique

features of learning in older adulthood that relate to ageing and the socio-cultural

context. In particular I have demonstrated that personal and socio-cultural influences are

more complex in laterlife learning than at other times in life. Motivational models were

presented in an attempt to understand the beginning intent of learners and the influences

operating on the desire to participate in learning. From both philosophical and

pragmatic positions several authors were shown to support the concept of a disorienting

dilemma as a trigger for learning. The literature sources were diverse and yet there

existed a tone of agreement; learners are faced with disjuncture, they seek to relieve the

disjuncture, but this involves going through a path of ignorance and further disjuncture.

Poignant ontological and existential questions are posed as laterlife learners face the

inevitable end of life. The challenge for laterlife learners is to participate in meaningful

learning, and to have enhanced relations with others, in the way indicated by the Being-

becoming-belonging model.

Laterlife computer learners

This section on laterlife computer learners focuses on the I-learner-computer and in

particular the I-(learner)-computer in the ‘Being and technology’ section. The

computer as the object is relevant to Dewey’s (1933) notion that all experience is an

experience with something and is therefore an interaction. In this study the interaction is
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between the learner and the computer. Of particular relevance in this study is the

previous contact learners have had with the object of learning, i.e. the computer. They

may not have used a computer before and are yet faced with learning about, and with,

an object that is not like anything they have used or encountered previously. For older

adults learning the computer involves a complex set of circumstances, once again

related to their socio-cultural context and to their unique time of life.

Factors influencing participation

There is great interest in the older adult group in learning and using computers. In the

previous chapter I discussed the rise in member numbers in ASCCA since 1998, a

proliferation of computer clubs and courses designed for older adults, and an increase in

seniors’ portals on the Internet over the past ten years. It is “not surprising that computer

classes for older people are popular because computers have become part of everyday

life” (Jarvis, 2001b, p. 79). Older adults are increasingly choosing to spend time

learning how to use a computer in favour of other learning. They may have been slower

to take up technology initially but are now the fastest growing group in the purchase of

computers in Australia (Bosler, 2002).

There is a greater emphasis placed on the need to encourage and support older adult

computer learners. The Australian Government recently produced a video to be made

available at no cost to all older adults to assist them in learning the fundamentals of

computing.  With greater publicity being given to older adults and technology, and the

pervasiveness of computers, older adults are forced into a situation of the Sartrean

inevitability where “the only decision they do not have, is not to make a decision” (Ihde,

1990, p. 181). Computers and the need to know how to use them have become a part of

the lifeworld of all people. In the Sartrean inevitability, older adults may be fascinated

and challenged and yet also repulsed and turned off by the computer. This response to

computers has the potential to polarise older adults and their attitudes to computers. If

the only decision they do not have is not to make a decision they are forced into either

deciding to learn and use the computer, or deciding not to learn and use the computer.
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Even though the number of older adults purchasing and learning to use the computer is

increasing many other older adults do not purchase and learn to use the computer. In the

learning society of modern countries, such as Australia, a plethora of learning choices is

available to adult learners. Hence, it is important in this study to investigate the

influences on older peoples’ participation in learning to use the computer. Possible

socio-cultural influences come from advertising, marketing, and government. The

influence of societal and community imperatives have been previously discussed as

significant. Other possible influences come from within the family and significant

others and influence the ‘how’ and ‘what’ of learning. If friends and family encourage

and support computer learning there is a greater likelihood that Third Agers will choose

to learn the computer. In reporting the findings of a study into older adult computer

users, Cody, Dunn, Hoppin and Wendt (1999) state that those who engage in the

challenge of learning new technologies are those with higher levels of social support,

more frequent contact with others, and positive attitudes towards ageing. There are

important aspects in these findings. They relate to previously discussed notions of

meaningful human connections, vital involvement, meaningful activity, and meaningful

participation. People who choose computer learning are those who need to participate,

to be meaningfully involved in life, are optimistic about their abilities and have social

support.

Facing the unfamiliar

Participants in this study identified themselves as beginning learners with minimal

experience and use of computers before commencing lessons. It seems reasonable to

assume that the computer learning environment is something they may have never

encountered before and therefore represented a totally new and strange experience.

Laterlife computer learners in this study are therefore truly facing the unfamiliar and the

unknown. Hence, they may be unable to identify specific learning needs because they

are novice computer users and learners.

Adult education research uncovers the notion that adult learners identify the

competencies they want to learn, measure their abilities against these competencies, and

then assess the gap in-between the two (Knowles, 1975). The gap then becomes the
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identified learning need. However, this may not be possible when learners are

experiencing a new and unfamiliar learning situation. Learners “would know their

learning needs if only they knew what they wanted to learn” (Mezirow, 1985, p. 26).

Mezirow maintains it “seems gratuitous to fix learning objectives at the outset as criteria

against which learning gains are assessed” because these will be modified and amended

throughout the learning experience (p. 27). He goes on to explain that some goals are

unknown because the learner is not aware of them until prior associated learning takes

place and there is familiarity with the potential. Mezirow also contends that framing

objectives based on a list of competencies has an initial place in the learning process but

will only operate from within existing elements of points of view or in the learning of

new elements of points of view (1985, p. 26). Hence, it is “not feasible to formulate

goals in advance in terms that learners will understand, because the understanding

comes only through the new structures – cognitive, conative, and affective – that will be

learned” (Mezirow, p. 27). In Mezirow’s elements of points of view the nature of a

phenomenon consists of the meaning given to it by the individual and is based on past

experience. The elements of points of view can be amended and are always subject to

replacement or revision because all meaning is interpretation. In the context of this

study, if learners have never used a computer before, they will have no prior schemata

that relate to computer learning that can be of value to them when they first start

learning.

The concept of not knowing is very applicable to laterlife computer learners who may

not know the capability of the computer and what it enables them to do. There is the

possibility however, that they may have seen what can be produced from a computer

and want to emulate it. A study of a U3A computer group in the United Kingdom

suggests that people join the class with little idea of how they will use the knowledge

they acquire (Stephenson, 2002). During the computer course learners are able to realise

the potential of the computer for practical purposes and set goals. The floating nature of

goals and the moving of the goal posts, as outlined by Mezirow (1985) and Stephenson,

appear to be consistent with Erikson et al.’s (1986) view that older people reconfigure

previously held notions of goals. Dewey’s (1964) notion of ends-in-view expands an

understanding of the goals, purposes, aims, or intent of particular learning as it relates to

laterlife computer learners. Dewey proposes that learning begins with a wish; a desire

for things to be in harmony (see also Fromm, 1947; Jarvis, 2001b). However, the desire
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only becomes an aim “when it is worked out in terms of concrete conditions that are

available for its realisation” (Dewey, p. 78). The ends-in-view “arise out of the learning

and are employed to give activity added meaning and direct its further course” (p. 72).

Each activity has an end-in-view that is adapted according to the particular activity and

therefore makes the activity meaningful for the learner. Dewey’s ends-in-view give

added understanding to Erikson et al.’s notion that applying learning goal concepts to an

understanding of the experience of older adult learners may not be possible.

Technological advances and rapid obsolescence result in totally new ways of doing

things in everyday living. This may present older adults with the challenge of facing

learning that is significantly unfamiliar to them (Cross, 1981; Moody, 1986). Within the

computer learning environment older adult learners may believe their past experiences

are of less and less value. The mystique and awe of the computer can intimidate first

time users (Granick, 2002). According to Moody there are inherent aspects of the

computer environment that may further discourage older adults. He identifies the

disadvantage for the older adult of the computer environment in “the unprecedented

quantity, volatility, rapidity and incoherence of the information” (p. 124). It takes a long

time for older adults to become familiar with computers according to a study of older

adults and their use of the Internet (Nahm & Resnick, 2001). This particular research

suggests that learners need more elaboration and a longer time (than younger learners)

to complete tasks. Nahm and Resnick conclude that learning generally requires a great

deal of patience and practice because of unfamiliarity with computers and computer

concepts for older adult learners.

Various research studies identify unfamiliarity with technology vocabulary as a

potential barrier to learning computer skills for older adults (Office of Learning

Technologies, 1999; Smith, 2004; Stephenson, 2002). Learning the parlance and being

familiar with the jargon is a pre-requisite for interactions with the computer according

to Smith’s study of older adult computer learners. Technical subjects carry a load of

jargon with them that contributes to the overwhelming nature of the material to be

learned and leads to confusion (Dewey, 1933). Dewey points out that learning technical

matter also involves learning a great deal of disconnected words, words that are not

related to the previous lifeworld of older adults and that are specific to the technical

object. The technical nature of a subject is determined by the “degree to which it is
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isolated from the material of everyday experience” (Dewey, p. 67). This means that

when words and concepts are related only to the specific technology and are not used in

general conversation and everyday life, the subject matter is therefore considered

technical, unlike words and concepts in common usage. In effect they are possibly

esoteric as opposed to being exoteric and are used only by people familiar with the

technology. The discrepancy between words and concepts of the subject and the

lifeworld of learners means that learners not only have to use new words but they also

have to comprehend them.  Dewey believes this cannot be done by memorising words

mechanically because to understand is to grasp the meaning and this cannot be achieved

by rote. As discussed earlier one paradox of learning lies in the need to learn via the

difficult path of ignorance but it has also been shown that learners accept the pain and

frustration and still choose to learn. The path to learning for laterlife computer learners

may be longer and fraught with more difficulties than it is for younger learners or if the

older adults were learning something that embodied less specific language.

The mechanical skill of manipulating the mouse and using the keyboard can also

present challenges for older adults. Studies report that older learners have trouble

manipulating the mouse and placing the cursor in the right place and this is related to

fine motor skills and delayed motor response time (Charness & Bosman, 1990; Nahm &

Resnick, 2001). Touch sensitive keyboards are also a problem for experienced typists

accustomed to mechanical typewriter keys. When a key is pressed too hard it repeats

itself and the command continues. Pressing on the mouse too hard also causes problems

for beginning computer users. The mouse tends to jerk and then to jump, causing

unintended screen actions. A further consequence of these keyboard and mouse actions

is that it results in unexpected outcomes that can be both time consuming and

frustrating. One participant in Nahm and Resnick’s study exclaimed “No matter what I

did, it didn’t seem to be right” (p. 261). The inability to master motor tasks may

frustrate and undermine self-confidence.  In a study of older adults with no prior

experience using computers enrolled in a computer course with the U3A, it was found

there were a number of initial difficulties and reasons why participants withdrew from

computer courses (Stephenson, 2002). Reasons included the inability to control the

mouse, too much information to take in, and the feeling that something that is supposed

to make life easier is in fact too complicated to be worth the effort.
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Facing the unfamiliar and learning potential

In a previous section (‘Learning capabilities of older adults’) I outlined literature that

was not conclusive in relation to learning capabilities of older adults. I also drew

attention to the limitations of laboratory style tests based on youth-centred ways of

knowing that carry no meaning for older adults. Previous capability tests have evolved

from cognitive science, physiology, and psychology. The literature previously discussed

suggests that past notions of intelligence are inadequate to account for older adult

capabilities. In this section the focus is on the ability of older adults in facing the

unfamiliar and their potential responses to making meaning with little, if any, past

experience that will assist them. As previously stated prior experiences are crucial in

making meaning in new learning (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Dewey, 1933; Jarvis, 1998;

Mezirow, 1985). If learners have limited experiences that will contribute to learning it

seems to follow that learning will entail greater difficulty.

Not only do older adults have minuscule experience with computers before attending

lessons they also may find their previous approaches to learning unsuitable in the

computer environment. Learning strategies used in the past by laterlife learners may not

work in a computer environment because of the unfamiliarity with the new material

(Moody, 1986). Older adult computer learners are consequently “unable to ‘chunk’ new

data by tried and true cognitive methods of mnemonics, metaphors, analogies,

associative patterning and heuristics” (Moody, p. 125). Moody’s position is supported

by Hrimech and Bouchard (1998) who believe that “even sophisticated learners who

have developed effective learning strategies face serious difficulties when confronted

with the informal and unstructured computer learning environment” (p. 34). There are

others who believe that learners who have used analogies in the past as a learning

strategy will continue to do so even in a new environment by applying the lessons of

experience in a radically different environment (Staude, 1981). The metacognitive skills

gained from varied learning experiences that make up the elements of epistemic

cognition have been shown in the section ‘Learning capabilities of older adults’ to

influence the ability of learners to adapt to unfamiliar learning environments.

Still further studies suggest that when the learning context changes the nature of

strategic activity often varies as well and that learners are able to adapt to different
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learning environments (Garner, 1990; Tough, 1999). Learning strategies are believed to

be “cognitive, metacognitive, affective and social operations” and are described as

“deliberate, conscious and planned to bring about or to induce learning” (Hrimech &

Bouchard, 1998, p. 33). It is possible that older adult computer learners are able to

formulate strategies from their past experiences that may be applied to the computer

environment (Cloet, 2000). Research to suggest that people with mechanical (machines

and electronics), typing (familiarity with keyboard and terminology in word

processing), and accountancy (familiarity with ledgers and terminology in spreadsheets)

skills have an advantage in learning the computer has not been investigated in this

study.

In consideration of literature already discussed regarding the importance of previous

experience in learning (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Dewey, 1933; Jarvis, 1998; Mezirow,

1985), the lack of research in the area of older adult computer learning is significant.

There is also a need to identify different ways of knowing, different descriptions of

intelligence, and to acknowledge the value of practical intelligence. As stated

previously, older adults bring qualities to learning which are unique to older adulthood

(Botwinick, 1978). Moody (1990) recognises that it is easy to concentrate on the deficits

of the older adult learner but refers to the importance of acknowledging the strengths

they bring to the learning.

Non-formal learning situation

In the learning society such as Australia in which lifelong learning is encouraged and

fostered, older adult learners have many choices in what, how, and where they learn. In

deciding to learn in a particular environment they are deciding not to learn in other

environments. I believe this may be significant to the learning experience. The

participants in this study have chosen to learn in non-formal situations and all but three

of the participants were learning in a group situation. All participants were learning in

‘seniors only’ learning environments.

Advantages for the older adult learner participating in computer learning with other

older adults may be the mutual support and lack of intimidation. Laterlife learners know
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that no-one in the group has had prior computer training or used computers in their

education or working lives. Shared history amongst members has the potential to lead to

feelings of unity and group cohesion. The group dynamic can then be a support for

learners (Borkman, 1999; Tough, 1979). Learners are more comfortable among their

peers where they feel able to admit their fears and discuss their feelings of inadequacy

(Stephenson, 2002). As well as the mutual support offered in a cohesive group

computers allow learners to perpetrate endless mistakes without the social consequences

or embarrassment of peer judgement (Hrimech & Bouchard, 1998). Learning

environments that reduce the risk of embarrassment are conducive to significant

learning taking place (Cross, 1981). It has previously been discussed and shown that

older adult computer learners potentially face situations that are fraught with difficulty

and unfamiliarity. Lessening the tension of following the rocky road to enlightenment

via ignorance would hence be significant.

The learning literature suggests that there are marked advantages to learning in a group

(Malinen, 2000; Tough, 1999). In Malinen’s interpretation of experiential learning

(learning that involves concrete experience) he proposes two levels of learning that

constitute experiential learning. On one level, first-order learning is what learners bring

to the learning situation and is the product of all previous learning. On another level,

second-order learning is the act of new learning in which learners are engaged in a

reconstruction and integration process. In a shared learning environment where it is

possible to construct meaning socially there is potential for second-order learning to

take place, based on the experience of other learners. The possibility of increased

second-order learning provides for a varied and stimulating learning environment for all

participants. The learner retains the freedom to participate from a central or a peripheral

position and can accept or reject the different meanings constructed by other learners. In

the shared learning environment people may not be interacting with other people most

of the time but they are always listening and thinking (Tough, 1999). Hence, in

Malinen’s interpretation of the two levels of experiential learning, group learning in

which learners have the potential to learn from one another, would be of significant

advantage for the participants in this study.

Most adult learners seek to learn from established knowledge which is gained either

directly or indirectly from other people who already possess it (Tough, 1979). Amongst
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retirees there is a high volume of experience and expertise that enables them to

formulate needed programs for themselves (Formosa, 2002). Formosa believes learning

programs must be facilitated by older people for older people and to do otherwise is to

suggest that older people are less competent and proficient than younger adults.

Contrary to this is the notion that in a lifelong learning culture there should be no such

thing as older adult learning as a separate entity (Imel, 1997). Formosa admits that

segregated learning for older adults may not be ideal in that it has the effect of

marginalising them and treating them as a separate group. However, it has been shown

earlier in this section that the shared-history and environment can be a support and an

advantage for laterlife computer learners.

In the context of this research the concept of the self-help group is significant and

contributes to important conceptual knowledge in understanding the lived experience of

laterlife learners. Self-help groups are voluntary and small; formed to provide mutual

aid to participants with a common goal to accomplish a special purpose (Katz &

Bender, 1976). Members of the group generally share the perception that other forms of

learning cannot meet their needs. The shared perception adds to the strengthening of the

group and to cohesion. A key feature of mutual self-help groups is the role of

experiential learning with an emphasis on participation (Borkman, 1999). Self-help

groups are seen as autonomous, addressing specific problems of a group and therefore

more able to satisfy the perceived needs of participants (Henry, 1978).

In this study participants were affiliated with self-help groups where members paid a

small amount to attend lessons and within each group a mutuality ethos was encouraged

and fostered. All groups were exclusively operated for older adults and appealed mainly

to beginning learners. Learning environments were situated in senior citizens centres,

libraries, town halls, and community centres and some groups operated with limited

resources. Self-help groups can be “richly diverse” and therefore not all learning

environments and internal structures of the clubs are the same (Borkman, 1999, p. 5). In

fact, self-help groups that use voluntary peer tutors may find that the quality of peer

tutoring can be uneven depending on the abilities available amongst members (Cloet,

2000). These similarities and differences within and between the learning environments

of the participants in this study will be described in Chapter Four. In Chapters Five and
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Six I will also refer to the influences of the particular learning environment on the

learning experiences of the participants.

Being and technology

The “phenomenon of human-technology relations can provide a paradigm for

understanding” because of the “relativistic relations of I-world” (Ihde, 1990, p. 9, p. 26).

In this relationality lies the ontological: the I within the I-computer relation, in which

users ask the question ‘What am I within this relation (with the computer)?’ In order to

understand the nature of the relations Idhe proposes human-technology structures. He

claims that without an analysis of the structures the computer would be an object of no

use and also that cultures embed technologies; meaning that “technology belongs in an

intimate way to the culture” (p. 124). When technology becomes ubiquitous and is

therefore “implicated in the full range of human praxes”, it “creates a sub-world as a

dimension of the lifeworld” (p. 191). This means technology is viewed from a familiar

position and “humans are unaware of how deeply enmeshed they are, even at a

perceptual level, in the saturated technological form” (p. 11). The need to further

explore the complexity of the I-computer relation is evident in Ihde’s statement that

computers are pervasive and are therefore embodied in the lifeworld and taken for

granted. It is because of the human interaction with the computer that an understanding

of the relational structures is relevant to this study.

According to Ihde’s model there are five I-technology structures that may enlarge an

understanding of the lived experience of older adult computer learners. These are:

dimensions, ambiguity, neutrality, changes, and controls.

In the dimensions structure “Levinson’s toy-mirror-art description of the evolution of

the human-technology trajectory” is used (Idhe, 1990, p. 191). Older adults, having less

contact than younger people with technology, may experience arrested development and

stay for a longer period in the computer-as-toy stage (Levinson, 1985). There is a

notable generational difference in the ability to use and adapt to new technologies and

the ease with which initial fascination with them becomes familiarity with their social

uses (Ihde, p. 191). Older adults may not therefore proceed to the mirror stage in which
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the computer is seen as a replicator of life or into the art stage where computers are

viewed in the creative realm.

In the ambiguity structure technology has an “essential ambiguity dimension” which

“introduces a certain indeterminacy to all human-technology directions” (Ihde, 1990, p.

76, p. 139). Humans are fascinated and challenged and yet also repulsed and turned off

by the computer in a love/hate relationship. It can be perceived as useful and useless at

the same time in a fundamental ambivalence towards the very human creation of earthly

tools. The user both wants the technology and does not want the limits it presents (Ihde,

p. 76). Ihde’s notion of ambivalence is similar to the Sartrean inevitability dilemma

discussed previously.

In the neutrality structure Ihde introduces the concept of “no thing-in-itself” (1990, p.

69). Objects are only specific things in context and contexts are multiple so a

“technological object becomes what it is through its uses” (p. 70). My understanding of

the neutrality structure in the context of this study is that the lifeworld mediates the

technology (humans adapt the technology to suit their lifeworld) and the technology

mediates the lifeworld (humans use computers to view the world in new ways, as if

through new lens). An overriding mediation is that of the self, the Being.

In the changes structure Ihde argues that “because technology is a cultural instrument it

reflects the values of the culture, but also has the potential to change the culture” (1990,

p. 139). This is most evident for computers in the “editing process of word processing

and in communication” (p. 142). However, digitisation “inclines rather than determines”

and individuals are still able to choose their preferred forms of communication and

writing (p. 183).  Ihde offers the analysis that the technology lifeworld contains within it

the availability of things previously restricted and therefore presents a heavier weighting

on contingency.

In the controls structure Ihde queries the autonomy of technology and asks “Who is in

control? Does the computer control humans?” (1990, p. 124). The computer sits;

waiting to be turned on and therefore is controlled by humans. However, it is always

visible, occupying a shared space, and may beckon and entice. In the context of this

study and the focus on the ontological, the question ‘When humans use computers to
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play games, and produce creative things, is the Being authentically immersed in the

technology or is the Being controlled by the technology?’ is asked.

In this section I have shown that human experience in relation to technology is complex

and grounded in the socio-cultural context. The literature indicated that technology was

not neutral and that attitudes towards technology were culturally constructed. I have

used relational structures to encompass diverse ways of interpreting the I-computer

relation in an attempt to understand the lived experience of laterlife computer learners.

In spite of the ubiquitousness of computers older adults may not progress through the

three stages (toy-mirror-art) of uses of the computer. Despite the potential of computers

to change the way people communicate, the decision to make changes is always human-

based and individuals will continue to act in ways of their own making.

Discussion of laterlife computer learners

Learning to use the computer has been shown to be complex, challenging, and not

straightforward for older adults. In this section (‘Laterlife computer learners’) I have

shown that older adult computer learners face many obstacles in the unfamiliar

computer environment. They are confronted by the technical jargon that bears no

relevance to past experiences and this adds to the difficulty. Learning strategies used in

the past may not be effective in the computer environment and laterlife learners may

need to adapt learning strategies to suit the context. Past observations of others

effortlessly controlling the computer may contribute to the older adult’s view that

manipulating the computer will be easy. A further difficulty for all beginning users of

computers is in not knowing what they want to learn. The computer offers a wide scope

of learning potential in which laterlife computer learners may be unable to establish

goals for themselves. From a position of minimal use of computers older adult computer

learners may view computers as fascinating and frustrating, challenging and threatening.

The socio-cultural encouragement to learn to use computers can also been seen as both

an expectation and an imperative.
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Theoretical framework

The main purpose of the theoretical framework is to critique and review learning

theories in the context of the investigation of the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners. In the first section I will look to theories of learning that may explicate the

processes or structures of learning. In the second section (‘Nature of learning’) I will

consider what the learning literature reveals about the dimensions of the learning

environment. In the third section (‘Experience of learning’) I will examine the

paradoxes of learning and the problems in capturing a learning experience. I will also

show how all sections are interrelated and are particularly relevant in answering the first

research question (What is the nature of the learning experience of laterlife computer

learners?).

Theories of learning

It is difficult to discuss theories bereft of a context but the conceptual framework is

foregrounded to provide substance for the theories presented. The complexities of the

social milieu need to be taken into account when applying learning theory to laterlife

learning understanding (Findsen, 2005). Without an understanding of the lifeworld of

older adults theoretical understandings may be of minimal value in this study; however,

an investigation of learning theory literature can be helpful in understanding the

experience of laterlife learning. Reading of relevant literature furthered my

understanding of the experience of older adult computer learners and helped me ‘get at’

and “elucidate the phenomenon” (Denzin, 1983, p. 132).  I considered learning theories

based on the broad processes of learning that I believed most likely pertained to laterlife

computer learners. Within some of these theories there were concepts of phases or

structures but they were not rigidly defined by a particular place in the learning process.

Underlying all phase or stage theory was the notion of movement, growth, and

development and this has been discussed previously as a significant aspect of learning

for the Being. As in all growth there are guidelines (such as indicators of phases or

stages that may direct thinking) but in all human activity growth and development is

dynamic and susceptible to influence from many quarters. Learning is not orderly and
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cannot be captured in a series of manageable steps because it is perplexing and complex

(Kidd, 1973b, p. 23). This perspective, that learning is dynamic and complex, augments

my interpretation of the influences from the socio-cultural context and therefore

contributes to an overall understanding of the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners.

As stated previously, a number of authors believe learning begins with an unsettling

event that precipitates learning (Brookfield, 2000; Dewey, 1964; Fromm, 1947; Jarvis,

2001b; Mezirow, 1991, 2000a; Tough, 1979). However, trigger events are only one part

of the impetus to pursue intellectual activity. According to Dewey the “ultimate impetus

to study, to intellectual activity comes from within” (1933, p. 262). Dewey’s

understanding is important in this study because older adults are in a position to choose

to learn or not to learn and also to choose what they learn. By learning to use the

computer they are demonstrating a preference to spend their time learning, and in

particular, learning the computer. These choices are not, however, without significant

influences. What learners individually bring to the learning is considered important in

understanding prior influences. This fact is acknowledged as being an important

influence on subsequent learning (Ausubel, 1968) and contributes to the belief that

learners do not come to the learning table with a blank mind that is free from

impressions (i.e. tabula rasa) (Keating & MacLean, 1988).

Using a hermeneutic phenomenological orientation Keating and MacLean state that

learners “bring phenomenological priors to learning” and that these “ground the

perceptual and cognitive systems and constrain knowledge and its acquisition” (1988, p.

289, p. 296). In their view learners construct “anticipatory schemas that mediate

cognitive activity” (p. 287). Schemata are “sensitive to a wide range of ontologically

specific environmental contingencies” and are “socially and culturally constructed” (p.

289). These schemata are based on a shared reality and this seems to indicate that the

schemata would be compatible with the lifeworld of the learners. Learners “actively

construct knowledge and skills on the basis of prior experience and through interactions

with their environments” (De Corte, 1992, p. 95). Another important aspect of the

phenomenological priors is the “socio-emotional dimension” (Keating & MacLean, p.

296). As outlined previously in the conceptual framework learners are influenced by

idiosyncratic intents within the socio-cultural context. Mezirow’s (1991) elements of
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points of view are similar to the schemas proposed by Keating and MacLean. People

give phenomena meaning based on past experience and prior elements of points of view

(Mezirow, 1991). These elements of points of view are based on particular knowledge,

beliefs, value judgements, and feelings and constitute what learners bring to the learning

(Mezirow, 1991, p. 4). As stated previously, others also believe that prior experience

provides the foundation and resource for all learning (Beatty &Wolf, 1996; Jarvis,

1998). Learners bring to new experiences “the sum total of knowledge and sensations

that we have remembered as the framework from which we construct our understanding

of new situations and through which we learn from these experiences” (Jarvis, 2001b, p.

47). The previous knowledge from prior experience acts as a filter through which all

subsequent learning passes.

In the process of learning prior schemas are believed to be used to make meaning of

new information. Learners “use these prior interpretations to construe a new or revised

interpretation of the meaning of the experience in order to guide further action”

(Mezirow 2000a, p. 4). It is a revision, a new interpretation that comes from the

reconstruction. Kidd enlarges an understanding of the revision of prior knowledge by

pointing out that “learning means change and is not simply a matter of accretion or

adding something” (1973a, p. 15). Both Mezirow’s and Kidd’s understandings of the

reconfiguration of prior understandings is important in this study because of the

unfamiliarity of the computer learning environment for laterlife learners. The literature

from Mezirow and Kidd led me to question how much difficulty older adult computer

learners would have in making meaning because of their previous non-contact with

computer use. The process of reconstructing new interpretations may involve unlearning

and this “unlearning may be the most difficult part of the reconfiguration” (Kidd, 1973a,

p. 15). Laterlife computer learners are also faced with learning new techniques and

strategies of learning as discussed earlier.

Making meaning is a complex part of the process of learning because it is contingent on

how prior interpretations and elements of points of view are used. Learners project their

own map onto the experience and perceive selectively; according to what they expect to

experience (Cell, 1984). Anticipations and prior beliefs can become self-fulfilling unless

learners check their understandings against other learners’ beliefs (p. 85). Cell makes

the point that it is important for learners to check their biases with others who do not
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share the same ‘blind spots’ or bias. Other learners in the group learning situation in this

study are also laterlife beginner computer learners. Tutors are also learners but

considered to be slightly more advanced than beginner learners in knowledge and skills.

In a group learning environment with peer tutors learners would need to seek people

with different assumptions. The people they seek may or may not come from within the

learning group so checking meanings may have to be undertaken outside the learning

environment. The “culturally mediated phenomenon of making meaning” is an

“essential part of the process of learning” (Bruner, 1990, p. 69). If learners are unable to

check their understandings against others they are restricted and limited in the meaning-

making process.

Other limitations in meaning-making for laterlife computer learners are the social,

historical, and cultural conditions and the “wider patterns of relationships and power”

(Mezirow, 2000b, p. 25). Older adult computer learners in learning situations that are

exclusively for older adults and are physically located out of the view of the rest of the

community are faced with challenges when testing their meanings with others.

Beginning laterlife computer learners may be embarrassed by their lack of expertise

with computers (Timmermann, 1998) and this may be an important emotional barrier

preventing older adults from seeking assistance with their learning from others.

Another significant element in meaning-making is in the ability of learners to be self-

directed. There are various definitions and understandings of self-directed learning. One

view of self-directed learners is that they have the capacity to initiate and take control of

their learning (Kidd, 1973a). Brookfield raises the possibility that learners may alternate

between self-directed learning and non-self-directed learning to suit the learning

situation (1995). In other words learners may choose to take control or not take control

depending on the learning context and their needs. In Brookfield’s extensive work on

self-directed learning he acknowledges the many interpretations of self-directed

learning and the need for more research to add to an understanding of the role of self-

direction in adult learning. He addresses the problematic of freedom and autonomous

underpinnings and the inherent political debates that ensue. He mentions possible socio-

cultural and ontogenetic influences, and the lack of research in the areas of learning

histories and gender. One important point Brookfield makes is in not equating self-

direction concepts with separateness and selfishness, as if learners are narcissistically
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pursuing private ends totally disregarding the consequences for others and wider

cultural interests. Kidd’s (1973b) notion of the Being-becoming-belonging triad

addresses the problem of learners learning for their own good. In Kidd’s model, the

relations with others, i.e. the social nature of learning, gives meaning to learning.

Making sense of new experiences and integrating new and prior understandings is

complex and difficult and requires much from learners. A period of critical reflection is

shown by many researchers to be a crucial part of adult learning (Boud, Keough &

Walker, 1985; Brookfield, 2000; Cell, 1984; Jarvis, 2001b; Kolb, 1984; Mezirow,

1991). Reflection is seen to be essential in experiential, reflective, and transformative

learning. The most widely used definition of reflection is given by Dewey (Mezirow,

1991). “Reflection is the active, persistent and careful consideration of any belief or

supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further

conclusion to which it tends” (Dewey, 1933, p. 9).

Dewey maintains that “reflective thinking requires an awareness that a problem exists

for which the solution is uncertain and that this awareness is the pre-reflective stage of

critical inquiry” (cited in Mezirow, 1991, p. 102). As previously pointed out by Cell,

(1984) if learners are unable or unwilling to recognise their prior biases, they will

potentially have their prior assumptions realised in a self-fulfilling prophesy. What this

means is that if learners do not face challenges to their prior assumptions and reflect on

their preconceived notions, or if they have the biases validated by like-minded people,

they may never engage in reflective thinking. Jarvis refers to this as non-reflective

learning (2001b). Kolb’s (1984) understanding of reflection in his model of experiential

learning is important to this study because of the practical nature of the learning object.

He states that reflection emphasises understanding as opposed to practical application.

Kolb believes reflective learners have an orientation and approach to the learning

situation that enables careful observation with a focus on understanding. Reflective

learners are not satisfied with being able to complete an activity or to achieve

competence unless they have understanding.

Computer knowledge involves three components: knowing what to do, how to do it and

why it is done. In Kolb’s (1984) terms reflective learners would seek to have more than

procedural skills i.e. knowing what and how to complete an action. They would actively
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pursue conceptual knowledge i.e. knowing why steps are carried out. The significance

of Kolb’s research for my study is that if laterlife computer learners only have

procedural knowledge their learning would be restricted and limiting. They would not

be able to proceed beyond a certain point. There may be a limit to procedural

knowledge in enabling learners to make meaning beyond the practical application. It is

also significant in how learners approach their learning and subsequent experience. If

the purpose of learning is to be able to use a computer learners may assume they will

not need the conceptual knowledge and that they can learn to use a computer without

conceptual knowledge. There is a possibility that laterlife computer learners need to

know why specific actions are necessary in order to progress and move beyond a point

of needing constant support and assistance. This will be explored in Chapters Five and

Six.

One dimension of learning most prevalent in adult learning models is the capacity of

learners to be dialectic (Brookfield, 2000). In the process of making meaning learners

are often faced with not being able to make sense of a situation. In a dialectic process of

interpretation learners interact with objects and events. They are guided by information

from past experiences that are then used selectively in the construal and perceptions of

making meaning (Mezirow, 1991). The period of negotiation is closely linked to the

learner’s self-directed and reflective abilities. What learners choose from past

experience and how they then choose to use and interpret it, are important concepts in

dialectic thinking and meaning-making. Learners continually move back and forth

between the parts and the whole of whatever it is they are seeking to understand

(Mezirow, p. 82). This process involves a dialectical movement between initial

expectations or preconceptions and confirmation or revision. Heidegger’s hermeneutic

circle (to be discussed in the next chapter) explains the concept of “the dialectic

between prior elements of points of view and what is currently being experienced”

(Mezirow, p. 82). This dialectic is “a mediation between whole and parts, and past and

present” (Wolff, cited in Mezirow, p. 82). Dialectic thinking is a developmental

capacity indicating intellectual growth and is an opportunity to explore contradictions

and discrepancies between the universal and the specific that may contribute to wisdom

(Brookfield). The dialectic concept suggests a dynamic nature to the experience of

learning and contributes to an understanding of the non-linear nature of learning and to

potentialities and influences for Third Age computer learners.
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One intent of this study is to investigate the outcomes of learning and hence I will

consider the literature that offers insights that may assist in answering the third research

question (What are the outcomes of the learning experience of laterlife computer

learners?). Previously discussed notions of Being-belonging-becoming (Kidd, 1973b)

and self-actualisation (Maslow, 1970) contributed to an understanding of the outcomes

of learning and how individual learners interpreted the experience. The idea that

learning always has satisfactory outcomes for learners is dispelled by Day who states

that learning has consequences and the results of learning may as likely lead to

discontent as to a state of wellbeing (1988). All learning involves change and significant

learning can be painful, distressing and turbulent because it threatens the sense of self

and involves giving up some previous learning (Rogers, 1969). Mezirow also claims

that with transformational learning there may be painful and confronting outcomes that

threaten the sense of self (2000b). Mezirow’s transformational learning theory is

grounded in the ability of learners to be self-directed and critically reflective. A

transformation can be different to an effect or an outcome and not all learning will

necessarily involve a transformation. Mezirow believes the potential for

transformational learning takes place with a combination of factors. These include:

trigger events or disorienting experiences that can be sudden or occur over time, critical

reflection, engagement with other people for the purposes of confirmation and

affirmation, and a change in perspective, i.e. a whole new way of looking at something

that involves taking action.

The very nature of learning means that there is uncertainty about outcomes and that

learning involves risk and challenge but it also includes potential excitement and

innovation (Jarvis, 2001b). Learning can be whatever learners make of it. Keating and

MacLean refer to the essential relationships between the context, the process, and the

outcome that make up the meaning of the learning experience for the individual (1988).

Therefore each person’s experience of learning will be different from another person’s

experience and even different from their own other learning experiences. The

experience is what the experiencer says it is and the meaning is in how the experiencer

chooses to reconstitute the interactions between the Being and the environment.

“Individual experience refers to the subjective consciousness of current events” (Jarvis,

2001b, p. 47). Van Manen’s (1997) notion that experience implicates the totality of life
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accords with Jarvis and further supports the view that the socio-cultural context is vital

to an understanding of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners.

Experience is a series of intentional acts, in which the experiencer is directed toward an

intentional object beyond itself (Stanage, 1987, pp. 186–189). Each experience may

overlap another experience of the same object, and disclose possibilities of other

experiences beyond itself. Stanage’s concept of looking beyond a specific experience

implies a future aspect, to something in the distance and not exclusively limited to one

experience at that one time. Other writers also mention the future-relationship with

learning, learning and living for the future; a future that encompasses others (Beatty &

Wolf, 1996; Kidd, 1973b). In Kidd’s terms it is learning to belong, for Beatty and Wolf

it is in actively constructing the future. The literature implies that learners look past the

specific learning to a place and time in the future: a place they want to be. It suggests

learners learn their lives into the future.

Nature of learning

It is difficult to separate the dimensions of the nature of learning and many authors refer

to various combinations of elements. There is also wide variety in the literature in how

similar dimensions are described. I have chosen to look at the social, cognitive, manual

dexterity, conative, and affective dimensions. I acknowledge that learning is an

interactive process and dimensions are interrelated and at various times and to differing

degrees have influences on each other throughout learning. The cognitive and emotional

dimensions interact and are integrated in the internal process of acquisition and

elaboration (Illeris, 2002). This means that cognition and feeling are influenced by each

other in such a way that new information can affect feelings, and correspondingly, a

change of state in feelings can drive cognition. The force of feelings, such as Illeris

describes in the emotional dimension as mental energy, could also be described as

conation. I have chosen to identify conation as a dimension because of its perceived

importance in this study; a dimension that relates to older adults facing the unfamiliar

computer learning environment. The idiosyncratic nature of learning is also

acknowledged. What learners bring to the learning and how they individually

experience the learning is in constant interplay between learners and the environment.
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In this study the interplay lies between learners and the computer and their lifeworld.

The internal learning process is socially constructed through the external interaction

between the dimensions of learning and the learner. The complexity of the learning

process and how an understanding contributes to this study will be discussed later in the

section ‘Experience of learning’.

Social

Although learners are the chief actors in the drama of learning, the Being is also a

member of a human family (Kidd, 1973b) so any individual experience is never truly

just one person’s experience, it is inexplicably linked to the social. Humans are in

constant interaction with their surroundings and “these interactions constitute the

framework of all experience” (Dewey, 1933, p. 36). Environmental interactions are

fundamentally social and as learning rarely takes place in social isolation “most learning

can be thought of as social” (Jarvis, 2001b, p. 21). (Refer also to the earlier discussion

regarding the phenomenological priors of learning that are socially and culturally

constructed, and sensitive to ontological influences.) Schema construction is also

thought to be “an interaction of both social practices and ontogenesis” (Keating &

MacLean, 1988, p. 298). This interaction places both the self and the social within the

construction and in fact, when a connection between life age and learning is

investigated, societal conditions are seen to be of crucial importance (Illeris, 2003a).

The socio-cultural influences on learning have been referred to many times throughout

the literature review. Illeris believes the social dimension of learning takes place

through the cognitive and emotional dimensions and involves participation,

communication and cooperation (2003b). His notion of cooperation could be closely

allied to values in the affective dimension.

Other authors support the notion that learning is a social phenomenon and is therefore

socially constructed, socially negotiated and socially situated (Beatty & Wolf, 1996;

Findsen, 2005; Jarvis, 1987; Mezirow, 1991). The socio-cultural influences as they may

pertain to this study have been extensively critiqued in the conceptual framework. Not

only is it thought that the majority of learning takes place in social situations but also

that learning influences the very nature of knowledge. Vygotsky’s extensive study of
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the social nature of learning led him to believe that knowledge itself is socially

constructed (1962, 1978). Subsequent authors share his view that “the reality of

knowledge is ultimately in the social sphere” (Keating & MacLean, 1988, p. 300). A

second dimension of learning that has been shown to be interrelated with the social

sphere is cognition.

Cognitive

All learning involves an understanding of content material and concepts. Cognition is

defined as the learning content and the knowledge and skills which build up the

understanding and ability of the learner (Illeris, 2002).  In this study cognition refers to

problem-solving and procedural and conceptual knowledge as the primary cognitive

processes associated with computer skills. Another cognitive skill applicable to this

study is knowledge of technical terms and jargon of the computer environment.

Knowledge and skills that have been appropriated by learners are facilitated by

metacognitive skills (Hrimech & Bouchard, 1998). In the context of laterlife learning,

metacognitive skills may also refer to critical reflection and dialectic thinking as

previously discussed. A skill that may be overlooked in studies of young people

learning to use the computer is that of being able to manually manipulate the hardware

of the computer environment. In the context of this study I considered this skill to be

essential to the experience of laterlife computer learners as beginning computer users.

Manual dexterity

A skill that applies to this study (and to learning any practical subject) is being able to

physically manipulate the computer, in particular the mouse and other input devices.

Motor skills are a dimension of learning for older adults because of their potential loss

of fine motor skills and perceptual capabilities during the ageing process. In researching

the learning environment needs of laterlife computer learners it was found that some

older adults experience great difficulty in positioning the mouse on the screen target and

that this relates to fine motor skill deficiency and visual impairment (Charness &

Bosman, 1990). Not only are older computer learners faced with physical difficulties in
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manipulating the mouse and the keyboard but they also undergo a period of

familiarisation of practical elements that are strange and unlike anything from their past.

Even experienced keyboard operators are faced with difficulty when operating a touch

keyboard and a period of unlearning is then needed in order to progress. If learners are

challenged by the newness of the computer environment and undergo significant

difficulties in facing the unfamiliar, as discussed earlier, they may rely on conation to

provide the impetus to ‘stick with it’.

Conative

The conative dimension requires a determination of will and persistence and

encompasses the affectives of volition and striving. Mezirow refers to the determination

of will as the line-of-action in which learning occurs (1991, p. 14). The line-of-action

has to do with “implementing the purpose and intentionality of the learner and involves

exercising conative power” (p. 14). During the learning process effort is needed to

persist with learning and to keep going. The notion of “volition, an emotion that

energises a will-to-learn”, is part of the learning experience (Stanage, 1987, p. 131). The

will-to-learn is a striving capacity that learners use during the learning and is not the

same as the willingness to learn. It is close to the desire that Dewey (1964) refers to but

it occurs during the learning, not before the learning, as disjuncture and trigger events

do. Desire in Dewey’s terms arises when something is not quite right but conation is a

response to cognitive dissonance, something that occurs during the learning. Stanage

believes the will-to-learn only becomes evident when effort is required and as such may

be “latent or nascent and rudimentary” prior to learning (p. 131). Learners may not be

aware of conation until it is required and surfaces as a response to an obstacle. The

movement towards a particular goal tends to set up conation as learners continue in the

direction of the goal (Mezirow). This, in my study, may relate to Dewey’s (1964) ends-

in-view. The concept of conation is important in my study because laterlife computer

learners are constantly faced with disjuncture that initially provides them with the

willingness to learn but then facing the unfamiliar presents barriers and obstacles that

were not anticipated and conation is needed in order to enable them to persist with

learning. As has previously been discussed, conation is sometimes included in the
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affective domain by other authors and is acknowledged as being closely linked to the

affective dimension of learning for laterlife computer learners.

Affective

I have previously discussed the unique nature of the learning experience for laterlife

computer learners and the potential challenges awaiting beginning Third Age computer

learners. With this in mind it seems reasonable to assume that the affective domain is

significant and relevant to this study. The affective domain, which includes emotion,

feelings, values, attitudes, and senses is important in all studies of adult learning and

more attention should be paid to it (Brookfield, 2000). Learning is believed to be a

fusion of the intellectual and emotional, of meaning and value, an emotive process as

well as a cognitive process (Brookfield; Dewey, 1933). It is because of the human

nature of learning, the paradoxes of learning, that adults are faced with complexity,

contradictions, ambiguities, pleasure and pain (Brookfield; Jarvis, 1992). One of the

themes from Brookfield’s research that may be relevant to laterlife computer learners is

that of belonging to a peer-learning community in which learners are emotionally

sustained. In the peer-learning community, learners are able to share stories and make

sense of their experience with fellow learners. Brookfield believes the community

enables learners to emotionally deal with the fluctuations and the extremes, the highs

and the lows inherent in learning. Fellow learners are able to ‘lean on’ each other and

provide strength during periods of doubt, difficulty, or perceived regression. His

understandings may be applicable to laterlife computer learners in this study.

I have considered each of the dimensions of the nature of learning that are relevant in

the context of this study and acknowledge their interrelatedness. To succinctly capture

the integrative nature of the dimensions of learning I looked to Jarvis. “Learning is

about becoming a person in society, about transforming the experiences of living into

knowledge, skills and attitude so that human individuality might develop” (1992, p.

237).

Underpinning my study is the particular focus and importance given to the socio-

cultural context and the contribution it makes to the lived experience of laterlife
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computer learners in non-formal learning situations. Hence, in choosing particular

literature to explicate the nature of the experience for laterlife computer learners I have

been cognisant of the socio-cultural influences. The literature reviewed and discussed in

both the conceptual framework and the previous section on the nature of learning led me

to consider the dynamic nature of the learning experience.

Experience of learning

There is general agreement that the process of learning is dynamic, iterative and can be

complex and perplexing, moving between the private and the public spheres (Dewey,

1933; Jarvis, 1987, 1992, 2001b; Kidd, 1973b; Mezirow, 2000b). There are “numerous

structuring possibilities available to learners who may apply different ones to different

learning contexts” (Illeris, 2002, p. 38). In particular, Illeris is referring to the non-linear

nature of learning with the potential to move between stages in an iterative and spiral

way. As learners respond to learning they adapt to suit their needs at any particular time

in the learning. I have previously discussed the possibility that laterlife computer

learners may need to adopt new strategies and approaches according to the context and

their perceived needs. A characteristic of the lifeworld is that it can be chaotic and

orderly at the same time and can support ambiguity, frustration, tension, and

affirmation; in much the same way as in learning. The “paradoxes of learning are

situated within the human experience and the paradox of the human condition” (Jarvis,

1992, p. xi). Learning can contain contradictory elements that are troubling and yet

enticing (Brookfield, 2000). In earlier discussions I have referred to the challenging and

yet risky nature of learning for laterlife computer learners. The dynamic and organic

nature of learning is not considered to present insurmountable difficulties for learners

but the literature from this section provided insights into the lived experience of older

adult computer learners in this study.

Final discussion of the literature review

My intent in this investigation is to understand, interpret, and describe the lived

experience of laterlife computer learners from a hermeneutic phenomenological
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perspective. Preliminary readings in the early part of the research led me to understand

that diverse sources of literature were needed in order to ‘get at’ the experience from the

perspective of older adult computer learners. In the conceptual framework I used many

sources to assist me in constructing an integrated multi-disciplinary conceptual model

incorporating: epistemology, ontology, philosophy, poetry, psychology and sociology.

These sources provided me with the basis for privileging the position of the socio-

cultural context in this study.

I used my understandings from the conceptual framework to ground the theoretical

framework. Hence, the two frameworks are inextricably linked and are therefore

essential to each other and to the research design. Understandings from both the

conceptual and the theoretical frameworks underpin the methodology chosen for the

study, the schedule used during interviews with participants, and analysis and

interpretation.

The literature reviewed in the theoretical framework suggested that learning is like

living, idiosyncratic, and dynamic, but also potentially burdensome and uplifting. In

attempting to answer the questions: ‘What is learning? What is the nature of learning for

laterlife computer learners? What do laterlife computer learners make of their learning?’

and ‘What are the outcomes of learning for laterlife computer learners?’ I have drawn

from many authors. In making adult learning theories explicit I have chosen literature

that I believe contributed most to my study. With all choices, as has been previously

stated, prior experiences are selectively used to provide understandings in the context of

new experiences. I have used my prior experiences to filter out and allow in what I

believed would assist with my research of the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners. This is true for both the theoretical and the conceptual frameworks.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

Philosophical perspective

In this chapter I will investigate and discuss the literature that relates to my

philosophical perspective and then privilege its position in the research method of the

study. I have chosen a hermeneutic phenomenological methodology because of its

compatibility with the overriding intent of the study. This methodology will be explored

for its contribution to the investigation of the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners. Further to the hermeneutic phenomenological understandings uncovered in the

review, I will also look to existentialism as a way of understanding the deep layers of

the experience from the perspective of older adult computer learners. A further intent of

this chapter is to raise the issues of bracketing in phenomenological research. I will also

explore the qualitative research orientation and then present the themes I have used as

ways of examining qualitative research in general and my thesis in particular.

The research questions I have devised called for a sympathetic human science

methodology that would foster critical reflection, encourage and support a focus on

human experience, and allow for the complexities, dimensions, and dynamic nature of

lived experience. It is suggested that the method is determined by the research questions

and the researcher’s understanding of the questions (van Manen, 1997). Van Manen

does not mean that research questions are framed without knowledge of suitable method

to investigate the questions. Rather, he believes there is a “certain dialectic between

research questions and method” and that “the choice of methodology should not only be

driven by the dialectic, but should be in harmony with the researcher’s own deep

interest in the field of study” (p. 2). My teaching background and learning experiences

underpinned my desire to know more about the learning experience of other people. My

interest in the lifeworld of others meant that my focus would be on both the

epistemological and the ontological aspects of the experience. I approached my research

believing the research questions I constructed truly reflected my deep interest and desire

for human knowledge; knowledge of others that would broaden my understanding of

learning and humans. My research questions placed both the learning (the
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epistemological) and the learner (the ontological) in focus at different times throughout

the research project. Each research question will be considered in its own right and will

also be continually referred to in answering the other two research questions. The

dialectic between the research questions means the questions overlap and combine in

the knowledge that the whole is always greater than the sum of the parts.

Phenomenology

The phenomenological movement began with Edmund Husserl in Germany in the

1890’s and evolved from a search by philosophers and writers to describe human

experience, the Being-in-the-world (Ihde, 1990; Willis, 2004). Phenomenology is a

“profoundly reflective and systematic human science study of the lifeworld” (Merriam

& Simpson, 1995 p. 90) that “attempts to uncover and describe the internal meaning

structures of lived experience taken-for-granted in everyday life” (van Manen, 1997, pp.

9–10).

Phenomenology has many versions (Willis, 2004) but “all versions share the quality of

being deeply perceptualistic” (Ihde, 1990, p. 41). This combined understanding of the

diverse interpretations that spring from shared perspectives is evident in the way

phenomenology is defined and described by various writers and philosophers. The

common element is the humanness aspect, the deep probing of the lived experience and

representations that provide insights into the experience of the human being in-the-

world. The focus of phenomenological study is to understand and represent the

lifeworld of others from the perspective of those being represented. In order to make the

phenomenological representations there needs to be an interpretation. Hermeneutics will

be shown later in the sections, ‘Hermeneutic understandings’ and ‘Hermeneutic

Phenomenology’ to be able to do this.

“All experience is experience of something”, and “places the Being in a relationship

with the world” (Ihde, 1990, pp. 22-23). The “relationality of human-world

relationships is claimed by phenomenologists to be an ontological feature of all

experience” and at the root of all knowing (Ihde, p. 25). Heidegger gives an ontological

“account of the human-world relations which determine and outline the dimensions of
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human existence (Dasein)” (Ihde, p. 23). Heidegger’s link with ontology influenced my

orientation to phenomenology for this research and allowed me to focus on the Being

relation with the world. Phenomenology addresses the nature of experience from an

ontological and relationality perspective and is in harmony with my research interest.

Humans can only relate to the world from one position and that is the position of the

Being. We cannot be any other Being than the one we are; hence, experience is a Being-

in-the-world experience.

In pursuit of an understanding of the meaning of phenomenology I sought more

interpretations from literature. Various authors augmented my existing philosophical

and ontological orientation by describing the practical features of phenomenological

research. “Begin at the beginning, with the phenomenon” (Spiegelberg, 1959, p.  75); by

investigating the “essential features as a whole” (Ricoeur, 1978, p. 1214). Proceed

slowly by “holding the gaze on the phenomenon itself” (Willis, 1999, p. 95). These

pragmatic perspectives alluded to the need to delve deeply into the phenomenon, to ask

“‘What is this or that kind of experience like?’”(van Manen, 1997, p. 9). My research

questions and the purpose of this study (outlined in the first chapter) are compatible

with the phenomenological research orientation.

My phenomenological approach to the study is on two levels. One is evident in the first

research question ‘What is the nature of the learning experience of laterlife computer

learners?’ In the investigation of this question, I used a phenomenological approach to

focus on the phenomenon (object) of older adults learning to use a computer in non-

formal learning environments. On the second level the focus is on the older adults

(subjects) and addresses the research question ‘What interpretations do laterlife

computer learners place on their learning experience?’ The third research question

focuses on both the phenomenon (object) and the people (subjects), ‘What are the

outcomes of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?’ Hence, this

research question is approached form both levels, the objective and the subjective. The

object and subject dimensions of a phenomenological account are necessary to reveal

the phenomenon, that which manifests itself in experience (Willis, 2004). The

objectivities highlighted in an experience are those which generate a strong subjective

response (Willis). Subjectivity understandings have their source in the concept that “a

phenomenon is essentially what appears to someone” (Spiegelberg, 1959, p. 2). The
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someone referred to by Spiegelberg is the subject in the phenomenon, as described by

Willis. Individual subjective meanings of the objective (the phenomenon) give

phenomenology its credibility and resonance. The objectivity/subjectivity dimensions

are underpinned by the notion that the phenomenon cannot be captured by taking a

snapshot or producing a quantitative set of figures. In order to focus on the meanings

and significances given to the experience by those experiencing it an empathetic

phenomenology with a strong attention to subjective feelings and meanings is proposed

(Willis, 2002, 2004).

The phenomenological research approach is discovery-oriented and inductive in nature.

It was anticipated in this study that unforeseen and unplanned insights would emerge as

the research investigation progressed. Phenomenology allows the researcher to turn

corners and follow unknown paths in response to significant revelations (Heidegger,

1993). The phenomenological research orientation also enables the beliefs held by the

researcher on the nature of the experience to be regularly scrutinised and interrogated.

When unanticipated data appear they force the researcher to stand back and ask ‘What

does this mean?’ If new data do not fit with prior assumptions they are seen to be out of

place. The process of being confronted with non-confirmation of prior assumptions

enables unpredictable data to be closely examined and placed.

Bracketing in phenomenological research

In this section I will examine various meanings related to bracketing in

phenomenological research. In order to examine the Being-in-the-world and to

investigate human-world experiences it is necessary to look to the things themselves

(Husserl, 1950/1995). Phenomenology seeks to understand how the things of the

phenomenon present themselves to the Being, not why. The idea of bracketing is the

stripping bare of everything other than the phenomenon itself so that the phenomenon is

not clothed in extraneous information (Husserl). The phenomenon can then be revealed

in its uniqueness with only distinguishing elements that make it what it is and

differentiate it from other things (Husserl; Merleau-Ponty, 1962). In one sense

bracketing means to ‘bound’ the phenomenon; to say ‘this is what it is’ and ‘this is what

it is not’. In another sense it means a search for the essence and in a third sense
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bracketing can also mean to put aside prior assumptions and beliefs about the

phenomenon being studied.

In the first interpretation of bracketing to ‘bound’ a phenomenon is to be able to say at

what point data are a part of the phenomenon and when they cease to be a part. The

concept of the horizon in phenomenology as a limiting concept, the “limit beyond which

the inquiry ceases to display its internal characteristics”, is offered by Ihde (1990, p.

112). Horizonal phenomenon marks the boundary of a phenomenon. The “horizon never

comes nearer”; it always remain where it is “like the boundary between the sky and the

sea” (Ihde, p. 112). When we look to the horizon we may think we see a line separating

the sky and the sea but we know that scientifically this is not possible. In my study I

was sometimes unable to draw a line and place data on one side or the other. Subtle

differences placed data in grey areas. This is discussed in the next chapter in the section

‘Bounding the case’.

The second meaning of bracketing lies in the search for the essence of the phenomenon.

Willis argues against a search for the essence (2004). Underlying his argument is the

“empathetic approach to phenomenological research that reveals the socially embedded

nature of human consciousness” (p. 4). Hence, it is difficult to imagine that the

phenomenon can be stripped bare in a clinical and cleanly-cut way by ignoring the

humanness of the phenomenon. A process that seeks to do this would be contrary to the

principles underpinning phenomenological research. Willis claims Husserl had an

idealistic belief that essences have a separate existence that can be discovered or

revealed by the inexorable application of epoché or bracketing. Van Manen provides a

further interpretation of essence in which essence “does not mean some kind of

mysterious entity or discovery, nor some ultimate core or residue of meaning” (1997, p.

39). He sees essence as being a ‘linguistic construction’, a description of the

phenomenon that captures the lived experience. Van Manen believes that the creative

attempts by the researcher to reveal the structures of the lived experience can be holistic

and analytical, evocative and precise, unique and universal, powerful and sensitive. The

structures are defined as being the constructs that “govern the instances or the particular

manifestations of the essence of the phenomenon” (van Manen, p. 10). Only the reader

can judge if the essence has been adequately uncovered if they are exposed to a new
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way of looking at things or their understanding has been “enlarged or re-awakened”

(van Manen, p. 10).

The third meaning of bracketing is augmented by the notion of reduction. Merleau-

Ponty sees reduction as a phenomenological device, a means to an end, not an end in

itself, as a way “to discover the spontaneous surge of the lifeworld” (cited in van

Manen, 1997, p. 185). The aim of reduction is to ‘lead back’, to re-achieve direct

contact with the world by suspending pre-judgments, bracketing assumptions,

deconstructing claims, and restoring openness; in a mode of thoughtful attentiveness

(van Manen, 2002).  Heshusius (1994) provides a similar description of a ‘mode of

consciousness’ that enables a state of complete attention. This ‘mode of consciousness’

relates to participatory consciousness and is explained later in this section. Inherent in

the notion of reduction is the importance of being in the state of mind that permits, and

is alert to, unexpected data. Critical reflection emanating from unanticipated sources

may then lead to heightened insights. In fact phenomenological reduction enables a

“return to the world in an enriched and deepened fashion” (van Manen, 1997, p. 185). It

also teaches us that a complete reduction is impossible and that “full or final

descriptions are unattainable” (van Manen, 1997, p. 18). Any interpreter inevitably

brings suppositions to the text since they are aspects of the individual’s cultural and

personal background (Gadamer, 1993). Although the researcher can never fully

eliminate his or her bias (Merleau-Ponty, 1962) and can never avoid having a vested

interest in the research, it is still possible to become aware of these biases. It is not so

much a problem that interpreters are historically rooted but this may become a problem

if, and when, it is not taken into account (Gadamer). Taking it into account means

adopting a ‘historical consciousness’ (Gadamer, p. 299). This ‘historical consciousness’

requires a “hermeneutically trained mind” and is “always filled with a variety of voices

in which the echo of the past is heard” (Gadamer, p. 299, p. 284).

Individuals only have access to one realm of meaning in the Being-in-the-world

experience and that is their own. Within the “imprisoning framework of assumptions”

there is potential to close off entry to different ways of thinking (Bateson, 1994, p. 43).

While it may not be possible to eliminate assumptions and biases, by constantly

reflecting on the research questions in a process of expectation and actuality, I was able

to expose assumptions that alerted me to these biases in ways that would not have been
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possible without reflection. This process is also consistent with the hermeneutic method

and principles of the circle: going backwards and forwards between the individual parts

and the whole and between each of the parts, constantly trying to make sense and gather

meaning. In the hermeneutic circle, the researcher and the researched are

metaphysically placed inside the circle side-by-side, creating two interpretative

structures that interact but do not overlap completely (Heidegger, 1962). The principles

of hermeneutics and particularly the circle allow various interpretations from different

sources and divergent forms of analysis to compete with each other within the circle.

Hence, the place of bracketing and reduction become evident as soon as the process of

data collection and analysis begins. This will be shown to have occurred in my study in

the next chapter.

Bracketing is an attempt by phenomenological researchers to “attain hermeneutic

transparency” (Ihde, 1990, p. 94). Hermeneutic transparency is understood to mean the

Being looking at the phenomenon through an idiosyncratic lens, not focusing on the

horizon but looking through and beyond it. Ihde believes the Being consequently

becomes less aware of the horizon as the object of the looking. He uses the example of

looking at the world through glasses and seeing the world differently because of the

glasses; being aware of the reflections in the glass, the frames on the periphery, and the

weight of the glasses on the nose. In Ihde’s terms the Being becomes less aware of the

things that relate to the primal, sensory aspects of the experience in an attempt to see the

experience without the glasses. However, this is not possible because once the glasses

are removed everything looks different. The Being is aware of the glasses (biases and

assumptions) but the focal phenomenon is the perceptual transparency that the glasses

allow. What is in the foreground is the glasses (idiosyncratic horizon) but the

background has to be brought into sharp focus, into the foreground, “not as a

replacement for the personal horizon, but as the object itself” (Ihde, p. 112). Ihde

therefore believes that “all transparencies are quasi-transparencies” and that “different

horizons texture environments differently” (p. 112).

The concept of the hermeneutic transparency posed questions for me in the context of

this study. The main query I asked of the hermeneutic transparency was ‘At what point

does the personal horizon become so much a part of the seeing that it is impossible to

filter out and discriminate between what is the phenomenon and what is the Being?’
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Personal horizons are embedded, and are not easily removed, to be held at bay and

scrutinised. In order to demonstrate this difficulty I will use the analogy of face make-

up. ‘Is there a place that can be identified that marks the beginning of the person and the

end of the make-up? If the makeup is removed, is the person still the same person? Can

make-up be scraped off and investigated separately?’ To scrape away make-up means

the make-up is not in the same form anymore, it is a pile of material, chemicals in a

heap. ‘In the scraping off of make-up is the human face damaged? What happens to

biases and assumptions if they are scraped off and inspected as a separate entity?’ Not

only do the biases and assumptions take a new form but also the Being becomes altered

by the breaking away of a part of the self. Hence, I was only able to approach the

phenomenon hermeneutically, through the lens of the hermeneutic transparency.

I am using an interpretative analysis approach in this study to uncover the lived

experience of laterlife computer learners. Essential to this approach is critical reflection

and reflexivity. With this in mind I questioned how it would be possible to take ‘the me’

out of my research and at the same time engage in critical reflection. In the reflexivity

process assumptions are laid bare to scrutiny. I accept the boundary aspect of bracketing

in phenomenological research but do not accept the ‘leaving the self out of the research’

aspect. Heshusius refers to the concept of participatory consciousness as being “an

awareness of a deep level of kinship between the self and the other” (1994, p. 16). In

this study the kinship lies between me, the participants in the research (fellow human

beings), and the phenomenon (laterlife computer learners). Participatory consciousness

is not a methodology, an activity, or a verbal experience; rather, it refers to a ‘mode of

consciousness’, a way of being in the world (Heshusius). It requires an inner desire to

let go of perceived boundaries that constitute the ‘self’ and that construct the perception

of boundaries between the self and others. Participatory consciousness requires “an

attitude of profound openness and receptivity: a temporary letting go of all

preoccupation with the self into a state of complete attention” (Heshusius, p. 17) to fully

attend to the phenomenon and yet to be in wonder of it (van Manen, 1997). Heshusius

elaborates on the notion of attentiveness and wonder by also saying that the unique

‘you’ in the research has to renounce a clinical approach and be a person.  She

recommends fewer attempts at objectivity at the expense of the obliteration of the

subjective self, because it is in the subjective that we are human, and this is exactly what

is needed in human research.
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In another interpretation of bracketing (classical bracketing) there is an attempt to unveil

the ‘whatness’ (the commonly held views) of the experience so that its ‘itness’ (what it

truly is, not what it is commonly held to be) is revealed (Willis, 2004, p. 4). Merleau-

Ponty uses reduction in an existential form to be reflexive, to overcome subjectivity and

expectations, and to peel back the layers of theory clothing the phenomenon (1962). He

asserts that the transcendental realm is not disengaged from the world, and therefore the

phenomenon, but retains bracketing as a place to visit in the dance of the interpretation.

There is a need to look past the experience “toward the universal that lies on the other

side of the concretedness of lived meaning” (Merleau-Ponty, cited in van Manen, 1997,

p. 185). In other words, the existential is grounded in the lived experience and is an

essential part of phenomenology. In the empathetic form of phenomenology the gaze is

not on the phenomenon itself but on the subjective meanings, experiences, and

significances of the subjects (Willis, 2002, 2004). A further consideration with

bracketing and phenomenological research is revealed by Heshusius who points out it is

“very difficult to fully attend to something in its own right and at the same time self-

forget, and be in charge of both” (1994 , p. 20). Heshusius maintains it is an elusive

concept to imagine that a researcher can control and manage subjectivity as if separate

from the self. Her question is particularly poignant and revealing “Don’t we reach out to

what we want to know with all of ourselves, because we can’t do anything else?” (p.

16). Researchers are people and they can “never approach a project cold” (Begg, 1999,

p. 4). Obvious biases and assumptions can be made explicit and information about the

researcher can be provided for readers to assess the interpretation but there will always

be value judgments made that are implicit in all decisions: what to investigate, what to

leave out, what to include. These decisions give qualitative research richness, strength,

and depth.

The various layers and dimensions of bracketing, reduction and epoché all have a place

in phenomenological research and in my study because they enabled me to make

explicit my approach. Despite my rejection of some interpretations, I accepted their

place and their contribution to my understanding of the challenges of phenomenological

research. Van Manen asserts that written texts can “reveal the nature and the

significance of the lived experience in such a way as to enable readers to grasp it in

previously unseen ways” (1997, p. 39). His insight enlarges an understanding of the
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purpose of bracketing and reduction: to be able to visit personal beliefs, reflexivity,

retain the wonder about the phenomenon and to rejuvenate the phenomenon so that it

has life. Van Manen (p. 13) refers to the “thoughtfulness that is implicit in

phenomenological approaches”; of the wonder about life and humans. The mindfulness

and attunement with lifeworlds is also mentioned by Merleau-Ponty (1962) and

Heidegger (1962). Bracketing in phenomenological research could also be thought of as

sensitive alertness, an attentiveness, as outlined by both van Manen (2002) and

Heshusius (1994); springing from a yearning to understand more about the lifeworld of

others.

Challenges of phenomenological research

Phenomenological research involves an understanding and expertise in a complex set of

methodologies and methods. Extensive knowledge spanning a variety of disciplines is

required as a basis for the interpretive scholarship and writing. The phenomenological

orientation to research requires wide background reading in both philosophy and the

humanities. A familiarity with various social science methods and an understanding of

their methodological underpinnings is also demanded (van Manen, 2002). In attempts to

further my understanding of phenomenological research I sought various human studies

texts. I was drawn to sociological, nursing, and educational accounts as well as

anthropology, ethnographic, and phenomenographic studies. In all these accounts I

found a common ontological core that produced profound and poignant interpretations.

The texts always invited me to stand back and think deeply about the whole human race

and the people in the texts in particular. Phenomenological inquiry requires more than

the meticulous application of a prescribed method and cannot be separated from the

writing. It requires a critical and creative ability to interpret and produce meaning (van

Manen). My efforts to faithfully represent the laterlife computer learners in this study

rely on my ability to invoke in readers the same reflective response I experienced in

reading other texts. I looked to the principles of the hermeneutic method to assist me.
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Hermeneutic understandings

Hermeneutics comes from the Greek word hermeneia, meaning interpretation. It is a

form of interpretative study whereby inquiry is guided by the behaviour of the

questioner who brings idiosyncratic understandings to a hermeneutic circle of

understanding (Heidegger, 1962). Hermeneutics is based on the notion of inter-

subjectivity: the assumption that human beings share a common world and that this

world can be interpreted.

Throughout this study I frequently refer to the importance of the socio-cultural context

in examining the lifeworld of older adult computer learners. I have sought literature

from many sources to assist in understanding and to guide the methodology. I revealed

in the previous chapter the need to draw from many disciplines in order to gain a

meaningful understanding of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners. My

interdisciplinary inquiry crosses over the boundaries of epistemology, gerontology,

ontology, pedagogy (learning theories), philosophy, and psychology. I am oriented

towards the phenomenological inquiry in diverse ways, such as hermeneutic, existential,

and language (poetry). These orientations are grounded in a sociological and historical

(contextual) way. With educational research there is a need to address the complexity of

the teaching and learning processes while maintaining attention to considerations of

meaning-making within a wider societal context (Hudson, Hudson & Steel, 2002).

Hudson et al. devised a constructive method synthesis of analysis based on Klafki’s

critical-constructive Didaktik which has a strong hermeneutic and interpretative stance

(cited in Hudson, 2003, p. 173). Their amalgam analysis strategy overcomes the

limitation in taking a mono-disciplinary approach that restricts meaning and paths to

other ways. By using a unique combination of sources, as outlined above, I was able to

open up possible avenues of interpretations in this study. When confronted with the

limitations of one discipline, another was available. A quality of hermeneutics is in the

ability to be responsive to emerging themes and relationships. Being responsive is

important in this study because of the perceived exploratory and tentative nature of

analysis and interpretation.
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Hermeneutic Phenomenology

Hermeneutic phenomenology is believed to have originated with Heidegger and the

notion that human existence is interpretative and socially embedded (Willis, 2004).

Following from Heidegger, Gadamer then explored the role of language and

communication in a significant development of hermeneutic phenomenology (Willis).

Other influences in the interpretation of hermeneutic phenomenology that are relevant

in this study are Ricoeur (1981) and Ihde (1990). Ricoeur elaborates on the narrative

function of language and how narrativity and temporality interact and ultimately return

to the question of the meaning of Being: the self and self-identity (cited in van Manen,

2002). Ihde informed my understanding of the nature of the I-computer structural

relations that have been discussed in the previous chapter. The pervasiveness of Being,

of story-telling, of human actions, of the self as focus and the lifeworld, and of the

mediating and critical role of language in interpretation, lends itself to a hermeneutic

circle of understanding (van Manen).

Hermeneutic phenomenology can be described as “a combination of phenomenology

and hermeneutics” (van Manen, 1997, p. 180). Van Manen (p. 180) articulates

hermeneutic phenomenology as “a descriptive (phenomenological) methodology

because it is attentive to how things appear and wants to let things speak for

themselves”. Hermeneutic phenomenology is also an interpretive (hermeneutic)

methodology because it insists there are no such things as uninterrupted phenomena.

The implied contradiction in van Manen’s description can be resolved by allowing that

“the phenomenological ‘facts’ of lived experience are always already meaningfully

(hermeneutically) experienced and that the texts of representation involve an

interpretive process” (van Manen, p. 181). Van Manen’s resolution is supported and

augmented by Ihde (1990). Ihde notes that “perception and interpretation are

intertwined because perception is primitively already interpretational” (p. 93). In a

hermeneutic relation, the world is first transformed into a text which in turn is read, and

“there is potentially as much flexibility within the relations as there are various uses of

the language” (Ihde, p. 92). Ihde also discerns that through hermeneutic relations we can

read ourselves into any possible situation without being there. Providing the reader with

plausibility, resonance and verisimilitude of human experience is sought in my research

text and outlined in the section ‘The quality in qualitative research’ (to be discussed
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later in this chapter). Hopefully, the interpretative text of my study will bear witness to

my hermeneutic relation with readers.

Turning phenomenological inquiry into living texts via a hermeneutic phenomenology

approach is a challenge for researchers. Willis observes that students of van Manen

“interweave narratives of the experience of the phenomenon with interpretative readings

in which the constitutive elements of the experience embedded in the narrative are

carefully unfolded” (2004, p. 9). Willis believes such texts “tend to be expository,

avoiding more evocative, metaphoric forms of writing” (p. 9). Willis refers to van

Manen’s texts as ‘show and tell’ and advocates a more metaphysical and creative text

(p. 9). Hermeneutic writing for Willis is a literary-art and frequently includes poetic

texts. His approach requires from readers another level of understanding to be

discovered in the creativity of the text. My purpose is to provide readers with sufficient

meaning in the text to judge the worth of the interpretation. I do not believe this can be

achieved by presenting readers with abstract text that requires deconstruction. In van

Manen’s words, “language that authentically speaks the world rather than abstractly

speaking of it, is a language that reverberates the world” (1997, p. 13). On the basis of

the underlying intent of the research (outlined in the first chapter) and the ‘quality in

qualitative research themes (to be discussed later in this chapter in the section ‘The

quality in qualitative research’) I reject the use of creative texts (as described by Willis)

in this study. However, the literature has informed my understanding of the need to

provide texts that will resonate with readers.

Underlying hermeneutic phenomenological research is a search for the fullness of living

(van Manen, 1997, p. 12). The more we look inside the self the more we see the whole

world (Rogers, 1969); however, the more we know and understand of the lived

experience (lifeworld) of others the better we understand the self (Allport, 1955). Hence

the search for the meaning in our lives involves the search for meaning in the lifeworld

of others. Van Manen goes so far as to say that “phenomenological research has, as its

ultimate aim, the fulfillment of our human nature: to become more fully who we are” (p.

12). In my endeavour to explore the notion of the ontological search for the authentic

self I have sought literature from existentialism and this will now be discussed.
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Existentialism

Phenomenology is fundamentally concerned with the existential meaning of the

lifeworld because it attempts to explicate and articulate the meanings of lived

experience (the everyday existence) and has links with Merleau-Ponty and Heidegger.

Merleau-Ponty’s reduction in phenomenology is existential and oriented to lived

experience; the embodied human being in the concrete world (van Manen, 2002).

Heidegger’s existential phenomenology is often referred to as ontological

phenomenology because of its concern with Dasein (van Manen, 2002). Various authors

discussed in the conceptual and theoretical frameworks, recognise the existential quality

of the human endeavour of learning (Fromm, 1947; Ihde, 1990; Jarvis, 2001a; Kidd,

1973b). The existential connections with both frameworks therefore warrant a place in

this methodology.  Further links with existentialism are found in phenomenology and

hermeneutics. Phenomenological themes may be understood as the existential structures

of experience.  Basic themes of existential phenomenology are ‘lived experience’,

‘modes of being’, ‘ontology’ and ‘lifeworld’ (van Manen). These themes have all been

shown in the literature review to be relevant to my study. I use hermeneutics to interpret

these meanings and this provides a link between existentialism and hermeneutic

phenomenology. A further relation is established via “the existential richness” in the

hermeneutic phenomenological approach (Willis, 2004, p. 9).

Existentialism in the context of phenomenology refers to “perceptual and bodily

experience in a kind of phenomenological materiality” (Ihde, 1990, p. 26). Existential

phenomenology looks at the Being-in-the-world on a micro level and a macro level.

These levels are referred to by van Manen (1997) as appearance and not-surface levels.

In this study, the micro (appearance) level relates to the lifeworld of older adult

computer learners and addresses the first and second research questions: the nature and

perceptions of the learning experience. Existential phenomenology also focuses on the

lived experience of learning and intentional acts at the macro level (the deep level)

beyond the surface of the learning experience. Existentialism can expose and bring forth

the themes that relate specifically to the learning and that may be described as the

existential theme of the ontological i.e. what it is that I am, the theme of Being and more

specifically in this study, the laterlife computer learning Being. In this study existential

themes are pursued in depth at a macro (not-surface) level in an investigation of the
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third research question (the outcomes of the learning experience) in looking beyond the

experience. Here I mean looking past the concretedness (Merleau-Ponty, 1962) but also

being grounded in the phenomenon so that the context is always and ever present.

Four fundamental existential themes belong to the fundamental structure of the

lifeworld (Merleau-Ponty, 1962) and probably pervade the lifeworlds of all human

beings, regardless of their historical, cultural, or social situation (van Manen, 1997). The

themes are lived body (corporeality), lived time (temporality), lived space (spatiality),

and lived human relation (relationality or communality) (van Manen, p. 101). The four

existentials are “productive categories for the process of phenomenological question

posing, reflecting and writing and mining the meaning” (van Manen, p. 102). Each

existential can be differentiated but not entirely separated from other existentials.

Together they form an intricate unity, the lifeworld or lived world. In phenomenological

research studies “the existentials in their differentiated aspects can be temporarily

studied while realising that one existential always calls forth the other aspects” (van

Manen, p. 105). In my investigation of the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners two existentials sometimes appeared as if inseparable. At other times the

distinction between existentials was clearly defined.

Lived body

Corporeality refers to the phenomenological fact that “humans are always bodily in the

world” (van Manen 1997, p. 103). When the body is the object of someone else’s gaze it

may lose its naturalness (Sartre, cited in van Manen, p. 104) or instead it may “enhance

in its modality of Being, become awkward and clumsy, self-conscious or more beautiful

under an admiring gaze” (van Manen, p. 104). The lived body is the image in the mirror

and the image others see. The inner voice, the voice that others cannot hear, is also part

of the lived body. Human beings have a more intimate relationship with the self than

with any other matter or substance. In the context of this study corporeality is especially

poignant for older adults because of the changes they face every day when they look in

the mirror; changes they cannot ignore in their lifeworld while moving, thinking, eating,

and sleeping. The body is undeniable and cannot be avoided. It may become more

aware of its self with changes and this is a part of the lifeworld of older adults. In the
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conceptual framework I have shown that the self is socially and culturally constructed

and influenced by others. Developmental tasks and physiological changes of ageing

have also been shown to be important to the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners. The ontological question of lived body in this study is ‘What am I?’

Lived time

Temporality is subjective time unlike objective clock time. It is the perceived time that

speeds up during enjoyable events and slows down during boring events. Lived time is

also a temporal way of being-in-the-world such as a young person oriented to the world

ahead of them or an elderly person recollecting the past. The temporal dimensions of

past, present, and future constitute the horizons of a person’s temporal landscape. The

past leaves traces on the Being (for example confidence, hope, pessimism) yet it is true

that the past changes under the pressures and influences of the present. Lived time is

significant for laterlife computer learners facing an unfamiliar learning environment and

this has been shown in the conceptual framework. Attempts are made by older adults to

make meaning of life as it relates to the present situation. As the Being makes

something of the self it may reinterpret who it once was or who it is now. The past

changes itself because humans live toward a future which they either already see as

taking shape or the shape of which they suspect as a yet secret mystery of experiences

that lie in store (Linschoten, cited in van Manen, 1997, p. 104). I have shown in the

theoretical framework that learners look beyond the learning experience in a ‘becoming’

movement so learning always has a future aspect. There may be less and less of the

future aspect for older people as they head for and accept the inevitable end of life.

Older adults may be more realistic, more pragmatic, and less inclined to dream.

In the context of this study, temporality like corporeality, is particularly poignant for

older people because they are in the omega stage of their lives. Their time perspectives

may be more sharpened, sensitive, and conscious than at any other period in their lives

(see the conceptual framework). The heightened sense of time is also approached from

Heidegger’s three structures of time (cited in Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 130). According to

Polkinghorne, Heidegger distinguishes three thematic centres in human consciousness

that relate to time. The first level is closest to every-day time and relates to interactions
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with objects. Heidegger refers to this as within-time-ness. It is focused on the personal

need to be organised and to accomplish things by a certain time. The second level

Heidegger calls historicity and relates time to an awareness of the self as a Being with a

past existing through time. At the highest of Heidegger’s levels of time, temporality, the

Being is faced with personal finitude. Both the second and third levels “require

reflectivity because they are deeply hidden in consciousness” (Polkinghorne, p. 130).

The ontological question of lived time in this study is ‘Who am I?’

Lived space

Spatiality is felt space. Lived space refers to “the world or landscape in which humans

move and find themselves at home” (van Manen, 1997, p. 102). Lived space is “more

than mathematical measurements of height, length and depth because objective distance

may not accord with felt distance” (van Manen, p. 103). A place may be geographically

close but the felt space appears further away, remote and unapproachable, untouchable

and unattainable. Heidegger refers to the felt sense of the self in situations, ‘the way one

finds oneself’, as Befindlichkeit (cited in van Manen, 2002).

The home reserves a very special space experience which has something to do with the

fundamental sense of Being. There is a social and cultural character of space that adults

have learnt; “conventions that give the spatial experience a qualitative dimension” (van

Manen, 1997, p. 103). The implicit or ‘pathic’ understanding of the self is difficult to

articulate and is not cognitive in the usual sense (Gendlin, cited in van Manen, 2002).

Making felt space explicit is a particular challenge in phenomenological reflection (van

Manen, 2002). In this study, spatiality links with two other existential themes,

corporeality and relationality. Spatiality links to the corporeal because it is the self that

is in the space but it is also how particular space is felt and experienced and where this

places the self. A further link between the two existentials is in whether the Being

perceives an ability to act in order to place the self in a position of choice.  Therein lies

a double dilemma for older adults, of how to act to be in the position they want to be.

The spatiality link to relationality lies in the human need to be with other people and to

be in a space that enables the Being to have meaningful relations with others. Lived

space is “a category for inquiring into the ways we experience the affairs of our day-to-
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day existence; in addition it helps us uncover more fundamental meaning dimensions of

lived life” (van Manen, 1997, p. 103).

In the context of this study, spatiality refers both to the place participants find

themselves and the place they prefer to be. Without the definiteness of roles and

responsibilities that exist with other ages and stages in life, older adults have to

negotiate their roles. This negotiation occurs against the backdrop of popular culture

and personal expectations and is influenced by the needs and pressures of the lifeworld

(previously discussed in the conceptual framework). Felt space is also concerned with

what it is to be human. Humans seek to be understood, to be appreciated and to feel

comfortable in the places inhabited. The Being does not want to be uncomfortable and

‘out of place’. The Being seeks to be included, to not feel marginalised as can happen

with older adults as a result of myths and stereotypes (previously explicated in the

conceptual framework).

Inherent in the positioning concept is the ability older adults have to act and the

affective elements of felt space. This refers to how comfortable older adults are with

technology and whether they believe technology belongs to the young and therefore not

rightfully their domain. Felt space has links to relationality because of the need for

meaningful human connections (Beatty & Wolf, 1996), vital involvement (Erikson, et

al., 1986), meaningful activity (Kelly, 1993), and meaningful participation (Thorson,

2000). These four concepts have been shown in the conceptual framework to be

important in older adulthood. Humans need meaningful interactions from positions and

places of choice and comfort. The space the Being finds itself potentially affects the

sense of self because “humans become the space they are in” (van Manen, 1997, p.

102). The sense of agency (the perceived ability to act to position the self in places of

preference) is important to the sense of self. The ontological question of lived space in

this study is ‘Where do I belong?’

Lived human relations

Relationality is the lived relation maintained with others in the interpersonal shared

space. The relationality existential allows a transcending of self, to look beyond the self
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and Being and to recognise others in ways that lead to communality and mutuality.

When the Being looks inside the self it sees others and when the Being looks at others

and knows about others it sees the self with greater understanding. (Discussed

previously in the conceptual framework.) Relationality also refers to the sense of

generativity and to being concerned for future generations (also discussed in the

conceptual framework). In the context of this study, relationality refers to attempts to

understand the world and to make sense of the lifeworld. Lived human relations are

relevant to the cultural and historical aspects of the world of technology and the values

laterlife computer learners make and take from the experience. Relationality has links to

spatiality because of the concepts of meaningful human connections, vital involvement,

meaningful activity and meaningful participation (discussed in the section ‘Lived

space’).

In spatiality the Being is always positioning and placing the self in relation to others.  In

Kidd’s (1973b) Being-becoming-belonging, the ‘belonging’ part of the triad is relevant

in relationality. Humans need a sense of belonging and meaningful involvement in their

lifeworld that entails mutuality and reciprocity. If older adults feel they are in a space

where they are marginalised there is less opportunity for valued relationships. The

ontological question of relationality in this study is ‘What is important to me?’

Discussion of philosophical perspective

My focus on the lifeworld and the socio-cultural context of laterlife computer learners

directed me to a philosophical perspective that would enable me to conceptualise the

lived experience of the participants. In an attempt to understand the concretedness of the

experience and the Dasein I sought literature that would enable a methodology that

supported the ontological and existential aspects of the learning experience. I started

from the lifeworld of older adults to answer the question ‘What is their world?’ The

conceptual framework literature informed my view that the lifeworld of older adults was

both the same and not the same, as my world. This view took into account the necessity

to place ‘me’ in the research (as discussed in the section ‘Bracketing in

phenomenological research’). By placing the older adults in this study in their lifeworld
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I was able to use existential and ontological understandings to guide my research

orientation and design, the field research, and the analysis and interpretation.

In this ‘Philosophical perspective’ section, I have investigated three philosophical

schools of thought, phenomenology, hermeneutics, and existentialism. Each one has a

place in this study and I have shown that they are compatible with each other and

therefore will not compete or dominate in decisions relating to the research design and

process. Similarly, they are all equally seen to be valuable in the interpretation of the

lived experience of laterlife computer learners. Phenomenology contributes to this study

in its ability to focus on the human aspects of the phenomenon and to represent and

understand the experience from the human perspective. In this respect it is responsive to

the unanticipated nature of human research and allows for regular scrutiny of the

researcher’s prior beliefs and assumptions. Hermeneutics is underpinned by the notion

that humans share a common world that can then be interpreted. This places me as the

researcher in the hermeneutic circle, thereby positioning me to engage in potential

interpretations from within.

The four existentials of corporeality, temporality, spatiality and relationality were

shown to be especially poignant for older adults because of the need for authenticity as

life nears the end. The existentials can be both viewed holistically and as separate

entities in making up the dimensions of the lifeworld of laterlife computer learners. In

harmony with the rest of study and with attempts to uncover meaning, the existentials

are grounded in the social-cultural context of laterlife computer learners in Australia.

The hermeneutic phenomenological perspective that has previously been discussed and

shown to be suitable for this study has links with existentialism. The three philosophical

orientations, phenomenology, hermeneutics, and existentialism are all believed to be

valuable in revealing the meaning of the lived experience of Third Age computer

learners. My philosophical perspective and my understandings from both the conceptual

and theoretical frameworks provided me with a natural leaning towards a qualitative

orientation. This orientation will now be discussed in the next section.
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Qualitative research orientation

Experience requires a subject matter. That subject matter is qualitative.

Eisner (1998, p. 27)

Qualitative research investigates people and their context holistically (Taylor &

Bogdan, 1998). By nature it is idiosyncratic and relies heavily on the individual

strengths of the researcher to provide a body of work that is “perceptive, illuminating

and insightful” (Eisner, 1998, p. 169). There is no one prescription or set of steps to

follow in carrying out qualitative research. Questions to ask are ‘how’, not ‘why’

questions (Denzin, 2002, p. 351). The focus on the ‘how’ leads to the interpretative

essence of qualitative studies. ‘Turning point experiences’ (Denzin, p. 351), ‘decision

points’ (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 171) and ‘the muddy waters of milestones’ (Bateson,

1994, p. 87) are problematised and organised to construct meaning.

Features of qualitative research

From the literature on qualitative research I identified seven features that are believed to

contribute to the overall character of qualitative studies and are relevant to my study of

laterlife computer learners.

1. Qualitative studies are field focused, recognise the significance of context and are

concerned with being naturalistic (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In this study the socio-

cultural context is shown to be significant and important (see both the conceptual and

theoretical frameworks).

2. The self of the researcher is viewed as an instrument. The self can be imprisoning by

closing off entry to different ways of thinking (see the section on bracketing) but can

also “provide unique insights into the experience of others” (Eisner, 1998, p. 34). The

self is viewed not as a liability but as a potential and this has been discussed previously

in the section ‘Bracketing in phenomenological research’.
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3. Qualitative studies have interpretive characteristics and seek to penetrate the surface

to provide thick descriptions (Geertz, 1973). This feature of qualitative research is

relevant to my study because of the ‘how’ questions posed in answering the second

research question regarding the perceptions of laterlife computer learners.

4. Qualitative studies use expressive language that emphasises the presence of voice of

both the author and participants in the study. Voices are embedded in such a way as to

further understanding and empathy and to give the text ‘life’. When the voices are

detached or neutralised from the text, “the eviscerating process takes the heart out of the

situation” (Eisner, 1998, p. 37). My study is a human study and requires a human

science method. It has been shown that a hermeneutic phenomenology supports and

fosters expressive language in analysis and interpretation.

5. Qualitative studies attend to particulars by being sensitive to the uniqueness and

distinctiveness of the features of the situation under study. They make the case palpable

(Eisner, 1998). I have previously discussed the potential in the use of hermeneutics to

make explicit the taken-for-granted aspects of the phenomenon. This is important for

understanding the lifeworld of older adult computer learners.

6. Qualitative studies use qualitative criteria for judging success (Eisner, 1998). Facts do

not speak for themselves. The qualitatively-framed themes that are proposed in this

study will be discussed later in the section ‘The quality in qualitative research’.

7. Qualitative studies show concern with the inductive process (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998;

Eisner, 1998). Qualitative research takes shape unpredictably, emerging from the

collection and examination of data. Unforeseen and unplanned narratives may be

inductively constructed after data have been collected and interpreted. I have previously

discussed this aspect of my research in the section ‘Phenomenology’.

Why use a qualitative method in this study

A qualitative orientation to my research helps fill in the gap between what is known

theoretically and what I seek to know about the lived experience of laterlife computer
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learners. The qualitative method is suited to investigations of phenomena about which

little is known because this method can more fully describe and interpret the particular

phenomenon (Hoepfl, 1997; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The question ‘What am I

inquiring about?’ requires a return to the research questions:

What is the nature of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

What interpretations do laterlife computer learners place on their learning experience?

What are the outcomes of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

In the search to answer the research questions I asked ‘What is the best way of

investigating the answers to these research questions?’ This led me to the how question

of ‘How will I approach the investigation?’ I sought literature from a qualitative

perspective to be able to focus on the individual, the unique, and the phenomenon from

the context of the lifeworld of participants.  In uncovering the lived experience of older

adult computer learners I needed a research method that would provide opportunities to

interpret the experience in a holistic way. The complexity and multiplicity of the

interactions, together with the social world and the dynamic nature of the learning

experience, are all acknowledged by qualitative research (Cronbach, 1975; Hoepfl,

1997). Qualitative research allows for multiple forms of evidence and inductive analysis

approaches and is responsive to emergent data (Bogdan & Biklen, 1998; Eisner, 1998).

It tells individual stories and offers meanings that have the potential to resonate with

readers. Resonance is an essential aspect of humanness and this is a theme identified in

the section ‘The quality in qualitative research’ (to be discussed later in this chapter).

I have previously shown that phenomenological inquiry has an inextricable link with the

text (see the section ‘Hermeneutic Phenomenology’) and therefore both the

methodology and the method need to be compatible with each other. A qualitative

method also concentrates on the whole as a process. By drawing data together the

interpretation is potentially more meaningful for the reader. Text can then be presented

in a form that is in harmony with the way it is experienced (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

There is more opportunity for the quality of qualitative research themes of plausibility,

verisimilitude and trustworthiness to be realised when the experience is presented in

harmony with the way it is experienced. Qualitative research also supports flexibility

and discovery as demanded of hermeneutic phenomenology.
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Qualitative notions are used in three forms in this study. Firstly, it is used in the learning

experience of participants. Laterlife computer learners have a qualitative experience.

Eisner describes experience as “consciousness of some aspect of the world” (1998, p.

17). Eisner’s view is supported by Dewey’s (1933) notion that interactions with the

environment constitute the framework of all experience. Qualitative considerations are

“a ubiquitous part of life and are manifested whenever the qualities of the environment

are experienced” (Eisner, p. 21). Learning to use a computer in non-formal learning

environments with a tutor is a qualitative experience and has a direct connectedness

with something and someone. This humanness aspect of my research inquiry guided the

research design and philosophical perspective.

The second way a qualitative approach is used in this study is in the analysis and

interpretation of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners. The conceptual

framework “directs attention in particular ways” and guides the inquiry (Eisner, 1998, p.

28). I am focusing on the lived world of older adult computer learners and this

perspective directed my attention to ontological questions. “Through the intelligent

apprehension of the qualitative world”, i.e. qualitative inquiry, “we make sense of the

phenomenon” (Eisner, p. 21). It is difficult to imagine coming to an understanding of

the lived experience of laterlife computer learners in this study through any other

method. Qualitative approaches also have the potential to uncover subtle but significant

aspects of an experience. Eisner refers to this as ‘perceptual differentiation’ and believes

it is “crucial to understanding” (p. 21).

Thirdly, qualitative notions are used in this inquiry because the experiences are

represented qualitatively in expressive form using language. The worlds that are created

in text differ from worlds created in other media (Eisner, 1998) and I have chosen

language as a preferred medium. Expressive language is “constitutive of experience; not

merely a conveyor of it” (Dewey, 1934, p. 84). Language “transforms experience in the

process of making it public” (Eisner, p. 28). Both these notions (Dewey and Eisner)

suggest that in the choice of expressive language, I am determining the type of world

that will be created. This world is qualitative. “The writer starts with qualities (from the

experience) and ends with words; the reader starts with words and ends with qualities”

(Eisner, p. 22).
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Challenges of qualitative study

When a medium mediates, as language does in a qualitative study, it changes what is

conveyed. Eisner articulates this as “the map is not the territory and the text is not the

terrain” (1998, p. 27). In all studies, “the methodological approach and medium used to

represent interpretations are not passive instruments” (Eisner, p. 28). The literature

chosen to review, the framework for interviews, questions asked, researcher effect and

expressive language used in interpretation and representation, all have the potential to

influence the study. They are active agents acting on data to produce unique

understandings and illuminations. Therefore, there will always be alternate

interpretations of the same data that other researchers and readers will see and uncover.

Qualitative findings have an ambiguous open-ended quality, they are inconclusive and

never closed to other interpretations (Eisner, p. 86; Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 177).

However, using qualitative themes for judging the research enables readers to arrive at

their own interpretations based on humanness, reflectivity, meaningfulness, and

epistemological consistency. (These themes will be discussed in the next section ‘The

quality in qualitative research’.) Other interpretations add to the richness of qualitative

research and I am not attempting to draw conclusions but to provide readers with the

opportunity to enrich their lives by resonating with the experience of others. This has

been stated previously by Allport (1955) (the more we know about others the better we

understand the self) and van Manen (1997) (readers are exposed to other perspectives

and this enlarges their understandings of their lifeworld).

The quality in qualitative research

Judging and verifying the validity in research has its historical traditions in quantitative

research. The purpose of setting standards and measures is based on the need for

researchers to have their work legitimised and accepted by other researchers and for the

work to be considered reliable. It is assumed that if certain processes are followed the

work can arrive at an agreed standard that is indisputable and therefore justifies its place

in making claims.  Research theorists have long grappled with what counts as good

qualitative research and various standards have been suggested (Denzin, 2002; Lincoln

& Guba, 1985, 1990; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Sandelowski, 1993). In much of the
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criteria for rigor literature, pertinent questions are explicated to determine the standard

of research. The characteristics are then applied to the research and both researchers and

readers are assumed to have arrived at shared understandings. The objective nature of

the process of applying criteria for rigour seems more suited to a positivist paradigm

and does not easily transfer to the qualitative approach.

Qualitative research deserves attention in its own terms and criteria should not be

applied simply as a justification device (Miles & Huberman, 1994). I believe that

qualitative research should be talked about in the same qualitative terms that underpin

the research. It seems incongruent to base a research project on a qualitative paradigm

and then apply positivist-based criteria to it. Doing so would be incompatible with the

research study as a whole. Many interpretive researchers take the view that applying

criteria to qualitative research is not possible because “criteria are not responsive to the

contingent, contextual and personally interpretive nature of qualitative study” (Miles &

Huberman, p. 277). I believe qualitatively-framed themes that are consistent with the

overall research approach and purpose can and should be used in this study. They are

based on the notion that understanding lies at the heart of all qualitative research and is

therefore a more fundamental concept for qualitative research than validity (Wolcott,

1990).

I propose that the ‘quality in qualitative research’ should evolve from the methodology

and philosophical approach and be based on the author’s understandings. The

orientation, the purpose of the research, and the epistemological underpinnings all

contribute to the worth of the research. I have therefore created an eclectic mix of

qualities which is consistent with my research perspective and with the use of other

diverse sources. These diverse sources are evident in: the literature review (to allow for

socio-cultural and ontological contexts to be considered); the methodology (to allow for

the human element to be investigated in all its fullness); and in the analysis and

interpretation phase (to help ‘get at’ the meaning and to represent the narratives in a

human form). I have consistently taken a constructivist approach to the conceptual and

theoretical frameworks and to data analysis and interpretation. The ‘quality in

qualitative research’ is also a construction built from divergent sources. According to

Lincoln and Guba (1990) all research constructions are rooted in the Being of the

researcher and I believe this is evident in my approach.
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In constructing the ‘quality in qualitative research’ themes, I discounted all

quantitatively-derived forms of criteria. The quality characteristics are a mix of “process

and product criteria” as defined by Lincoln and Guba (1990, p. 53). Process judgments

tell the reader about the trustworthiness and authenticity of a study and product

judgments refer to the finished product, the quality in the writing. Lincoln and Guba

believe that without product qualities research reports are unable to evoke the sorts of

responses in readers they set out to evoke or they claim to evoke. I have chosen to

describe ‘the quality in qualitative research’ using four themes:

humanness

reflectivity

meaningfulness

epistemological consistency

I will explain what I mean by each of the themes, ask questions pertaining to each

theme, then describe how I have addressed these questions in the study.

Humanness

My study is about people and their experiences and throughout the research I have

emphasised and drawn attention to the human quality of the research. Humanness

underpins the purpose and intentions of the research and reflects my deep interest in

people and learning, the Being, and human endeavours. I therefore regarded humanness

as an essential quality to use as a way of responding to the quality of my research.

Within the quality of humanness, I include the concepts of aliveness, plausibility,

resonance, verisimilitude, and trustworthiness.

The quality of aliveness relates to the life in the thesis and to the question ‘Does the

thesis have human qualities?’ Representing human experience entails being able to

bring people to life in writing. I sought to do this by using the voices of participants to

dominate the interpretation and by providing information about each participant. I

believed this would enable readers to ‘hear’ the experience in a way that would not be
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possible otherwise. By representing participants as fellow humans with feelings I hoped

to reach out to readers, invoking a human response.

The plausibility quality evokes the question ‘Is it humanly possible that these

experiences took place?’ In order to convince readers of the plausibility of the

experiences connections have to be made with what others have experienced and what

readers know and have experienced. Qualitative research seeks to describe and explain

the world as those in the world interpret it. As individuals we accept that everyone is

unique but we also seek to find our unique experiences in others (Allport, 1955; Rogers,

1969). We hope that others will have similar experiences because it reconfirms our

humanness. To allow for vicarious experience to be experienced by readers, sufficient

rich and thick descriptions must be made available (Geertz, 1973). Lincoln and Guba

refer to a déjà vu experience as being one where “readers may not have necessarily

experienced exactly the same as those in the research; however, sufficient descriptions

are given that enable the reader to learn from other’s experiences” (1990, p. 57). When

readers experience something similar at a later stage they experience a sense of déjà vu.

The concept of resonance is closely allied to plausibility because of the need to provide

evocative text which will enable readers to achieve a sense that they have experienced

similar things and that the experience that is being described ‘rings true’ for them.

Implicit in both plausibility and resonance is the concept of verisimilitude, the

appearance of truth or reality. Merriam argues that it is up to readers to decide the

meaning of the research (1988). However the onus is on the researcher to provide as

much information as possible about the context to enable readers to make an informed

judgment. I have sought to do this by providing contextual information, describing non-

formal learning environments, and introducing participants.

The last dimension in the humanness theme relates to trustworthiness and poses the

basic trust question ‘Can it be trusted?’ The other dimensions in the humanness theme,

of aliveness, plausibility, resonance, and verisimilitude, contribute to the overall sense

of being able to trust that the research is a genuine piece of work and that participants

were represented fairly. Interpretations that are grounded in the data and reach beyond

an appearance level will assist readers to decide on the trustworthiness of the research.
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Reflectivity

The second theme in the ‘quality of qualitative research’ is reflectivity and relates to the

degree to which the research alerts or enlightens readers to new perspectives. Research

should open up new perspectives to readers and also transcend the limits of their own

interpretations (van Manen, 1997). The basic questions of this theme are ‘Has it made

readers think? Do readers think differently now?’ The role of the research in this regard

is to be able to offer new insights and make analyses and interpretations that are original

and unique. I have constructed multidisciplinary paradigms for both the conceptual and

theoretical frameworks and the analysis and interpretative paradigm. I have attempted to

present the phenomenon to readers in ways they may be able to use to “re-examine and

reconstruct their own construction of the phenomenon” (Lincoln & Guba, 1990, p. 58). I

believe I have paved the way for potentiality for reflectivity to occur.

Meaningfulness

The third theme in the ‘quality of qualitative research’ is meaningfulness and poses the

question ‘Is it worth doing?’ One of the purposes of the research is to raise the level of

the voices of laterlife computer learners and learning in laterlife in general. By using

qualitative research and situating the research in the lifeworld of older adults and

grounding it in the socio-cultural context I am making the research accessible to people

interested in the issues raised in the research.  If the research is accepted as a worthy

document it has the potential to contribute to dialogues in the lifelong learning

community and to gerontology. Issues raised and left unresolved in the research will

therefore be trusted as a reliable place to start, to be pursued as a springboard for other

researchers.

Epistemological consistency

In the last theme I address the notion of epistemological consistency of the research. As

already stated, understanding is at the core of all qualitative research, so the question
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must be asked ‘Have the levels of meaning been made clear?’ (Geertz, 1973).

Epistemological consistency relates to both the process of analysis and to explicating

meaning. The process of analysis refers to “the internal consistency of logic and

harmony” (Lincoln & Guba, 1990, p. 55) and explicating meaning relates to clarity and

style of writing. Lincoln and Guba’s ‘rhetorical criteria’ include much that is relevant to

epistemological consistency. They describe ‘rhetorical criteria’ as “the elements of

form, structure and presentational characteristics that contribute to the overall sense of

unity and organisation of the study” (p. 55). Further to this, Lincoln and Guba suggest

that coherence and corroboration must be displayed to enable readers to trust the

assertions made in interpretation. Finally, to the matter of craftsmanship. The ability of

writers to construct creative texts that reach out to readers is essential if clarity is to be

achieved. Only readers can decide this but I make sincere attempts in this regard.

Discussion of Chapter Three

The purpose of this chapter was to present and discuss the literature that contributed to

the methodology of the study. I have described the philosophical perspective that

underpins research decisions, analysis, and interpretations. This perspective includes

three philosophical paradigms: phenomenology, hermeneutics, and existentialism. Many

authors were shown to support the idea that these three paradigms can be located side-

by-side in research. I also looked to these three philosophical disciplines to enable me to

uncover the meaning and relational structures of the phenomenon. An understanding of

the four existentials: corporeality, temporality, spatiality, and relationality were also

essential in explicating the meaning of the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners in this study. These existentials will be shown to contribute to a sense of

wellbeing in older adults and this will be discussed in Chapters Seven and Eight.

In the conceptual framework I referred to the socio-cultural context as a necessary

component in understanding the experience of participants in this study. By orienting

the research to a qualitative research methodology I have shown in this chapter that the

complexity and dimensions of the experience can be investigated for the purpose of

gaining meaning and understanding. The qualitative research orientation allowed me to
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explore in depth the humanness of the experience, in particular the aspect of the human

endeavour (of learning). I was then able to demonstrate how the themes emanating from

the ‘quality in qualitative research’ investigation can be used in this human-based

research.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCESS

Introduction

I this chapter I will describe and explain the nature and process of the research design,

process and analysis. Up to this point, the ‘me’ in the research has been centre-stage

(my introduction in Chapter One, my conceptual and theoretical perspectives in Chapter

Two, and my philosophical perspective in Chapter Three). In this and the remaining

chapters I will position the participants in such a way that they will occupy the stage.

Other intents of this chapter are to discuss my approach to the interview schedule and

describe ways of addressing ethical considerations of the study. I will also devote a

significant section of this chapter to the analysis and interpretation literature. I will

outline five analysis and interpretative tools used in this research. These tools will be

shown to be valuable and necessary in revealing the nature, the interpretations, and the

outcomes of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners in this study.

I will also raise the issues of bounding the case in qualitative research. Participants will

be introduced with a brief description in such a way as to enable readers to get a clearer

picture of the people, the humans in the research. With the conceptual and theoretical

frameworks in mind, I will ground the research design in the context of the study and

focus once again on the three research questions.

In the first chapter I outlined the purpose of the research, presented the research

questions, and provided background information. In the next chapter I developed the

conceptual and theoretical frameworks. In both these chapters the Being was privileged

as the focus and important ontological and epistemological questions were posed within

the socio-cultural context of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners. The

methodology outlined in the previous chapter was underpinned by a human

investigation perspective and a focus on lived experience. The research design method

and the approach to data collection also focuses on the person at the centre of the

experience. I further sought a method that would reflect my personal perspectives and

epistemological beliefs and deep interest in the field of study (van Manen, 1997). As a
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way of uncovering the phenomenon of laterlife computer learners I sought a research

design and process that would enable me to have personal contact with participants. The

literature discussed in the sections ‘Philosophical perspective’ and ‘Qualitative research

orientation’ guided me towards a research design that would give me the opportunity to

listen to the participants’ stories first-hand. Hence, I looked to the case study method.

Case study

Case study research design draws upon the qualitative research paradigm and is used “to

gain an in-depth understanding of the situation and its meaning for those involved”

(Merriam, 1988, p. xii). A case study method provides insights into the context,

intentions, purposes, feelings, and actions from the unique and idiosyncratic perspective

of participants. The case study method allows an investigation to retain the holistic and

meaningful characteristics of real-life events (Yin, 1994). The attempt to understand the

lived experience of laterlife computer learners in a socio-cultural context has already

been shown to be an important component of this study. It has also been demonstrated

that the phenomenon under investigation is complex and multi-layered. Case studies can

contribute to an understanding of complex social phenomena and in situations where

elements of the unknown exist (Yin).

In the semi-structured interview (to be described in the section ‘Interview’) aspects of

the experience can be pursued sensitively in relation to the unique individual experience

and are consistent with an overall inductive approach. The case study method allows me

to concentrate on each single case (instance) of the phenomenon in an intense and deep

way. The attention to single cases helps to uncover the interaction of significant factors

that are characteristic of the phenomenon (Cronbach, 1975, p. 123). Interpretations are

embedded in each case and in situations where it is impossible to separate the

phenomenon’s variables from the context (Yin, 1994). Case study is a method that is “in

keeping with sensitivity to underlying meaning when gathering and interpreting data”

(Merriam, 1988, p. 3). Vignettes can be presented using the voices of participants and

this will assist readers in deciding the humanness and meaningfulness of the

interpretations. Incidental and off-the-cuff insights that are a part of case study research
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have the potential to provide insights that will contribute to an understanding of laterlife

computer learners in this study.

Hermeneutic phenomenology has the potential to make the ordinary, extraordinary (van

Manen, 1997). In using a case study method I acknowledge the uniqueness of what

laterlife computer learners are experiencing. I also believe a case study method has the

potential to heighten the experience for participants by enabling them to reflect on their

experience and contribute to their learning in a way that would not be possible without

their participation in this research.

In conclusion, qualitative research and the case study method are seen to be suitable for

investigating a hermeneutic phenomenological study. They are also compatible with the

aims of the study, the research questions, methodology, and the ‘quality in qualitative

research themes’.

The interview schedule

The interview schedule framework evolved from the conceptual and theoretical

literature reviews and incorporates a unique and complex combination of contributing

factors. The three research questions at the core of all my reading, writing, and

decisions are constantly in my gaze. The focus of this research is not an investigation of

the process of learning but the experience of learning, explicating meaning structures.

Questions are posed that relate to learning, experience, and narrative. Specific learning

experience influences are discussed in this section. Narrative influences are discussed

later in the ‘Analysis and interpretation’ section.

Consistent with the phenomenological approach is the notion that humans have

intentions and do not act on instinct, as animals do (Husserl, 1950/1995). Humans have

feelings and desires and these may be catalysts for action. I used the ‘intention’ concept

to underpin the interview schedule. Other influences on the framework for the interview

schedule will now be discussed.
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Influences on framework for interview schedule

During my reading for the conceptual and theoretical frameworks I considered how the

literature might inform the interview schedule. I sought a structure for the schedule that

would not presuppose a particular theory of learning, such as experiential learning

(Kolb, 1984) or transformational theory (Mezirow, 1991). Nevertheless, these and other

learning theory models assisted my understandings of learning in older adulthood. The

conceptual order of questions for the interview schedule was viewed as a starting point.

This means that I initially imposed a logical and chronological order on the interview

schedule to reflect timing sequences. However, the structure of the interview schedule

was flexible and adaptable and supported open-ended questions and extended responses.

Hence, changes were made throughout the interviewing phase and these will be

discussed later in the section, ‘Interview’. The development of the interview schedule

and the influences on the framework for the interview schedule can be considered from

the perspective of the research questions.

What is the nature of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

What interpretations do laterlife computer learners place on their learning experience?

What are the outcomes of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

The first influence from the literature came from the five dimensions of the nature of the

learning experience. These dimensions were identified in the theoretical framework as:

social, cognitive, manual dexterity, conative, and affective. Dimensions are believed to

influence the way learners construe experience (Mezirow, 2000a, 2000b). The five

elements that are believed to constitute the nature of the learning experience in adults

are at the core of the interview schedule. I considered their inclusion to be essential

because they can be shown to contribute to answering all three research questions.

The second influence on the development of the interview schedule comes from the

notion that learning in adulthood is complex. Theorists variously describe learning as

complex, non-linear and iterative (discussed in the theoretical framework). In Kidd’s

(1973b) model of learning, the three elements of Being-becoming-belonging are

inseparable and the process of learning is described as dynamic, complex, and

perplexing. I was also influenced by the paradoxes of learning (Eliot, 1969; Fromm,
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1947; Jarvis, 1992, 2001b) and how they apply to the unique perspective of older adult

computer learners.

The third influence from the literature relates to the structure of the interview schedule.

As discussed above, I was influenced by various theories of learning but from a position

that applying a formula (as in stage theories) for the complex process of learning would

not be possible. Learning is too paradoxical and idiosyncratic for a questionnaire (i.e.

interview schedule) to capture the depth and diversity of the experience. It can only be

investigated by allowing for the entry of all data from the perspective of the learner. No

one theory provided answers to all three research questions. I devised a structure and

sequence for the interview schedule based on general learning process structures. In this

construction I was influenced by Keating and Maclean (1988), who refer to the essential

relationships between situation (context), process (prior experience, during learning and

making meaning), and outcome, that make up the meaning of the learning experience

for the individual. Hence, questions were initially situated within these relationship

structures. This interview schedule design also allowed me to take into account the

socio-cultural context of the learning experience for laterlife computer learners.

The final influence on the development of the interview schedule springs from the need

to answer the third research question, the outcomes of the learning experience. These

outcomes as perceived by learners were considered from the two perspectives of

individual and societal. I was influenced by the literature in the conceptual framework

that related to the approaches learners take to their learning, their purposes, and intent.

In the context of older adults who have a heightened sense of time I was also influenced

by the existential and ontological questions raised in the literature review. Further, the

existential literature contributed to the development of the interview schedule by

augmenting my understanding of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners.

Refer to Appendix A for the interview schedule.
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Description

In this section I will provide a detailed description of the processes involved in entering

the field, addressing ethical concerns and conducting the interviews.

Entry into field

During the first year of the investigation of laterlife computer learners I answered an

advertisement in the newspaper for voluntary tutors for a seniors’ computer club. I

explained that I was a PhD student who was researching the experience of older adult

computer learners. I did not collect data at this site and have not used any data in my

thesis from this site. I used this time as a volunteer to assist me in coming to an

understanding of the literature and to assist me in setting the research questions and the

interview schedule. I remained at the seniors’ computer club as a voluntary tutor for two

years.

To enter the field to undertake research I started negotiating access to seniors’ computer

clubs by discussing my research with the club executive and explaining my plan of

conducting one hour interviews with current learners. I contacted clubs informally and

then by sending a copy of my information sheet (Appendix B) and organisation consent

form (Appendix D). The first club to respond referred me to other clubs and this process

continued. Some respondents referred me to friends in other clubs. I was also invited by

the executive of two clubs to speak to members. The information sheet was included in

two newsletters of senior organisations and this prompted many enquiries.

Informed consent

An information letter (Appendix B) introducing participants to the project and the way

data were to be used and stored was given to all participants. A consent form letter was

signed by all participants (Appendix C) and participating clubs (Appendix D). The

letters contained information relating to tape-recording, opportunity to withdraw from
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study at any time, and the opportunity to verify data. Ethics approval (Appendix G)

from UTS was also made available to potential participants and contact information was

provided. Questions that may be seen to imply criticism of the organisation or tutors or

that may elicit a response necessitating a judgment of the organisation or tutors were not

asked. Participants were informed of the use of pseudonyms in all publications

emanating from the research. In order to provide rich, thick descriptions of the contexts

to enable the reader to decide on generalisability there is a possibility of the loss of

confidentiality for participants and the organisation. However, no participant or site

names are used.

Sampling

The sampling strategy I used could best be described as purposive and discriminatory. I

interviewed beginning learners from non-formal voluntary peer tutor learning

environments. A number of potential participants contacted me but were outside the

boundary of interest. These included people who had used computers in their work

place, were peer tutors, or who attended centres only for access to the Internet. I

restricted my geographical boundary to the Sydney metropolitan area and did not seek

representative samples based on geography, socio-economic, or cultural grounds. I did

not plan to interview more women than men but more women responded and were

willing to be interviewed. In the organisations I contacted more men than women had

become tutors and I had excluded tutors from my study. Hence, these two factors

resulted in more women than men participating in this study.

Data saturation

There will always be new data. Asking the same people over again will likely produce

new data so data saturation is impossible. To enable illuminating descriptions to surface

and provide me with an understanding of the phenomenon that would potentially lead to

verisimilitude and resonance for readers, I engaged in a dialectic between concurrent

data analysis and collection.  My intentions were to uncover questions I needed to

address in subsequent interviews. When data resonated with me I thought they may
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resonate with readers. I was able to construct an amalgam narrative which included

conceptual and process understandings. This shift, from description to conceptualisation

via analysis, provided me with a basis for believing that I had sufficient data.

Interview

The one-to-one interview allowed flexibility and adaptability to suit the needs of the

research and enabled participants to answer in their own words (discussed in the section

‘Case study’). The interview format provided participants with the opportunity to

describe feelings and explore understandings. As a method of gathering experiential

narrative material the interview is compatible with human science research, hermeneutic

phenomenological methodology, and the case study method. The interview method can

provide a resource for developing a richer and deeper understanding of a human

phenomenon (van Manen, 1997). The interview method can have a flexible structure,

enabling the widening of concepts, rephrasing of questions, extended responses,

elaboration and clarification; all vital and valuable aspects of a qualitative approach.

Every human situation is “novel, emergent, and filled with multiple, often conflicting,

meanings and interpretations” (Denzin, 1983, p. 132).  The interview method allows for

the complexity and contradictions of the human experience to be explored.

Throughout the interview phase of the research I oriented myself to the gist of the

phenomenon and kept the meaning of the phenomenon open (van Manen, 1997). I

repeatedly asked the questions ‘What is this experience?’ and ‘What does it mean to the

laterlife computer learners?’ In-depth interviews are a legitimate way to ‘get at’

meanings because they provide access to words and interpretations (Minichiello, Aroni,

Timewell & Alexander, 1990). It is assumed that language (i.e. interview) is a vehicle

for meaning; that the language of the lifeworld can be used to explicate its own

structures, and that it is possible to use language to ‘get at’ the meaning (Denzin, 1983,

p. 132). The interview is an agreed method between me and the participants of finding

out what the experience is from their perspective. They volunteered to be a part of the

research knowing the method and are therefore complicit in this method as a way of

revealing and discovering the experience (see Appendix C).
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I asked demographic questions at the beginning of the interview (Appendix E) and was

able to refer to the answers later in the interview. I also used answers to the

demographic questions as a lead-in to extended response questions.

I piloted the questions with an older adult computer learner who was not part of the

research and subsequently made minor changes to the interview schedule (Appendix A)

before commencing data collection. The interview schedule was considered as having a

tentative structure to enable flexibility. It was structured in the sense that there were set

questions I thought might be useful in answering the research questions and

unstructured or flexible in the sense that I employed an interviewing technique that was

open to change. During the first interview I changed questions and the order of the

questions in response to the interview. I was sensitive to asking participants personal

questions about family especially if during the interview they made no reference to a

close relative or friend. Their responses set the tone for the interview and guided me in

my choice of questions. Adapting and adjusting to the needs of the interview in an

interdependent way is consistent with hermeneutic methodology. The structure at times

changed and the order of the questions sometimes changed.

Questions were initially constructed from the literature review (as discussed earlier in

the section ‘Influences on framework for interview schedule’), but then other factors

emerged that were unanticipated or that had previously been considered irrelevant or of

little importance. These were incorporated into the interview schedule. The process of

being attentive to unanticipated field data and adapting the interview schedule to allow

for emergent data allows sufficient space for other potentially relevant concepts to

emerge (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). I used words from participants when I found my

words were not eliciting rich descriptive responses. I originally asked ‘What is the most

difficult and easy part of learning the computer?’ Answers were short and non-

descriptive. One participant described a difficulty in terms of how she felt when she

overcame the obstacle, as giving her a ‘high’. I then started using the words ‘high’,

‘low’ and ‘buzz’ in subsequent interviews and this prompted participants to tell stories

about getting a ‘real high’ or experiencing a ‘low’ or feeling a ‘buzz’. These stories

provided me with insights into how emotion and the affective domain played a role in

the experience. Collecting field data and analysing concurrently will be discussed in the

sections ‘Within-case analysis’, Cross-case analysis’ and ‘Grounded theory’.
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Tape recording the interview

Tape recording the interviews had a number of advantages in this study. I was able to

hear the transcripts over and over again to get the nuances, the intonations, the

emphases, and the pauses. The emotional aspects were also captured, the struggles with

answering certain questions, and the enthusiasm when telling stories. Transcripts were

brought back to life time and time again and remained as accurate as the recording on

the day of the interview. During the interviews I was able to focus on the words and

concentrate on what the participants were saying. This assisted me in maximising the

value of exploratory questions and of changing the order of the questions for future

interviews. I was also able to direct my attention to listening without the need to hand-

record and paraphrase. Tape recording “leaves the interviewer free to be an attentive

and thoughtful listener” (Minichiello, et al., 1990, p. 134). The transcript of the

interview provided me with the opportunity to use the words of the participants to form

the major part of the writing up of the thesis. Direct quotes have a greater likelihood of

reaching readers in a way that paraphrasing cannot. Vignettes enable the voices of the

laterlife computer learners in this study to be heard in a way that is consistent with the

focus and purpose of the research. It is also consistent with the need for plausibility,

verisimilitude and resonance (discussed in the section ‘The quality in qualitative

research’).

Analysis and interpretation

The interpretative paradigm

In this study I have sought to explicate and articulate meaning while knowing that the

realm of meaning is complex, dense, and not easily grasped. The search is not for the

appearance (that which appears on the surface) but the essential, the yet to be uncovered

and revealed meaning (van Manen, 1997).  Uncovering meaning is a difficult process

because of the “organisational patterns of the meaning realm that fold back on one

another and link through the integrated ensemble of connections of images and ideas”

(Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 7). Meaning is idiosyncratically presented, appearing in various
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modes of presentation, such as perception, remembrance, and reasoning (Polkinghorne).

The process of analysis and interpretation therefore needs to be attentive to the

complexity of the structure, the interconnectivity of dimensions, and the personal forms

of articulating meaning. Ultimately data analysis methods are only scaffolds that

provide the structure to ‘get at’ the meaning. However, such scaffolds cannot be pre-

determined or thought of as rigid and binding. Using a pre-formulated plan of procedure

does not take into account emerging conditions therefore “analysis and interpretation

should have inherent elements of flexibility, adjustment and iterativity” (Eisner, 1998,

p. 170). It is indicative of hermeneutic phenomenology that there is no way of

predicting where paths will lead so it is counter-productive to be prescriptive about

analysis and interpretation. As in conversation, one listens to the other, and how, when,

what one says depends on what the other has said (Eisner).

Data should be looked at in many divergent ways because of the human tendency to be

overly influenced by vividness or particularly convincing cases or to reach conclusions

too early (Eisenhardt, 2002, p. 18; Miles & Huberman, 1994). Disconfirming data can

sometimes be “inadvertently dropped leading to premature and false conclusions”

(Eisenhardt, p.18). These information-processing biases can be counteracted by the use

of divergent methods of data analysis. In order to articulate the meaning and

significance of an experience it is necessary to use a range of phenomenologically-based

methods of analysis, interpretation, and representation. Articulating meaning can best be

achieved by interview, thematic analysis, and clustering of interview transcripts in a

cyclic pursuit of common meanings (Willis, 2004). I will address these data analysis

and interpretation concerns as they relate to this study in the analysis sections.

In my attempt to uncover what the experience meant to laterlife computer learners, I

traversed historical, pedagogical, philosophical, physiological, psychological, and

sociological domains and attempted to bring these perspectives together. The literature

from these disciplines was discussed in the first two chapters. I have borrowed from

many sources to “create my own particular interpretative universe” (Eisner, 1998, p.

211). The use of diverse sources is consistent with the qualitative approach,

phenomenological foundations, and the hermeneutic perspective. The human science

method probes and draws from an eclectic array of sources for meaning (van Manen,

2002). These sources are inextricably linked to the research questions, methodology,
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and the research design. I have also used diverse methods of analysis in an attempt to

generate new insights and provide different perspectives from a confluent vantage point.

There are many reflective methods that can be used in phenomenological studies to

grasp meaning (van Manen). I found these to be useful and will refer to them in the

analysis sections.

The particular amalgam of data analysis and interpretative methods used in this study

enabled richer, fuller descriptions that contributed to deep meaning. It is important

however, to consider that there is no finality in qualitative studies. There will always be

left unexplained things, ambiguity, and “no neat ties to bind” (Eisner, 1998, p. 170).

Interpretation of events can always be otherwise and other ways of explaining things are

always possible. There is a “sense of tentativeness, usually expressed as a kind of

uncertainty, about an event’s meaning” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 32). Ultimately

readers have to bear some responsibility in interpretation. Connections are built by

readers who also make generalisations by analogy and extrapolation; not “by watertight

logic applied to common language” (Eisner, p. 211). In this study the ‘quality in

qualitative research’ themes can be used as a guide.

The tentativeness just described is indicative of a cautious, hesitant exploration, as

behoves a methodology underpinned by the multiplicity of possibilities and

perspectives. To consider it as improvisation suggests that it is made up along the way,

arbitrarily and capriciously. This is not the case with interpretive approaches and is not

the case in this study. The tentativeness involves perplexity, which implies not knowing

the answer but wanting to know the answer, and looking for ways to solve the riddle,

the puzzles that appear. It also involves following paths that seem to lead nowhere while

not accepting the ‘no thoroughfare’ and maintaining confidence that there is a way,

another way, that is hidden and unpredictable but nevertheless exists. The decisiveness

that drives the search for meaning and accepts new understandings as a new beginning

entails keeping an open mind and having humility and a sense of curiosity. (This

approach to analysis and interpretation is discussed in the section ‘Bracketing in

phenomenological research’.) However, the need to create order and coherence is

human so the search for meaning is an integral part of human endeavour (Bateson,

1994). In an attempt to uncover the meaning of the phenomenon I identified five
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analytical and interpretive tools that were used at various times throughout the analysis

and interpretative phase. The five tools are:

within-case analysis

cross-case analysis

grounded theory

thematic analysis

narrative inquiry

From a theoretical perspective, the inclusion of grounded theory may appear to be

incompatible with the hermeneutic phenomenology methodology. However, on a

pragmatic level, it provided me with an entry into the data and a way of manipulating

data. I was also able to use the principles of grounded theory to assist with clarification

of meaning. This will be described in the section ‘Grounded theory’. I will now describe

and discuss how the analytical and interpretative tools were used in this study.

Within-case analysis

Within-case analysis entails detailed and concentrated investigation of one case at a

time. It enables intimacy with each case and separation from the rest of the data (i.e.

other cases). Unique patterns of each case emerge from within-case analysis and

“accelerate cross-case analysis” (Eisenhardt, 2002, p. 18). I adapted a contact summary

form (Appendix F) from Miles and Huberman (1994) and completed it as soon after the

interview as possible. These ‘immediate’ descriptions are central to the generation of

insight and aid in attacking the problem of the overwhelming volume of material

(Eisenhardt; Gersick, 1988; Pettigrew, 1988). I transcribed the audio tape within 24

hours of the interview making comments as I transcribed and also on subsequent

readings. Comments included impressions of the ‘immediate’ reflections and

interesting, significant, or potential key ideas. These comments were always tentative

but potentially worthy. Each case became deeply familiar to me and I could hear

participant voices as I read and re-read transcripts. Getting a feel for the material as a

whole by being immersed in the data is an essential familiarisation process (Ritchie &

Spencer, 2002). The process of returning time and time again to the data was useful

when connections were to be made and data sources were required.
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The research questions and literature informed the choice of dimensions for analysis and

potential emergent categories. In early analysis I looked for evidence of ‘turning point

experiences’ (Denzin, 2002, p. 351), ‘decision points’ (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 171), and

‘milestones’ (Bateson, 1994, p. 87). I looked for attitudes and approaches, and links and

influences with other events of the experience. The five dimensions of the nature of the

experience (social, cognitive, manual dexterity, conative, and affective) were also

identified. I investigated all these concepts as layers of the experience and looked for

how these were understood and applied in the lifeworld. I found that uncovering the

meaning of the concept was to be found in its usage. The search to uncover meaning is

referred to by van Manen as conceptual reflection (2002). He says conceptual reflection

is a worthy phenomenological device because it can uncover individual intentions and

value.

In some cases the analysis fell into place with obvious links; in other instances it was

very difficult and had a less direct route to a source or influence. I constantly referred to

the immediate impressions and descriptions and asked what data meant in relation to the

early impressions and the context. I attempted to see each case as a contained unit

before beginning cross-case analysis. I looked for contingencies, causes, influences,

links, and also consistencies and inconsistencies, salience, and connections. I attempted

to identify a line-of-action an underlying thread that remained constant throughout the

experience. I tried to use metaphors to conceptualise the line-of-action but found this

locked me into particular thinking and blocked out all other perspectives. It also meant

that I had a tendency to force data into the metaphor so I did not proceed with metaphor

analysis as it was counter-productive in this study.

I wrote about each case using the early analysis. This writing exercise enabled me to

focus on intentions, expectations, purposes, and desires and to see how they were played

out. I focused on unexpected events, climaxes, and anti-climaxes. I looked for patterns,

themes and rhythms. I concentrated on events that involved more than one domain and

was especially interested in events where more than two domains/dimensions of

learning were involved.  I was especially interested in relationships, support, significant

others, relational structures, and context. I searched for indicators of the Being and

looked to answer the existential and ontological questions posed by the study and by the
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available data. A source I found useful in this part of data analysis was philosophical

literature, the works of Dewey, Frankl, Fromm, Gadamer, Heidegger and Sartre. These

insight-cultivating reflections (van Manen, 2002) gleaned from the writings of these

authors assisted me in coming to understandings about the nature of life and learning

previously uncovered. I looked for experiences from their writings that helped me make

sense of the lifeworld of the participants in my study. These readings assisted me in

identifying elements from the data that contributed to making meaning. They also

contributed to my understanding of the difficulties and obstacles faced by the

participants and how these potential barriers were approached and overcome. After

reading the works of the previously mentioned authors I was able to better appreciate

and identify the dimensions of the human endeavour as it played out for laterlife

computer learners in the study.

The early analysis enabled me to draw up a detailed individual grid for each case and

this was used for cross-case analysis. I also used linguistic and etymological reflection

by examining words and their use (van Manen, 2002). This particular reflection

prompted me to ask of the data ‘What does this particular word or phrase mean to this

person?’ Linguistic and etymological reflection was also used in cross-case analysis to

see if there were common meanings for words and phrases. Van Manen notes that

words change their meaning over time but by my close attention to words and context I

was able to strip them back to their essential idiosyncratic and shared meaning. (Such

expressions as being on the scrap heap, being left behind, paddling, bumbling along, try

anything once.)

I initially accepted meanings at face value and adopted my meaning for words and

phrases but the words and phrases lived with me. They became a part of my lifeworld. I

lived the research. At times I had to go back to the source and at other times I had to dig

deeper to find the meaning. This involved a search in dictionaries and thesauruses for

meaning. They were useful but gave words a flat meaning. Simple etymological

analysis or explication of the usage of the words is not sufficient to uncover individual

meanings (van Manen, 2002). Partial insights were gleaned from early 20th century

literature and Australian idiom references. I searched for ways in which phrases and

words were used in the every-day context, external to the learning experience,

especially the use of metaphors and juxtapositions. This process enables a
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reconstruction of a way of life, of being put in touch with an original form of life where

the terms still have living ties to the lived experiences from which they originally sprang

(van Manen). On reflection I became acutely aware of the age differences between

participants and me. Historically we had lived through different life events and at times

their language reflected their life experiences. Alert to the possibilities that my

vernacular may not accord with commonly-used phrases of older adults I investigated

the ‘living’ language with greater intensity than at the beginning of the analysis phase.  I

used linguistic and etymological reflection to reach beyond the ‘taken-for-granted’

meanings and to follow hermeneutic and intuitive paths.

The search for meanings in words and context led to non-fiction literature: the poems of

Eliot, Hopkins and Yeats. I also looked to fiction-based material: films, plays and

popular culture. In attempting to understand the changes that occur over a lifetime and

what people understand by these changes, I read the autobiographies and biographies of

Simone de Beauvoir, Katherine Hepburn, Viktor Frankl, Doris Lessing, Jean-Paul Sartre

and Patrick White. Van Manen (2002) refers to this process as exegetical reflection.

Exegetical reflection is about being open to unexpected sources of insights. In the

context of this study and the principles of the methodology the need to be alert,

attentive, and open to divergent paths has already been discussed in the section on

bracketing. Some of the non-fictional sources I considered were unexpected; others

were deliberate attempts at a search for meaning. As I continued the concurrent reading

of data and exegetical reflection lines and quotes came to mind from poems, non-

fiction, and popular culture; familiar words that took me to the source.

Language can teach us a lot about the phenomenon under investigation because

idiomatic phrases and poetic quotes are derived phenomenologically i.e. born out of

lived experience (van Manen, 2002).  Ordinary language is a huge reservoir in which

the incredible variety of richness of human experience is deposited (van Manen). My

exegetical reflection included a more sensitive approach to fictional material,

particularly films, plays and popular culture. I investigated the language and behaviour

of older adults and perceptions of ageing from the characters portrayed. Fictional

experiences can be a resource for experiential material that provide practical insights

whereby readers are able to live through the protagonist and gain insights into the

human condition because of the sensitivity and literary skills of the writer (van Manen).
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The reader is hence able to identify existentially with the feelings of the characters and

to use these insights to further understandings of the lifeworld of others. In the context

of this study, I have used exegetical reflection to further my understanding of the socio-

cultural influences in the lived experience of laterlife computer learners.

Cross-case analysis

As each new case was analysed (described in ‘Within-case analysis’) I developed

written reports to include the cross-case analysis, constantly looking for similarities,

resemblances, and differences across cases. The “juxtaposition of cases can break

simplistic frames and lead to more sophisticated understanding that go beyond initial

impressions” (Eisenhardt, 2002, p. 18). Cross-case analysis can also uncover common

themes and underlying patterns across examples of stories (Polkinghorne, 1988). I

continued to use grids and matrices to compare, contrast, and augment my within-case

and cross-case understandings. For example in looking for a line-of-action or what I

tentatively considered to be conation, I was able to add to my understanding by finding

evidence for what stood for conation in each case building up a composite picture with

rich data. The range of data became evident such as with trigger events. Cross-case

analysis revealed trigger events in many different forms, from sudden and unexpected,

to subtle and unassuming.

I enlarged my understandings of individual perceptions by comparing and contrasting

them with other cases. New dimensions were added to the analysis and clusters became

more diverse but yet more manageable. Patterns and themes emerged and I was able to

create mind maps and cartoons, in structured and planned attempts to conceptualise all

cases holistically. With a structure it was possible to view themes as a whole on a large

matrix. Each matrix was assigned one concept, for example conation. The indicators of

conation were identified and the evidence for each indicator was added to the matrix so

that each person represented a column and each indicator represented a row. The overall

theme was then transferred to a mind map where links, influences, and relationships

were traced and captured.
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The structured approach lent itself to a constructed data analysis, enabling me to build

on the analysis and add to it with each new insight. The materials of the construction

were the cases, the transcripts, the immediate impressions, the literature, and the

research questions. The charting process of applying existing criteria to each new piece

of data to include or exclude them from the thematic framework involves “abstraction

and synthesis” (Ritchie & Spencer, 2002, p. 319). My close feel for the data and

familiarity with participants’ voices assisted in this process of analysis construction and

critical reflection.

I identified key concepts and created logic charts (looking for contingencies and links

and contexts), mind maps, data flow diagrams, and flowcharts. At this stage extensive

and detailed written analyses were attempted and tentative papers written. This process

enabled exploration and reflection and laid the analysis and interpretation open to

scrutiny from a wider readership. The analysis was made particularly available for

critique and probing by academic readership and laterlife computer learners. I engaged

in dialogue with these groups in collaborative reflection with the purpose of comparing

(comparative reflection) their ideas and interpretations with mine (van Manen, 2002). I

tested my understandings with an academic and a wider audience for the four ‘quality in

qualitative research’ themes of humanness, reflectivity, meaningfulness and

epistemological consistency. Researchers have to test their insights against those who

belong to the same academic tradition to discover new ways of looking at things, get

new perspectives, and remove ambiguities and unexplained aspects (van Manen; Yin.

1994). Collaborative and comparative reflection also uncover biases and assumptions

that are not made explicit (van Manen).

Throughout the preliminary data analysis period of within-case and cross-case analysis I

oscillated between field data, literature, and my experiences. Many authors have

described experience as being both personal and social (Allport, 1955; Fromm, 1947;

Kidd, 1973b; Rogers, 1969). It has also been shown that the personal and the social are

always present and that the personal is always in relation to the social and the context is

significant (see the conceptual and theoretical frameworks). I therefore examined data in

a back and forth process (the hermeneutic circle) between the elements of personal and

social. I continued to try to hold all this in mind with a “simultaneous thinking of the

past, present and future within an ever-expanding social milieu” (Clandinin & Connelly,
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2000, p. 2). I constantly sought to see data in context and not as stand-alone elements.

Data were constantly being pressed up against other data to see if there was a fit.

Grounded theory

Another analysis and interpretative tool I found useful in this study were the principles

of grounded theory. Grounded theory was originally devised by Glaser and Strauss in

the 1960s and further developed by Strauss and Corbin (1990). The purpose of

grounded theory is to develop a theory about a phenomenon that is grounded in

evidence. It is an iterative, tentative, and thorough process and I found it useful in

uncovering links and relationships. My research analysis began with generative

questions that emerged from the literature review and guided the quest for

understanding in field data. These questions were not considered static or binding. They

were constantly open to scrutiny, modification, and reflection. I took these questions,

underpinned by the research questions, from two sources, the interview schedule and the

responses to the interview questions. Responses always posed more questions and I

looked for answers within the transcripts. The tension of “what is” and “what isn’t” and

“what passes for evidence” is evident in this phase (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 49).

I continually manipulated data and gradually built on my preliminary analyses as

described in the within-case and cross-case sections.

I did not look for a core category as described in grounded theory. I looked for themes,

patterns, threads, and influences. I searched for places where they were firstly explicit

and on the surface. I then searched deeper for places where they appeared beneath the

surface. I repeatedly listened to the audio-taped interviews and read and re-read the

transcripts. Each question I asked of one piece of data from one participant I asked of all

pieces of data from all participants in what is described as ‘constant comparison’

(Strauss & Corbin, 1990). I developed themes in writing to assist with knowing ‘what

there is to know and find’ and if the themes were sustainable. Lack of data and evidence

often revealed weaknesses in epistemological consistency. The process of pursuing a

thread in writing is similar to memoing in grounded theory analysis where notes are

made by the researcher as the reading and re-reading of data takes place. The graphical
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devices used (described earlier in ‘Cross-case analysis’) assisted in the search for links

and relationships and are described in grounded theory literature as integrative

diagrams and summarising devices useful in pulling all the detail together.

Thematic analysis

The first three analysis tools used, multiple-case, cross-case, and grounded theory,

contained forms of thematic analysis that contributed to deeper analysis. Thematic

analysis will now be considered as a separate tool in its own right. Themes are recurring

messages that provide guides, not guarantees, that can control and order research and

writing (Eisner, 1998, p. 105; van Manen, 1997, p. 79). Themes tend to “permeate and

unify situations and objects and provide cues or clues to the perceptions of other

situations like the situation from which the themes were extracted” (Eisner, p. 104).

Eisner refers to themes as having a pervasive quality and I have shown this to be the

case in multiple-case, cross-case, and grounded theory analysis. Themes can bring

together seeming disparate data so that meaning is articulated and made explicit. One of

the purposes of phenomenology is to systematically attempt to recapitulate the events of

meaning (Clough, 2002) and themes are able to do this.

Data from earlier analysis were placed within a thematic framework so that they could

be examined and referenced. The “devising and refining of the framework is not an

automatic or mechanical process, but involves both logical and intuitive thinking”

(Ritchie & Spencer, 2002, p. 314). I used a priori understanding (based on the literature

review), emerging understanding (based on field data), and analytical understanding

(based on recurring data in cross-case analysis). I made informed choices about

meaning and connections/associations between ideas as well as judgments about

relevance and significance. “Exploring emerging themes, being informed by relevant

literature and drawing on experience for possible explanations, is part of the

developmental process of inquiry and analysis” (Goodfellow, 1997, p. 72).

A thematic framework was applied to each new case and this enabled emerging themes

to surface. Each thematic framework was adapted to allow for refinement. Where data

did not fit new places were found temporarily and data were flagged as being isolated.
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Each time this happened a whole new way of approaching the data had to be found.

Thus I began the search again through all cases to find where these new pieces of data

should be situated. Before placing data in each thematic structure I compared them to

other data in the structure. If data remained unplaced I questioned the significance of

them being alone.  In an iterative process (hermeneutic circle) data were investigated for

the context of the interview and the situation of the experience. Rigorous thinking and

careful consideration of alternative interpretations are vital to analysis (Yin, 1994).

Throughout the process of creating theoretical frameworks, I looked for representative

data to describe and explain and to use as illustrative and illuminating quotes in the

writing stages.

When data were sorted and charted I revisited the research questions and focused on

uncovering the nature of the phenomenon, the perceptions of participants, and the

outcomes of the learning experience. This part of the process of analysis and

interpretation of finding associations, defining concepts, and providing explanations is

the most difficult to describe because of its “reliance on intuition, imagination and

familiarisation with data” (Ritchie & Spencer, 2002, p. 321). It is not a mechanical

process whereby a rule can be applied and followed in a linear fashion or where a word

search in a word processor will bring everything together. It is a process of data triggers

(i.e. where the reading of one item triggers an association with another item), of

weighing up the salience and dynamics of issues and searching for a structure, rather

than a multiplicity of evidence and it “involves intuitive and imaginative leaps to make

connections” (Ritchie & Spencer, p. 321). I looked for characteristics of dimensions (of

the nature of learning) in the search for answers to the first research question. I was

particularly interested in ways to uncover relationships and to make connections. By

following this process just described I was able to reveal the boundaries, the parameters,

and the polarisations of each dimension (i.e. where and when did a dimension stop

being a particular dimension and start to be part of another dimension). These structural

questions led to other questions.

The process of the search for themes as described above is referred to as thematic

reflection (van Manen, 2002). Thematic reflection is the process of recovering structures

of meaning that are embodied and dramatised in human experience represented in text

(van Manen). It is not a frequency count of the number of times something appears and
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hence is not mechanical. Thematic reflection has a methodological and philosophical

character and involves a creative process of insightful invention, discovery, and

disclosure (van Manen). Thematic analysis can lead to seeing meaning (van Manen) and

can also contribute to narrative analysis.  Themes “disclose the significance of events

and this knowledge is used in a dialectical process with the events themselves to

determine a best fit plot structure” and therefore have a place in narrative inquiry

(Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 19).

Narrative inquiry

Hermeneutic phenomenology can be descriptive, explanatory, and interpretive.

Narrative inquiry can be all these as well as expressive. Narrative texts should be a

unique mix designed to “express the liveliness, involvement and passion of the

experience for the participants” (Reason, 1988, p. 79). They should also present a text

“more germane to the experience being explored” (Willis, 2004, p. 6). Narrative texts

are consistent with the themes of the ‘quality in qualitative research’ in this study. My

narrative text mixture is propositional and reflective, interwoven with illuminating

excerpts gleaned from field texts. They are a composite mix of me, the literature, the

participants, and writing and language devices. In order “to make meaning manifest

through expression, a creative medium through which meaning can take form is

required” (Reason, p. 80). This is true for both the protagonist in describing the

experience (to make meaning for themselves and for me, the listener) and for me in

writing, (to make meaning for myself and the reader).

Expressive narratives are able to capture the aliveness of a representation and support

dynamic and fluid aspects of the representations (Goodfellow, 1997; Willis, 2004).

They can carry “the immediacy and impact of an experience, rather than an explanation

of it” (Willis, p. 8). Narrative then “becomes a vehicle of image rather than a vehicle of

analysis” (Willis, p. 9). The expressive approach has considerable similarities with

hermeneutic phenomenology (Willis). Principles of both the narrative approach and

hermeneutic phenomenology call for verisimilitude and aliveness and these are qualities

I want to portray in this thesis.  In a hybrid construct Willis proposes a re-interpretation

of essence (see the discussion in the section ‘Bracketing in phenomenological research’)
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to allow for the existential dimension and to create accessible living texts with the use

of vignettes. Lives are filled with the “complexities of lived periods, hopes, dreams,

wishes and intentions; narrative is a way of understanding and representing the richness

of this experience” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. xxv). Narrative inquiry is stories

lived and told, shaped by social and cultural narratives (Clandinin & Connelly). The

socio-cultural context is important in this study in understanding the lived experience of

laterlife computer learners. Hence, a narrative inquiry approach provided a way of

encapsulating the socio-cultural influences.

In the hermeneutic circle parts are examined and related to the whole. Narrative is also

“concerned with hermeneutic unity” (Polkinghorne, 1988, p. 145). Analysis of narrative

data “moves between original data and the emerging descriptions of the pattern in the

hermeneutic circle” (Polkinghorne, p. 177). Narrative “organises human events and

human actions into a whole, thereby attributing significance to individual actions and

events according to their effect on the whole” (Polkinghorne, p. 18). The organising

theme that identifies the significance and the role of individual events is known as the

plot. The plot is able to take into account the historical and social context and to expose

the significance of unique and novel occurrences (Polkinghorne). This significance may

not become evident in non-narrative forms. The style of the story is important in being

able to reveal the plot and to reflect the complexity, specificity, and interconnectedness

of key concepts (Goodfellow, 1997). This can be achieved by the use of the “overlay of

sub-plots and the weaving together of the plot and events to show their interaction”

(Polkinghorne, p. 19). In the context of this study, I am interested in the line-of-action

and the ends-in-view as constants and threads that may act as catalysts. The plot in this

study relates to the line-of-action. All other events stem from the line-of-action.

Narrative is a “vehicle for the continuity aspect of learning”, which is why it is an

effective device for studies of learning experiences (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 2).

The configuration of a sequence of events into a unified whole “links diverse

happenings along temporal dimensions and serves to cohere human actions”

(Polkinghorne, p. 18).

I am using narrative inquiry in three ways in this study. One is in the interview, when

particular questions elicited narrative answers, thereby providing me with narratives as

text for analysis and vignettes. The second way that narrative inquiry is used in this
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study is in the analysis of the text, the stories the participants tell. Other forms of

interpretive analysis are also used and these have been discussed previously. I am using

narrative inquiry in the third way by describing and representing the stories of

participants in the thesis. I am taking apart their stories and putting them back together

in a new form.

On the first level of the use of narrative inquiry participants in this study were asked

about their experience as laterlife computer learners. They gave accounts of their

experience by weaving them into stories. Experiences lend themselves to stories to be

told and are liberating devices.  The narrative impulse “acts to convey experiences,

share emotions and connect with others” (Hopkins (1994, p. 126). Stories are “universal

and powerful as the most frequently used forms of human communication” (Bruner,

1990, p. 77). Narratives are a way from the general to the unique. An experience can be

shared in the sense that people can share the space but the experience and its meanings

are unique to each person. However, “experiences are always in relation to something or

someone else” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 2). In telling narratives the past and the

future merge in the present (Kidd, 1973b). The Being has a history, it is always

changing, and it is always going somewhere (Clandinin & Connelly). Narratives are

able to convey these Being-becoming-belonging aspects of human experiences that are

relevant to this study.

On the second level I used the narratives from the interviews to weave thematic

narratives for analysis and interpretation. Researchers “do not have direct access to

other peoples’ experiences” (Riessman, 1993, p. 8). However, I am able to articulate

meaning by representing the experience in narrative form mediated by the interview

language.  As a listener and a researcher attempting to interpret stories faithfully there is

a continual question asked (in a hermeneutic, circular way) ‘Why is a particular story

told in a particular way?’ The “real purpose of narratives is all about value” (Cronon,

1992, p. 1376). What is revealed and what is concealed is where the value can be

detected. “Every word carries with it the unsaid, to which it is related by responding and

summoning” (Gadamer, 1993, p. 458). I constantly examined the narratives, comparing

them to other stories told by the protagonist and comparing them to stories told by other

protagonists. Narrative schemes pay special attention to the sequence in which actions

and events occur and serve as a lens through which seemingly random activities are
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viewed as related parts of a whole. The capacity of the narrative to draw together,

overlay, and expose complex interactions creates a higher order of meaning than

otherwise would be possible (Polkinghorne, 1988).

I am using narrative in a third way in this study to represent the stories told to me by the

participants in the study. The expressive use of language is the “necessary exploitation

of language in order to do justice to what has been relayed” by participants and to help

readers ‘come to know’ (Eisner, 1998, p. 4). Ultimately what the interpreter selects to

write about and how this is written will be inextricably linked to research questions,

theoretical and epistemological perspectives of the researcher, and the contextual

knowledge the researcher brings to the interpretation (Goodfellow, 1997; Riessman,

1993).  The “interpretative descriptions of the participants are narratives, or themed

stories” (Goodfellow, p. 63) within the grand narrative of the thesis. The story of the

thesis is my search to find meaning in my experience. On the other hand, the participant

narratives are an attempt to draw together explanations, interpretations, and meanings in

such a way as to lessen the gap between participants and readers.

The focus of this study is on the learner, the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners. Ontological questions are posed and re-visited throughout the study. The

“search to find ways of expressing the humanness of an experience leads to narratives”

(Goodfellow, 1997, p. 64). Goodfellow believes that only in affective expressive

domains can the true humanness of experience be brought to life. The narrative should

“enable readers to get a feel for the place or process and to enable them to participate

vicariously in the events described” (Eisner, 1998, p. 89). The aim is to help readers

know. This is why I have chosen to portray participants’ stories by allowing their voices

to dominate. A narrative account which “moves beyond storying represents a synthesis

or configuration of events into an explanation of how something came to be as it is”

(Goodfellow, p. 68). Participants have the opportunity to tell it like it is, in their own

words. Narratives allow the voices to speak through the text and this contributes to the

humanness of the text.
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Characteristics of narrative inquiry

Narratives are a human activity and as such are vulnerable to human foibles and

qualities. There may be a re-telling contamination. Narratives can be embellished or

clipped for a variety of reasons. Possible reasons are that the story has been told before

and comments and reactions from listeners alert the teller to aspects of the story not

previously revealed. These reactions may alarm or delight the narrator in such a way

that parts of the narrative are discarded from the story in future telling or are

emphasised or reconfigured. Meaning changes over time as a result of other events

(Polkinghorne 1988). As far as I am able I have sincerely attempted to re-present

participants’ stories while holding the themes of the ‘quality in qualitative research’

close to mind.

A further characteristic of narrative inquiry is that a story may be told in a particular

way to different listeners; meaning the audience influences the telling. In this study

when participants tell the story to family they may leave out some aspects because it is

assumed to be understood. Telling the story of the same experience to other older adult

computer learners may be for the purpose of empathy and shared experiences; hence,

the story is told according to the purpose. The story may be told quite differently to me

as a researcher and stranger. Even when the story is told by the protagonist there is no

automatic understanding transferred to the listener. This is not only because the story

may change depending on the number of tellings and the audience and the purpose but

also because the interpretation of the listener may not necessarily accord with the

teller’s meanings.

Stories told may be influenced by the questions asked. I attempted to respond to the

nuances and language of ongoing interview and analysis by adapting the interview

schedule but accept that this cannot possibly allow for idiosyncratic factors. (In this

regard I was reminded of Wolf (1992), who spoke of the notion that to meet one older

adult means just that. This was discussed in the section ‘Learning capabilities of older

adults’.) It would not be attainable to anticipate the best way of asking questions nor is

it warranted. The diversity of individual answers to questions adds to the richness in this

study. Participants may seek to impress or emphasise certain aspects of the experience.

Rather than being a contamination this is seen as insightful and revealing.
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During the process of the research participants may become reflective and change their

story and this happened when they were offered opportunities for verification and

clarification of the original interview. This follows a path of self-discovery and is as

important and authentic as the first version of the narrative. It also represents the

dynamic nature of qualitative research and does not diminish the process in any way.

I accept the phenomenology principle of multiple representations and that the truth as

told to me is a truth, the truth of participants.

Bounding the case

I began the research with the view that the cases already existed: older adults aged over

sixty, who had retired; Third Agers, learners of the computer in non-formal  voluntary

peer tutoring learning environments. I subsequently found it was difficult to clearly

define the boundaries because individual circumstances blurred the lines between what

was a case and what was not a case. Wells, Hirshberg, Lipton and Oakes (2002, p. 339)

identify two “extreme approaches to defining and bounding a case”. They describe these

two approaches as realist and nominalist and believe that most researchers fall

somewhere in the middle. The realist approach assumes that cases pre-exist as empirical

units and the nominalist approach assumes that cases are constructed by the researcher

(p. 339). A case coalesces gradually, sometimes catalytically and is the interaction

between ideas and evidence (Becker, cited in Wells, et al., p. 339). I assumed the cases

existed before beginning the research and this indicates a realist approach. However, as

the study progressed I found I had to construct the boundary according to the needs of

the research. I had intended defining a beginner learner in time terms; as a person

attending lessons for less than 12 months. When I asked participants to describe their

computer ability I discovered that some learners perceived themselves to be at the

beginning stage but had been learning for longer than 12 months. Boundaries are never

as solid as realists might believe (Miles & Huberman (1994). My approach could best

be described, in Becker’s terms, as the interaction between ideas and evidence. My case

boundary evolved, constructed with relationships between the literature and the field
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text. It swung between the tensions of being flexible (able to change) and also being

tightened and strengthened (by exclusion and inclusion). The case boundary responded

to the data and tentative analysis and interpretation. Bounding the territory requires

attention to the physical location (Sydney), social group (retirees), temporal extent

(Third Agers), conceptual nature (beginner learners, not tutors, principal place of

learning, voluntary peer tutors, not used a computer at work) (Miles & Huberman, p.

25).

Introduction to participants

Participants were voluntary. They were not approached directly by me to participate in

the research. My research interests and calls for volunteers were made through older

adult computer learning organisations and retiree social groups. In all cases I waited for

people to contact me directly even when their names were given to me by a third party.

Some participants contacted me after a friend told them of the research. In all cases I

waited a time before organising and holding the interviews and I sent the participants an

information letter (Appendix B) and a consent form (Appendix C) for their perusal

before the interview. Potential participants were given time to change their minds and to

be confident about their commitment to participate. The majority of participants laughed

about the need to sign a consent form and had no fears of being intimidated, threatened,

or having their privacy invaded. I was surprised during the interview to be told I was

privy to certain disclosures, such as the first time they had admitted to anyone that they

really wanted to succeed at this learning the computer thing. This might suggest that

they outwardly appeared to take a casual approach to their learning and to the outcomes

but in fact were very serious about it. I held all interviews at a place and time chosen by

participants. These venues varied, some were in private homes, some in the place of

learning, and some in public places.
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Profile of participants

There were 14 participants in this study, 11 female and three male. Their ages ranged

from 63–86. All participants identified themselves as beginning learners and at the time

of the interview were not voluntary peer tutors. Three participants had a paid tutor as

well as voluntary peer tutors, the rest had voluntary peer tutors. Despite identifying

themselves as self-help groups most organisations associated with this study received

some funding from either local or state government. Four participants were learning

from home with voluntary peer tutors but this could not be described as informal or

incidental learning. Their situations still sit within the non-formal learning environment

description. All participants either paid nothing or a minimal amount to attend and

receive lessons. Only one participant had a non-English speaking background and was

not born in Australia.

I have chosen to place the introduction to the participants at the end of this chapter as a

‘way in’ to the rest of the thesis. The remaining chapters contain the analysis and

interpretations from the research and the profile of the participants is a timely reminder

of the humanness of this study.

Alex 73, female

Alex has attended computer lessons for over a year and is currently learning in a centre

with voluntary-peer tutors and one paid qualified tutor. Each class of approximately ten

learners is run by the qualified tutor with one to two voluntary peer tutors assisting.

Learners are free to come to the centre outside their lesson time and a voluntary-peer

tutor assists with enquiries. Alex has recently been asked to assist with the beginners’

classes as a voluntary tutor. She retired over five years ago from a teaching position and

completed post-graduate qualifications just before retirement. Her initial purchase of a

computer was to assist in writing assignments for university post-graduate courses. Alex

assessed her computer capability as zero before beginning lessons and now she

describes it as six (out of 10). Alex describes her main use of the computer as being a

hobby. She has a history of learning and pursuing interests outside the family, such as a

swimming group, book club, and bushwalking. Her husband is not interested in using or
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learning how to use the computer and her children are not interested in the computer

outside of work. She does not have typing skills and has never used a typewriter.

Andy 82, male

Andy attended lessons for a year and is currently taking a six month break from classes.

His wife died recently and he is finding it difficult to resume previous activities. He

attends the learning centre regularly to socialise and to maintain an interest in

computers. Andy seeks assistance for any computer-related problems from the

voluntary peer tutors at the centre. He regards the tutors at the learning centre as his

friends. The learning centre is situated in a central building dedicated to senior citizens

and is used by other learning and social groups. The computer learning centre is

operational every morning and has non-teaching personnel on the reception. Each

learner has a personal tutor and after lessons, there is time allocated to tea-breaks in a

large eating area operated by another seniors’ group. Andy comes to the centre for

something to do, to get out of the house and see friends. He says when he first started

computer lessons his computer ability was minimal and after one year of lessons he

describes it as basic. Andy purchased a computer after a lot of encouragement from his

children and says he wanted to be able to conduct his finances online without having to

wait in queues, something he particularly dislikes. He uses the computer regularly to

keep a record of his finances and to pay bills online. Andy has a technical background

and as a technician with many trade certificates, he spent a lot of his working life

learning to use new equipment.

Aries 72, female

Aries has been attending lessons for three months. The learning centre is located in her

local community and she has a voluntary peer tutor. Classes have less than five people

in them, with each person working on individual projects and at different stages of

learning. Aries was given a second-hand computer from a relative but it does not work

and she is waiting on technical assistance from the relative to make the computer

operational. In the meantime she only uses a computer when she attends the once a

week one-hourly lesson.  Aries retired from work as a telephonist many years ago and

has since spent most of her time pursuing an interest in lace-making. A repetitive strain

injury is a barrier to the use of the computer because it affects her hands and arms. Aries

believes she does not learn very well in formal structured situations and was initially
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quite nervous about attending classes. She received some learning in the workplace in

the use of new telephone equipment, but has attended no other formal or non-formal

learning classes since leaving school. Aries says she started computer lessons with nil

ability and after 3 months describes her skills and knowledge as a little bit more (than

nil).

Aub 86, male

Aub has been receiving lessons in his own home for six months. A voluntary peer tutor

visits him once or twice a week depending on availability. The home-tutoring program

is run by a local service club. Aub has a significant hearing loss and no longer holds a

driver’s licence. His wife has Alzheimer’s disease and lives in a nursing home. Aub has

two daughters who live at great distances from him. One daughter encouraged him to

write his life-story and he purchased a cheap typewriter to try to learn the keyboard.

This proved unsatisfactory so he bought a new computer. His experiences at work led

him to believe he would be capable of learning any new machinery. He tried to learn to

use the computer without attending classes; by purchasing books and asking questions.

Aub found the computer jargon was like a foreign language and created a stumbling

block to progress. Aub says he can now do basic things on the computer but would like

to be more knowledgeable and be able to do things automatically without having to

think about how to do them.

Bobby 70, female

Bobby has been attending computer lessons for 12 months in a centrally located

community learning centre. The centre is open all morning, five days a week and is used

by senior citizens for learning how to use a computer, and for assistance with using the

Internet. One person is a full-time unpaid voluntary organiser for the centre and all

tutors are voluntary peer tutors. There are tea-making facilities and an area for reading

magazines and socialising away from the computers. Bobby attends the centre for

learning and does not stay after the lesson. Each learner has an individual tutor. Bobby

purchased a new computer because she wanted to be independent in her financial

decisions and to keep track of her investments. She also wanted to be able to read

newspapers in the country of her birth, and to know what was going on there, without

having to travel. Bobby has no typing experience from her past. Bobby says before
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beginning lessons she did not know much about how to use a computer and now she

considers herself all right.

Clem 81, female

Clem has been attending computer lessons for 12 months in the same centre as Alex.

She is a confident typist and has always possessed a typewriter until receiving a second

hand computer from a relative a few years ago. She purchased her own computer

shortly after trying out the computer for the first time and has since purchased another

new computer. Clem has business college qualifications in typing and has maintained

her skills since leaving paid work by writing a family history. She has a close circle of

family and friends who are all enthusiastic computer users and they encourage and

support her in her learning and her computer use. Clem says she has attended a number

of different courses in the centre but expects to repeat them as she could do with over-

learning.

Coby 82, female

Coby has been receiving lessons in her own home for three months. She was given a

third-hand Mac computer by her son and grandchildren. She investigated the availability

of learning the Mac computer at a local computer learning centre but was unable to find

anyone willing to teach her. The seniors only learning centres in her local area use PCs

and she was not willing to travel to attend lessons in the city where they offered Mac

computer lessons for seniors. Coby is a volunteer for a local charity organisation and

one of the other volunteers from the group offered to teach her how to use the computer

in her home. The volunteer is not familiar with Macs but was willing to ‘give it a go’

and help her out. Coby’s husband is not interested in learning to use the computer but

her children, some living overseas, are very keen for her to be able to communicate with

them via email. Coby says before she began lessons her computer capability was nil and

that she is already quite pleased with her progress.

Gill 77, female

Gill has been attending computer lessons for 12 months in the same centre as Alex and

Clem. Her main reason for wanting to learn how to use the computer was situated in the

belief that in order to keep up with the rest of the world, she needed to stay in touch

with modern technology. Gill had a strong sense that without computer skills and
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knowledge she would be relegated to the scrap heap.  Before beginning computer

lessons Gill was nervous because of the uncertainty of not knowing what she was in for.

When she discovered that the inability to practise in-between lessons placed her behind

the rest of the group, Gill purchased a computer. At the time of the interview Gill had

not connected to the Internet at home because she was concerned about the dangers of

viruses, junk mail and downloading. However, she was very interested in using the

Internet for email and to research gardening-related topics. She is able to access the

Internet from the place of learning. Gill has made a number of friends through the

computer lessons and often comes to the centre outside of normal lesson times. She

retired from a nursing career some years ago and has no typing skills.

Hilary 77, female

Hilary has been attending lessons for 12 months. She is wheelchair-bound and had

difficulty finding a place for lessons that had wheelchair access. She attends a locally-

based self-help group, however the lessons are more formally structured than is the case

with other participants. Classes operate with a main voluntary peer tutor and one other

voluntary peer tutor. The group is small and lessons are taught via demonstration with

the aid of a data projector. Hilary started lessons after buying a computer because she

wasn’t able to teach herself. Although she has very capable and supportive daughters

they live at a distance from her and it wasn’t possible for them to come to her place to

help her. She felt that her body had given in to illness and she did not want her brain to

fall apart so she considered that learning the computer was a way to keep her brain

active. She says that she knew absolutely nothing before attending lessons and now

believes that she is reasonably computer literate and is happy with what she can achieve

on the computer. She learnt some shorthand and typing at school but did not use it in her

working life. She has always had dressmaking hobbies and a busy life. Her husband is

not interested in learning the computer but is very interested in her experience. She has

no social activities with other computer learners. She attends lessons and then goes

home. Hilary believes that her patience to practise something over and over again and

her ability at note taking have contributed to her learning progress.

Kerry 63, female

Kerry has been learning for 12 months. She bought a computer and was using it before

beginning lessons. She has an accounting background and does quite a lot of computer
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work for the church but believed she needed computer lessons. Kerry is unable to

regularly attend lessons due to a disability. A voluntary peer tutor from the local

computer club, also a member of the church group, offered to tutor her in her home. The

tutor is often consulted over the phone and is able to come to the house regularly. Kerry

also finds that a couple of the church members are very knowledgeable with computers

and they are very willing to help her and to solve any computer problems. She uses a

computer only for specific purposes and is not interested in learning things that have no

practical value. Kerry has been a learner most of her life but finds that learning the

computer is very satisfying. She has a lot of family support but individual family

members are not interested in learning or using the computer.

Morgan 82, female

Morgan has been learning for 12 months in a community-based centre, staffed by

voluntary peer tutors. She moved to Sydney in the last 18 months and expressed a long-

held desire to learn how to use a computer. Attempts in the previous city to find a

suitable place to learn had been unsuccessful. Morgan feels that even though she was

confused when first starting lessons, she now feels quite confident and is optimistic that

her skills will improve. Morgan has a teaching background with post-graduate

qualifications and has been very active as a learner throughout her life. The computer

she uses is a second hand computer provided by her son. Morgan finds that her son and

grandchildren are unable to assist her with any problems because of their level of

expertise and their inability to describe things in terms that she understands. Talking to

them about computers confuses Morgan. She attends computer club meetings but hasn’t

made friends from the group. After attending for one year she was asked to assist with

the beginners’ lessons and believes that in the mutual obligation ethos of the self-help

group this is a reasonable request.

Pat 68, female

Pat has been attending lessons at the same centre as Andy for less than three months.

She described her ability before beginning lessons as none and now feels she’s ‘getting

there’ very slowly. Pat is disappointed with her progress and has at times considered

withdrawing from lessons. She received a second hand computer from her son-in-law.

The computer was mainly used by her grandchildren but her son-in-law has been her

driving force and the biggest support for her to use the computer. He has also been a
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very reliable source of technical assistance in her progress. Pat has typing skills and has

been employed throughout her life in secretarial positions so she was very confident of

her ability to use the keyboard.  Pat has a personal voluntary peer tutor at the centre and

says that she has a very busy life; everyday she is committed to something different and

does not have time to hang around after the lesson for morning tea with anyone.

Quentin 64, male

Quentin has been attending lessons for 12 months. Classes are small with two voluntary

peer tutors. He attends two different lessons a week, an Internet class and a word

processing class. Quentin retired over five years ago as a teacher. He had wanted to

learn to use the computer in his work situation but felt he was under too much pressure.

Before attending lessons his computer ability was hopeless but he now believes he has

learnt a lot. Quentin has been able to informally teach other people in his class outside

of the lessons. In social situations he has discussed concepts with other learners to give

them better understandings following on from the lessons. Quentin was very interested

in using lessons to meet people because he lives alone and looks forward to the social

opportunity after each lesson. Quentin purchased his own computer and has friends with

highly developed technical skills who are able to assist him with technical problems. He

feels a little bit restricted because these people are only accessible by phone. He misses

having someone close to describe and demonstrate his computer problems in person.

Sunny 78, female

Sunny has been attending lessons for six months at the same centre as Andy and Pat.

She has an individual voluntary peer tutor and says she had nil computer ability before

beginning lessons and now thinks she’s not bad. Sunny would like to go further and to

learn lots of other things on the computer. She received a second hand computer from a

neighbour a month after starting lessons. Sunny began lessons because of an experience

as a voluntary tutor at her local school where one of the young children asked for

computer assistance and she was unable to help. So she decided she should learn how to

use the computer. After beginning lessons she realised she needed a computer at home

in order to practise, for the lessons to be of any value and benefit to her. Sunny has

highly developed typing and shorthand skills and business college qualifications. For

most of her life Sunny has participated in learning to gain practical and hobby-related

skills. She describes herself as a lifelong learner who needs to keep busy. Her extended
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family is very supportive of her learning but her husband is not interested in learning or

using the computer. Sunny is the only participant in the study not interested in the

Internet. She is much more interested in the computer as a word processor, her major

use of the computer. Sunny has neighbours she calls on when she needs assistance and

they support and help her. She spends a lot of time in-between lessons practising and is

very committed to learning the computer. Sunny says she wants to become perfect at it.
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE (COMPUTER) LEARNING BEING

(I-LEARNER-COMPUTER)

Introduction and overview

The framework for understanding the (computer) learning Being evolved from both the

literature and participant data. Literature from the theoretical framework provided a

basis on which to understand the processes of learning. Influences from the conceptual

framework related mainly to learning in laterlife and learning to use a computer in

laterlife. The focus in this chapter is on the Being as a learner in the context of laterlife

computer learning. The terms ‘I-learner-computer’ and ‘the (computer) learning Being’

are used interchangeably to refer to the same phenomenological concept, the laterlife

computer learner and the Being experience of learning to use a computer. As discussed

in the introduction to the conceptual framework, the ontological triad of I-learner-

computer places the three essential elements of the computer learning experience in

relation to each other. Within this relational structure important ontological questions

are posed and these are situated in the lifeworld of the laterlife computer learners in this

study. In this first section of the chapter I will introduce the context for the (computer)

learning Being and give an overview of the rest of the chapter. This overview will

contain quotes from participant data as representative of the rest of the chapter.

The world is in a constant state of rapid change. For the present generation of older

adults this represents more changes than at any other time in history because their lives

encompass the pre-technological era and the revolution in global electronic media

(Blaikie, 1999). In developed countries older adults experience a world very different to

the one they were born into and for some the world they retired into (Jarvis, 1992).

Modern societies institutionalise change, requiring all people to constantly update their

knowledge (Williamson, 1998). Older adults may feel they are caught in a vicious cycle

of the need to change, update, and contribute in order to minimise the discomfort caused

by a society in a constant state of change. This situation may present itself as an exciting

opportunity to learn as Jarvis suggests (1992, 2001b) but the promise of being current

and up-to-date is unachievable because of its never-ending quality. For some this may
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result in continued learning and excitement, and for others a sense of underachievement

and frustration.

Older adults in developed countries are constantly faced with the challenges of a world

in which technological skills and knowledge are valued. The need to adapt to changes in

order to actively participate in their lifeworlds creates pressures and imperatives. Vital

and meaningful involvement in life has been shown from the literature to contribute to

individual sense of wellbeing and quality of life (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Erikson, et al.,

1986; Kelly, 1993; Thorson, 2000). Learning may be seen to prepare older adults for the

changing world in a manner that will enable them to continue to participate in

meaningful ways.

Before older adults start to learn to use computers their perceptions and expectations

come mainly from observations of others using computers. They are less likely than

young people to have a sense of familiarity with computers. Younger people have the

benefit of easy accessibility to computer technology in schools, other learning

institutions, and the workplace. Contemporary older adults have been introduced to

computers at a later age and they associate computers with the world of the young. The

computer has the potential to be seen as a powerful and mystical object and this

mystique and awe can intimidate first time users (Granick, 2002). An awe-inspiring

device brings with it uncertainty and lack of understanding which leads to difficulties,

confusion, and frustration. A fascination with the capability of the computer can

likewise lead to excitement and exploration and a more intense experience.

From a position of observation older adults may consider that computers have unseen

technical parts that only an expert can understand. They envisage that there will be

times when it is necessary to know more than how to operate a mouse and use a

keyboard. Older adults are uncertain as to how much knowledge is needed and exactly

what technical understandings they need. The relational structures of the I-computer

(within the Being-in-the-world) are complex because computers are not entirely

unknown to laterlife learners. It is possible that even from an observational stance

people have pre-conceived ideas of the computer as something other than a neutral

object.
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Devoid of work commitments participants in this study were in a position where they

voluntarily attended computer lessons. They were not bound to learning for financial

gain and they had no career aspirations.

This [learning the computer] is something I do not have to do.

Kerry

Sunny believed that being able to freely choose subjects to learn in laterlife had the

effect of increasing interest and desire. These feelings of determination and drive are

considered essential energising elements of conation (Stanage, 1987).

When you’re at school you learnt subjects because you had to. My desire

to learn has changed from when I was younger. I didn’t have that push

when I was young. Subjects that I liked, OK, but some things that I don’t

like now I’m determined to learn. I apply myself more [than I did when I

was younger].

Sunny

Learning at this stage of life is not compulsory (school) or work-related (career), it is

self-initiated and entirely voluntary (Illeris, 2002). People in retirement have a choice of

learning, to learn or not to learn and also a choice in the topics they learn. Pat referred to

life commitments that made learning a lesser priority where family and work came first.

Despite the lack of opportunity to learn Pat admitted to having a strong will-to-learn and

this is noted by Stanage (1987) to be vital when effort during learning is required.

I enjoy learning. I suppose over the years I probably should have done

more but I didn’t. I had four children and went to work so you don’t have

much time of your own. But I really enjoy learning.

Pat

In a learning society, such as in Australia, there are many opportunities for learning.

Older adults are in a position time-wise, to engage in learning and to choose the type of

learning they want. There is also the imperative to learn the computer in a world of

technology. Computers are pervasive and people of all ages are seen to be using them
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proficiently. Some Third Agers are drawn to learning the computer because of its

promise to challenge cognitive skills. In a hierarchy of difficulty, computer learning is

rated highly (Kandel, 2004). Hence, it is possible that computer-related learning is

considered to be difficult. In a society with a learning culture and many opportunities to

learn Morgan believed the computing course called her. Andy, Alex, and Hilary all

believed learning the computer stimulates the brain.  Learning to use the computer

forced Bobby to make her brain work a little bit and gave Quentin a little bit more

intelligence. Learning to use the computer made these learners feel as if they are not

only maintaining brainpower but increasing it as well, in the belief that learning added

to their intelligence. Kerry compared her learning of computers to other types of

learning she had done. She compared learning another language and dressmaking with

learning the computer.

Computing is just much more, the other ones seemed ordinary. I feel it’s

a different scale or level of learning.

Kerry

Aries also compared learning the computer with other learning. She said knitting did not

provide continuous opportunity to learn. She believed learning the computer would

always have elements that have the potential to provide learning opportunities.

Knitting can only be done to a certain stage and then you run out of

things to do, whereas with computing I don’t think you’ll run out of

things to do. You’ll always have a learning curve on it. You can build on

it like a bridge. You never finish learning.

Aries

Along with the challenge of learning the computer and the perceived cognitive benefits

came the realisation that while the computer provided the opportunity for continuous

learning it was also overwhelming. There was a sense of not knowing where to start.

Learners became confused and bewildered by the experience.

This is a new experience and it’s really daunting.

Pat
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For some the real value was in the learning itself, the stimulus of learning. The learning

was it. In answer to the question ‘What do you enjoy most about the lessons?’

participants generally referred to the intrinsic nature of learning. Alex had a strong

desire to learn and this volition is considered important in conation (Stanage, 1987).

Learning something new. That’s a big plus, a driving force.

Alex

In learning to use the computer the laterlife learners in this study accepted the

intellectual challenge that learning to use the computer presented. They believed that

learning would have a generative effect that would provide them with the impetus to

continue learning. Despite being initially overwhelmed by the prospect of having ‘so

much to learn’ they anticipated ongoing challenges and this excited them. Laterlife

computer learners engaged in learning optimistically, believing in themselves and in the

worth of the learning they are undertaking. Their goals and expectations were situated in

the changing nature of the world and their desire to continue to live their lives as

participants and not spectators.

Desire/despair/dialectic

In this section I will identify and describe the unsettling aspects of the experience

referred to by a number of authors in the literature review. This will include previously

discussed notions of: the desire to learn, trigger events, the path of ignorance, and the

influences from the socio-cultural field that may precede and drive the learning. I will

also investigate the obstacles, difficulties and barriers that have to be navigated before a

sense of achievement can be made and the affects of these aspects of the experience on

the learners.

I have chosen to begin the body of this chapter by describing the disjuncture felt by

Sunny that preceded her attendance at computer lessons.
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Disjuncture

As a voluntary tutor at her local primary school Sunny was regarded as a person with

useful and valuable knowledge. She assisted young children with writing tasks. During

a tutoring session a student asked Sunny for assistance on the computer. Sunny admitted

she was unable to help and was embarrassed when another child helped.

I decided to come to computer lessons because when I went to the school,

I had a third class little one ask me how to underline on the computer. I

had no idea. Another third class child came and helped her. Pride I

suppose brought me to lessons.

Sunny

Publishing on the computer is now an essential part of the writing process for students

of all ages and Sunny had no computer skills. She had not expected to need to be

proficient in word processing in order to assist young students with writing tasks. She

was deeply embarrassed and felt she had let the child down because her job was to

assist. The imperative to learn the computer arose from her need to be capable and to be

seen as capable and to restore her pride. Her unpleasant experience in a voluntary

tutoring capacity triggered Sunny into learning to use the computer. She had previously

hand-written an autobiography and is an experienced typist, however, it took an

unsettling event to initiate a desire to learn to use the computer. Dewey (1964) refers to

this desire as an emotional response to the way things are. Sunny was happy to hand-

write the autobiography, however the unsettling event provided the impetus for her to

learn how to use a computer. After the event of being unable to assist the child Sunny’s

inner voice was articulated as ‘I have to learn’.

Sunny’s experience began with what has been variously termed a trigger event, a

disorienting dilemma or a disjuncture (Brookfield, 2000). The reflection that stems from

disequilibrium is ontologically based and relates to a search for meaning in the event

and the realisation that in order to achieve harmony, something has to change

(Brookfield, 2000; Fromm, 1947; Jarvis, 2001b; Mezirow, 1991, 2000a). In Sartrean

terms (the Sartrean inevitability) the only choice Sunny did not have was not to make a

choice (Ihde, 1990). Sunny could have chosen to no longer engage in voluntary tutoring
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at the school or to learn how to use the computer. Sunny chose the latter. Her trigger

event was sudden, explicit, easily traced and identified, but trigger events may also be a

series of events which individually do not have the same effect on the Being as in

Sunny’s case. The cumulative effect over time of a series of integrating circumstances

can provide just as powerful a sense of agency as one trigger event (Mezirow, 2000a;

Tough, 1979). Dewey’s (1964) notion of desire arising from a feeling of unease is

consistent with both a sudden trigger event and a series of events over a period of time.

A number of participants admitted that they had wanted to learn to use the computer for

some time before beginning lessons. Unlike Sunny, who responded to a trigger event

and was able to identify a specific goal and to set about almost immediately to achieve

it, those with a niggling desire over a period of time had more general goals.

For quite some time I really wanted to have a go at the computer and

just hadn’t got around to it.

Pat

I’d wanted to learn the computer for a number of years before I started

lessons.

Hilary

I’d been thinking about learning the computer for a little while before I

was given one and then I had to go to lessons to learn how to use it.

Aries

The non-specific goals of Pat, Hilary, and Aries are representative of the participants in

this study. They wanted to ‘get on the computer’ and ‘have a go’ at the computer. Goals

were not necessarily explicit; some goals were vague and almost indescribable. This

could be part of the nature of the computer and its potential to be perceived as an

unlimited resource for learning. Or it could be because participants had no real idea

about what was possible and needed a period of learning before considering setting any

goals. The latter was found to be the case in a study with U3A computer groups

(Stephenson, 2002). Starting out with explicit goals may not be possible because with
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lack of familiarity with computers older adults are unable to envisage what is

achievable.

Sunny, Pat, Hilary, and Aries displayed feelings of ‘something is not quite right’ and a

need to restore equilibrium. Sunny responded to disjuncture almost immediately

whereas Pat, Hilary, and Aries got on with their lives, put computer learning on the back

burner but never let go of their intentionality. The desire to learn and to restore harmony

in their lives gave them the confidence that learning would abate the disquiet created by

disjuncture. The ontological question of ‘How am I going to go about alleviating the

disquiet?’ is answered by the act of initiating learning and being open to whatever is

presented. In the very early stages of learning to use a computer the older adults in this

study found further disjuncture in the terminology used. Far from the disquiet being

alleviated they discovered there was more ahead.

Jargon

Technical subjects carry with them a unique vocabulary unrelated to everyday life.

Morgan, referred to the terminology as a series of disparate metaphors. She found

jargon difficult to understand because it did not make sense linguistically. If learners are

unable to connect technical terminology to lived experience, “the jargon becomes an

undigested burden” (Dewey, 1933, p. 78). The computer is inflexible. It does not have

the capability of learning the language of the user so the learner is responsible for

understanding the language of the computer. Various studies identify unfamiliarity with

jargon as a potential barrier for laterlife computer learners (Office of Learning

Technologies, 1999; Smith, 2004; Stephenson, 2002). Coby was warned before

beginning computer lessons that she would need to learn computer jargon.

Participants in this study identified jargon as a prerequisite and co-requisite to learning

and communicating with the computer. However, they found that they were only able to

begin to understand terminology after the commencement of lessons, not before. A

vicious cycle appeared to exist in which Morgan stated emphatically,

If you don’t understand the jargon, where do you start?

Morgan
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Like Morgan, Aub also experienced the jargon vicious cycle. He attempted to learn to

use the computer from a text book but found that basic words used throughout the book,

such as ‘text’, ‘icons’, and ‘scrolling’ were meaningless to his experience.

I knew nothing.  I bought myself a book “Computers for Idiots” because

I thought that would help. It didn’t make any sense to me because it

started off with a lot of the basic things that I didn’t know about. It was

foreign language to me.  I didn’t know what text was. I didn’t know what

an icon was. And scrolling! I don’t think I hardly knew how to switch a

computer on. I should have known these things but I didn’t. So really I

knew I was a bit behind the eight-ball right from the start.

Aub

Aub recognised the sounds and the words (from everyday English language usage) but

not in the computer context so they were foreign to his experience. Likewise, Aries

confirmed the computer jargon was very, very different and Coby described the words

as unknown. Morgan believed that understanding computer language required more than

knowledge of the English language and access to a dictionary or glossary.

Sometimes a dictionary is not much use. Like the word ‘default’. Did it

take me time to discover the meaning!

Morgan

Quentin described a similar experience with the word ‘default’ and this is discussed in

the next chapter. A possible explanation of Morgan’s experience is that in computing,

applying the word in context requires an understanding of the three aspects of context,

meaning, and application. The word takes on the meaning of the thing or the action for

the learner. To say and do ‘I am saving’ means in the computer file saving process there

is an understanding of what saving means. In much the same way if learners are able to

say ‘I did not save’ there is also an understanding of what saving means. The words

describe the action; without the action there is little chance of understanding the word.

Computer communication is dependent on an understanding of terminology. Without

understanding choices that are inherent in computer usage become meaningless. On-
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screen messages can also be confusing for first time computer users as evidenced by

Sunny.

I find the Yes/No messages difficult to understand. I don’t know which is

right, the Yes or the No. Which one do I press? You can’t cancel out

because you have to give it an answer. That really confuses me.

Sunny

Sunny wanted to put her word-processed autobiography onto a floppy disk. After

printing she attempted to close the document. The message on the screen asked ‘Do you

want to save?’ Without an understanding of the saving process Sunny was unable to

select an answer that enabled her to save to a floppy. When she selected ‘No’ the

document closed and she was unable to retrieve the file.

I typed 11 foolscap pages and I wanted to put it on a floppy. Before that I

printed it out. That was fine. I had it all. Then it asked me a question and

I gave a good answer, but it was the wrong answer and that wiped

everything off.

Sunny

Gill also mentioned the messages on the screen and not being able to understand them.

I’d like to be able to read the prompts on the screen as they come up and

I’m still working hard on that.

Gill

Computer jargon can create confusion for first time users and render information and

instructions unintelligible. This can lead to distraction and diversion from the initial

learning task with interruptions that must be dealt with in order to progress. Explanation

and seemingly unrelated learning is required and this diversion may appear to break the

flow of learning. These interruptions can occur in group learning situations as well

where learners need to interrupt the class to seek clarification and answers. In one

respect the break in learning appears to be detrimental to the flow but whole group

explanations can have benefits, such as enabling other learners to increase their
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knowledge and for learners to empathise with each other. Group feelings of

collaboration and shared goals can also be enhanced by one person’s need to

understand. These and other learning issues to do with the social context will be

discussed in the next chapter.

The paradox of not being able to make sense of computer jargon until significant

learning takes place, while needing to understand the jargon before learning takes place,

means that learning the jargon can only take place during learning. One of the first

programs people in older adult learning environments start learning is word processing.

Some jargon words such as formatting, page layout, and typefaces are familiar to people

with an office background. Learners from a background in other professions may find

they need to learn office-specific words as well as computer words. Quentin felt

disadvantaged by not having an office background but words used in word processing

were not the only words he found difficult to understand.

I was very confused for a long time because I wasn’t familiar with

computer language. That was a bit of a hurdle for me to overcome.

Quentin

Having a technical background was seen as an advantage by Alex who asserted that not

having a professional background in technical terminology made learning more

difficult.

I think you have to be familiar with terms; terminology. If you’ve had a

professional background then terminology is easier to understand and

really work through. If you get a word you think that could be related to

so and so, and that could be related to so and so and therefore it could

mean so and so. So you can see a logic like on the Menus.

Alex

Alex believed she now had a better understanding of screen elements but only after

three years of learning. Before beginning lessons she had not realised there were so

many things to understand on the screen, particularly the drop-down menus.  The

density of screen elements revealed itself to her so that not only was it important to
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understand what was visible but also what was hidden from view. Exposing the drop-

down menus opened up a need for a whole new set of understandings that had not been

anticipated. In order to expose the parts of the screen not visible Aub found there was a

need to understand the scrolling process.

When something comes up on screen that says you can scroll this down.

Scroll it, what does that mean? That is basic and I didn’t know it.

Aub

Aub’s daughter helped him to interpret the computer terminology by using

familiar words.

One day I asked her what icons meant. She said “Icons! They’re the

pictures down the side”.

Aub

For many participants in this study it was a struggle to understand what other people

were saying and they were disadvantaged by not being able to find people to translate

the words into familiar words such as Aub’s daughter was able to do for Aub. There

was a need for learners to find someone who knew what they are talking about i.e. had

the knowledge and was also able to put it into language learners understood. Aries

dismissed the idea that her same-age friend who was a computer expert would be able to

assist her if she needed help.

I suppose I could ring my friend if I have a problem, but I feel like

‘Would the answer be one that I could understand’.

Aries

Morgan was in the same situation as Aries. She had close social ties with people who

have computer knowledge but these people were not able to adapt the computer

language to a form that was intelligible for novice computer users.
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I can’t understand a word the grandchildren say. The family adults are

the same. If I know the right question to ask I may get an answer but with

my limited experience it’s hopeless.

Morgan

Morgan implied that if you knew the right words to articulate a question answers may

be forthcoming but not necessarily in a form that is understandable. Gill also had to

think about what she was going to say and then use the right words otherwise her

computer expert son would think she was a little old lady. In Chapter Seven I will

explore the link between the lack of linguistic fluidity for laterlife computer learners in

this study and inclusion, specifically related to positioning and sense of agency. Without

the jargon laterlife computer learners are limited and do not feel confident to act or to

position themselves favourably. Gill described her attempts to gain assistance from her

son.

I ask my son questions but then he uses computers all the time. So I feel

like I’ve got to know what I’m asking otherwise he’s not going to take me

seriously, like the little old lady syndrome. I don’t want to come across

as the little old lady. So you have to know what to ask and think about it.

Gill

Sunny found when the family discussed computer-related subjects the conversation

sounded like a series of blabs to her. The words used were completely foreign to her

understanding and to her ear. The consequence of this was that Sunny was alienated and

unable to participate in all family conversations. Sunny’s experience of exclusion in

family discussions is relevant to Bateson’s (1994) view, discussed in the next chapter,

that inclusion is not a given; it is not biologically determined. Inclusion and a sense of

belonging are socially constructed, as Sunny found.

When I’m with people like my nephew [who has helped with computer

problems] and my family, they’re all ‘Blab, blab, blab, blab, blab’.

 Sunny
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Laterlife computer learners in this study were unsure as to how much jargon they

needed to learn. They are also confused about how much depth they needed to go into in

order to be able to ask the right questions when they sought assistance. They were faced

with being unable to describe their problems because they did not know the technical

terms. When they sought assistance from more computer adept people first time

computer users found it was essential to have more than a surface understanding of

jargon words. In order to describe their problems and to understand the answers learners

needed to know more than the meaning of words they also had to have an ease with the

words to be able to use the words in context. Alex recognised that being able to navigate

the screen elements was surface level knowledge and that it took a long time to become

familiar with technical terms.

I feel I’m more there as far as understanding the screen and how to

produce something but I’m still not there when I talk to somebody at

lessons who’s got a good technical background. So the technical terms

are still not there. I haven’t sort of got them yet.

Alex

Andy referred to inconsistencies in language between programs and the effect this had

on his learning. Without a conceptual knowledge of the computer environment, small

differences between computers can create difficulty for beginning users.

I find with some computers they’ve got certain things on there when they

come up, when you click on it one says ‘Go’ and the other says ‘Enter’.

They all use different terminology that means the same thing. These are

the things I find most difficult to hang on to at times.

Andy

Understanding the terminology and logic of the computer does not come easily for first

time users. If the computer could talk the same language as humans, learning to use the

computer would be less difficult.  For laterlife computer learners it was also important

to be able to communicate problems to people who were able to help and to be able to

articulate their problems in such a way that they were not belittled by people they

viewed as experts. A further poignancy in the potential to be disparaged was because
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the people they sought help from were personally known to them. Learners were faced

with ongoing disequilibrium and the ontological question of ‘Am I getting closer to

equilibrium?’ possibly led to negative answers such as feeling worse than before they

started lessons. They may accept that the learning is harder than they thought it was

going to be and yet have a sense of ‘Will I ever get there?’

Manipulating and navigating

Just go click, click, click.

Pat

In the previous section reference was made to the need to acquire navigational skills;

scrolling (Aub) and drop-down menus (Alex and Gill). If learners were unable to make

sense of the instructions and they were not aware of drop-down menus and right-

clicking (Clem had no idea about right-clicking on the mouse) then they were unable to

navigate hardware and software. A further navigational skill is the physical capability

i.e. manual dexterity of using the keyboard and the mouse. Before people learn a

practical skill they have a tentative concept of how it is done (Mezirow, 1991) and a

picture in their minds of what they are going to do (Schutz, cited in Jarvis, 1992, p. 53).

From observations participants in this study identified two physical skills required, the

keyboard and the mouse. When older adult computer learners in this study talked about

young people using the computer it was in the context of the Internet and the click, click

of the mouse. When learners talked about people their own age they referred to speed

and familiarity with the keyboard. Prior to learning laterlife computer learners used

observations to assess their own abilities and competencies. From these observations

they believed there were two physical skills associated with manual manipulation of the

hardware. These skills were controlling the mouse and typing on the keyboard. The

conceptual difference between these two skills for laterlife learners was in the

association with knowing what they were doing. For example the clicking action of the

mouse indicated to them that the user knew what they were doing, carrying out actions

and being decisive. In contrast, skills with the keyboard indicated to them that users

were competent keyboard operators and associated this skill more with speed.
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Various authors emphasised the crucial nature of prior learning and existing elements of

points of view in meaning-making (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Dewey, 1933; Jarvis, 1998;

Mezirow, 1985, 2000a). Learners in this study combined tentative notions of required

skills with prior experiences to prepare for facing the unfamiliar and to contribute to the

construction of self-efficacy. Alex described how her slowness in learning was

compounded by her lack of dexterity with the keyboard, leading to frustration and a

prolonged period of disequilibrium.

I should have had a typing course. I should have done some preparation

in that area. That would have given me a lot more freedom and less

frustration than what I’m getting because of the slowness and lack of

knowledge of the keyboard.

Alex

Aries found she was ill-prepared for the demands of using a computer keyboard and was

unable to apply skills learnt previously. She discriminated between the computer

keyboard she now uses and the telegraphy machine she used during her working life.

Aries had a repetitive strain injury from her use of the machine and thought this would

prove to be a barrier. After only four lessons she found the hand injury was not the

problem.

I didn’t think I’d need to learn actual typing. I thought one finger here

and there and look at the keyboard. I’m discovering that I will need to

know more about where my fingers are going.

Aries

Even for experienced typists the computer keyboard was a challenge and laterlife

computer learners recognised they were in unfamiliar territory. Pat had a typing

background but very quickly discovered that being a proficient typist was not enough.

She referred to her lack of navigational skills on the computer and the affective

consequences of facing the unfamiliar.

I didn’t think you needed any special skills; certainly if you’ve done

office work that helps to start with. I was a typist so that part of it was
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just simple, that wasn’t a problem. As far as the typing goes and being

familiar with the keyboard I felt more confident about learning. I was

able to do that no problem at all; it’s just what to do with the rest of it.

Pat

Even though Coby had a background in typing the differences in the keyboard of the

typewriter and the computer made progress difficult and slowed her down.

I have no idea what all those F numbers are across the top. I’ve never

used any of them and I haven’t the faintest idea what they are. I also

have difficulty when I’m told to press three buttons in order to do

something in particular. I have difficulty finding them.

Coby

Manipulation of the mouse is a physical skill that has become an essential part of

computer usage even for experienced keyboard operators. This is particularly relevant

for navigating the Internet environment. Older adults can very quickly lose any

confidence they may have had when they discover they are unable to control the mouse

(Granick, 2002). Older adults come to learning with a lack of skill in the use of the

mouse. Their hands may not be as steady as they were when younger such as Aries

described below. Laterlife learners may find that when they click on the mouse, the

mouse moves and they find their manual dexterity is lacking.

I was sitting with my hand up [like that] and the tutor said “Get your

hand down”. I was doing it with my fingers instead of using the palm of

my hand and all of a sudden the mouse jumps.

Aries

Before beginning lessons participants in this study had been observers, not users, of

computers and watching younger people effortlessly manipulating the controls had

given them a false sense of ‘this is going to be easy’. The effects on older adults of

watching young people effortlessly manipulating the computer environment has the

potential for loss of confidence when they try it themselves (Granick, 2002). In this

study Pat observed grandchildren clicking effortlessly and thoughtlessly. The seeming
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ease with which young children manipulated the computer initially gave Pat confidence

in her ability to learn. She considered how easy it all looked when young people used

the computer but how difficult it was when she tried to learn. The events of Pat’s

disjuncture unfolded as she attempted to maintain her self-confidence and belief in her

ability to learn.

I watch my grandchildren on the computer using the Paint program and

even the five year old paints pictures and draws all over the screen. They

say “Oh Nan you just do this, this, this, and this”. But I say “It’s not that

simple.” Then they say “Yes it is, you just go click, click, click”. I look

around and see people who don’t look overly bright to me and they can

use computers. Anyway, I thought if five year old children can do it, it

can’t be all that difficult.

Pat

Pat’s prior experience of typing skills and an expectation that she would have no trouble

manipulating the mouse because of observing small children contributed to the

construction of her positive self-image as a computer learner. She believed in her own

abilities and her self-efficacy was strong. Early self-efficacy has an important influence

on future success because learners with strong self-efficacy are less likely to withdraw

from computer lessons (Cody, et al., 1999). Having a self-belief in the ability to learn to

use the computer was significant in the case of Pat’s experience when she encountered

difficulties that led her to seriously question the value of continuing lessons.

Findings from the study of older adult computer learners also indicated that learners

who had not withdrawn from lessons had little or no levels of computer anxiety (Cody

et al., 1999). This would appear to suggest that laterlife computer learners with

computer anxiety are more likely to withdraw from lessons or avoid attending lessons.

In the context of my study, in order to encourage learners to continue learning it may be

important for anxiety levels to be minimised. Participants referred to frustration at

having their expectations unmet. When faced with the realisation that learning was not

progressing in the way they anticipated and that prior learning was of little value they

experienced tensions and anxiety. Pat’s early self-efficacy began to unravel when she

discovered that her original intentions had not been met. After attending lessons for four
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weeks she had not reached the level of proficiency she believed she was capable of

reaching.

When I started lessons I expected everything to be simple but it’s not. It’s

a slow process and that’s been a shock for me. It’s slower than I

anticipated. I expected to go in and after a few weeks think that I could

do a whole lot which I can’t.

Pat

Like Pat, Andy initially took a positive view of the ability to learn based on past

successful learning and work-related expertise, particularly of machinery. Andy

believed his previous abilities in learning technical operations would stand him in good

stead for learning the computer.

I thought I’d be able to pick it up pretty quickly because in my job it was

always something different, you were always learning; even though you

didn’t go on a course, there was always a book there and a new piece of

equipment, [and you] absorbed it. I’ve seen a big advance in telephony

from the time I started in 1942 as a trainee until the time I left in 1980

odd. I was always active as far as my brain was concerned because of

my job and I thought I’d be able to pick up most of it [learning the

computer].

Andy

Andy described his feelings when he found that past experiences were inadequate in the

computer environment.

I was confident until I got into it a bit, wasn’t I?

Andy

Pat and Andy were initially optimistic about their potential to learn to use the computer

and their aspirations were high but they quickly discovered their positive constructions

as computer learners did not match the reality. Both Pat and Andy experienced distress
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when they were confronted with the disjuncture of their past and the present. However,

as will be discussed later, other influences such as perseverance and non-judgmental

support may have contributed to Pat’s ability to reconstruct herself as a capable

computer learner. These feelings of self-doubt and inadequacy were all the more

poignant because they “conflicted with what learners felt they ought to accomplish”

(Kidd, 1973a, p. 133). Pat and Andy believed they were not living up to their own

expectations and this has a deeper level of distress because of the intrinsic nature of the

expectations. They questioned their abilities and their past notions of themselves.

I always considered myself as a fairly smart person but now I don’t 

know.

Pat

Pat was not only faced with disequilibrium questions but also ontological questions. She

questioned the most basic ontological and existential question of ‘Who am I?’ and

confronted the possibility that maybe she was not the person she always thought she

was. If learners perceive a heightened sense of disequilibrium instead of an anticipated

lessening of unease they may ask ‘Why am I doing this?’ and ‘Where is this leading?’

and ‘Where am I going?’ Learning is essentially an ontological process and an

existential phenomenon and laterlife learners have to reach a resolution in order to

restore harmony (Jarvis, 2001b). The laterlife computer learners in this study were

repeatedly confronted with both ontological and existential questions as they attempted

to reconcile past experience, current experience and their lifeworld.

Uncertainty

Did you get my email?

Aub and Gill

Computers are technical and mechanical objects that have hidden parts important to

operating the computer. The unseen workings of computers combined with a lack of

jargon knowledge leave laterlife learners confused and bewildered. They are uncertain

about the result of their actions when they cannot see the product. Feelings of
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uncertainty may be compounded by lack of confidence and low self-efficacy. If learners

do not believe in their own abilities they are less likely to expect that an action has been

effective. It is also believed that there is a link between self-concept (belief in the ability

to succeed) and self-esteem (positive or negative feelings about the self) (Jarvis, 1992).

Participants in this study considered the machine to be a mystery, with hidden

components and non-human parts, and therefore with a mind of its own requiring a

technical mind to understand it. They experienced inexplicable changes from one

session to the next without a known cause. Kerry found that when this happened to her

she needed to seek assistance from the more experienced tutor to solve the problem.

On one of the particular rosters I had this box and I just couldn’t put any

figures in it, any readings or anything in it and I rang my tutor and said

“Look, I just can’t get anything in it, nothing happens. It’s just a box and

I had something in it before.”

Kerry

Aub also experienced the inexplicable aspect of the computer when his work

disappeared overnight.

I got a bundle of pages of my life I’d scribbled down in my own

handwriting. I was going along beautiful, typing it in and I did quite a

few hours on that and then I went to bed. The next morning I looked and

there’s nothing there. So I started again and did a few pages as much as

I could in one go. And the next day it’s still not there. So I typed it all

down again.  And then somebody asked me if I had saved. I hadn’t saved

it because nobody had told me. If they did it didn’t seem to sink in.

Aub

Morgan described the computer as a mysterious new world. The mechanical parts of the

computer are hidden but they have an effect on the workings. How much of the

mechanical side of the computer is it necessary for users to know and what effect does it

have on them if they do not have this technical knowledge? Alex suggested it was vital

to have this knowledge.
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You do need to know why or what effect pressing Enter means or why

you have to press Enter. These are important aspects of learning the

computer.

Alex

Alex believed these aspects of learning to use the computer were often ignored because

greater importance was placed on just getting onto the computer and doing things

without really understanding what the user was doing. It was important to her

understanding to have knowledge of what was going on inside the computer case. Alex

believed surface navigational knowledge was not enough. When something went wrong

learners were unable to redress the error because they had limited mechanical and

conceptual knowledge. Sunny and Quentin experienced similar problems to each other

when they inadvertently deleted the Tool Bar and were unable to recover it.

I got rid of the Tool Bar by pressing the wrong things and I didn’t know

what I’d pressed.

Sunny

I lost the Tool Bar and didn’t know how to get it back.

Quentin

Sunny and Quentin experienced a change that required assistance because they did not

have the essential knowledge as described by Alex earlier. The level of support required

by first time laterlife computer learners may be greater than for other learners and this

will be discussed in the next chapter.

Another common experience for first-time computer users of email is in not being

certain about sending and receiving messages and attachments. Most participants in this

study used email and placed a high priority on being able to communicate with friends

and family via email. However, it is a whole new way of communicating and older

adults had difficulty in conceptualising the Internet environment. Gill repeated this

conversation with a fellow learner.
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“Did you get my email?” [I’m practising attachments.] “Did you get my

attachment?” “No.” “What did I do wrong?” “I’ll send you another

one.”

Gill

Aub described his first attempts at sending email and the effects of uncertainty.

I’ve got a friend living in England. He sent me email and I tried to send

it back and then eventually I gave up so I rang him up on the phone and I

said “Did you get my email?” He said “Did I get it? I not only got one, I

got it seven times. And I said “I wasn’t sure whether it had gone, it had

been sent, so just to make sure I kept sending it”.

Aub

Participant experiences described in this section indicate that surface level, i.e. enabling

computer skills and knowledge, are found to be insufficient when problems are

encountered. The lack of conceptual knowledge led to the need for higher levels of

close-at-hand support. It also had an impact on the affective domain. For example self-

confidence and self-efficacy influenced the level of aspiration. If laterlife computer

learners do not believe they are capable of learning they do not aspire to achieve beyond

an operational level.

Being challenged

From the beginning some participants approached learning with openness and eagerness

that included the notion that they were not really sure what they would be learning.

They approached their learning with an attitude of optimism and trust that they would

learn and that the skills and knowledge would be useful.

I just thought I’d go to lessons and see. I just hoped that I would pick up

things as I went along.

Clem
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I was eager to grasp whatever they could give me.

Morgan

There was an element of anticipation about the prospect and challenge of learning and

an admittance of ignorance tinged with a mixture of excitement and anxiety. The

acknowledgment of ignorance presents itself as an exciting opportunity to engage in

learning and is the beginning of wisdom (Jarvis, 1992, 2001d). Sunny was, as Jarvis

suggests, excited by ‘not knowing’ and the prospect of being able to learn to ‘find out’.

I am never nervous and never embarrassed at my lessons that I don’t

know [and have to ask questions]. I know I don’t know and I get excited.

Sunny

An approach to learning from a position of acknowledged ignorance can advantage

learners because they yield and strive at the same time. They are amenable to new

learning and this is accompanied by the volition to learn. Learners are at the same time

malleable and determined. Genuine ignorance is more profitable because it is likely to

be accompanied by “humility, curiosity and open mindedness” (Dewey, 1933, p. 237).

However as discussed previously, laterlife computer learners in this study were

repeatedly faced with disjuncture and believed they were no closer to harmony. In fact

they considered they were further away from harmony because learning had not

proceeded as planned and they now faced further ontological and existential questions.

The more they learnt the more they realised there was so much more to learn and they

believed they had very little knowledge on the grand scale of things. Pat described the

overwhelming aspect when she realised there was more to learn than she anticipated.

It’s all mind boggling because it’s just so much and you think ‘How will I

ever learn it all?’

Pat

Learning can be both troubling and enticing but adults are adept at addressing the

complexities and ambiguities of learning because learning is a human experience

(Brookfield, 2000; Illeris, 2002; Jarvis, 1992). Unlike Pat, who was scared at the
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thought of so much to learn, Quentin and Clem were the same as Sunny, excited and

challenged by the prospect of having unlimited opportunities to learn.

I feel the more I learn about computers the more there is to learn. It just

seems as though it would go on to infinity.

Quentin

It is just unlimited, the computer skills.

Clem

Coby overcame her sense that there was so much to learn by ignoring material she

considered irrelevant. By identifying and discarding material Coby was able to lessen

the chance of facing unforeseen disjuncture and then more able to cope with the

overwhelming nature of information on the Internet. Coby dismissed things she did not

think she would be able to understand.

Sometimes BigPond puts things up on the screen, sending me lessons. I

don’t read them because I think I won’t be able to understand them, so I

don’t bother (reading them).

Coby

Some laterlife computer learners in this study were energised by the prospect of

challenge and the unlimited opportunities to learn. They attempted to overcome

difficulties and they had their eye on the big picture, beyond the immediate. Pat was

frightened but as discussed earlier, she had a strong desire to learn and this volition was

needed when she faced obstacles (as will be discussed in the next section ‘Getting

desperate’ and in the next chapter). Coby found a way around the problem of unfamiliar

material to take it out of her range of vision to enable her to concentrate on what was

relevant.
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Getting desperate

Computers are machines and there are times when learners in this study found they

resorted to switching the computer off. Aub did not know what the computer was

capable of so in the beginning until he was taught what to do, he switched it off at the

wall because he could not get the light on the computer to go out. Switching the

computer off relieved the disquiet in learners who were unsure what the machine would

do if left on. There were other times when learners were unable to achieve an action and

they switched off the computer to be able to begin again.

If I have a problem at home I close the computer down.

Hilary

Hilary wanted to start again with a clean slate and this is possible with computers by

switching them off and trying again. In an attempt to communicate with the computer,

to get the computer to respond by printing a letter, Bobby pressed a lot of keys. She

discovered that constant pressing of buttons led to the computer shutting down and she

was afraid she may have damaged a brand-new computer.

I read somewhere that if you don’t turn it off properly you can do

some damage. It was my fault when it shut down because I just

pressed everything.

Bobby

These desperate actions (that I have heard from other first-time computer operators) led

to Bobby’s computer shutting down. Bobby was trying to have a dialogue with the

computer in the only way the computer can respond. She thought if she continued to

press buttons there was a chance one of the buttons would cause the computer to move,

to respond in a computer way by processing data and outputting something. In the

situation described above Bobby was hoping for the print-out. Instead she caused the

computer to crash. She described her reaction to this by exclaiming that when she was

trying to print out the letter and the letter wouldn’t come out, she wanted to explode.
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Quentin described a frustrating experience when attempting to download and install a

recent version of an anti-virus program on the Internet.

I made an order for an anti-virus program over the net. I got into a panic

because half way through it I could not find my serial number and I

didn’t realise I could switch from one program back to another to find it

and I’d already given my name and address and bank card number and I

panicked so I just aborted the whole thing. I switched the computer off.

Quentin

Quentin admitted to using the ‘switching off’ strategy when he struck a problem he was

unable to solve. The ‘cooling off’ period allowed him time to think about the problem

and to come back to it later. His approach was one of optimism and confidence in his

ability and the potential for a challenge. His descriptions of persistence may be

indicative of his conative abilities.

I usually treat the computer learning as a challenge and keep at it [the

problem] until I get results. Otherwise I switch it off for a while and

come back to it later.

Quentin

As Alex suggested in relation to understanding the effect of pressing buttons, some

participants in this study had difficulties when they encountered problems and were

unable to solve them without seeking assistance. As described earlier, Sunny and

Quentin discovered through the ‘loss’ of the Tool Bar that without technical knowledge

they were not able to restore the screen to its previous state. Pat realised through her

experience that knowing the effect of pressing buttons and which buttons to press were

vital when difficulties arose. She described an experience that started out as an amusing

exploration on the computer and ended in frustration and confusion.

One day I was just clicking around on the computer, opening various

programs and up came ‘Links’. I clicked on it and it was a golf game.

Pat
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Pat found that the instructions on the screen were faulty and in the absence of technical

knowledge she was unable to exit from the program. Her dilemma and lack of technical

knowledge led her to seek assistance from her daughter.

[When I wanted to finish playing the game] I pressed a button and it kept

saying ‘Press Start and then end the game’ but I couldn’t see how I could

because it was taking up the whole screen. So I fiddled and kept playing

for a little bit and it wasn’t getting anywhere so I rang my daughter to

ask her what to do. I had no idea what to do and how to get out of the

game.

Pat

Pat followed her daughter’s instructions and eventually resorted to switching the power

off. To Pat’s surprise when she turned the computer back on the original screen was

restored. When she was given the computer by her son-in-law he changed the desktop

background from fairies to whales.

My daughter told me to press Control, Alt and Delete but that didn’t

work either so she said “Just turn the whole thing off”. When I re-booted

the screen went back to the original screen that had been changed by my

son-in-law. It came up with fairies instead of whales. I nearly had a

stroke. I was absolutely terrified and thought ‘I can’t touch this

computer’.

Pat

As suggested earlier, the emotional effect of increased tensions and anxiety has a

negative effect on self-confidence and self-efficacy. It may be possible that in Pat’s case

the loss of self-confidence was linked to her observations of the grandchildren’s use of

the computer. As the literature (discussed earlier) revealed, older adults are especially

vulnerable to the sharp rise and fall in self-confidence.

Strong emotions accompanied some of the frustrating experiences when using

computers, such as described by Pat (absolutely terrified and nearly had a stroke),

Quentin (got into a panic) and Bobby (wanted to explode). Their emotional responses
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helped shape their learning experience (Beatty & Wolf, 1996). Learners in this study

were faced with devising strategies so that negative emotional responses were

minimised. In the absence of close-at-hand support beginning laterlife computer

learners resorted to what is seen as the only option. Switching the computer off solved

an immediate problem for laterlife computer learners but did not answer the ontological

and epistemological questions. ‘How am I ever going to learn if I have to keep turning

the computer off?’ Switching the computer off enabled Quentin time to think about the

problem and approach it later. Bobby puzzled over her dilemma and took the problem to

the tutor at the next lesson (to be discussed in the next chapter). As a result of her

experience Pat questioned her basic ability to succeed. She considered giving the

computer back to her son-in-law and not attending any more lessons because she

thought she was not learning and that maybe she was too old to learn. Older adults are

influenced by myths and may believe they are too old to learn (Formosa, 2002; Thorson,

2000). Pat’s experience initially led her to think she may be too old but after emotional

and technical support from her family she was able to discard the notion of being too

old to learn. These important and essential supports given to laterlife computer learners

in this study will be discussed in the next chapter.

Equilibrium/harmony/determination

In this section I will outline the ways the older adult computer learners in this study

achieved equilibrium from disjuncture and responded to the ontological and existential

questions. Learners wanted equilibrium and to quell the disquiet within that was created

by learning. They faced the paradox that the path to learning is through ignorance and

unlearning. The laterlife computer learners in this study approached learning

optimistically believing in their own abilities. Some learners anticipated the path of

struggle and were challenged and excited, even if at times they found it frustrating.

Other learners were shocked and terrified and questioned their basic ability to learn.

Continued participation in learning requires an individual growth orientation (Hanson,

1988). As I am not investigating learners who have withdrawn from lessons it seems

reasonable to assume that learners in this study have a growth orientation because they

were able to recover from the disequilibrium created by facing the unfamiliar. In their

determination to grow and develop they were able to achieve harmony as will be shown

in this section.
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Goals

The learners in this study approached learning with specific and non-specific goals.

They were not entirely aware of the capability of the computer so they were unable to

set goals beyond their limited observational experience. Learners were unable to set

initial goals because they did not know the potential of the computer and because they

modified and amended their progress throughout the learning experience (Mezirow,

1985; Stephenson, 2002). As discussed earlier, Pat, Hilary and Aries wanted to learn the

computer for some time before starting lessons. When Pat first started she wanted to

dabble along a bit, Hilary wanted to get her brain moving and Aries’ goal was to learn

the basics. Clem and Morgan were open-minded, preferring to see where lessons led

them rather than to have specific goals, unlike Sunny who was able to set goals resulting

from her trigger event experience. When they first began lessons laterlife computer

learners in this study found that they needed to learn the jargon. Some learners had not

anticipated this additional learning; hence, learning jargon had to be set aside as an

additional goal. Learners then discovered they needed keyboard, mouse, and

navigational skills. When they discovered the vastness of the computer they realised

that goal-thinking perspectives were unrealistic. The perceived unlimited potential of

the computer to continue to create challenges influenced learners in their belief that

learning to use a computer was an ongoing experience.

The difficulty with setting specific goals both from a position of generally just wanting

to ‘learn the computer’ and a position of observation (i.e. not really knowing the

capabilities of the computer) was compounded by the overwhelming potential of the

computer and the unexpected learning needs that arose. Initially learners pursued the

achievement of the basics as possibly a safe place to be and a place that would enable

them to use a computer. However, as Aries and Pat discovered after four weeks of

lessons, becoming proficient on the computer was more complex than reaching a basic

level. Aries did not know where the basics begin and end.

You can just use a computer for as much or as little as you want. Maybe

people just want to dabble along a bit and that was my idea at first but

now I realise there are a lot of other things I can do.

Pat
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Pat referred to the limiting concept of being content to dabble along a bit. She has since

recognised the potential of the computer and believes that she is quite capable of

achieving more than merely ‘dabbling’. Sunny’s main aim in attending lessons was to

be able to assist the children in her capacity as a voluntary tutor. After attending lessons

for six months she realised how basic the skill of underlining a piece of text was.

Almost immediately she started lessons she learnt much more about word processing

than underlining. Sunny’s original intention had been achieved and she was happy to

have perfected the formatting procedures of word processing in anticipation of any other

questions from school children. However she was not happy to leave her knowledge and

skills at this level. The generative effect of learning, i.e. the more learners learn the

more they want to learn (as described by participants in this study) is applicable to the

existential lived body (to be discussed in Chapter Seven). The more learners were

exposed to the potential of the computer and experienced satisfaction the more they

were driven to further challenges. The computer provided them the opportunity to

continue learning because of its seeming unlimited potential to challenge. When the

learners in this study were exposed to the learning potential inherent in learning to use

the computer they did not back away from it, they saw the opportunity to continue

learning as exciting and challenging. Sunny demonstrated what might be considered

from literature, a growth orientation.

I’m comfortable with what I’ve done but I still have that desire. I feel

what I’ve done so far is accurate but there’s so much more that I want to

learn.

Sunny

The combination of her intrinsic need to be challenged and to construct problems, with

the unlimited potential of the computer to create problems set up the perfect

environment for Sunny. She appeared to be driven by determination with a thirst for

knowledge and answers. Sunny had not consciously sought to know all there was to

learn about word processing but now admits this is her aim. In terms of Mezirow’s

(1991) line-of-action, Sunny’s movement towards her goal (to find out all there is to

know about computers) set up the attribute of conation that would enable her to reach
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her ultimate aim. In fact Sunny admitted to wanting to be perfect: I don’t walk on water

yet.

The disequilibrium experienced by the laterlife learners in this study and discussed

earlier, was partially settled because learners believed they were working towards

ridding the self of disquiet. However, they encountered unanticipated disequilibrium

and the paradox, that in order to learn they had to go through the path wherein there is

no ecstasy, the path of unlearning, ignorance and pain (see the poetry of Eliot). Hence,

the laterlife computer learners in this study had to face further disequilibrium and to find

harmony in an individualistic way. Quentin and Sunny were able to achieve harmony by

being comfortable with their achievements before moving on to other challenges.

I felt that I wanted to become comfortable in using the computer first of

all before worrying  about the Internet and it was only after I’d

developed the confidence that I felt I could go on to the Internet.

Quentin

Quentin and Sunny only wanted to concentrate on one thing at a time and to attain a

level of competence where they were comfortable before moving on to learn something

else. Coby’s children living overseas pestered her for months to learn the computer. Her

initial goal was to email her children but having achieved that goal and being introduced

to other aspects of the computer she set new goals. There is a sense that new goals were

constantly being pursued and that this was a factor of learning the computer that was

both exciting and inevitable. Coby’s description captured the wholeness of her

approach, her goals, purpose, and satisfaction with achievements and progress.

Up to a point I found it a bit daunting but I made up my mind that I

would be able to send an email by Christmas. Well in fact I couldn’t. I

couldn’t send it out by that time but I had progressed a bit. Fairly soon

after Christmas I did achieve my goal. My first goal was only to be able

to send an email to our daughter in Denmark and our son in London. So

having achieved that, I felt I’d reached my aim at that stage. Now I want

to progress a bit but I don’t want to be able to send photographs or put a

picture on the screen. I don’t want to do anything complicated. I just
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want to read the emails and read some information that comes up. I’m

now at the stage when I’m beginning to pick up information that comes

up, to bring information up onto the screen through Google. I haven’t

got on to the www yet but I’ve been told it’s not difficult and I plan to do

that properly this week.

Coby

Coby set out with a specific goal but accepted that while she did not achieve the goal in

the set time she learnt other skills. Coby reconciled the initial goal not being achieved

with unanticipated skills learnt. It seemed more important for her to be able to do the

things she wanted to do on the computer that were relevant to her lifeworld than to learn

skills that were not important to her. Her main purpose in learning to use the computer

was to have closer communication with family living overseas. She also wanted to be

able to pick up information in relation to travelling overseas to spend time with her

family. Coby’s overall purpose of being able to enhance the relationship with children

and grandchildren living overseas drove her learning. Each skill achieved brought her

closer to achieving her overall purpose. Coby’s description appears to align with

Dewey’s (1964) notion that ends-in-view give activity greater meaning and direct the

future course of learning. Coby’s end-in-view, of enlarging family relationships, was

more significant than the focus on achieving specific goals.

Throughout this section I have alluded to the difficulty that laterlife computer learners

in this study have with setting, maintaining and achieving goals. Prior to learning

participants had specific or general goals. They soon discovered that the computer had

vast potential beyond their previous understandings and they were unable to capture

their intent and aims with the notion of goals. Goals became fluid, amorphous, and

insignificant when matched with their lived experience. Learners in this study were

satisfied when they felt comfortable with what they learnt. The feeling of satisfaction

and comfort provided them with a sense of achievement. It is not possible in this study

to determine whether learners adapted a learning strategy to the situational context

(Garner, 1990; Tough, 1999) or whether the change in goal-directed behaviour is unique

to laterlife as suggested by Erikson et al. (1986). Erikson et al. believe that laterlife

learners replace goals with the achievement of single tasks that provide older adults

with the same satisfaction as achieving goals. They link this behaviour to the heightened
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perspective of time. Goals are reassessed in light of the time older adults have left to

live and the time they are prepared to spend on learning. In the process it is believed that

older adult learners move the goal posts. Erikson et al. suggest the learner (and not the

computer in this study) drives the shifting target based on allocating time and being able

to achieve one thing.

In conclusion, Erikson et al. (1986) advise that it may not be possible to refer to goals in

the same way as for younger people and that the notion of goals needs to be re-defined

for older adult learners. In the context of this study, I propose that ‘original purpose’

and ‘ongoing priorities’ are better descriptions than goals. I also acknowledge that

Dewey’s ends-in-view and Mezirow’s line-of-action further contributed to my

understandings. Some of the laterlife computer learners in this study started out with

goals as they would when younger. However, with the overwhelming nature of the

computer and its seemingly infinite learning potential, they re-thought their original

goal. It was not a question of lowering the standard or of shifting the goal posts but

more about getting one thing done and done properly. This seemed more important to

the learners in this study than achieving a specific or general goal. The notion of

defining intents and purposes was further complicated by the ability of the computer to

present unanticipated challenges and the potential for learners to achieve these.

Strategies for getting satisfaction

In this section I will focus on how learners negotiated and devised learning strategies

according to the context. Learners accepted that this was not the way they did things

when they were learning at a younger age but they used maturity to adapt to the

unfamiliar environment. Hilary commented that learning to use the computer was not

like anything she had previously learnt because the techniques were strange, techniques

unheard of 20 years ago. Pat saw some commonality in learning, that the process was

the same, and that ‘learning is learning’ and follows certain paths. Both Hilary and Pat

approached disjuncture and the quest for harmony from a position of maturity and

reflection as supported by literature that indicated that older adults bring unique

qualities to learning that are difficult to measure (Botwinick, 1978; Cell, 1984; Findsen,

2005; Labouvie-Vief & Blanchard-Fields, 1982; Moody, 1985).
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Laterlife computer learners in this study displayed control over the learning direction

based on the individual need for harmony. They used metacognitive skills of reflection

and dialectic thinking to negotiate learning. Quentin adopted a holistic approach to

learning that enabled him to negotiate a learning environment that incorporated both

teacher and learner-centred models to best suit his needs. Literature (Garner, 1990;

Tough, 1999) suggests that learners adapt their strategies according to the context.

Quentin also placed value on the social collaborative nature of learning in which

learners as a group were able to discuss and construct knowledge to build up their

understandings. One of Quentin’s difficulties with learning how to use the computer

was the jargon. He described how he was able to come to an understanding of the word

‘default’.

I would look up various words in the dictionary. ‘Default’ was one word

that just threw me. I was so relieved when someone in the group [during

the lesson] said “I don’t understand what ‘default’ means. The

dictionary says it means such-and-such.” Of course that opened up

another area for discussion with the classmates in the group.

Quentin

Quentin initially relied on a past learning strategy that had been successful of

independently searching for the meaning of a word in the dictionary. This method did

not lead to an understanding and he was unable to integrate the dictionary meaning with

one that made sense in a computer context. Older learners may believe that learning

strategies used in the past will continue to be successful, however, they need to reflect

on past learning in order to avoid the trap of believing a particular strategy is the best

way because it has worked in the past (Houle, 1988).  In Quentin’s case he found he

needed to develop a new strategy to uncover the meaning because the computer

environment was utterly new to him. (As stated previously by Hilary, they are

techniques unheard of 20 years ago.)

The situation Quentin described was critical to his confidence in asking questions

during the lesson. Identifying a lack of personal knowledge was an affirmative action

for Quentin and provided an opportunity for the group to be cohesive. The shared group
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experience of learning together meant that members were better able to help and support

each other in overcoming individual fears and anxieties. Literature supports this notion

(Brookfield, 2000; Stephenson, 2002; Tough, 1979) and will be further investigated in

the next chapter.

Bobby did not learn in a group so she was unable to collaborate with other learners in

the same way as Quentin. Despite this, she was able to bring queries to the lesson that

related directly to her need for understanding. Bobby encountered a problem with

sending email from her home computer. She consulted the manual but could not solve

the problem herself so she took the manual to the lesson and requested assistance from

the tutor. The tutor discussed the problem with her and then by construction and

dialogue Bobby described the problem and the tutor interpreted the text in the context of

the problem. In a process of building up understanding on both sides, with the book as a

guide, they were able to construct a solution they both understood.

I couldn’t work out how to solve the problem from reading the

instruction book so when I came to my lesson I sat down with the tutor

and discussed it with him. We looked at what the book said and the tutor

explained it to me.

Bobby

Bobby was able to actively contribute to an understanding of the problem and the

solution. She approached the dialectic from the basis of first-hand knowledge and

experience. The tutor came from a position of having more technical experience than

Bobby and expertise in following manual text. The tutor also had an understanding of

technical terminology and had solved similar problems in the past. Bobby was able to

engage in the discussion with the tutor knowing that she would be assisted in a process

that enabled her to gain some understanding and not just be given a series of steps to

follow.

Participants described the process of learning in very personal ways. They devised

learning strategies that enabled them to come to grips with the new type of learning that

was unfamiliar to them and to achieve harmony. Strategies were constantly constructed
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according to the context and available support. Quentin devised a cyclic strategy that

enabled him to progress.

I’d go over each lesson at home and run into brick walls but I would

continue to go over the lesson and repeat what was taught to me earlier

that day. I found that the more practice I had the better I became.

Quentin

Other participants also described cyclic strategies of persistence, patience, repetition,

and practise. Hilary, Sunny, and Aries described learning strategies of time (to practise)

and patience (to persevere).

It’s a matter of just sitting at the computer and trying to do things over

and over until it is instilled. I’ve got a lot of patience that way. Each time

I come home from lessons, I try to have at least half an hour [practice]

and unless you do you can forget it. You definitely need that to instil in

your mind.

Hilary

I do a lot of practice. You must practise if you’re going to do something.

I don’t live at it but I do a lot of practise. Unless you do your homework

there’s no good coming to lessons.

Sunny

It’s possible to learn from repetition and practise.

Aries

Morgan also displayed patience and persistence in her search for resources and solutions

to problems. She recognised it was unrealistic to imagine that learning was without

problems so she devised a strategy to enable her to find the answers she would

understand. As discussed previously, Morgan was unable to understand her family (I

can’t understand a word the grandchildren say. The family adults are the same.) so she

had to independently search for answers.
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I search books for information when I want it. I’ll ferret out specific information

when I have a problem. We all have ongoing problems. To solve a problem I’ll

go to any source. I get answers sooner or later.

Morgan

Morgan continued in her quest for answers to problems and accepted that ‘this takes

time’, to ferret them out and hammer away; to get answers. Morgan was mature and

self-directed, recognising that every learner has ongoing problems and it was the

learner’s responsibility to do something about it. She searched by herself, as a loner,

because this was the only way she could be sure of getting answers in a form that she

would understand. Morgan also referred to the difficulty in knowing which books would

be useful just by the titles. She indicated that the titles appeared as if they would be

helpful but that they quickly get discarded.

I’ve got handbooks and manuals ‘Computers for Dummies’, ‘A Thousand

and One Questions on Computers’, and ‘Teach Yourself in Half an

Hour’ or some ridiculous title like that and heaps of handbooks I don’t

understand.

Morgan

When learners were in a one-to-one learning situation they were able to guide the

learning such as Bobby (discussed earlier) and Coby described. They were able to

negotiate ways of meaning-making that suited their learning style.

I can’t learn except by doing something myself. It’s no good someone

showing me something. It’s no good them writing it down and explaining

it to me. I cannot learn by that method. I can only learn by doing it

myself and being supervised while I do it. Then when I make mistakes I

can go on until I get to the point that I’m trying to reach.

Coby

Coby’s description supports Vygotsky’s (1962, 1978) zone of proximal development

theory, whereby learners are assisted in the initial performance of tasks by a more

experienced person. The scaffolding provided by the tutor in the initial stages of
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learning is later withdrawn to enable learners to complete tasks without supervision.

Coby needed the tutor to supervise, to watch over and guide her but then to let her make

her own mistakes so that she could learn from them. The dialogue with herself, her

tutor, and the computer allowed Coby to participate constructively in her own learning.

Another learning strategy devised by participants in this study was one of ‘stepping

back’ to allow time to think. (This is described earlier by Quentin.) Aub and Gill both

found they needed time to consider various possibilities before they acted. Gill in

particular believed that rushing things or getting flustered and lacking in confidence all

worked against cognitive skills. This fact has been reported in cognitive science

literature relating to the cognitive abilities of older adults and discussed in Chapter Two.

What happens if I do this and that’s not what I want, I’ve got to go over

there and then think of it for a while.

Aub

Sometimes you can work it out yourself. Take a step back in time and

know it’s all there, just believe it’s all there and don’t let your stupid

head tell you, whatever you’re doing and do it wrong. So and suddenly

you think ‘Good god just lay low’ and you’ve got all the time in the

world and there’s no deadlines and you can go from there, to there, to

there, and often things will come out.

Gill

Hilary also needed time to think things through and referred to strategies used during

lessons that enabled her to take notes that would be useful later when she practised at

home.

You hear something and you write it down and then you hear something

else and you think ‘Well that’s got to go in there, not now’. But I write it

down and I sort it out when I get home.

Hilary

Reflection and efficient note-taking combined to enable Hilary to construct notes in

such a way that they were in a logical sequence. In the ordered re-positioning of data
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Hilary was able to construct information. Using this strategy she built up her

knowledge. Alex also organised information in order to make sense of it. She applied

known meanings and connections betweens words to link together unfamiliar words

and was able to arrive at a solution as she stepped through the possible alternatives.

(See an earlier instance in the ‘Jargon’ section.)

Participant data suggested that when learners accepted the overwhelming nature of the

computer environment and the amount they needed to learn they set about devising

ways to achieve harmony. Learners initially used past strategies and if the strategies

were not effective they used metacognitive skills of reflection, dialectic thinking, and

self-direction to devise new strategies.

Getting satisfaction

With the attitude of openness and excitement, tinged with a little anxiety, learners in this

study believed they were prepared for whatever confronted them and they devised

strategies with the aim of progressing. They were thrilled when they achieved things

they never thought possible or did not previously know existed. Learners described their

accomplishments and the accompanying emotions with excitement and pride.

I am able to do many things now that I’d never even dreamed of.

Quentin

You get a great deal of satisfaction out of being able to do something you

didn’t think you could.

Hilary

Kerry described in an understated way how she felt. Underpinning her statement was a

great sense of pride in what she was able to do.

Now that I’ve mastered the computer I feel really good.

Kerry
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Sunny enjoyed displaying her work and ‘showing off’ to her husband.

Every day I bring out things to show my husband that I’ve done on the

computer. They’re little things I know but when you’re learning, it’s a

joy.

Sunny

Coby boasted that she was frightfully pleased with herself and her progress. The joy and

excitement experienced by participants in this study was contrasted with the frustrations

and struggles experienced earlier. The affective domains might have had a generative

effect (as described earlier) that enabled increased confidence and more exploration.

When learners achieved success and competence it inspired them and they believed in

their capabilities.

I have confidence to try more things now.

Clem

I was initially afraid of wrecking the computer and catching viruses, and

I didn’t feel very brave. After a couple of months the tutor told me that I

was catching on and going ahead because I was adventurous. I found the

more adventurous I was the more I found out. This helped me to

overcome my fear of breaking the computer.

Quentin

Before I started [lessons] I didn’t know how to start a computer. You

learn that in your first lesson and that is a lot to learn on your first day.

Now I start, go to My Programs and I can do whatever I want.

Sunny

The surety about what she was doing provided Sunny with increased self-confidence in

her ability to use the computer. The initial starting of the computer and loading

programs was achievable without assistance required or struggle to work out what to do

next. Andy was able to start a program without having to sit there and think about it for

a while and he now knows where to look to find what he wants. The conceptual
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knowledge of where items are placed on the screen and knowing where to look to find

them provided learners with certainty and satisfaction and may have contributed to

positive feelings of self-efficacy. Hilary now finds lessons are so much easier and

quicker. Previously she would lag behind the tutor’s instructions, now she can keep up.

Another indication to Hilary of her progress was in being able to solve any problems as

they occurred.

Most of the things now I can get myself out of difficulty.

Hilary

Pat’s original idea was to dabble a bit with basic office-related work but in her use of

the computer she created many practice files and discovered they were useless and

needed to be removed.

I had all these files in Microsoft and they were just all play files. So I

said to my son-in-law “I need to get rid of all this. I can’t just keep

opening new files.” He showed me how to delete them on his computer

and I went home and did it. It all worked and I thought ‘Oh, Thank

goodness, I’ve learnt something.’

Pat

Pat experienced a sense of relief that she had proved to herself she was capable of

learning. This had a positive affect on her self-confidence and she became more secure

in her belief that she was capable of learning.

In these two previous sections (‘Desire/despair/dialectic’  and

‘Equilibrium/harmony/determination’) I have focused on the Being as a learner. I have

described many learning events in which learners were faced with disjuncture that

unsettled them and in some cases led to feelings of inadequacy as a learner. Two aspects

of the computer learning environment that appeared to be particularly difficult for older

adults were the jargon and the overwhelming nature of the computer. Some participants

were excited by the prospect of learning and appeared to thrive on the notion that the

learning was difficult. They faced each new challenge with renewed vigour and

enthusiasm. In achieving a sense of equilibrium learners discovered they needed to learn
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a lot more than they had anticipated. Their intents and purposes were organic as they

developed their knowledge and skills. Getting satisfaction and being able to do one

thing independently was considered more important and useful than knowing all there

was to know about computers. In the next section ‘I-computer relational structures’ I

will focus on the Being and the relationship with the computer.

I-computer relational structures

In this section I will investigate how learners in this study perceived the self in relation

to the computer and the ontological questions of the I-computer relations. ‘Who and

what am I within the I-computer relation?’ Ihde’s (1990) structures contributed to an

understanding of the I-computer relations and I will use them as a starting point in my

investigation, within the socio-cultural context of older adults. Ihde’s structures were

useful in uncovering how learners used and perceived computers, however the

structures tend to focus more on what learners see, not what they are within the relation.

His emphasis is more on the computer and not on the Being. I am interested in the lived

experience of older adult computer learners and to this end I seek to know how learners

spend their time on computers, what interests them about computers, and what they

want to be able to do with computers.

Entertainment

The dimensional structure (Ihde, 1990) borrowed from Levinson, of toy-mirror-art,

suggests that older adults are more inclined than younger people to view computers as

entertainment because computers still have a novelty value for them. Some participants

in this study used computer games to assist with relaxation, to take their minds off other

things for a period, and to fill in time. Clem rewarded herself after housework and Alex

played games on the computer as a diversion from the mundane.
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I enjoy playing the odd game. When I feel that I’ve worked for a couple

of hours within the house I’ll go and sit down for ten minutes, a quarter

of an hour. I find that very relaxing.

Clem

If I have an hour or so to spare and I don’t particularly like to sit down

and read a book I get on the computer and play ‘Free Cell’. It’s just

relaxation really and it fills in a little spot in the afternoon.

Alex

Playing games on the computer enabled time to pass. Quentin was never bored because

he could always play games on the computer.

If the weather’s not good for going outside for a walk I just sit down,

turn the computer on and have a card game.

Quentin

At the end of the day Gill played ‘Solitaire’ and ‘Free Cell’ and had fun with the paint

program.

The paint program is excellent, with doing two colours in one go, circles

and squares and getting them all going. It was so easy and so good, it

was just kind of natural for me and I won’t go to bed without playing

‘Solitaire’ and if I don’t feel so tired I’ll do ‘Free Cell’.

Gill

The paint program enabled Gill to enhance her creative skill in a way that had not been

possible in the past. Kerry used the computer to distract her from serious thoughts.

Every time I get a bit down I put on the laughing gorilla.  A woman I

used to work with sent it to me. It’s really funny. It’s a big gorilla and it

starts laughing.

Kerry
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Aub acknowledged that playing games on the computer did not contribute to learning

but that focusing on game-playing had a positive effect on his state of mind.

Sometimes I just feel like sitting at the computer and having a game of

‘Solitaire’. I can sit and have an hour just to run down, it’s not that I do

a lot, it’s just that it’s something that quietens me down from every day

sort of things. It doesn’t gain very much. I’m not learning anything

except winding down but winding down from what?

Aub

In this study many participants spoke of family problems such as: children and spouses

with serious illnesses, death, loss of abilities, and greater dependence. Sometimes time

weighed heavily on them and they were left with the thoughts of ego integrity versus

despair (Erikson, 1950) of a life lived and future generations. At the end of the day, on

wet afternoons and when they felt down, the older adults in this study used the computer

to unwind and to switch off from their thoughts. The question ‘What am I within the I-

computer relation?’ can be answered by their need to have quiet time, time to think only

of ‘getting the cards out’ and creating lovely patterns with the colours and having a

laugh at the gorilla. Within the I-computer relation they were a human in need of a

vehicle to forget the worries of the lifeworld. The computer was that vehicle.

Quentin and Alex described how being able to produce greeting cards had an affective

result for them.

I get a lot of satisfaction out of making greeting cards, thank you cards,

birthday cards, Christmas cards and sending them off to friends. There is

a lot of satisfaction in that for me.

Quentin

Learning how to use the computer has made my life more enjoyable. I've

just made two birthday cards and a get well card. I could have gone to

Bi-Lo and got one dollar cards, but these are friends and I can now make

personal cards for them.

Alex
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The computer enabled Quentin and Alex to use creative skills to design personal

greeting cards for friends. They were entertaining themselves in a constructive way with

a product of value that represented their feelings and personality. The question ‘Who am

I within the I-computer relation?’ can be answered by the satisfaction and warm feelings

experienced by Quentin and Alex in producing personal cards for friends and loved

ones. The computer was seen as a tool to be used for altruistic purposes. The computer

was not neutral; it became what it was through its users and uses (Ihde, 1990). Quentin

and Alex adapted the computer to suit their lifeworld needs so that the computer became

the means and not the object, of the experience. In much the same way when

participants used the computer to play games they used the computer in totally different

ways than at other times. According to Ihde the Being mediates the technology and the

technology mediates the lifeworld of the Being. The computer ‘is what it is’ within the

context of needing quiet time and time to ‘switch off’ and participants experienced their

lifeworlds in changed ways as a result of using computers.

Ambiguity

Ambiguity refers to the indeterminacy of the computer. Users have multiple ways of

using the computers and can be ambivalent towards it. Ambiguity is part of the

love/hate relationship users have with technology (Ihde, 1990). The computer is not

merely an object in the I-computer relation. In this study, participants considered the

computer to be a much loved object: I cover and pat my computer every night, (Sunny)

and it is exciting, amazing, and magical (Gill, Kerry, Sunny). There was a recognition

that the computer was quite capable of amazing feats unrelated to their (the users’)

ability. Their part (in the amazing feats) was that they had discovered what the

computer could do and this discovery inspired and amazed the participants. It may have

also encouraged them to seek further discoveries. In a vicarious way the laterlife

computer learners in this study were a part of the amazing feats of the computer. This

could be what Ihde refers to as the horizonal phenomena, in which there is a blurring

between the boundaries of the life features of the Being and the inanimate features of

the machine.
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The other day I turned on the computer and it automatically set the time

to daylight saving. To me it’s brilliant. The amount of work that must

have gone on to produce it. Everything is amazing.

Sunny

When I do a list of surnames or dates and I press a button it sorts them in

order. I think this is wonderful.

Kerry

When you type in a word and you’ve half done it the whole word doesn’t

go there it comes down to the next line. I know this is basic and it’s only

a little thing but it’s still amazing to me.

Sunny

In contrast to positive feelings, Andy referred to the computer as FRED, a (Flaming

Ridiculous Electronic Device). At his place of work they used this name for any new

machine. In the culture of the work environment and the shared understandings and

camaraderie and closed doors they all knew what they meant when they called a

machine, FRED.

When I was at work we used to call a lot of electronics FREDs. Basically

that’s what computers are.

Andy

Andy knew the computer could be a handy tool but decided he would not let it become

a chore. I use it at my convenience. Andy hates standing in queues and being able to

pay bills online was a perfect way to avoid standing in line and waiting. Andy was

cautious with carrying cash because of the fear of being robbed and preferred to pay

bills with a credit card. This may be true of other older people, the fear of being robbed.

Being able to pay bills online enabled Andy to feel safer when walking on the street.

With people around now, you don’t want to have much money on you. I

use my credit card and pay it off on the Internet once a month.

Andy
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Andy had a useful/useless attitude to computers. In a general way he believed

computers were overused and overrated but in a specific context Andy loved what

computers enabled him to do i.e. pay bills online so that he did not have to stand in

queues. Ambivalence is another form of ambiguity according to Ihde (1990) and was

evident when participants spoke enthusiastically about using the computer in one

context but definitely not in another context. Sunny, Morgan and Coby would never

play games on the computer because they thought doing that would be a waste of time.

Both Aries and Coby were not interested in sending or receiving jokes. The computer

becomes what users make of it and is never just a ‘thing-in-itself’. Through interaction

with the computer the Being embeds cultural values and answers ontological questions

in new ways. Users are able to answer the question ‘Who am I within the I-computer

relational structure?’ by reinforcing a sense of Being. The laterlife learners in this study

did not use a computer for purposes that were contrary to their sense of self. They were

able to discriminate in their uses of the computer without losing their integrity to a

machine.

Information resource

In this study many participants described their use of the computer in ways that could

best be described as an information resource. Clem described how having the computer

and being on the Internet enabled her to further add to her genealogical interest.

I would like to do more research into the family. To go back over the

roots of the family.

Clem

Hilary was also interested in using the Internet to research her family history. Without

the Internet she may not have been able to satisfy her quest for information and her

curiosity about her ancestors.

I have done some research on the family tree. I am very keen on doing

that. The unfortunate part about knowing about my family is that when I
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was growing up my parents and relatives didn’t talk much about family.

There was a close-knit family circle where I lived but nobody talked

about my grandparents who all died before I was born. They seldom

came into the conversation so it has been a bit hard to try and find

something on them.

Hilary

Hilary was very keen to research her family history and referred to the importance of

knowing about ancestors because it was unfortunate that deceased grandparents were

never discussed. Her disappointment indicated that she believed it was important for

family information to be accessible to descendants. Her future Internet research will

enable her descendants to have the information about her and her ancestors that she did

not have. These examples from Clem and Hilary focused on the generational influence

on their decision to write the family history. In the I-computer relation they were the

keeper of the family history and the computer enabled them to adopt and strengthen this

position.

A sense of completion was evident in Aub’s need to find out what happened to people

he served with in the defence forces during the war. The Internet provided him with the

opportunity to obtain closure and to re-live the events from a period of great importance

in his life. He had lived with the uncertainty of the fate of his comrades for nearly 60

years and the Internet enabled him to close the chapter on that part of his life.

I go on to the War Memorial site to look up people from the war. That

fills in a certain thing and it sounds like a bad expression but it gives me

satisfaction. Not because they got shot down but at least I know what

happened to them and be able to use the computer and know where they

are.

Aub

Morgan’s interest in using the computer was primarily as a research resource and

information source. She looked to the future when she may be unable to travel to a

library, a museum, or attend an exhibition.
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I think the Internet is a wonderful resource as a library substitute. It’s

opening my world.

Morgan

Morgan has a lifelong interest in libraries, galleries and museums and was able to

maintain her interest in new and exciting ways. She joined various sites and provided

her email address to receive regular newsletters.

I open my email every day. I get all sorts of letters. I read every last

word. I’ve joined Gardening Australia, Museum of Sydney, the State

Library, the Museum of Contemporary Art. Last year I joined a whole

heap of others and some of them do and some of them don’t contact me

by email.

Morgan

Morgan enjoyed these new discoveries on the Internet because she had traversed the

road and it was widening her world. Independent research on the Internet enabled

participants to keep abreast with current information of interest and relevance to them

such as: travel information, medical, local, tide times, reading the daily paper, and

reading about events in the home country without having to travel there.

The Internet is very helpful for medical things, when you can’t find out

these things anywhere else. I have arthritis in the back and I look up new

remedies.

Bobby

This Saturday everywhere that is 60 km zone is supposed to be 50 km and

there’s been nothing reported on it. So I look that up on the Internet.

Kerry

I check the tides online if I’m going to the harbour-side baths. Saves me buying

the newspaper.

Morgan
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I don’t have the paper delivered these days but I can go on the Internet and read

it and that’s very good.

Clem

I can go on the Internet to read about things in my first language. I can

read about things that are happening in the country of my birth without

having to travel there.

Bobby

We travel around for four months of the year so I look up the Internet for

the main highways and the things to see.

Kerry

We are going overseas for a holiday and I got a mountain of stuff from

the British Tourist people but it was all for 2003. I should be able to get

upgraded information on the Internet that is more up-to-date.

Coby

Increasingly more information is only available via the Internet. Everything’s got a

www address (Gill). If older adults are to be actively and meaningfully involved in their

lifeworld it is imperative on them to keep abreast with lifeworld events. Literature refers

to the tensions of the lived experience of older adults, of the need to continue to grow

and develop versus withdrawing from the lifeworld (McClusky, 1971; Moody, 1985).

Many authors speak of the purposeful human connections and the vital and meaningful

participation required in laterlife in order to maintain a sense of wellbeing (Beatty &

Wolf, 1996; Erikson, et al., 1986; Kelly, 1993; Thorson, 2000). Information gleaned

from the Internet enabled the older adults in this study to discuss topics with greater

knowledge and depth. They were better informed and able to engage in more

meaningful conversations and be more up-to-date with what was going on in their

lifeworld. Being better informed positions them more favourably for a sense of agency

and empowerment. Being ignorant has a marginalising effect and a disconnection with

the lifeworld. The older adult computer learners in this study were better able to

position themselves according to their needs and this will be explored in Chapters Seven

and Eight.
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Within the I-computer relation it has been shown that participants in this study adapted

computers to suit their lifeworlds. Slight changes (such as reading the newspaper

online) were the only indication that basic ways of doing things had changed.

Computers did not appear to control their lives. Older adult computer learners used

computers in ways that truly reflected who they are as Beings. They were unwilling to

adopt everything the computer could offer simply because it was possible and available.

Participants maintained a sense of self and in some cases were able to develop in new

and creative ways that would not have been possible without computers. They were

delighted with the opportunity to uncover latent talents and interests.

Discussion of the (computer) learning Being: (I-learner-

computer)

In this chapter I have presented the I-learner-computer interaction in what appears to be

a linear representation. Learners were faced with disjuncture, they sought to relieve the

disquiet, they devised strategies to achieve harmony, and they were then able to use

computers in ways that truly reflected who they are. However, the process was not

linear and as with all learning, tensions, paradoxes, and dynamics were ever present.

Previous positive construction of the self as learner were constantly tested and measured

against the new experience of learning the computer. While learners accepted the path

of ignorance as a way to knowledge they appeared to be unprepared for the degree to

which they would experience continual obstacles and unforeseen learning needs. Some

learners were excited by the unlimited potential of the computer to provide learning

opportunities and they saw it as a series of ongoing challenges. Other participants,

particularly in the early stages of learning, were overwhelmed and fazed and seriously

questioned their ability to learn and their decision to learn the computer.

The learning experience can be likened to the yellow brick road, where unexpected

barriers present themselves, some pleasant and some not so pleasant. Laterlife computer

learners in this study experienced extreme emotions, highs and lows that influenced

self-confidence and self-efficacy. I have shown that setting goals at the outset is
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unrealistic because learners were unaware of the full potential of the computer and of

their own capabilities. As learners became more familiar with the computer they

devised floating goals but always with an overall purpose in mind. Overall intentions

and ends-in-view contributed to a sense of satisfaction in realising achievements that

may not have been explicitly known. Successes and progress were celebrated with

pride, uncertainty and difficulty with despair.

In the theoretical framework I discussed the nature of the lived experience of laterlife

computer learners and in particular the dimensions. I referred to five possible

dimensions from the literature. These were: social, cognitive, manual dexterity,

conative, and affective dimensions. As a result of my analysis and interpretations I have

now included two more dimensions to these five. These are: metacognitive and value

dimensions. The metacognitive dimension springs from the cognitive domain and is

considered separately because of its importance in the learning experience of older

adults. The value dimension emanates from the affective domain and is also considered

as a separate entity because of its significance. I have previously referred to literature

(Botwinick, 1978; Moody, 1985) that suggests that older learners bring unique qualities

and attributes to learning such as wisdom, insight, and perception. These qualities and

attributes are both metacognitive and value located. The metacognitive skills that have

been shown to be relevant to the lived experience of laterlife computer learners are:

dialectic thinking, self-directed strategies and critical reflection. The value attributes are

more difficult to define and are existentially and ontologically based. It appears that

certain achievements may only be possible in laterlife such as Maslow (1970) suggests

in relation to self-actualisation and that these achievements draw on the metacognitive

and value dimensions of learning in laterlife.

The first dimension, the social dimension was evident particularly when learners needed

emotional and technical support. When faced with the jargon of computers learners

turned firstly to reference texts and when they found this was not fruitful they relied on

other people to translate the jargon into language they could understand. Similarly,

when unexpected events occurred learners sought more experienced people to ‘show

them the way’ and to ‘get them out of trouble’. Group learning provided for social

construction in meaning-making and increased opportunity for second-order
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experiential learning. Shared experiences with other learners also contributed to feelings

of social and group cohesion and emotional support.

The cognitive dimension involved process and conceptual knowledge and skills. Jargon,

as content knowledge, was shown to be important both before and during learning. In an

iterative way, learners engaged in a dialectic with jargon and their lived experience in

order to reach an understanding of terminology. The computer environment was

considered strange by the older adults in this study and they had difficulty grasping

concepts and screen elements. Participants found that they needed to have much more

than a surface level of knowledge. They also needed to understand the logic of the

computer and what effect particular decisions would have on processes. Without such

knowledge learners discovered that there may only be one way out and that was to

switch off the computer because they did not know how to get back to where they

started.

Laterlife computer learners in this study brought unique qualities and abilities to the

experience that enabled them to apply dialectic thinking, self-directed strategies, and

critical reflection. These metacognitive skills were most evident when learners

seriously contemplated how they would go about achieving harmony. Some participants

were able to quickly assess the learning situation and they equated it with prior learning

experiences and then applied past and new strategies according to the context. Other

participants spent some time in reflection and puzzled over problems in order to ask the

right questions.

Physical manipulation of the keyboard and the mouse posed particular manual

dexterity problems for laterlife computer users. Even experienced typists found the

computer keyboard contained unfamiliar keys and they realised that knowledge and

speed with the keyboard were not necessarily an advantage. Holding and driving the

mouse was a physical skill that required practice and patience and some older adult

learners had difficulty gripping and positioning the mouse.

Conative forces operated during learning when cognitive dissonance was encountered

and learners needed determination to continue. Some laterlife computer learners in this

study faced serious questioning in relation to their abilities to learn. However,
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participants in this study persevered with learning because they had the will and the

drive to learn. They developed new strategies that assisted them with learning and they

reconfigured the notion of goals.

Laterlife computer learners experienced a range and depth of emotions in the affective

dimension. Some emotions were quite intense and accompanied by descriptions of

physical reactions. They approached their learning with a mix of excitement, anxiety,

curiosity, and uncertainty. During learning they experienced feelings of delight, despair,

frustration, and pride. The dynamic nature of the learning experience was exhilarating

for some and threatening for others.

The value dimension is part of the affective dimension but was shown in this chapter to

be an important element of the experience of laterlife computer learners. In their

interactions with the computer participants adapted the computer in ways that truly

reflected their Being. Learners regarded the computer as a means to answer ontological

questions and to critically reflect on the Being and their relations with others in their

lifeworld. The computer was viewed as not merely a machine. It provided older adults

with the opportunity to explore nascent abilities and to connect more meaningfully with

the world in which they live.
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CHAPTER SIX: THE LEARNING BEING-IN-THE-WORLD

It is very good going to lessons. It’s a combination of learning and social.

Bobby

Introduction and overview

In the previous chapter I explored the phenomenological concept of the relational triad

of I-learner-computer and its Being equivalent, the (computer) learning Being. In doing

so I was able to uncover valuable understandings related to the nature of the learning

experience of laterlife computer learners in this study. From the analysis and

interpretation of participant data I was able to expand on the original five dimensions of

the nature of the experience to include two more dimensions. One dimension of the

nature of the learning experience will now be explored in depth. The social dimension

locates learners in their lifeworld and takes the Being beyond the relational triad of I-

learner-computer. In this chapter I will be locating the computer-learning-Being in the

socio-cultural context of their lifeworld thereby taking the Being outside the self and

alongside the Other of the social world.

The framework for understanding the learning Being-in-the-world evolved from field

data, the conceptual framework, and the social context of learning literature. The view

that learning is “intimately related to the world in which learners live and is affected by

it” (Jarvis, 1987, p. 11) is shared by many authors (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Findsen, 2005;

Illeris, 2003a; Keating & MacLean, 1988; Kidd, 1973b; Mezirow, 1991; Thorson,

2000). This view is central to Vygotsky’s (1962, 1978) notion that social interactions

play a fundamental role in learning. Learning is regarded as both a “social phenomenon

as well as an individualistic one” (Jarvis, p. 15). Learning in social contexts has many

dimensions and these will be discussed throughout this chapter.

Firstly, the physical learning situation is social i.e. learning takes place with others.

Learners choose a particular type of learning in preference over other learning

opportunities from a vast array of potential learning environments. Laterlife computer

learners in this study chose non-formal peer tutor learning situations exclusively
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designed for older adults. I will show in this chapter that this choice is related to facing

the unfamiliar and the importance of learning with people having a similar confronting,

challenging, and difficult experience. Learners preferred to walk the path of ignorance

and no ecstasy together. Other beginning laterlife computer learners provided mutual

emotional support that would not be present in a mixed-age environment. Watching

other people struggle and overcome adversity enabled significant learning to take place

and gave beginning learners confidence to persist. The importance of emotional support

in a group learning environment is recognised as contributing to increased learning and

feelings of comfort and confidence (Cross, 1981; Stephenson, 2002; Tough, 1979). A

further social influence is as Bobby (above) confirms, lessons are enjoyable both

because of learning and the social side of being with other people. Making human

connections will also be shown to be important for the older adults in this study who

have reduced opportunities for social contact because they are no longer in paid

employment.

Secondly, learners negotiate meaning and understandings with other people in a process

of shared construction. As stated by Malinen (2000) experiential learning in a group

provides the opportunity for second-order learning to take place. Learners are able to

reconstruct and integrate new learning not only with what they bring to the learning

situation but also with what other learners bring to the learning. The checking of

meaning with others is an important part of meaning-making (Bruner, 1990; Cell,

1984). It is further believed that the dialectic process of meaning-making with other

learners is crucial for reflection to take place (Cell, 1984; Mezirow, 1991). Unless prior

understandings can be exposed and examined reflection may never take place.

Reflection has been shown in the previous chapter to be a significant factor in the

metacognitive dimension of the nature of the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners. Hence, the opportunity for reflection should be made available to older adult

learners and this can be fostered by providing group learning situations.

The third way in which learning is social in this study is in the culturally-based

meanings of learning. Learners are able to ‘test’ meanings in their lifeworld to see how

they fit with the ‘real world’, the world outside lessons, the world in which learners live.

Prior perceptions are continually tested by the “rigours of social living” and

consequently “revised in light of new social situations” (Jarvis, 1997, p. 57). Tennant’s
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(1997) view that older adults adapt in a changing world means that there is an ongoing

dialectic between their lifeworld and their lived experience. This dialectic has social

roots and the potential to lead to greater participation. I have previously discussed the

importance of meaningful and vital participation in older adulthood explored by many

authors (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Erikson, et al., 1986; Kelly, 1993; Thorson, 2000).

Lastly, learners may be learning for social reasons, such as is suggested by Kidd’s

(1973b) model of Being-becoming-belonging and his ontological question of ‘Where do

I belong?’ Learning involves striving for personal and social goals and is essential in the

triad, Being-becoming-belonging. The laterlife learners in this study experienced the

imperatives of keeping up with others, playing a more vital role in their lifeworld, and

keeping up with the events of the world. Being able to communicate with others in

computer-related topics of conversation and using computers to email are also social

contexts of learning.

In this chapter I will investigate the learning experience of older adult computer learners

in the context of their lifeworld. Jarvis (2001a) and Tough (1979) agree that other

people, family and friends influence the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of learning. For example in

this study Clem said her friend recommended the learning centre because the friend was

very happy there so Clem thought she would come along and see. Clem’s decision

related not only to her choice of subject but also to how she learnt because she had

investigated a number of other learning situations before deciding to attend the same

centre as her friend.

Similarly to Clem, Pat started attending lessons at the same centre as her golf friends

and said most of her friends had computers. Another influence came from the

imperative to keep up with friends and the need to remain in contact in the absence of

geographical closeness. In the 21st century communication choices are vast and if

friends prefer communicating in one particular way this is likely to influence other

friends. Aries was influenced in learning how to use the Internet so that she could email

her friends and family in England who kept reminding her that email was a great form

of communication. In this study friends influenced both the object of learning i.e.

computers, and the place of learning i.e. non-formal ‘seniors only’ learning

environments. Friends had traversed the road and survived and this encouraged
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beginning learners in this study to ‘give it a go’. It appears in this study that an

imperative to learn and use computers also influenced learners. When friends constantly

asked ‘Are you on email yet?’ a decision had to be made, the Sartrean inevitability. For

some older adults the decision was not to learn and use the computer. In this study

Morgan had friends who would  just drop dead if you mention computers.

Learning experiences involve transactions between an individual and what at the time

constitutes the environment (Dewey, 1938/1975, p. 43). The environment consists of the

objects and the people who interact with the individual to create the unique experience.

In this study the objects of the environment are the computer-related resources. Other

people are: fellow learners, voluntary peer tutors, friends and neighbours. The

experience of learning is a shared experience and does not occur simply in the mind of

the learner (Dewey, 1938/1975). Learners in this study shared their experience with

other learners and they believed learning was enhanced by being with other learners.

The thing I enjoy most about the lessons is the interaction with other

people. Everybody’s doing the same thing so there’s learning from each

other which you wouldn’t do if you were at home by yourself.

Hilary

Attending lessons in same-age groups specifically catering for older adults was

important to some laterlife learners in this study. Clem believed learning with a group of

other older adults to be an enjoyable experience.

I’m very happy to belong to this group of people [older adults] who are

learning together.

Clem

Older adults in this study were confronted with increased difficulties in learning the

computer because of facing the unfamiliar (described in the previous chapter). This

necessitated emotional, technical, and learning support. The support that is available for

younger people, such as that in the work place or at school, was not as close-at-hand for

older adults who had to seek out assistance. Older adult computer learners needed to

identify who was willing and able to help and who they could trust and understand. It
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was not enough to have friends and neighbours who were computer whizzes, learners

needed to be able to understand what the person was saying. (Refer to previous chapter

for this discussion.) Within the learning environment Gill found that seeking assistance

from other learners was not always fruitful.

I learn who to ask for help and who not to ask.

Gill

Tutors were an immediate source for assistance and constituted an essential and vital

part of the learning experience for laterlife computer learners. However, teaching

standards even within clubs can be uneven in self-help organisations (Cloet, 2000).

Sunny found that her particular tutor’s style of tutoring suited her but that other tutors

within the club were not to her liking.

 I’m happy with my tutor but there are different levels here at this club.

Sunny

Some participants in this study believed the affective dimension of the tutor/learner

relationship had a greater influence on the learning experience than the teaching

experience and expert knowledge of tutors. (This will be explored in depth in the

section ‘Tutors’.)

He’s a patient soul and he’s never in a hurry.

Coby

The immediate learning environment, in which learners interacted with other learners

and tutors, provided the social situation of learning. Outside lessons, learners interacted

with family, friends, and neighbours. Both social contexts are important influences on

the lived experience of laterlife computer learners and will be considered in this chapter.

The wider social outcomes of learning will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Social context of learning

Learning together

Fellow learners contribute in many ways to the learning experience of each other. They

may assist with the construction of meaning, the affective aspects of support, and the

understanding of difficulties, the trials and tribulations of learning the computer

(Borkman, 1999; Brookfield, 2000; Bruner, 1990; Cell, 1984; Cross, 1981; Hrimech &

Bouchard, 1998; Jarvis, 1997; Manlinen, 2000; Stephenson, 2002; Tough, 1979, 1999;

Vygotsky, 1962, 1978). In the context of self-help organisations such as the ones in this

study “the group provides a setting in which people can learn from their own and

others’ experiences” (Borkman, 1999, p. 16). Fellow learners may not necessarily be

previous friends. They may be unknown to each other at the beginning of lessons but

friendships develop between learners as the lessons progress.

Quentin maintained that individuals helped each other out with problems such as when

he lost the Tool Bar and someone from the group suggested a solution. He also referred

to the learning needs of one person often leading to discussions within the group. As

discussed in the previous chapter, understanding the jargon is perceived by all

participants to be important and difficult. Getting assistance is not straight-forward.

Learners were sometimes unable to understand the answer or even to be able to frame

the question. Hence, it is essential for laterlife computer learners to have support that is

helpful and for this to be in an accepting environment. When Quentin was unable to

understand the meaning of ‘default’ he asked for clarification during the lesson (see

previous chapter). In the way Quentin described, other people in the group contributed

to the knowledge building of each other and learners felt less embarrassed to raise

individual difficulties. Second-order learning occurred and learners provided support for

one another in contributing to self-confidence. Different perspectives were given

legitimacy and everyone gained from the opportunity to listen and consider the ideas of

other learners. Gill learnt from other people by observing how they dealt with

difficulties. Listening and watching in group learning situations can contribute to

meaning-making (Tough, 1999).
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You watch those around you, how they cope.

Gill

While Gill was not actively interacting with other learners she was still able to take

from the experience of others, knowledge that contributed to her understandings. But

Gill also perceived that other learners could be a nuisance, significantly affecting her

learning capabilities. Interruptions from other learners led to a state of nervousness and

anxiety, resulting in Gill making mistakes in her own work.

I can’t accommodate any intrusions. If I get interrupted by the person

next to me when I’m trying to do something I fudge it all up or fiddle up

the program somehow. I can’t accommodate any intrusions. I don’t like

to get distractions.

Gill

A review of the literature did not mention the problems encountered in social learning

situations as Gill described. She was the only participant in this study to refer to

negative outcomes from group learning.

Groups have an important part to play in affective areas such as in supporting each other

when learners experienced problems and this has been discussed previously.

I talk to other learners about what they’re going through.

Gill

Groups also contributed to a sense of cohesiveness, of belonging to a group of like-

minded people and this had the potential to increase self-esteem.

I wasn’t so self-conscious because I was in a group with people in the 

same situation.

Quentin

Fellow learners provided stimuli by demonstrating what they could do and providing

ideas for other learners in using the computer. Learners shared their experiences in an
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environment where most of the talk related to computer experiences. Kerry, who learnt

on her own with a visiting home volunteer, recognised that there was a vital aspect of

her experience she missed out on.

I think it would do me good to join a class. I think it helps to find out

what other people are doing.

Kerry

Fellow learners also provided camaraderie, companionship and encouragement in just

being there and going through the same sorts of experiences. This mutually supportive

environment made learners feel not alone and gave them courage and impetus to keep

learning and to keep up with other learners. Keeping up was mentioned by both Gill and

Clem. Gill remarked that if you do not have your own computer, you do not keep up

(with other learners). There was an element of the importance of doing as well as the

rest of them (Clem). In this study participants compared their progress with others and

used group progress as a yardstick. They aspired to do as well as other learners in an

environment with learners in the same situation (beginning laterlife computer learners).

The process of comparing their progress with others assisted them in answering the

ontological question of ‘How am I going?’

Morgan stated that in solving problems two heads are better than one. However, as Gill

discovered this was not always the case. When assistance was required outside the

group learning situation fellow-learners were only relied on when learners knew the

other learner could provide the answer. Gill described a situation where she set herself a

goal and worked on achieving it by using the computers during ‘free time’. In ‘free

time’ learners helped each other out with the assistance of peer volunteers. Gill referred

to the frustration of having to ‘find out’ who knew the answer so that she could get the

assistance she required in order to achieve her goal.

 I get a bit impatient with some of them. I learn who to ask for help and

who not to ask. I really want to clinch the idea of saving on the hard

disk. I didn’t have a computer until a couple of months ago. Everything

was on floppies so I’m not used to the hard disk. There’s one person I

know who is straight off the chest and what she says, she only says when
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she knows it. So I’ll come in on the same day as her and I know she’ll fix

that problem up that I’ve got.

Gill

Clem would ring a fellow learner for help if she thought they knew the answer. She

would not ring them if she thought they would not know the answer.

We help each other over the phone if there’s anything that one thinks

somebody else might know that they don’t.

Clem

Sunny suggested that fellow learners were of no help to her because she knew more

than they did.

I have asked questions of other people who are coming to lessons but

there’s been no answers.

Sunny

Hilary learnt in a group of about ten people and found that she was able to get assistance

from more experienced learners when she first started lessons.

I sometimes talk to other learners if I have a problem. In the first 12

months of my lessons there were two learners who were very

proficient sitting next to me, but now I have a learner who asks me. In

most cases I can help her out.

Hilary

These instances of Gill, Clem, Sunny, and Hilary suggest that learners would initially

ask another learner who was close-at-hand but then decide if it was worthwhile to ask

again. By asking once they were able to identify learners who may be able to help with

a particular problem. In contrast, Aries would not ask other learners because they were

all struggling to learn and she did not want to interrupt anyone.
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Everyone’s doing their own thing. One of the ladies has Parkinson’s

disease, so she really needs to concentrate very, very closely on what

she’s doing. So I wouldn’t feel like disturbing her. They are all very nice

but I wouldn’t approach them.

Aries

In a combination of another learner believing Gill was capable and Gill not being sure

but willing to try, the experience contributed to her ability and confidence that she

would be able to assist someone else.

There’s a lady who comes to lessons and one day when I was doing

email, she said to me “You know what you are doing”.  Then she said

“Will you teach me?” So I’m meeting up with her next week.

Gill

Clem talked about a time when she and a fellow learner were trying to implement

something they had been shown and during the course of the attempt she used a

technique not seen before by her friend. This provided potential for second-order

learning to occur particularly in relation to her friend.

I was sitting beside my friend and we were trying to implement

something. She’d had a go and couldn’t get it and then I had a turn on

the computer. I started typing and I used a shortcut [something I’d been

doing for quite a while] and she said ‘How did you do that?’ She was

very pleased to know about that.

Clem

Learning in same-age group learning environments provided opportunities for

friendships to develop. In this study both Quentin and Gill were initially unhappy about

retirement and felt they had been forced into retirement. The potential for group

learning to lead to closer friendships was important to them. They both lived alone and

had minimal contact with close family. They relied on friendship in social interactions

and possible friendships emanating from the learning situation. Forming friendships

within the learning community contributes to the ontological question of ‘Where do I
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belong?’ Quentin had coffee after each lesson with fellow learners and this was an

important part of his experience that he enjoyed. During this time, Quentin and fellow

learners were able to talk about their feelings and share the learning journey away from

the learning situation. Frustration and anxiety were deflected by having a laugh

together. The group interactions and cohesiveness provided support for individual

learners (Brookfield, 2000; Cross, 1981; Stephenson, 2002; Tough, 1979).

I’m doing my lessons in a relaxed atmosphere, an age group that I feel

comfortable with. It’s like a social outing really. We end up having coffee

afterwards and a bit of a joke. We’re able to share our experiences with

each other.

Quentin

Gill referred to the potential to make friendships from within the learning situation

based on common interests.  The added interest of gardening as well as computers

enabled a stronger link to be forged between group members. She referred to the caring

and sharing events as being like family. In fact Goleman (1985) believes that in groups

with strong social cohesion a pseudo-family dynamic operates.

What’s happened to me since coming to lessons is that there’s a group

within the group. That’s gardening. It’s not only computers, it’s become

personalised to a point where you think of each other and bring in

snippets from the garden of this and that. There’s an interchange and

that’s good. It enriches life. It’s kind of personalised. Not your next-of-

kin but it’s like family.

Gill

There was a sense of belongingness and comfort, and warmth in the group, possibly

contributing to the ontological question of ‘Does this make me feel good about myself?’

While I’m here I belong to a little group, a community-minded group. We

may never meet elsewhere but when we walk through the door, we

belong. We’ve got a common interest so we can talk.

Alex
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This is like an extended family, a brotherhood. There’s a fair bit of

caring and sharing here. It breeds good will. It’s a good feeling. It’s

positive, all positive.

Gill

Self-help groups with a mutual aid ethos are “specialized replacements for extended

families and social networks that respect the humanity of the person” (Borkman, 1999,

p. 69). Hilary said the people in her group did not meet outside the lessons and she had

not made any friends from the group but she still felt a sense of belonging and

friendliness just in knowing other people’s names and being able to say hullo. She was

no longer a stranger.

In the club everyone greets you by name and everybody knows everyone.

We didn’t at the beginning but everybody knows everybody now. It’s nice

to be able to say “Hullo”.

Hilary

This sense of belonging felt by Quentin, Gill, and Alex is an important element of the

triad, Being-belonging-becoming (Kidd, 1973b). It is also an important dimension of

active, vital and meaningful human connections and participation (Beatty & Wolf,

1996; Erikson, et al., 1986; Kelly, 1993; Thorson, 2000).

In this section I have explicated the social aspects of learning together. The laterlife

computer learners in this study looked for and mostly received support for a range of

needs from fellow learners. Within the cognitive dimension of learning participants

were able to take advantage of the social situation for second-order learning. There were

instances in this study where learners were unable to confirm and check their

understandings with fellow learners because other learners were perceived to be less

skilled than participants. This possibly meant that learners relied on others for this

checking and this will be discussed later in this chapter. In this study the strongest

support for learning together, within the dimensions of learning, appears to be in the

affective domain. The laterlife computer learners in this study looked to each other for

mutual emotional support, a sense of belongingness, and the potential for friendship
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outside the learning situation. In the conative dimension of learning participants

measured their progress against others and considered it important to ‘keep up’ with the

group. This friendly rivalry possibly strengthened individual impetus and determination.

Tutors

I approached tutor-learner relationship questions during interviews with caution and

trepidation. My hesitation was due not only to ethical concerns but also to pragmatic

concerns about entry into the field. I decided not to ask any direct questions about

tutors. Learners were not asked to comment on the quality of the tutoring. I was

sensitive to my research being seen as surreptitious and possibly subversive. Tutors

were gatekeepers and I relied on the trust and goodwill of tutors to negotiate my entry

into the field. This entry could have been made difficult as I repeatedly re-negotiated

my entry into the field when I interviewed new participants. I did not focus on teaching,

rather, I attempted to focus on learning insofar as it was possible to separate these two

processes. As Thorndike (cited in Kidd, 1973a) confirms, learners play the chief role in

the drama and I wanted their experience to be the focus. However, as tutors are a part of

the experience it was difficult to imagine how learners could describe their learning

experience without mentioning tutors. Learning is a transactional encounter in which

learner desires and facilitator priorities inevitably interact and influence each other

(Brookfield, 1986). In my first interview with a participant Clem chose to mention the

tutor when asked a question about discussions with fellow learners. This suggested that

the tutor’s role in the description was essential to her experience. Hence, I have included

this section on tutors even though no direct questions were asked about them.

Tutors play an important role in the viability of self-help groups such as computer clubs.

Tutors act in a voluntary capacity and in the case of Aub, Coby, and Kerry the voluntary

tutors go to the learner’s home. One club in this study had a paid non-peer teacher. The

participants attending this club were Alex, Clem, and Gill.  Sunny attended a club where

tutors worked individually with one learner in a room with other tutors and learners. Her

(one-to-one) volunteer tutor adapted to her learning style and listened to her. He was

prepared to be flexible and to be guided by her preferred learning style rather than to
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persist with a series of planned sequences of lessons. In non-formal learning situations

there is potential for innovation and unexpected outcomes (Jarvis, 1987). It appears in

the example given by Sunny (see below) that she was able to direct her learning in a

way that may not have been possible in other learning situations.

I have a good tutor. I’m the type that if you’re going to teach me

something I’ll say “Tell me again” and again and maybe even again.

Then he’ll show me and I’ll say “Now let me do it.” Then I write it in my

book and the tutor is a dear person and he goes with me.

Sunny

Sunny added that she often had a whole lesson just asking questions based on her

learning needs and the tutor was able to accommodate a change to a planned lesson

structure. It is possible in a non-formal environment to allow for flexibility and

negotiation between learners and tutors.

I’ve always come to the lessons with questions. I’ve had lessons where

my whole lesson is questions that I’ve come with but if I don’t ask the

questions I don’t learn.

Sunny

Bobby’s (one-to-one) volunteer tutor was patient and understanding and addressed all

her inquiries with a desire to assist in her learning. His approach enabled her to

construct meaning without having to struggle with terminology.

The tutor is good. Even though the computer language is a little bit hard,

he speaks my language and you can ask stupid questions and he doesn’t

laugh. He is very patient and says “Well, that’s computer language” and

that’s from somebody like him.

 Bobby

The tutor had set up an accepting climate in which Bobby felt confident about asking

any questions. He made Bobby feel supported by saying he empathised with her and her

difficulty in understanding computer terminology. In saying and that is from somebody
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like him suggested that Bobby believed the tutor had more knowledge than she did and

even he considered computer terminology was hard to understand. The learning

exchange that Bobby and her tutor experienced may be an example of the “challenging,

passionate, and creative activity” that occurs “when adults teach and learn in one

another’s company” (Brookfield, 1986, p. 1).

The majority of participants said their particular tutors were kind and empathetic, but

Sunny and Morgan believed ‘there were tutors and there were tutors’. This is referred to

in the literature as the unevenness of quality in tutoring in self-help groups (Cloet,

2000). Both Sunny and Morgan referred to the variations in the quality of the tutors

within their club and they made these comments while saying their particular tutor was

well-suited to their needs unlike other tutors they’ve observed and experienced.

Learners had personal preferences for particular tutor styles and instructional methods

and when they achieved this compatibility they were very happy.

I had one tutor with whom I had an excellent rapport. She solved a

couple of problems for me. She would listen and that is great because not

all tutors are available in that way.

Morgan

I’m happy with my tutor but there are different levels here at this club.

Sunny

Quentin referred to the limited knowledge volunteer tutors had and therefore the limited

amount of assistance they were able to give learners. He coupled this with the statement

that his tutors were very helpful.

I make a note of any problems and then bring them back to the class

each week and ask the tutors. They’re very helpful and they don’t mind

going to some trouble in explaining to me what they can.

Quentin

Participant attitudes to tutors were that tutors did the best they could, taking into

account they were unqualified to teach, had limited knowledge of computing, and were
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unpaid. Laterlife computer learners in this study appeared to relate to tutors in

heightened human ways. They were thankful for any assistance they were given by

tutors and they understood the constraints of tutors. Possibly mature-aged learners are

less inclined to be judgmental and better able to display empathy, in the way previously

described (see the section ‘Discussion of the (computer) learning Being: (I-learner-

computer’). Older adults have a lifetime of experience that may enable them to

sympathise with the difficulties experienced by tutors. These interactions between the

tutors and the learners are social forms of teaching and learning and “ways in which we

realize our humanity” (Brookfield, 1986, p. 1). Gill was conscious of being critical, that

she may become a tutor one day and find it is not easy. Some time after the interview

she reflected on her statement about volunteer tutors taking over the mouse and how

much this had annoyed her (see later in this section). She is now conscious (as a tutor)

of resisting the urge to control the mouse for the learner.

Aries was open and honest in her attitude to tutors when she commented that learners

were not able to learn with certain tutors. Like many other participants she also referred

to affective aspects of the tutor/learner relationship.

I think the tutor’s a little bit disappointed because I’ve not put more time

into it. [The computer at home is not working and I’ve done no practice

outside lesson times.] Then when she discovered I couldn’t type that

really upset her apple cart. There are some people you can learn with

and there are some people you can’t. There are teachers and there are

teachers. If you feel comfortable with someone and they feel comfortable

with you they’ll teach you.

Aries

Aries described a tutor-learner interaction when the tutor set up expectations that Aries

was unable to meet. She was not deterred by this clash of expectations and was more

concerned with feeling comfortable. For Aries, the most important aspect of the tutor-

learner relationship was in not feeling uncomfortable. She believed she would learn

with anyone so long as she was compatible with the tutor.
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Gill referred to the volunteers as so-called volunteers in a disparaging tone. Her tone

seemed to suggest that volunteers may call themselves volunteers but that they had

another agenda or that they did not behave as she expected of a volunteer. The notion of

volunteering contains an altruistic element and an expectation of empathy but Gill’s

disparaging tone implied a lack of respect for volunteers and their role.

A lot of these so-called volunteers they’re good in a lot of things but in

some things, no. They take hold of your mouse and fiddle-fumble. I can’t

take too much of that.

Gill

Gill attended lessons with a paid tutor who had experience in teaching older adult

computer learners. There were also a number of peer volunteers rostered to assist with

lessons. Voluntary peer tutors were previous beginners who had been invited to assist

with new learners by the paid tutor. Learners’ perceptions in this study were that

volunteers were offered the positions on the basis of being capable of assisting

beginners and having at least more than the basic knowledge. Gill would disagree

because from her experience volunteers were unable to assist with learners because the

they did not know the answers themselves. Gill suggested that she needed tutors with

expert knowledge in both the content material and in teaching skills. The strategy of

volunteers to: not admit they do not know (when asked for assistance by learners) but

then to attempt to find the answer through a process unknown to them, detracted from

the learning by setting up and creating confusion, frustration and anxiety for learners.

Gill outlined this strategy.

I don’t want to talk about [how to do things] with volunteers when it’s

maybes. That really confuses me more than ever and a whole lot of

energy goes into that and I get drained. It’s almost like me saying to

them “Do they know it or do they not?” When I want the answer to one

click, one simple click, and they bring in all this other stuff then forget it

because that’s no good. That drags me down. I’m not getting anywhere

and I’m more confused. It’s better I don’t get confused and just don’t get

anywhere. I don’t want any talk about things.

Gill
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Gill described a situation in which learners were unable to construct knowledge from a

shared perspective because neither party had sufficient knowledge and skills. In this

situation Gill needed to know the exact answer and a ‘let’s try it together’, approach was

not productive. In this study, there sometimes appeared to be a time (identified in this

section and previously) when learners wanted specific answers and they sought

assistance from people they regarded as knowledgeable.

Learners may be empathetic to the voluntary notion of helping each other out in any

way possible, the mutualness aspect of the non-profit organisation. Self-help learning

clubs in this study operated on the basis of mutual obligation. Without volunteers clubs

would not be viable and this placed an onus on the part of learners to give their time and

effort to other members in the same way as tutors have done for them. Morgan believed

that in the spirit of the self-help group there was an encumbrance on learners to give

back to the club what they had received so it was expected they would become tutors as

a part of the self-help group ethos. Clubs encouraged members to participate and to be

part of the decision-making processes. The members of the self-help groups may

participate “because they agree with the values and goals of the group, what it stands for

and is trying to achieve for its members” (Borkman, 1999, p. 18).

I went to a club meeting recently and they made the point that those of us

who’ve been in the class for a while ought to be thinking about returning

something and that’s something of which I totally agree.

Morgan

Coby was a volunteer driver within the local community and had a heightened sense of

the responsibility of members to give in ways they could to help others. Through her

volunteer network she arranged for a tutor to come to her home. Coby had a Mac

computer and was unable to find local lessons where Mac computers were used. She

was very supportive of volunteer programs and was sensitive to the tutor and his needs.

The tutor had not used a Mac computer before the lessons so he was learning the

differences between the Mac and the PC while tutoring her. Coby was very grateful for

any time he put into assisting her learning. The advantage of having him come to her
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home and learning on her computer outweighed the disadvantage of him being a novice

in using a Mac computer.

The tutor doesn’t have a Mac computer so we sometimes have problems

and difficulties but I’m quite happy to put up with those because it makes

life so easy for me when he just comes to the house. He’s quite happy to

stay for anything up to two hours and he’s not fidgety about wanting to

go home.

Coby

Coby realised that at one stage there was the possibility she would have to attend

lessons in the city to learn the Mac computer and not having to leave her home suited

her very well. The fact that there were some problems the volunteer couldn’t help with

seemed OK because he was prepared to devote his time to her without her feeling that

he wanted to rush off. Added to this was her personal opinion of him as a nice chap.

Within the spirit of the volunteer/mutual obligation arrangements people are able “to

contribute their strengths and gifts to others without focusing on their fallibilities”

(Borkman, 1999, p. 11).

Finding a suitable location for learning is not straightforward for laterlife computer

learners. Hilary needed wheel-chair access to places of learning and relied on her

daughter to find a place for her.

It was about five months after getting the computer my daughter found

the local seniors’ group through a local business person. She had sent

emails around the Tafe colleges but most of their lessons were either on

a Saturday, which wasn’t convenient, or at night or they weren’t

accessible for disability.

Hilary

Clem tried to join classes for seniors in her local area but they were very popular and

there was a long waiting list.
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I applied at my local senior’s club for computer lessons and I waited for

over 12 months to get in.

Clem

Aub described his first experience in finding a suitable place to learn.

I was very keen to go to lessons to learn the computer. I looked around

and saw an ad in the paper for seniors. I went there and paid for one

day, to see what it was like. There was a room with 10-12 computers and

the person [in charge] said ‘Well there’s one, there’s one’ and turned

around and walked away and didn’t do anything more. The computers

were turned on and others were playing ‘Solitaire’ so I couldn’t ask them

what to do. Nobody came [to help me] and I thought this was [a] dead

end because I wasn’t learning anything.

Aub

Subsequent to this experience Aub relinquished his driver’s licence and was reliant on

home tutoring. Morgan also described her first experience as being unsatisfactory.

I went to the public libraries and that was free tuition. I found it

unsatisfactory, unstructured and a total loss as far as I was concerned.

Morgan

If a potential learner encounters a negative experience which incorporates difficulties or

frustration, they may decide the whole thing is flawed and decide not to proceed

(Tough, 1979). Once learners have found a suitable learning situation they may be less

likely to criticise tutors because of their difficulty in just finding a place to learn.

Learners may not want to appear to be ungrateful for the volunteer’s assistance and by

criticising they see themselves as appearing to be unthankful for the opportunity to

learn.

In the case of the home tutors there was a sense of acknowledging that the tutors went

out of their way to come to the house and this was very convenient for learners who

then did not have to leave the house. The affective domain of the tutor-learner dynamic
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seemed to be an important dimension, that learners were able to relate to tutors as

humans, trying their best. Participants were quick to emphasise that tutors were kind,

thoughtful people, with good intentions. Quentin’s tutors did not mind being stopped in

the middle of a lesson to answer questions. Both Aub and Coby mentioned patience as a

welcome attribute of their home tutors. These affective aspects of the tutor/learner

relationship may be ways in which both tutors and learners are realising their humanity

(see Brookfield, 1986, earlier in this section).

He’s very, very good and he sometimes comes [to my house] 2-3 times a

week and stays for as long as it takes to get there.

Aub

He’s a patient soul and he’s never in a hurry.

Coby

In this section I have outlined the complexity of the tutor-learner relationship. Laterlife

computer learners in this study preferred to have tutors they would feel comfortable

with on a personal level. This aspect of the learning, the affective dimension, appeared

more important to learners than having a qualified teacher or a person with all the

answers. The learners took into account many considerations when commenting on

tutors: the low cost, the self-help group ethos, the voluntary nature of tutors, and the

local community location. They considered the mutuality of participation and

contribution, and the possibility that they may become tutors at a later stage and

discover that being a tutor ‘is not as easy as it looks’. Older adults in this study were

able to empathise with tutors by placing the self in the tutor situation. They

demonstrated maturity and wisdom and reflection in ways that may be related to time

and age.
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Social influences and support

Family

Family and friends influence the ‘what’ and ‘how’ of learning (Jarvis, 2001b; Tough,

1979). They not only influence the initial decisions but also influence the ongoing

learning. Half the participants in this study were given their first computer by family

(Aub, Clem, Coby, Morgan, Pat) or friends (Aries, Sunny). Family and friends were

seen as very special people who did not mind assisting with problems. They may even

feel partly responsible for ongoing support if they have provided the computer. Given

that the family is the centre point of most people’s lives and provide the relationships

they hold most dear and that are the longest lasting, it is not surprising that the family

has a unique support position and role to play after the ‘what’ and ‘how’ decisions are

made.

Social support from family was crucial to Pat as she experienced difficulties and

frustrations in her learning experience. There was a major turning point in Pat’s

experience when she needed emotional support. She was able to get this support from

her daughter and son-in-law. She also looked to her daughter for advice and

confirmation that learning is dynamic and therefore a non-linear process. This support

and advice helped Pat to put the experience into perspective, that her difficulty had

nothing to do with the technology, nothing to do with her ability to learn, and nothing to

do with her age, that it had to do with the nature of learning. Pat mentioned her daughter

and her son-in-law a number of times throughout the interview in relation to advice that

provided her with reassurance and emotional support. From the beginning Pat’s son-in-

law provided her with support and reassurance, anticipating and addressing her fears.

She was terrified of the computer and everything about it but her son-in-law helped her

overcome this fear.

I was absolutely terrified of the computer. But my son-in-law wrote me a

note. It said “You cannot damage this computer. It has been trained for

use by impatient children”.

Pat
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Pat’s son-in-law played a direct role in her belief as a learner from the beginning and

throughout her experience. Coby’s elder son provided her with a computer and set it up.

He also provided ongoing assistance. Coby phoned him one day on the mobile phone

because she needed assistance in disconnecting from the Internet on their landline. In

this respect Coby was like Aub (see below) who frequently rang his daughter STD in

the belief that their children would be able to assist with computer problems from a

distance. (Aub’s daughter also provided him with his first computer.) Coby’s family

provided her with emotional support and encouragement and they checked on her

progress.

My younger son in London says he thinks I’ve learnt quite quickly. He

congratulates me and he’s nice about it. I think he says it to butter me up

and to do my ego good but why not, it’s always nice to get buttered up.

Coby

Coby got a sense that even though there was a long distance geographically between her

and her son he was still able to provide her with a sense of achievement and pride in her

learning and accomplishment. Coby believed her son was saying ‘Even though you are

far away I am still thinking of you and your learning is important to me’.

I telephone my son and daughter overseas once a fortnight because I like

to hear their voices. They will sometimes say to me “We haven’t had any

email from you for a long time, how are you going on the computer?

Coby

Clem’s family was a central part of her life and her computer experience. They were

instrumental in her buying an electric typewriter. They encouraged her interest in the

computer and prior to using the computer they assured her that she would love it. A

family member offered her a second-hand computer and she decided very soon after

using it to buy a new one.

My son and daughter-in-law gave me money towards an electronic

typewriter that had all the capabilities of a word processor. I had only
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used one and a half cartridges on that and my daughter-in-law kept

telling me about the computer and saying I ought to get one. The whole

family said I would be able to handle it so when my cousin offered me a

second-hand on, I bit the bullet and got it from her. I only had it a short

time and I gave it away and bought myself a new one.

Clem

The family interest in Clem’s learning and use of the computer continued throughout

her experience. She used humour to describe their encouragement.

Everyone has encouraged me to the nth degree. They’ve not tolerated

any feelings of failure on my part along the way. They say “Come on,

you can do it”.  Anyway I don’t mind.

Clem

Andy’s son was very happy that his father attended computer lessons after nagging

Andy to buy a computer. For children and grandchildren there was an element of relief

when the older parents learnt to use a computer. Cloet (2000) refers to this dimension of

family influence in his study of older adult computer learners in peer groups. Cloet

believes that when older adults develop computer skills their children and grandchildren

are greatly impressed and feel their responsibility towards their parents and

grandparents has been lessened. It also enables younger people to see their own future

and they are more inclined to be optimistic about their own future. Another effect on the

next generation is of believing that old age is not a state of passive dependence and that

other possibilities are achievable. If older people remain autonomous it relieves the

younger generation of the burden and responsibilities surrounding the caring of older

parents.

Aub’s daughter was instrumental in organising a computer for him and provided

ongoing support both over the STD phone and when he packed up the computer system

and took it in the car to her house six hours drive away. The grandchildren have also

encouraged him and anticipated his needs by providing practical assistance.
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I started to scribble down the family history when they told me to get it

down. My daughter got me an old computer so that I could learn the

keyboard. Then she made a deal and got me a better one. I’ve since

bought a new one. I gave the old one to my grandson. He was very good

and taught me a lot about what I could do on the computer. I even took

the computer up to their place in the country [six hours drive]. I took the

lot up, put it all in the car. When I was packing it up to come home my

grandson showed me where all the plugs went in and covered up the

places where the plugs shouldn’t go.

Aub

In contrast to Aub’s experience, Morgan would not ring anyone STD. Morgan was

adamant that even asking for assistance from family members who were living close-by

would be a waste of time. (See the section on jargon in the previous chapter.) She

believed her problems were trivial and also that she wanted to work things out for

herself. Further, she felt that her family were not qualified teachers and all they would

be able to show her was how they did it themselves.

I wouldn’t ring my family STD. That would be quite impudent. It’s not

something I would do, over a triviality.

Morgan

She may have considered it a triviality to them but she described the experience as

being frustrating and over a long period.

I taught myself email by trial and error. And a lot of error. I would lose

letters, they’d go to drafts. I wouldn’t know how to open drafts. This

absolutely infuriated me so for a long time I just struggled on my own.

But when I finally worked it out I just pushed it to one side and got on

with the next problem.

Morgan
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Morgan maintained she preferred to struggle on alone to solve her own problems

because of her experience in being taught by unqualified people, particularly family

members.

My grandchildren and family adults are of no help. They can’t explain

stuff to a learner. They can do it but they can’t teach me how to do it.

I’ve tried to learn with the family but it’s hopeless. I’ve given up on them.

They don’t have the skills of transmission and I finish up the loser. If I’m

quick enough I may get it but with my limited experience it’s hopeless.

It’s just a quick fix. There’s no teaching going on. I’d rather hammer

away by myself, because that’s where I get answers. Sooner or later.

Mostly from books.

Morgan

Grandchildren were mentioned by other participants and the experiences were varied.

Coby insisted her grandchildren who lived overseas had shown no interest in her

learning or in communicating with her via email. Pat’s grandchildren confidently

‘clicked, clicked, clicked’ and boasted “It’s so easy, Nan”. Pat recognised that the

grandchildren made it look easy because they knew what they were doing and that they

could do it quickly but that she could not learn from them. Clem’s grandchildren were

unique in that although she acknowledged their superior computer expertise there

seemed to be a lot of sharing of experiences.

I enjoy talking to my grandson who’s at university and his girlfriend. I

pick their brains at every opportunity I have. They often come and stay

with me. It’s good exchanging those ideas and I’m able to show them

things that they don’t know too, that they haven’t experimented with. The

same with my two sons and daughter-in-law. I really enjoy it when I am

able to enlighten my grandchildren about something. It’s more of a long

street their way to me than mine to them. I really enjoy it with them.

Their knowledge!

Clem
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Sunny and Aub had support from their family, starting with the family history of write it

down, Mum (Sunny) and get it down (Aub). For Sunny the computer was a natural

progression from her ability to type. She worked until she was 73, (five to six years ago)

and had already hand-written the family history when her daughter said “Get a

computer, you’ll love It”. Sunny was offered second-hand computers from four

different people and settled on one from the next door neighbour. Nephews and nieces

immediately asked if they could help her with learning how to use it. Sunny received

ongoing family support whenever she experienced difficulties. For instance, Sunny’s

nephew attempted to assist her in solving the problem of why she ‘lost’ all her work. He

asked pertinent questions about on-screen messages and then assisted her in interpreting

them. He further offered to scan the printed pages so that she did not have to re-type 11

foolscap pages. Sunny had printed them before saving and then when the message

appeared asking her did she want to save her work she pressed ‘No’. Her nephew

responded to her worries and attempted to alleviate her disquiet. He attempted to help

her understand the problem so that she would be able to understand the question and not

have this happen again. These extra efforts with support and assistance were important

to Sunny in the context of her role in the family.

There was an element of passive encouragement whereby family members did not

obstruct or oppose the learning but at the same time did not show any real interest in it.

This occurred with Alex. The family appeared off-hand about her learning, maybe even

ambivalent.

The family just thinks “OK, well if it keeps you busy, why not? It keeps

you occupied”. They’re not terribly impressed. None of them are

particularly interested in using the computer other than through work.

They use it as a tool but I use it as a hobby. They just say “OK, enjoy

yourself”.

Alex

There is also the type of interest shown by partners such as Sunny described. Her

husband shared her experience for emotional support but did not understand the

significance of her achievements and struggles. He considered the computer as a

plaything and therefore did not appreciate Sunny’s cognitive engagement with it.
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I’m often bringing things out to show him that I’ve done on the computer.

He’s not very interested but he does the partner-thing just to make sure I

don’t think he’s not interested. My husband calls it a toy but it’s a

challenge to me.

Sunny

Kerry experienced family acceptance in her need to learn and they supported her

individualism.

I’ve always done my own thing so it’s normal for me to be learning. The

family just says “That’s what Mum does”.

Kerry

Gill’s son advised her against buying a computer because of the cost in relation to the

benefit. He considered her needs for the use of the computer would be minimal and she

would be able to use a computer in public libraries. Gill believed her son did not take

her learning needs seriously and she quickly discovered after attending lessons that she

was not able to keep up with the lessons because she was unable to practice at home, at

her convenience.

My son always told me I didn’t need to buy a computer, for the money it

costs. He was wrong. You gotta have. You need to have one otherwise

you’re going to be miles behind the rest of the class.

Gill

In fact she went against her son’s advice and bought a computer.

Aub referred to the significance of the affective domain in his learning. He described his

early efforts in learning the computer and the impact this had both on his wife and on

his ability to concentrate.

About the time when I was trying to learn the computer my wife became

pretty sick. She’s in a home now with Alzheimer’s. I used to try to get
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used to the computer by playing ‘Solitaire’. I’d be sitting there and she’d

say “When are you coming to bed?” I’d say ‘I’ll be there soon’ and

she’d say “I don’t know what you’re looking at, all those figures going

backwards and forwards”. It was terrible. I was trying to learn a bit and

then my wife had a few bad operations and with all that stuff going on, I

couldn’t concentrate. Finally we had to get her into a home. I think a lot

of what was happening with my wife may have had a certain amount of

influence to concentrate on certain things. I don’t know whether that has

affected my ability or my speed to pick up those things [on the

computer].

Aub

Aub’s experience demonstrated how the affective dimension had a direct influence on

cognitive and conative abilities. There is some evidence from cognitive science

literature (see the literature review) that suggests that anxiety and stress may have a

detrimental effect on cognitive abilities. Unfortunately, the subjective experience of

learners is largely absent from adult learning literature (Brookfield, 2000). In the case of

Aub, his wife’s illness placed emotional strain on him and he was unable to concentrate.

In a poignant way he blamed himself for her having to leave the marital home. Aub felt

that his attempts at learning the computer upset his wife and he was unable to talk about

his experience of learning the computer without thinking about his wife in a nursing

home.

The value of family support was mainly in the affective domain, the emotional support,

but it also occurred as physical support.  Sunny had a compulsion to learn and she

considered herself very lucky to have a husband who not only accommodated this, but

also made life easier for her by cooking meals and welcoming her home without

begrudging her the time she spent outside the house and away from him.

I lead a very busy life. I have a husband and obligations as well but I am

pretty spoiled. He cooks my dinner. I come home and my dinner’s cooked

and I’m out all the time.

Sunny
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Technical support and possibly financial support from the family appeared important in

the purchase and maintenance of computers. These types of support were offered with

no strings attached and no further obligation because these giving and taking actions

were a part of family life. In this study, there appeared to be some perceived obligation

on the part of the family ‘giver’ of the computer to assist the ‘receiver’ i.e. the laterlife

computer learner in this study. Emotional support was shown to also be valuable and

essential for laterlife computer learners. It may even be the case that the affective

domain had an important influence on the cognitive abilities of laterlife computer

learners in this study.

Neighbours

Neighbours were special and possibly unexpected sources of support. Laterlife

computer learners in this study discovered very early on in their learning there were

times when they needed an answer and they needed it now (help-at-hand). They had

done all they could and gone as far as they could but then one little thing (one simple

click, Gill) held them back. Talking it over on the phone was difficult. Quentin’s friends

did not live locally and he had difficulty discussing problems over the phone. He

preferred to have someone on hand to be able to assist him on his own computer but he

took the problems back to the lessons and this was the next best thing.

There have been times that I have phoned friends with a problem.

However, my friends don’t live nearby, they live the other end of the city.

It’s not always easy for them to come to my place and trying to speak to

someone over the phone while going through something on the computer

is a bit difficult so I would much rather have someone at home with me

and just say “Hey, what do I do here, I’ve run into a problem. What do I

do?” I’m unable to do that so I have to make a note of my problems and

bring them along to the lessons.

Quentin
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Sunny had strong neighbourhood support. The computer she currently used was given

to her by a neighbour and she was often invited next door to look up things on the

Internet and to learn how to use the Internet. She identified two young people down the

street and her next door neighbour as people she called on to help with problems and to

discuss computers generally.

I have two young people down the street I call on when I need help. One

works in computers. They are very good. They’re lovely people and they

call in and say “What can we do, how can we help?” I also have another

neighbour and she says “Come in and I’ll teach you the Internet. You

can use mine.”

Sunny

Kerry had local support of a different kind. It was a neighbourhood in the sense that

they lived close-by and they were handy to be able to come to her house almost

immediately. They were connected by their common participation in church life. Kerry

undertook a number of computer tasks for the church in which there may have been a

sense of mutualness, of helping each other out. Her tutor was a member of the same

church and was available to her for home lessons although these times were more like

having someone fix your mistakes. Another member of the church also assisted her with

problems. This person was brilliant on computers and told her what to do and what not

to do. Kerry expressed gratitude that one came around the other day and installed a

zone alarm and anti-virus software on her computer. Church community members

seemed to look after one another and supported each other in the same way as

neighbours did for others. Kerry regarded one church member very highly for his

expertise and knowledge as a scientist and a computer user and says he spent a lot of

time assisting her.

He comes down and spends a fair bit of time at home. I’m surprised that

he can spend so much time with me. It’s sort of low compared to what his

qualifications are.

Kerry
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Kerry positioned herself as a basic computer user when she compared herself to him but

she knew the value of her contribution to the church community in her computer work.

I do the minutes every month and I do rosters galore. They also ask me to

do letters and general office things.

Kerry

Neigbourhood support and the subsequent increased contact with neighbours has the

potential to reinforce the importance of neighbourhood. This can lead to social cohesion

and greater participation. It enables mutuality in practice and has potential for positive

feelings of individual self-worth. People such as Kerry felt important because influential

people in her church community assisted her and she felt valued within this community.

Sunny had collaborative neighbourhood support where neighbours called in to ask if

they could assist her. Sunny was a volunteer at her local school and had a strong sense

of community so when neighbours offered to help this strengthened community

cohesion. “Membership in a human family or community is an artifact, something that

has to be made, not biologically given” (Bateson, 1994, p. 62). Participants in this study

actively sought to be involved in their communities in meaningful ways. They had a

strong sense of mutuality and of working towards common goals.

Friends

As previously discussed in the section ‘Family’, friends and family influence the ‘what’

and ‘how’ of learning (Jarvis, 2001b; Tough, 1979). In this section I will look to

existing friendships and friendships from the socio-cultural field. These are friends who

are not fellow learners as discussed in the earlier section, but nonetheless have a

significant influence on the lived experience of the learners in this study.

Pat attended lessons with a personal tutor. Classes were situated in a senior citizens’

centre and each learner had one tutor. There was no opportunity to interact with other

learners as the lesson lasted one hour and at the end of that time everyone left to go

home. Immediately afterwards another group of learners arrived for the next lesson. Pat
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did not know if fellow learners could be of assistance to her because she had not

experienced a learning environment where she had the opportunity to meet with and talk

to other learners. However, she mentioned that within her social group other computer

learners asked each other questions and relied on each other for technical assistance and

emotional support.

Some of the ladies at golf come to computer lessons like me and we talk

about it together. They’ll say “How are you going?” They talk about

their problems and I think ‘I’m not the only one’.  I’ve asked a couple of

questions and they’ve been able to help me but at the moment I haven’t

been able to help anyone. Maybe one day I will when I get a bit better at

it.

Pat

Pat and her friends were mutually supportive and assisted each other in any way they

could. They took an interest in the activities and progress of members within the group.

Human community “includes the shared construction and conservation of meaning and

compassion that exist only as they are lived” (Bateson, 1994, p. 63). In Pat’s lived

experience friends were caring and understanding and they sought to make sense of

their lifeworld by creating a bond between members. They not only asked “How are you

going?” but they also acted in ways that reinforced the feeling that they understood what

it was to be learning the computer in laterlife. Alex also experienced a human

community in Bateson’s terms. She described swimming lessons and other social

groups where computer-related topics were often discussed and members helped each

other when they could.

I go to an aquatic centre three times a week and in the middle of the

class, someone will say “I tried to get Windows Explorer. I don’t know

where it’s gone”.  Someone else will say “Go down to Programs and

then see if there’s another menu”. This seems to be happening in other

groups I belong to as well.

Alex
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Whilst the swimming pool seems an unlikely context for a computer discussion this

experience suggests that within the swimming group computer-related discussions were

acceptable and normal. Kerry had similar experiences and said all her friends used

computers and they helped each other out often.

Most of the people I meet with socially are computer people. I go out

with a group of people I used to work with. They’re all really brilliant

with their computers so they could tell me what needs to be done if I have

a problem.

Kerry

The descriptions given by Pat, Alex, and Kerry demonstrated that learners tested their

understandings in their lifeworld and engaged in the ongoing dialectic between their

lived experience and their lifeworld in the way proposed by Jarvis (1997) and Tennant

(1997). Learners were more likely to increase existing social bonds by having a

common interest and this may then lead to more meaningful participation. (The

concepts relating to the importance of connections, involvement and participation have

been discussed previously.)

The Sartrean inevitability

In this section I will expand on the notion described by Ihde (1990) of the Sartrean

inevitability, the only choice humans do not have is not to make a choice. As previously

stated, Jarvis (1992, 2001b) believes that older people are in a constant state of

disjuncture between their current world and their past life, leading to the potential for

learning. Jarvis further suggests that the prospect of learning can be therefore exciting.

If this were the case more older people would be enthusiastically availing themselves of

the opportunities of learning how to use a computer. This is not the case. While there

has been a rise in the number of older people participating in computer learning in

Australia (Bosler, 2002) not all older people are interested in learning how to use a

computer. In fact in this study the individual decision to use a computer appeared to

have polarised older people generally with indications that people held strong views
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with little room for ambivalence. The only choice they did not have was not to make a

choice.

Bobby’s friends her own age were not interested in learning to use the computer so she

did not discuss her learning experience with anyone outside classes. Further to this, both

Sunny and Morgan’s friends were strongly opposed to discussions about computers,

consequently computer-related topics were not raised within the group.

Amongst my private friends, some of them say “I’d never learn

computers”. It’s not that they couldn’t but they wouldn’t apply

themselves. None of my friends are interested in conversations about

computers. They say “Don’t talk computers to me”. It doesn’t matter

there’s other things to talk about. I don’t feel that I should say “I went to

computer class” because people are not interested in that conversation.

Sunny

Sunny suggested that raising the conversation about attending computer classes may be

seen as big-noting and she did not want to be alienated from her friends. Besides, there

were other things to talk about and it was not important to pursue the computer-line in

conversation with people opposed to the discussion. While friends were full of scorn

that prevented the discussion of her particular learning experience, Sunny commented

that these people valued learning, were capable of learning the computer, and had

participated in learning over a long period. In Sunny’s opinion these friends placed a

value on learning generally but did not place a value on learning the computer,

preferring other types of learning.

Morgan’s friends were opposed to computers, the same as Sunny described, and

computer conversations went down like a lead balloon.

I have friends who will just drop dead if you mention computer. They

have a computer in the home and I know they are connected up because I

checked it with their husband  but I despair of ever getting them to write

me one sentence in return email. I’d say I could forget about that.

Morgan
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Morgan recently moved to Sydney having lived in Canberra for many years and the

friends she referred to were long-standing. If Morgan chooses in the future to only use

email to communicate with these friends there is a possibility that no communication

between them will take place. It also appeared to be a very sensitive issue. Morgan was

emotionally affected by the stubbornness of her friends and the impact this had on the

friendship and the potential for loss of friendship in the future. If, as in Sunny’s case,

they are able to maintain the relationship with a strong base from shared pursuits and

past experiences there may be no threat to the friendship. If Morgan and Sunny take to

the new pursuit with vigour and gravitate to new people interested in computers they

may believe they have nothing in common anymore with past friends. In fact Jarvis

believes that learning can have “unforeseen consequences” and “lead to fragmentation

in society” (2001d, p. 202). The view that older adult computer interest has the potential

to divide the older adult population is shared by Coby. She suggested that older adults

were polarised over the issue of owning and using computers.

I think in general people my age talk about computers. I don’t

know of anyone who’s learning like I am but I think most older

people are either absolutely adamant that they’re not going to do

it and they couldn’t be bothered and have no desire to use it or

they are competent and know what they are doing.

Coby

Coby believed that conversations about computers were common and that most people

her age at least talked about the topic. However, she also stated that in her experience

older people fell into one of two camps, either they were vehemently opposed to using

computers or they were capable computer users who were comfortable with the

technology. In this study there was a sense of older adults feeling an imperative to learn

and use the computer. This may be why Sunny deliberately did not bring up the topic of

computers in conversations with certain friends. As discussed previously, Aries was

influenced by people overseas constantly asking if she had email, Andy’s son nagged

him and Coby’s family pestered her for months to get onto email. Social pressures

provided a build-up alongside the pervasiveness of computers to force older adults into

the Sartrean inevitability.
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Discussion of the learning Being-in-the-world

In the conceptual framework I demonstrated that social influences and support provided

by family, neighbours, and friends were crucial to the ability of laterlife computer

learners to face the challenges of learning in an unfamiliar environment. As was

discussed in the first part of this chapter, fellow learners, and voluntary peer tutors were

seen to offer little in the way of cognitive and technical assistance. The laterlife

computer learners in this study looked to the closest support i.e. neighbours and family,

for help in these areas. However, as was the case with the importance of the affective

domain in the social context of the learning environment, older adults in this study also

looked to neighbours, family, and friends for emotional support.

In this chapter I have shown that the social dimensions of learning for laterlife computer

learners were central to their lived experience. Fellow learners and tutors in the social

learning situation helped shape the experience for older adults. Family, neighbours and

friends influenced the type of experience learners had and also contributed to the

computer-learning imperative. Older adults, faced with the Sartrean inevitability, made

a decision and found it had social consequences. Some friendships may be lost and

some may develop as older adults engage in interests not shared by those who choose

not to use computers.
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CHAPTER SEVEN: THE BEING-IN-THE-WORLD

They say that age kills the fire inside of a man, that he hears death coming.  He

opens the door and says “Come in, give me rest”. That is a pack of lies. I’ve got

enough life in me to devour the world.

Zorba the Greek

Phenomenological themes and lifeworld existentials

The previous two chapters (The (computer) learning Being and The learning Being-in-

the-world) constituted an analysis of the nature of the learning experience from the

perspective of the I interactions of learning. In Chapter Five I explored the relational

structures of the laterlife computer learning experience from the Being perspective. I

then looked to the Being triad of I-learner-computer to assist in uncovering the nature of

the learning experience. In Chapter Six I expanded an understanding of the experience

of laterlife computer learners in this study to encompass the social nature of the

experience. In both Chapters Five and Six, the experience of learning competed with the

needs of the Being.  In these two chapters I exposed and brought forth surface level

themes in an attempt to answer the question ‘What is the learning Being’? Van Manen

(1997, p. 32) makes a distinction between “the things of experience (the appearance)

and those things that ground the things of experience (the essence)”. The essence tends

to “evade the intelligibility of our natural attitude of everyday life” (van Manen, p. 32)

and therefore needs different analysis to that of the appearance.  I sought to delve deeper

into the experience in order to ‘mine the meaning’ (van Manen) and to uncover the

essence of the experience and what it meant to learners in their lifeworld. In this chapter

I will explicate the meaning of the essence by looking to phenomenology and

existentialism.

The learning experience is a way of approaching the fundamental ontological and

existential question of what it means for the Being to Be. From the conceptual and

theoretical frameworks and participant data I have identified four phenomenological

themes that will be interpreted by the existential structures of the experience. This

interpretation transcends the original frameworks and enables poignant and meaningful
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insights into the lived experience of laterlife computer learners in this study. In this

chapter I will attempt to answer the existential questions ‘What am I?’ (‘growth and

development’) ‘Who am I?’ (‘integrity and continuity’) ‘Where do I belong?’

(‘positioning and agency’) and ‘What is important to me?’ (‘mutualness and value’).

These four phenomenological themes will be explored using four lifeworld existentials

as a structure. The existentials are lived body (corporeality), lived time (temporality),

lived space (spatiality) and lived human relation (relationality or communality). These

fundamental existential themes “pervade the lifeworld of all people” (van Manen, 1997,

p. 101) and are compatible with the phenomenological themes I have identified from

participant data.

In this study the phenomenological themes that are explicated in this chapter are

interdependent and not distinctly separate from each other. They exist in varying

significance and with greater emphasis at times throughout the learning experience.

There may be times when themes are inseparable. Elements of all dimensions are

present for all participants and in van Manen’s (1997) terms they are essential themes.

The ‘growth and development’ phenomenological theme using the existential

corporeality is closely linked to the existentials temporality and spatiality. Growth and

development occur over time and need energy and desire to enact. The existential

questions ‘What am I?’, ‘Who am I?’ and ‘Where do I belong?’ are all interrelated. The

question ‘What am I?’ is asked in relation to time and space ‘What am I in time? and

‘What am I in space?’ Participants in this study were faced with age-related changes to

their physical and mental Being such as forgetfulness and slowness. Before they were

able to continue to grow and develop they accepted where and how they were now in

their lives. They used maturity, wisdom and pragmatics to reflect on the tension of self-

development versus finitude (Moody, 1985) to be able to take control of their actions

(locus of control) and to move on (agency) in order to grow and develop. The

acceptance was a positive acceptance, not a defeatist acceptance and participants in this

study used learning as a means of ‘growth and development’. Implicit in the notion of

learning is change and development. The laterlife learners in this study faced their

limitations and created new opportunities for themselves. They devised new strategies

because life was not the same for them. The Being is the same, yet different, and the

world has changed, leading to tensions between the private and the public individual.
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The second phenomenological theme of ‘integrity and continuity’ is grounded in the

existential temporality and asks the question ‘Who am I?’ in relation to time. The

question ‘Who am I?’ can also be asked by other existentials ‘Who am I?’ in space and

‘Who am I?’ in relation (to others). Temporality is also closely linked to corporeality

because the question of who I am is contingent on what I make of what I am. In this

section I will use both Heidegger’s (1962) consciousness of time structures of within-

time-ness, historicity and temporality and Erikson’s (1950) notion of generativity to

contribute to an understanding of temporality. Participants in this study used reflection

to reconfigure and reconstitute time, to maintain integrity, and to have a sense of who

they were. The older adults in this study were aware of time as in the finitude of

corporeality but they made the best of it and continued to be themselves using new

measures of time. Laterlife computer learners in this study repositioned themselves in

relation to goals to enable growth and development within the time left to them and they

looked to the future, beyond their own life (Erikson, et al., 1986). The paradox of time

felt by the participants, that they had all the time in the world and yet very little time

left, will be addressed in the section ‘Within-time-ness’.

‘Positioning and agency’ as the third phenomenological theme uses the spatiality

existential as a structure to uncover the lived experience of older adult computer

learners. This theme is very closely linked to the tensions of age and where participants

were now in relation to their lifeworld. The existential question of this theme is ‘Where

do I belong?’ that can also be answered in relation to where they belong in time and

where they belong with others. The existential spatiality is also closely linked to the

existentials corporeality and temporality, because the ‘what’ I am and the ‘who’ I am

are significant influences on how and where the Being is placed. Participants in this

study were pragmatic and inclined to act with vigour as they railed against a society that

positioned them where they did not want to be positioned. They used ‘growth and

development’ and ‘integrity and continuity’ to strengthen a belief that they could

achieve the outcomes they wanted for themselves. The laterlife computer learners in this

study did not necessarily accept the position they found themselves in and they

decisively set out to enact changes.
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The existential relationality is used to develop the phenomenological theme of

‘mutualness and value’ and asks the question ‘What is important to me?’ Relationality

is a mirror image of spatiality because positioning always means positioning in relation

to others. With a heightened sense of time the older adults in this study sought to find

meaning in their lives and they looked to a sense of communality for answers.

Participants in this study looked beyond individual needs to find mutualness and value

in their lifeworld. They wanted a sense of belongingness, of mutual and moral

obligation and value in relationships. Participants in this study took responsibility for

sharing and contributing and participating for the greater good, for the good of both the

self and others. This may be another opportunity to reach out to others and in doing so

realise their humanity (Brookfield, 1986).

Growth and Development (corporeality)

In the context of this study the lived body is especially poignant for older adults because

the body is a constant reminder of sameness and difference. The sameness in the

recognition of the self as being the person they are and always have been. Difference is

acknowledged because over time changes in appearance occur and these are undeniable.

The body is what is shown to the rest of the world. Other people respond to the body

and may affirm or not affirm the ‘What am I?’ Participants in this study were very

aware of their ageing bodies and minds and how ageing affected their everyday lives

and abilities. They recognised the signs of ageing as they related to the lived body and

the need to both accept these changes and adapt to the changes so that they could

continue to grow. The older adults in this study acknowledged the body and mind

changes that occurred over time and the subsequent change to learning experiences.

They also accepted that learning had changed from when they were younger. Basic to

this section is the notion that learning is growth, that learning means change and that by

the very act of learning, learners grow and develop.

Participants in this study accepted that they were in the omega stage of life in which

they faced the tension of self-development and finitude (Moody, 1985). They

approached the sense of life expectancy from an attitude of inevitability. This

inevitability was coupled with a ‘life is for living’ perspective. Sunny was acutely aware
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that she was on the down run but she did not let that fact stand in the way of ‘growth

and development’. Gill also acknowledged that life leads to dying but that this was not

the purpose of her life and she intended to live until she died. Gill was not here for

dying. In Erikson’s (1950) terms of the tension of ego integrity versus despair, neither

Sunny nor Gill appeared to be in a state of despair at the thought of their life coming to

an end. They were wholly committed to finding ways to feel alive. In a similar way,

Sartre in his 70s alluded to the inevitability of his own death. He claimed that the

thought of his own death did not cause him to be melancholy nor did he grieve for the

past, rather he wanted to make the best of the years he had left to him (Sartre & Contat,

1975).

In this study, participants consistently referred to memory as an age-related deficit.

They compared cognitive abilities now with abilities in the past and found that the

learning experience was not the same as it would have been at a younger age. Andy,

Clem, and Coby found it hard to retain information but agreed this was common for

people their age; it was inevitable and not something to be concerned about.

As you get older your memory’s not as good as it used to be. Mine’s not

quite as good as it used to be. The short-term memory sometimes gets a

bit lax but there’s not much you can do about it.

Andy

I find it’s hard to retain knowledge. I think that might be an age thing

with me. I do as well as the others in my class.

Clem

When you get to my age you even forget perfectly normal words and they

just leave you for a few moments. It happens and nobody finds it very

strange when they get to our age. I don’t think I’m too bad at it.

Coby

Kerry was acutely aware of the changes in her ability to remember. Similarly to Andy,

both Kerry and Sunny referred to short-term memory losses.
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As you get older you just can’t retain everything. I think the trouble is

retaining. Retaining what you read. Even a couple of years ago at work I

could remember everything that happened. Really on the ball with things.

One of the people I used to work with said “Can’t believe you can

remember all that”. But it’s a bit different now. It’s only a couple of

years down the track but I can read something and then I’ve still got to

go over it to find out what that point was in the middle somewhere.

Kerry

Sunny related her memory to how much harder it was to bring back knowledge she

knew she had.

As I’m getting older it’s harder to retain things. I had to do some therapy

on my shoulder and I was told some exercises, When I got home I did one

exercise and it took me about 10 minutes to think, now what was the

other one. It comes eventually.

Sunny

Sartre also experienced the loss of recall (“most of the time my memory is good, except

for names, which I recall only with great effort and which sometimes escape me”) but

emphasised that his mind was “just as sharp as it was ten years ago” (Sartre & Contat,

1975, para. 5). Cognitive science literature suggests that there may be some loss of

short-term memory but that tests are based on meaningless laboratory-located tests

(Agruso, 1978; Labouvie-Vief & Blanchard-Fields, 1982; Thorson, 2000). From a

biological perspective Kandel (2004) reports findings that indicate that nascent

forgetfulness is a normal part of the ageing brain and is not an indication of overall

degeneration of cognitive abilities. More meaningful ways of interpreting the learning

abilities of older adults is mentioned in the literature by various authors and from

different perspectives (Brookfield, 2000; Findsen, 2005; Kidd, 1973a; Peterson, et al.,

1986; Tennant, 1990; Thorson, 2000, Wolf, 1998). It is further recognised that prior

experience plays a vital role in all learning (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Dewey, 1933; Jarvis,

1998; Keating & MacLean, 1991; Mezirow, 2000a) and if past ways of learning are

entrenched and unchanging learners may be faced with a period of unlearning (Hrimech

& Bouchard, 1998; Kidd, 1973a; Moody, 1986; Staude, 1981). Alex referred to the
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inability of older people to face the unfamiliar with an open mind and the need to

unlearn previous ways of doing things.

 

We come in as older people with preconceived ideas as to what should

happen, instead of being open. I’m coming in with all these blocked

areas that I’ve got to sort of unblock to get through very simple

pathways.

Alex

Alex not only suggested that it was important to learn new ways but also to have an

open mind about discarding old and preconceived notions. Her observation is supported

by literature that suggests that older adults bring unique attributes and qualities to

learning that may be difficult to measure (Botwinick, 1978; Brookfield, 2000; Cell,

1984; Findsen, 2005; Moody, 1985; Peterson, et al., 1986; Tennant, 1990; Thorson,

2000).

Laterlife computer learners were constantly faced with the struggle and tensions

between the frustration of not being able to do things as well as they used to be able to

with the need to push themselves, to challenge themselves, and to try their best. The

participants in this study endeavoured to overcome the difficulties they encountered

(discussed in Chapters Five and Six) and were optimistic about their potential, taking

into account perceived memory deficits. Participants realised that the body and mind

dictated some things and these were: the slowing of the mind and body, things taking

longer to sink in, and not learning as quickly as expected (Pat). Expectations were

initially not met and learners in this study felt let down by memory and cognitive

slowing. Participants talked of not being quick enough to grasp things (Aub, Kerry,

Hilary) and they attributed this inability to ageing deficits. Nevertheless, participants

devised strategies to overcome any perceived barriers or difficulties that enabled them

to reach their potential. Pat described how she addressed the problem of forgetfulness.

You’re inclined to forget things. You’ve got to write them down and take

them home because if you don’t write them down you get home and the

next day you think ‘Oh, what did I do, which did I click on first?’ and you

think ‘I’ve wasted a lesson if I can’t remember what I’ve done’. And I
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think that is the secret to any of this. You need to write down exactly how

you need to do that particular program and whatever you’re doing.

Pat

As suggested in the literature discussed previously older adults bring with them a range

of unique qualities and attributes that are not quantifiable. Quentin evidenced a level of

maturity and optimism in identifying with other people his age.

Mentally I’m not as fast as I used to be and I often get ‘mental blocks’.

This didn’t seem to happen when I was learning things in my earlier

days. However I find that other people in my group are in the same

position, so I don’t feel embarrassed about it.

Quentin

Quentin and Pat made significant gains in their learning that were achieved after

experiencing great difficulties that led them to doubt their ability to learn. A mature and

reflective attitude was needed to reach a new position in relation to their abilities and

potential. Quentin recalled a sense of personal achievement after frustrations and

perseverance in his attempt to order a program on the Internet.

A couple of weeks ago I made an order for an anti-virus program over

the net. I was lacking confidence in doing it myself but I thought ‘Well,

I’ve got to do it’ but I wasn’t real sure how to do it.

Quentin

Quentin experienced unforeseen difficulties, he closed the program, disconnected from

the Internet and attempted to ring the Help Line.

I switched the computer off. I tried to make a phone call to the help line

but they closed at 5pm and this was 8pm.

Quentin
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In a way referred to in the literature as line-of-action (Mezirow, 1991), and the will-to-

learn (Stanage, 1987) Quentin responded to the obstacle by calling forth conative

power.

Right, I decided I have to go through with this; it’s not going to get the

better of me. So I turned the computer back on and had another go,

starting from the beginning again.

Quentin

In a similar way to Quentin, Pat confronted a barrier by recognising that in order to

move forward she needed to summon qualities of volition that may not have been

evident if effort had not been required. Pat seriously contemplated not proceeding with

lessons. She answered the question of ‘What am I?’ by believing she was a person too

old to learn but then used wisdom and conation to keep going. Pat described the

situation after her son-in-law fixed the desktop background (see Chapter Five).

After my son-in-law put the whales back on, the writing was all pink and

really hard to read. My grandson set it all back again and fixed it all up but

I thought ‘Oh no, I don’t think I’ll go and have any more lessons. I think I’m

really past it’.  And then I thought ‘No, you’ve got to persevere. Just do it’.

Pat

Quentin and Pat experienced similar reactions to barriers. They initially responded

emotionally (panic, Quentin and nearly had a stroke, Pat) and appeared very affected

by the hurdle but they then decided not to let it beat them and they decided to act. They

both used the inner voice to offer personal and private encouragement.

I have to go through with this, it’s not going to get the better of me.

Quentin

You’ve got to persevere. Just do it.

Pat
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Sunny described how she was able to dismiss the problem of having lost her work

because it was not saved and then needing to re-type many pages of hand-written notes

(see Chapters Five and Six). In doing so she answered the question of ‘What am I?’

with “I’m a positive person.” She also answered the question of  ‘What am I not?’ with

“I’m not a Weepy Wally.”

I typed the whole thing again. I’m a positive person. I’m not a Weepy 

Wally.

Sunny

Morgan accepted the situation when things did not go as planned and took it in her

stride by not dwelling on past obstacles. She concentrated on the next task and put the

problems behind her.

When that problem’s gone I just wipe it. Get on. That’s housekeeping to

me.

Morgan

Participants used maturity and a philosophical attitude to life in general and to the whole

of their life to accept difficulties and move on, and act with a sense of agency. These

may be indicators of wisdom.

It’s not a life and death situation. I’m not going to fall over because I

don’t learn. If it doesn’t work out, it doesn’t work out.

Aries

Prior to an illness five years ago Hilary travelled extensively and anticipated continuing

to travel but illness and a subsequent disability curtailed plans for the future. She

reassessed her priorities to do the best she could with the hand she had been dealt.

Hilary took the attitude that the physical disability had happened, she did not

particularly like it but there it was. She realised her life was not at an end and that she

needed to find new things to do. Hilary used humour to describe her physical difficulty

in controlling her hand and fingers and in using the keyboard.
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The brain and body worked a lot better even five years ago than it does

now. My hand is a pest on the computer because when I press the keys I

get multiple letters. I’m an expert on backspacing and deleting.

Hilary

Other participants in this study spoke of the past as a time when they were confident

about their learning abilities. The current learning experience made them question a

once strong sense of self. (I was confident until I got into it, Andy; I used to be able to

remember everything, now I can not, Kerry; I was always considered smart, now I don’t

know, Pat). Concepts of the past self were based on perceived abilities, sharp intellect,

good memory, reputation, and successes at work. Participants in this study used prior

experiences to define and measure their present selves and to make meaning of their

present learning experience.  It was not in sorrow but rather, slight melancholy that

participants used humour to speak of the past self and the loss. The once sharp and

reliable memories now needed an update, a refresh, (Gill and Andy), the once fully

functioning body now caused uncontrollable actions on the computer (I’m an expert at

backspacing, Hilary). “To see things in a humorous light is some kind of trick learned

while mastering the art of living” (Frankl, 1985, p. 64). The alternative to this is the

grief and melancholy for the past self, the self that is no longer who they are now. This

sorrow is associated with the loss of the past self and the knowledge that this particular

part of the Being is gone forever. The seeming incongruous aspect of the self as separate

from the Being is captured by de Beauvoir (1977, p. 316). “Can I have become a

different being while I still remain myself?” This sense of loss and yearning is

expressed in ‘Spring and Fall’. In this poem Hopkins refers to the grieving for the past

self in old age.

It is the blight man was born for,

It is Margaret you mourn for.

G. M. Hopkins

Spring and Fall

Participants in this study did not dwell on present deficiencies or languish in them. They

also did not grieve for the future, for when they won’t be alive. They were not maudlin;

they accepted the inevitable and were pragmatic, not sentimental about it.  In a study of
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older adults Ardelt (2000) found that wisdom enabled those facing the end of life to

maintain the integrity of current experiences while at the same time acknowledging

physical and mental deterioration. Ardelt’s findings apply to this study as well. Sunny

referred to decrements (I’m on the down run) and also to the need to keep living as fully

as possible (but I’ve got to make the best of it with what I’m doing).

Participants in this study used the growth and change inherent in learning to keep the

mind active and developing. In Chapter Five I discussed the generative effect of

learning. The more the learners in this study were challenged by learning and the

possibility that learning with computers was never-ending the more they wanted to

learn. Another understanding of the need for the learners in this study to keep learning is

the notion that learning is intrinsic to humans (Jarvis, 2001b). Learning is a part of what

it is to be human. Without it there may only be the nothingness that Eliot expresses in

poetry and Frankl’s (1985) existential vacuum. Participants in this study appeared to use

learning as a way of challenging the potentialities of both nothingness and the

existential vacuum of older adulthood. They were learning their lives into a future of

their making. In this respect there were engaging in the ongoing dialectical process in

which they responded and adapted to a changing world and were in complete control of

their lifeworld (Tennant, 1997). The participants in this study would no doubt have

agreed with Tennant and the forceful and decisive words of Zorba (see the beginning of

this chapter).

Participants in this study may well answer the existential question of corporeality,

‘What am I?’ with the following statements:

I am a full human being. I am a significant Being. I am a Being in control.

Integrity and Continuity (temporality)

Lived time is not the objective time of measurement such as clock time but is felt time,

subjective time, the way time is described when no reference is made to minutes and

hours. Time has another dimension and this is the temporal, of the past, the present and

the future. For people of the omega generation the temporal is particularly important
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because they are looking back to make meaning and integrity. They use this knowledge

to look to the future, for a time when they will no longer be living. The most

fundamental existential dichotomy is that between life and death and this awareness in

man (that death is inevitable) “profoundly influences man’s life” (Fromm, 1947, p. 42).

The heightened awareness of death is relevant to older people because they are closer

(than they were when they were younger) in clock time to death. In Erikson’s (1950)

ego integrity terms older adults search for a sense of wholeness in their lives, for the

continuity, the meaning and purpose of their lives. Older adults know that life will

continue without them but they would like to believe their contribution was significant

and that they will be remembered. As noted previously the sense of time may be

heightened for older adults because as Sunny said, I’m on the down run. In

autobiographies and biographies repeated references were made to ‘the end’ (Hepburn,

cited in Berg, 2003; de Beauvoir, 1974, 1978; Lessing, cited in Ingersoll, 1996; White,

cited in Marr, 1991). Faced with the inevitable end of life older adults may become

more sensitive to notions of time. Temporality attempts to answer the ontological

question ‘Who am I?’ Lived time is also linked to spatiality ‘Who am I in space?’ and

relationality ‘Who am I in relation to others?’

From the literature I will use Heidegger’s three levels of time as a significant way of

explaining the experience of participants in this study.  Heidegger “distinguishes three

thematic centres in human consciousness that relate to time” (cited in Polkinghorne,

1988, p. 130). The first level is closest to everyday time and relates to interactions with

objects. Heidegger refers to this as within-time-ness. It is focused on the personal need

to be organised and to accomplish things by a certain time. The second level Heidegger

calls historicity and he relates time on this level to an awareness of the self as a Being

with a past, existing through time. At the highest of Heidegger’s levels of time is

temporality, in which the Being is faced with personal finitude. Both the second and

third levels require reflectivity because they are deeply hidden in consciousness

(Polkinghorne). I will also use Erikson’s (1950) notion of generativity to add to an

understanding and interpretation of Heidegger’s highest level of time consciousness,

temporality.
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Within-time-ness

Within-time-ness is the public time that relates to everyday activities and getting things

done. It is what is immediately conscious and relates indirectly to clock time.

Participants in this study were in the Third Age (Laslett, 1989) post-retirement, a stage

in life when there is time to pursue personal interests. Retirement presents its own

challenges and one of them is to find meaningful activity (Thorson, 2000). Quentin

referred to the few years after retirement as being a period when he pursued things he

had always wanted to but then he started thinking seriously about how he wanted to

spend his time and the rest of his life. Reflection may enable those in retirement to set

challenging and meaningful projects rather than just keeping busy (Thorson). Gill

described what it was like to be a computer learner.

Look, it’s the most magnificent thing out. Magic. Absolute magic for me.

What would I do without it? What did I do with all my time before? It’s

just so rewarding, fulfilling. That’s how I feel.

Gill

Older adults do not measure time by the number of tasks they have completed as they

may have done when younger (for example ‘I had a very busy day, I did this and this

and this and this’) (Erikson, et al., 1986). Older adults are not bound by clock time or

quantitative measures of tasks. They think in terms of ‘I got one task done really well. It

doesn’t matter that it took all morning’. Erikson et al. (1986) suggest that the time factor

may catch older adults unawares and this is why they need to reconfigure time in order

to be able to become competent (refer to Chapter Five). Laterlife computer learners in

this study changed goals when they found they had to reconfigure time. They may have

initially thought they would devote a certain amount of time to learning but discovered

that learning required more time and they shifted their goals to reflect the amount of

time they were prepared to spend on learning. Another possible explanation is that they

allocated more time to learning by shifting their time priorities around. Participants in

this study were satisfied when they have made achievements. They were not concerned

about how long it took them to reach a level of competence and they did not dwell on

the time factor of learning. (See also Chapter Five.)
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Older adults seriously contemplate the expected life span and the number of years left

and this affects the way they approach learning and how they want to spend the rest of

their lives (Moody, 1985). These contemplations result in resolution between the two

principles of self-development and finitude because this particular time of life provides

a unique opportunity for the wisdom of age to combine with the search for meaning in

an active form. Hence the seeming paradox of the time factor is explained in existential

terms. Life-on-earth time is running out but participants in this study claimed they had

all the time in the world and there was no hurry.

You’ve got all the time in the world. There’s no deadlines.

Gill

I’m not desperate for time. I just think eventually I’ll get there.

Coby

Despite their claim that they had all the time in the world participants in this study also

accepted that they were not going to live forever and that they needed to plan for the

future and look beyond their lifeworld and themselves.

Historicity

Historicity refers to the consciousness that the Being has a past, a present and a future

and refers to: what I was in the past, what I am now and integrity, authenticity and

continuity. Participants in this study pursued the notion of ego integrity (Erikson, 1950)

and described themselves in relation to the past and the present and the hopes for the

future.

A number of participants in this study prided themselves on maintaining the integrity of

the self across their adult life. Quentin stated that he had always been of a curious

nature. He said this personal quality accounted for his exploration and keen interest in

learning how to use the computer. During his working life as a teacher he was not given

the opportunity to follow his interest in computers, nonetheless, he perceived himself as
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an educator and was able in his current learning to satisfy his sense of curiosity and use

his teaching skills in an informal context (see Chapter Six). Kerry and Sunny liked to

keep active and they used learning to be independent and intellectually stimulated. They

were both proud that their families recognised them for their long history of learning

and autonomy. Bobby and Alex had always been productive and professional in their

dealings with the commercial and the medical world. They both found that in retirement

it became increasingly difficult. Devoid of their professional work titles they

experienced changes in the way they were treated by people in their lifeworld. This will

be discussed later in this chapter in the section ‘Positioning and Agency (spatiality)’.

Morgan had a lifetime interest in intellectual and cultural activities and found she

needed to use the computer to continue her interest. Increasingly, she was unable to

personally attend museums, galleries, and exhibitions and she found using the Internet

was a way for her to experience these lifelong loves (see previous chapter).

While not explicitly investigated, a number of participants in this study chose to answer

questions in extended form about experiences from their past. Coby spoke of her

educational experiences at boarding school and Aub about his career in the defence

forces. Sunny and Clem were writing their autobiographies and referred intermittently

but frequently to aspects of their past. Aub devoted a lot of time to compiling and

writing a family history. Hilary started a family history and anticipated spending time in

the future in further research on the Internet. Aries talked of her experiences at school of

being academically unsuccessful and the accepted priorities for girls in her day. Aries

always knew she was capable of learning and she searched for authenticity in learning

the computer as an older adult.

I like learning because I didn’t have a very good education. We came

through a war time. It wasn’t any fault of my parents or anything like

that. Girls weren’t expected to learn. Marriage was seen as the absolute

ultimate of being safe and secure.

Aries

Participants in this study looked for ways to maintain the integrity of their lives. Not just

one part of their history but a whole life. Literature provides an understanding of the

link between integrity and authenticity, a life of autonomy which is not determined by
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events of the world but by the self (Nehamas, 1998; Ricoeur, 1992). The Being is the

author of a unique life story and learning the computer enabled the participants in this

study to continue with the authentic self narrative.

Generativity

In Heidegger’s third level of how time is experienced by the Being, the term temporality

refers to the realisation that one’s life is going to end. The personal insight that the self

has a limited number of years left is referred to as the life turn by Illeris (2003a) and a

“certain threshold” by de Beauvoir (1978, p. 555). The life turn is a significant

psychological and sociological turning point that changes the way the Being thinks

about their life and life in general. Participants in this study made explicit remarks about

the finitude of their lives and identified the self as a Being in the omega stage of life. As

discussed previously in the section ‘Integrity and Continuity (temporality)’ various

older adults made reference to ‘the end’ being nigh. Juxtaposed with this cognisance

was also concern for the ‘here and now’ and the future (Hepburn, cited in Berg, 2003;

de Beauvoir, 1974, 1978; Lessing, cited in Ingersoll, 1996; White, cited in Marr, 1991).

Patrick White became famous in his later life, not just as a Nobel Prize author but also

as an environmentalist, and was frequently seen at demonstrations and protests related

to the care of the environment. In Erikson’s (1950) psychosocial stage of generativity

versus stagnation, the Being displays care and concern for life after their death as

opposed to self-absorption. An important dimension of generativity is in passing on

cultural and historical artifacts and wisdom. Perpetuating the culture is considered an

essential developmental task of ageing (Thorson, 1978). When older people are able to

reflect on the meaning and purpose in life they are less inclined to be self-centred and

more inclined to have a better understanding of life and compassion for others (Ardelt,

2000).  There is a two-way link between a deeper understanding of the self and a deeper

understanding of others and this has been discussed earlier (Allport, 1955; Rogers,

1969).

While attending computer lessons Sunny was also writing her family history and local

history. Other family members had contributed to these histories and made suggestions.

Sunny also has a stake in the future generations beyond her immediate and extended
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family. As a voluntary tutor at the local school Sunny assisted children with their

spelling and writing. She believed spelling to be very important and a skill she wanted

to pass on to future generations. Sunny appeared to have a heightened sense of

generativity.

Aub was writing about his life for posterity, for his daughters and grandchildren. He

was also interested in recording the war years and scanning photos and documents so he

understood that future generations would look at computers for these things. It was a

way of recording things so that they would not get lost or damaged or, like photos, fade

over time. Whenever he talked about his life, his children and grandchildren told him to

get that down. His niece was also involved in recording the family history and in an

interdependent and intergenerational way Aub and his niece contributed to the

construction of the family and personal history writing.

When I talk about my life in the army and the air force and my life in the

bush, my family say “Get it down, get it down”. That’s when I started to

scribble a lot of it. I’ve got a niece in another country who has some of

the family history on disk as a back-up. She emails me.

Aub

Sunny and Aub mentioned the generational influence on their decision to write the

family history. These examples link to Erikson’s (1950) notion of generativity and the

concern for future generations. Sunny and Aub looked back to look forward and located

the present in the past and the future. Coby considered what her grandchildren would be

learning in their old age. She wondered what the computer equivalent will be for her

grandchildren when they are her age. She projected her experience in empathy to future

generations.

There wasn’t even the word [computer], when we were children. The

word didn’t exist let alone the machine. There was no such thing when

we were young. This [older adults learning computers for the first time

in their lives] can never happen again obviously with computers but we

don’t know what’s going to happen, for something else that’s going to be

brought in. Some other technical things that they can’t learn now so they
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may have to learn when they’re older but it might be easier because they

can use a computer. Perhaps it will be easier to learn the next high tech.

We have no idea.

Coby

Coby recalled a conversation with her son in which she asked him,

“What do you think the grandson [his son] will do when he's grown up?”

He said “We have no idea. It will be something that is not known to us

now”.  It is almost frightening. Not really, it's progress.

Coby

Temporality is the main focus of the four existentials and pervades all other existentials.

In Being and Time (1962) Heidegger seems to suggest that Being is time and in the

context of this study, time is pervasive and significant.  The sense of self is the past, the

present and the future and “constitutes the horizons of the Being’s temporal landscape”

(van Manen, 1997, p. 104). Participants in this study considered the everydayness of

time but were not focused on objective, clock time. Quentin located himself in the

future when he may be unable to do his own shopping and he may need to shop online.

This explains his need now to learn how to use the Internet and to be comfortable with

it. When he does need to shop online he will already know how to use it and will not

have to learn how to do it. In this study participants displayed a sense of urgency in

compiling family records because time was running out (Aub, Sunny, Clem). Simone de

Beauvoir (1974) observed this trait in Sartre as he aged. She spoke of his intense writing

activities as if he were acutely aware of nearing the end. In this study by writing

autobiographies participants were able to define the self as it was viewed now, what it

was in the past, and how they wanted to be remembered by future generations.

The temporal question ‘Who am I?’ might be answered by participants in this study by:

I am the Being I am. I am the same Being I have always been. I am a Being in a family.

I am a Being in history. I am a Being with a story. I am this Being, my Being, ME. I am

me. I am the Being I want to be. I am the Being I choose to become. Traces of my

Being will live on after I die.
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Positioning and Agency (spatiality)

Lived space is felt space and attempts to answer the existential question ‘Where do I

belong?’ Felt space is not just the space occupied by the physical body and it cannot be

measured in quantitative ways. Spatiality refers to how the Being experiences the space

it is in and the emotional effects of being in a particular place. The place we find

ourselves in is referred to here in phenomenological terms as positioning. Participants in

this study referred to being on the scrap heap, of being left behind, behind the eight-ball

and treated as little old ladies. These are places and positions they did not want to

occupy but they felt they occupied these undesirable spaces because of the way they

were treated.  The older adults in this study believed they were treated differently

because of their age. They also believed they were marginalised. Participants in this

study perceived a distance between what was wanted and what was attainable from the

position they were in.

Inherent in positioning is the perceived ability to act to change positions. In order to re-

position themselves to a space they want to occupy older adults need a sense of agency

i.e. the ability to act. Lived space as felt space can make action (sense of agency) easier

or more difficult. It can make the distance between the current position and the

preferred positions appear closer or further away. Spatiality is an important aspect for

older adults. Their bodies, the outward symbol of their age, are evident for all to see and

affect how they experience the body-in-space. In attempting to position themselves

favourably older adults may need to reject perceived socio-cultural myths and

stereotypes (discussed in the conceptual framework).

In this study, a sense of agency is the perceived ability to move off the scrap heap into

the mainstream. To move forward from a rear position and to move out of the corner at

family gatherings, into the centre of discussions. However, as has been discussed

previously (in the ‘Jargon’ section) without the parlance of the computer-world i.e. the

modern world, older adults in this study could not participate in their lifeworld from

other than a peripheral position. They were afraid to participate in discussions relating

to computers because they believed they would be dismissed as silly and ignorant. It

was not enough just to adopt a position arrogantly and re-position the self physically. As

has also previously been discussed roles are socially negotiated, they are not automatic
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and cannot be assumed. The older adults in this study had a need be treated in their

lifeworld by others in ways that affirmed and confirmed their position. They also

needed to understand the (macro) lifeworld. In order to achieve a sense of acceptance

and understanding participants in this study used ego integrity and determination as the

locus of control to act in ways that would favourably re-position the self.

The spatial theme is significant in this study because of the ubiquitousness of computers

and their everydayness, their ordinariness. It is not unusual for computers to be used by

everyone, in the workplace, in schools and in the home. The unusual would be if there

were no uses of the computer or that people were not on the Internet. It is not surprising

to see a Third Ager using a computer and the Internet, in fact it may be surprising that

not all older people use a computer. Bobby believed there was still a perception that

technology belonged to the young and that older people would have no use for

computers. In answer to the question of attending lessons in a mixed-age group Bobby

implied that young people treated older people with derision.

The young ones would think I am silly. Their attitude to the old person is

‘What would they want a computer for?’ [I don’t like] the way they treat

you.

Bobby

Bobby implied that young people consider that computers were not the domain of older

people and that she was treated dismissively by younger computer learners and users.

Gill alluded to the notion that older people generally were ignored and treated lightly.

People like me we’re not to be walked over.

Gill

Sunny mentioned family gatherings in which she was unable to participate in

discussions because they were computer-related and she could not understand what

others were talking about. Refer to Chapter Five in which Sunny’s family discussions

on computers were a series of blabs, computer-related words, strung together in

sentences, meaning nothing to her, an unintelligible set of words. An undigested burden

(Dewey, 1933). Sunny was expected to sit in the corner quietly knitting. She was
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peripheral to family discussions and ignored until the discussion centred on something

else and she was able to participate in the discussion. She was unable to contribute to

computer discussions or to feel confident in sharing experiences and problems at family

gatherings. The discomfort Sunny felt at family gatherings is related to the special place

home occupies for the Being. Home is seen to be fundamental to a sense of Being (van

Manen, 1997).

Self-image is socially constructed and influenced by social roles, myths and stereotypes

(Findsen, 2005; Tennant, 1997; Zeilig, 1997). People in retirement may be stereotyped

and seen collectively as ‘the aged’. It is harder for them, bereft of work titles and clearly

defined roles, to be seen as other than old people or retirees. Third Agers have a need to

establish and project an image of participation in the community, to be able to position

themselves in ways that empower them. The “symbols of learning are important for the

presentation of the self” (Jarvis, 2001c, p. 192). In this study I see two different ways in

which older people used the computer knowledge and skills they have learnt as

symbols. Firstly, they used symbols to demonstrate that they were capable of learning

and secondly to position themselves in an empowering way. When Alex gave up work

she found she was treated differently in ways that made her angry. She decided the

computer skills she learnt could be applied to creating a professional look in dealings

with the medical profession, government agencies and in local interest groups. Alex had

a need to learn the computer for self-affirmation and affirmation by the community. In

order to maintain integrity and continue the Being narrative Alex found she had to find

a way to re-position herself, from a retiree with no work title, to a professional person of

intellect and capability.

I think it’s very important to have computer skills to be treated as a

professional because once you’re out of the workforce you’ve got very

little to fall back on. You are assessed on your presentation of written

material. If you can do it like they do it today, like the modern people in

the workforce, then you’ve achieved something. You’re treated

differently.

Alex
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Bobby also needed to be taken seriously by financial institutions, the legal profession,

and investment companies. Bobby wanted to type certain letters to financial institutions

because she depended on investments for income and typing the letters enabled her to

be positioned as a professional. Using the computer she was able to produce and present

official-looking letters. Both Alex and Bobby stated that without the ability to present

word-processed letters they were ignored, treated with contempt, and dismissed as being

just another old person. They also stated that they had reason to believe the presentation

of a document with a professional look was effective in producing positive and

satisfying results. Not only did they perceive positive practical outcomes but there was

also an increase in self-esteem and the strengthening of their confidence in the ability to

assert their needs and to act in ways that had positive outcomes. Alex and Bobby

determined their own outcomes. They held the locus of control in being able to choose

things, make their own decisions, and act in accordance with them.

Gill believed she was also positioned negatively and had to develop strategies to re-

position the self. Her son treated her like a little old lady and she had to think carefully

before she asked him anything about computers. Despite her son being an expert with

computers Gill was unable to obtain assistance from him when she needed it because of

how she was placed in relation to him. She refused to occupy the space with her son as a

little old lady and was driven by her determination not to be on the scrap heap. Sunny

also considered the need to keep up with the rest the world instead of being treated as a

little old lady.

Learning the computer brings you up into the same world as others.

You’re not the little old lady who can’t do things.

Sunny

Gill and Sunny’s acts of empowerment, of control, of determining the events of their

lives appeared to be influenced by the need to continue to have vital and valued

participation in life in general as an equal member. They both sought to maintain

control, to not have someone else dictate the narrative of their life, and to remain

integrated in society.
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In Chapter Five I discussed the disjuncture that precedes learning and for some

participants in this study disjuncture was a slow build up of the desire to learn the

computer. They experienced a general feeling that it was about time they learnt the

computer because everything’s got a www address (Gill) and computers were

ubiquitous (Quentin). The Third Agers in this study were now freed from the time and

structural constraints of working and were able to engage in pursuits of choice.

After I retired I had a few years out just doing things that I wanted to do

and just appreciating my freedom. Then I thought well everything around

me seemed to be computer. It seemed to hinge on computers, banking,

everything. I just thought I was being left further and further behind and

I had to do something about it.

Quentin

As Quentin explained, there was an element of not wanting to regress, to not ignore the

fact that the longer he was ignorant about computers the further he perceived his

position in his lifeworld as being marginalised. Gill talked of not wanting to be on the

scrap heap and not being left behind. Aries was accepting: that’s (computers) the way

the world is going. Implied in their comments was the message that to be part of the

world they had to ‘get with the program’. An implicit goal of learning the computer was

to be modern and to participate fully and to make the self relevant by contributing to the

world. Literature alludes to the constant tensions of the personal and the tribal and to the

need to achieve personal integrity and for this to be played out and authenticated in the

social sphere (Allport, 1955; Kidd, 1973b). Gill explained the notion of the need for

everyone to learn and use the computer because otherwise they would be unable to

participate fully in life.

 Everyone should be involved because otherwise they’re kinda on the

scrap heap. That’s how things are today. Everything’s got a www

address.

Gill

An important dimension of positioning was the need to learn to use the computer to

understand the lifeworld. Participants questioned their place in the new computer
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regime and wondered at why and how they had become a stranger in their own world.

Without knowledge and understanding of the way the world operated people were

unable to make the moves because as in chess or driving, you get blocked or lost if you

do not know where you are going. People have to understand where they are now in

order to move to a new position.

The computer has opened up a whole new area of life for me. Instead of

feeling as though I am almost ready for the scrap heap I am able to

understand life around me more in this modern age when technology is

moving ahead so fast.

Quentin

Using poetry Eliot adds to an understanding of the confusion in older adulthood of the

strangeness emanating from changes.

As we grow older

The world becomes stranger, the pattern more complicated.

T. S. Eliot

East Coker

The fact that the world is not the same as it was in the past does not mean the self is

powerless to act. To admit it is strange and to do nothing would be to feel alienated.

When something is understood it is no longer strange because there is a way of

explaining it (Williamson, 1998). Learning the computer and how to use the Internet

helped Quentin to better understand the world in which he lived. When he saw and

heard words they had meaning, instead of being like a foreign language. Quentin and

Sunny both said they were now able to join in conversations with different age groups

and not feel left out.

When Alex heard people of mixed ages discussing computers she had a sense of self-

confidence because she knew what they were talking about. When she overheard young

people talking in the street about Excel she felt proud that she not only knew what they

were talking about but she could also use the program. Alex was further bolstered in her

self-esteem when one of the young people admitted to not knowing anything about
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Excel. All around them, before they attended computer lessons, the participants in this

study felt the world was talking about something they had no knowledge of and that

they could not be a part of. They overheard young people discussing hardware and

software and had no idea what they were talking about.

A further aspect of the strangeness felt by the older adults in this study was in the need

to have a greater understanding of events in their world that were previously a mystery

to them and a cause for confusion and anger.  Bobby referred to difficulties with

companies that blamed computers for mistakes and delays. She now has a better

understanding of how these things happen because she has experienced inexplicable

loss of data and computer crashes.

I understand things now.

Bobby

The sense of felt space and the meaning for older adults created a fertile impetus for

learning and continued learning. Older adults in this study aspired to be treated the same

as they had been throughout their lives. They wanted to legitimately claim a place in a

shared space with people of all ages and professions and they saw learning to use the

computer as a vehicle to achieve this. Everyday life since retirement meant being

positioned separately in their lifeworld and in the context of this study this is significant.

Participants did not want to be marginalised, feel powerless, or insignificant. They

challenged the scrap heap situation and decided to do something about it so that they

could experience felt space in self-determined ways. If the self becomes the space it is

in (van Manen, 1997) then laterlife computer learners in this study were positioning

themselves in positive and life-affirming places.

In creating the position they believed allowed them to maintain integrity and to reflect

the authentic self, participants in this study revealed the values they applied in their

lifeworld. In Sunny’s case (as discussed previously) the fact that the space where she

felt awkward was her territory (i.e. her home and family) meant that she was a stranger

in her own home, unable to move freely between familiar spaces and still feel

comfortable. Sunny had to find herself a corner and sit knitting. She knew this was not

her (out of the main arena) and in order to change her situation she had to do something
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about it. The ways participants in this study experienced space revealed how they felt

and what it meant to them. To be included in family conversations was a value for

Sunny. To be treated like a professional with intellect and capabilities was a value for

Alex and Bobby. To be treated as an intelligent Being was important to Quentin and

Sunny. To be treated seriously was important to Gill and Sunny. There was a value line-

of-action throughout their experiences and this seemed to relate most closely to the

spatial existential. Participants in this study needed to understand their place in the

world and to find a place they wanted to be in, a place called home, where they

belonged. This links with the last existential to be discussed, relationality. Places are

always occupied by other people and in finding a position and a place people are with

other people. Positioning is always positioning the self with or against other persons.

Participants in this study might answer the spatiality question ‘Where do I belong?’

with one of the following statements:

I belong where I belong. I belong where I can be myself. I belong where I am important

for my Being. I belong where my Being is authenticated.

Mutualness and Value (relationality)

Lived human relations refer to the ability to look beyond the self and to recognise others

in ways of value that lead to a sense of communality and mutuality. Relationality

attempts to answer the existential question ‘What is important to me?’ It can also be

asked in relation to spatiality ‘Who do I want to be with?’  Relationality also attempts to

answer the ontological question ‘What is the meaning of my life?’ and links to ego

integrity and temporality.

In the previous section I discussed the phenomenological spatial theme of ‘positioning

and agency’ and the need for older adults to participate meaningfully in their lifeworld

by placing the self in a position of choice that reflects who they are and where they want

to be. It is human to look for a role in life, a place to call our own, and this always

involves other people. People seek recognition as a social being and want to establish a

place that is their own. Participants in this study wanted to be placed in authentic and
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life-affirming spaces. They did not want to be patronised or (in the case of the females)

to be treated as ‘little old ladies’. They wanted relations that were meaningful and

relevant. They challenged marginalisation and re-placed themselves in spaces where

relationships and discourses allowed them to be included, not excluded. When they

were in places that disempowered the sense of the authentic Being an imbalance of

power existed. When a sense of reciprocity was achieved there was natural mutuality.

One form of mutuality in this study relates to participants looking at the present from

the past and the future. (Refer to the previous discussion on generativity.) Participants

were acutely aware that the door to the future would not open for them. Hence, their

generativity concerns imply mutuality. Participants in this study looked beyond the self

not from a position of self-absorption but from having attained ego integrity. When the

older adults in this study learnt to use the computer it was an opportunity for the

younger generation to assist and support parents and grandparents in their learning.

(Refer to Chapter Six.) Children and grandchildren were giving back, the mutuality of

the lifeworld, for the nurturing and sustenance their parents gave them as children. It is

an opportunity in life to provide something of value, something that will contribute to a

better quality of life for Third Agers. In this study there were many instances of children

and grandchildren assisting parents and grandparents with technical problems and

emotional support and encouragement. Children and grandchildren may also have a

stake in their parents and grandparents learning the computer: such as in recording the

family history, as a role model for their future and to indicate the potential for their lives

as has been suggested previously in the literature (Cloet, 2000). Despite there being

much evidence in this study of increased and enhanced relationships between the

generations there was also potential for disconnection and detachment with children and

grandchildren. Morgan can’t understand a word they say. (Refer to Chapters Five and

Six.) There was also the potential for disconnection with friends who were not

interested in computers and computer-related conversations. Learning the computer for

older adults has the potential for loss of relationships and this has been discussed in

relation to the Sartrean inevitability.

Humans engage in activities of a social nature every day. The human being is

“intentionally and dynamically involved in the world” (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 346).

Relationships inside and outside the family are important to individuals and to their
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sense of Being. This may become even more important to people as they enter the latter

part of their lives. As an older adult de Beauvoir wrote that her “relations with others

held the most important place” in her life (1974,  p. 41). Participants in this study spoke

of family, friends, neighbours, tutors, community and it was evident they placed a value

on continued high quality interactions with people, on a level that enabled them to be

treated as equals. (Refer to Chapter Six.)  Kerry had a valued relationship within her

church community. She did a lot of voluntary work for them, rosters, rosters and more

rosters, in fact rosters galore. Church members appreciated her efforts and the expert

computer people within the church community ensured she had up-to-date virus

protection and the latest software. They assisted her with technical and procedural

problems and were always willing to discuss what she was doing, despite her believing

their knowledge and skills were so much more advanced than hers. It was important for

Kerry that computer experts within her church community spent time with her and

treated her seriously, taking account of her concerns and making an effort to assist her.

The church community valued Kerry’s contribution and Kerry valued their assistance.

Another form of mutuality took place in the non-formal group learning situations in this

study. (Refer to Chapter Six.) Quentin and Bobby enjoyed lessons for the social aspect

as well as the learning. Clem enjoyed learning with a group of people her age. A social

outing meant that people and relationships and the social aspects of their lives were

important. Participants in this study wanted to make connections with other people.

Hilary found it was welcoming to be able to say hello, such a seemingly small thing,

that it is possible to know the person you are greeting. The people in this study were

making human connections. They were also affirmed as people, as Beings, as separate

entities. They also had a sense of belonging so the social aspects had a mutuality aspect

to it. Alex walked through the door into the learning room and she knew she belonged.

Gill believed there was a lot of caring and sharing amongst learners at her place of

learning.

Group learning provided opportunities for mutual support, and gave rise to ‘a problem

shared is a problem halved’ attitude. It was an opportunity to use shared humour to

overcome frustrations and encourage each other. Group learning also provided a safe

place to admit fears, bewilderment, concern, hopes and aspirations in a mutually

supportive environment. When participants in this study talked together they were
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listening and responding. This is the basis for mutuality, for without talking and

listening relationships may not lead to closeness, trust, and sharing of experiences.

There was a mutual obligation within the self-help group ethos. (Refer to Chapter Six.)

There was an expectation to return something, Morgan. Coby believed in the mutual

obligation of volunteering and was very appreciative of the volunteer coming to her

home. She believed the volunteer tutor went beyond the call of duty. It is not possible

for me to comment on tutor respect for learners in this study other than from the

position of the learner. Sunny’s tutor went with the flow and allowed her to direct the

course of lessons. Bobby’s tutor was very patient and listened and discussed problems

with her. Gill’s tutor had a sense of humour and was not fazed despite some learners

being very difficult. Brookfield’s (1986) view that in teaching and learning we realise

our humanity seems relevant to the experiences of participants in this study.

The learning experiences of the participants in this study were not just one person’s

learning experience. They encompassed family, friends, neighbours and the community.

The learning experiences were a social phenomenon in which both the individual and

the society benefited (Beatty & Wolf, 1996; Findsen, 2005; Jarvis, 1987; Mezirow,

1991; Tough, 1979). Participants in this study described instances of mutual obligation,

belongingness, sharing, and support. There appeared to be mutual confidence in the

spontaneous willingness of others to provide support and assistance. Learners and others

exchanged experiences and created many opportunities for empathy. (See Chapter Nine

for Eliot and “no life without community”.)

The older adult computer learners in this study valued close family relationships and

sought to strengthen these bonds. They negotiated their position in a changing world

and were excited by the opportunity that learning the computer gave them to be a part of

the lives of all generations within the family. The participants in this study placed

importance on having strong and stable relationships where older adults were grounded

in their place within their lifeworld.

The existential and ontological questions of relationality (What is important to me?

Who do I want to be with? What is the meaning of my life?) may be answered by

participants in this study by one of the following statements:
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It is important to me to be a valued Being within my relations. It is important to me to

be able to give and receive. I want to have relations that affirm me as a same and a

separate Being. The meaning in my life may be found in historicity and temporality and

my relations with others.

Discussion of phenomenological themes and lifeworld

existentials

In this chapter I have presented the phenomenological themes and lifeworld existentials

of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners in this study. The four themes are

existentially and ontologically linked with one another. These links have been shown

both in the posing of the Being questions and in the answers to the Being questions.

Learning is basically existential (Jarvis, 2001b). In this study, learning for laterlife

computer learners was not only about the search for the authentic self but with a

heightened sense of time learning was also about the search for the meaning in life, the

ontological. Learning in this study was about the Being and asking and answering Being

questions. The lived experience of laterlife computer learners in this study provoked

both existential and ontological questions. Learning demands answers to the questions.

The lifeworld existentials were particularly relevant to people in the omega stage of life

because this is when they are facing the ‘big’ questions of the meaning of their life.

Older people in this study faced the last two stages of Erikson’s (1950)

psychosociological tensions as well as the finitude of their life in which they looked

beyond their life to that of future generations.

In the phenomenological theme of ‘growth and development’ (corporeality) the older

adult computer learners in this study adapted to the changes that had occurred over time

to both their minds and bodies. They did not ‘give in’ to the notion of inevitable decline

in laterlife. They rose to the challenge of what was perceived to be difficult learning (i.e.

learning to use the computer) and in Moody’s tension of growth versus finitude, they

chose growth.
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In the second phenomenological theme, ‘integrity and continuity’ (temporality) lived

time is experienced on three levels. While at first there appeared to be contradictions in

the time experiences of the laterlife computer learners in this study, the use of the three

levels was able to resolve these contradictions. Participants in this study believed they

had all the time in the world but they also accepted their life was coming to an end and

they had to prepare for a time when they would not be around. They wrote family

histories and research for the benefit of future generations. At the same time they looked

for the continuity in their lives that reflected who they were, the authentic self. The

participants in this study used learning to continue to be the Me, the Being they

recognised and knew. They used knowledge of the self and their whole life to reflect

and to stand back, taking learning seriously but putting it into the context of a whole

life, not a life and death matter.

In the ‘positioning and agency’ (spatiality) phenomenological theme I have shown that

the older adults in this study were not necessarily happy about the spaces they found

themselves in as Third Agers. In the previous two themes the participants acknowledged

and accepted what and who they were in relation to their time of life but in the spatiality

existential they did not accept where they found themselves in relation to others. There

was a strong resistance to accepting that they should remain in the positions they found

themselves in, positions created by others. The laterlife computer learners in this study

used learning to re-position themselves to a place they chose and that reflected the

authentic self.

In the final phenomenological theme of ‘mutualness and value’ (relationality) I have

established a strong link with spatiality because positioning always means being

positioned in relation to others. The learners in this study placed a value on both

belonging and in warm social interactions. The mutuality afforded by learning in self-

help groups enabled them to contribute and participate, to give and take. There were

also increased opportunities for children and grandchildren to offer support and

assistance. The family and community ties were further shown to be strengthened by the

mutuality present in the number of people in this study involved in volunteer

organisations and capacities.
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This approach to interpreting the lived experience of laterlife learners generally, and to

laterlife computer learners specifically, is unique and significant. Previous research

studies have not uncovered the existential nature of the learning experience of people in

laterlife. Hence, my study makes a significant contribution to understanding the

existential and ontological lived experience of laterlife learners within their socio-

cultural context.
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CHAPTER EIGHT: THE LIVED EXPERIENCE OF

LATERLIFE COMPUTER LEARNERS

Not here for dying

Gill

Wellbeing introduction

From the interpretations made explicit in Chapters Five, Six and Seven I am now able to

provide an understanding of wellbeing in older adulthood that transcends the original

purpose and intent of the study. In this chapter I will explore wellbeing notions as a

dimension of the Being-in-the-world. Laterlife presents unique challenges and

opportunities relating to the limited number of years left, the longer period after

retirement, and developmental aspects and social circumstances. The challenges and

opportunities for meaningful human connections (Beatty & Wolf, 1996), vital

involvement (Erikson, et al., 1986), meaningful activity (Kelly, 2003) and meaningful

part ic ipat ion  (Thorson, 2000) will be explored from the position of the

phenomenological themes and the lifeworld existentials. In pursuit of gaining an

understanding of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners and placing the

experience in the socio-cultural context of their lifeworld I will use the

phenomenological themes and lifeworld existentials as a way to ‘get at’ the meaning. I

will also use wellbeing themes and dimensions to uncover the lived experience of the

older adult computer learners in this study. I will describe how learning generally, and

computer learning specifically, contributed to an understanding of the older adult Being-

in-the-world. In this study phenomenological themes and lifeworld existentials expose

core human qualities that relate to ways of Being-in-the-world.

People over the age of sixty years have lived through many historical, cultural and

technological changes, possibly more than any other age group in time. The world has

changed so rapidly older retirees may consequently experience a very different world

from that in which they first retired (Jarvis, 1992). The term Future Shock, originally

coined by Toffler (1970) is used to refer to a society in which people need to constantly

adapt to changes. The effects of Future Shock are defined as “resulting in a type of
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neurosis occurring among people whose sense of stability is affected by an accelerated

rate of technological and social change” (Macquarie Dictionary, 1985). Older adults are

at greater risk of Future Shock by virtue of having lived through so many changes

suggesting a need for older adults to have the capacity to adapt to change, to not only

participate but also to avoid the effects of the rapid change. Laterlife computer learners

in this study did not believe their lifeworld was out of their control. They acknowledged

the technological changes and the strangeness of the computer environment but they

experienced a sense of agency in which learning to use a computer was an exciting

opportunity to enhance their life thus positioning the self to determine the future and to

further an understanding of the lifeworld.

In developed countries there is an increasing focus on understanding ageing in the

context of the modern world. New terminology for ageing is couched in positive terms.

These terms centre on the notions of continued participation and decreasing the

possibilities of marginalisation. Various descriptions used from popular culture, policy

documents and literature are: active ageing, positive ageing, productive ageing,

satisfactory ageing, successful ageing, and wellbeing. The words suggest choice,

independence, good health, participation, and benefit to individuals. The terms also

include the notion of the flow-on effect of benefit to the community, both locally and

globally. The World Health Organization (WHO) describes active ageing as the process

of optimising opportunities for health, participation, and security in order to enhance

quality of life as people age (2002). Older adults in developed countries are increasingly

provided with learning opportunities and this participation may contribute to their sense

of wellbeing, as the WHO suggests.

Kelly (1993) articulates two dimensions important to the notion of activity within

satisfactory ageing, those of quality of relationships and regular engagement in activity.

When the quality of relationships and regular engagement in activity dimensions are

combined, such as when the activity is the context of the relationship, and

communication and sharing with others are a central component of the activity, there is

more likelihood of higher life satisfaction (Kelly). This combination of relationship and

activity is very relevant to older adult computer learners who use computer knowledge

and skills to improve and increase communication with younger members of their

family.
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Other successful ageing dimensions include engagement with life and maintaining high

cognitive function (TSAO Foundation, 2004). The notion of combining participation

with high cognitive function may be relevant to older adult computer learners who

perceive computer learning to be difficult and requiring a lot of concentration and

practice. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

identifies the three key competencies essential for the personal, social, and economic

development and wellbeing of people in modern complex societies as: interacting in

socially heterogeneous groups, acting autonomously, and using tools interactively

(2001). These competencies are of relevance to this study and to people in the Third

Age and will be explored in this chapter.

In some of the above descriptions the notion of unique combinations of dimensions are

suggested as contributing to wellbeing. For example, participation in society by itself is

not necessarily seen as significant. Other combinations are: the quality of relationship

and activity (Kelly, 1993), active participation and high cognitive function (TSAO,

2004), and taking responsibility and acting autonomously. The indicators of wellbeing

outlined above are very relevant to this study. Also relevant are Thorson’s (1978)

developmental tasks of ageing, Erikson’s (1950) final two stages of psychosociological

development and the perceived effects of Future Shock. These are supported by my

research data as is Tennant’s (1997) view that people continue to grow and develop in

ways of their choosing. Other contributions to an understanding of wellbeing come from

the literature: meaningful human connections (Beatty & Wolf, 1996), vital involvement

(Erikson, et al., 1986), meaningful activity (Kelly, 1993) and meaningful participation

(Thorson 2000). From the literature and participant data I have identified eight elements

of wellbeing that emerged from the phenomenological themes and lifeworld existentials.

I will use these as a framework to reveal how they contribute to an understanding of

laterlife computer learners in this study in the socio-cultural context of their lifeworld.

The eight elements are:

adaptive capacity

self-confidence and personal achievement

maintaining high cognitive functioning

autonomy
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quality of relationships

reminiscences

continued participation

interest in life generally

Adaptive capacity

Adaptive capacity is the ability of older adults to effect change and in the context of this

study relates to the ability of laterlife computer learners to adapt to unfamiliar learning

techniques and to technology generally. The “bewildering complexity of society

highlights the need for constant adaptive change” (Candy, 1991, p. 20). In a world of

great technological change older adults need to find new expressions for their life-time

of skills and knowledge (Erikson, et al., 1986). Another influence that emerged in the

adaptive capacity dimension of wellbeing was the identification of a developmental task

of ageing as ‘adapting to change’ (Thorson, 1978). In the previous chapter in the

phenomenological theme of ‘growth and development’ I discussed the effects of the

ageing body and mind on participants in this study and the difficulty they had in

unlearning and in devising new strategies to compensate for perceived deficiencies.

Older adult computer learners in this study constantly faced new and unforeseen

obstacles. They drew on the will-to-learn, conation and maturity to adapt to the new

learning environment of the computer and the non-formal learning situation with

voluntary peer tutors. They did not dwell on past ways of learning and were open to

new ways of knowing and experiencing.

Participants in this study overcame significant barriers in their journey of adaptation.

Before Gill started computer lessons she was nervous because she did not really know

what she was in for. Aub, Alex, and Hilary alluded to the strangeness of the computer

learning environment, particularly how computers occupied the learning space and how

they (as learners) would physically and psychologically position themselves within the

learning space. For older people the newness of the learning environment and the

unfamiliarity of the computer learning environment required an openness to change and

a need to adapt. Without the capacity to adapt they may not be able to learn.  Older adult

computer learners face serious learning difficulties in the unfamiliar and unique
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computer environment (Hrimech & Bouchard, 1998; Moody, 1986). Bobby, Morgan,

and Quentin were curious, open to new experiences and eager to grasp whatever they

were given and were willing to try anything once. Bobby, Morgan, and Quentin

demonstrated an ability to adapt from the beginning but Alex, Aub, Gill, and Hilary

were uncertain about their ability to succeed in unfamiliar territory.

The techniques [of learning how to use a computer] are strange.

Something you wouldn’t have thought of 20 years ago. It’s not like

anything you’ve learnt before.

Hilary

Participants in this study had very little understanding of what skills were necessary to

learn and use a computer but were open to the experience and prepared to go with the

flow, and hopefully pick up things as they progressed (Clem). Aub described the skills

and knowledge he thought he needed before beginning lessons.

I didn’t know what sort of skills would be necessary because it was still

foreign to me. I took the attitude, take it as it comes and try and do

whatever they show me.

Aub

Some of the participants in this study were experienced typists and had used a

typewriter over a number of years. They acknowledged the keyboard differences in the

computer and the typewriter but regarded the computer more highly. Aub now considers

the typewriter to be useless. Participants mentioned the light feel of the keyboard

(Clem), the ability to delete and backspace (Hilary), and the absence of needing to

correct an error (Pat). Reference was made that in word processing, unlike in typing,

there was no such thing as a mistake. Participants in this study claimed they had no

intention of discarding the computer for the typewriter. The ability to adapt to the

technology in such an enthusiastic way encouraged them to continue their learning and

to use a wide variety of functions not available on a typewriter. Kerry mentioned the

ease of macros, and autocorrect; Sunny enthused about wordwrap, fonts, and colours.
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The laterlife computer learners in this study did not retreat from facing the unfamiliar.

They acknowledged the necessity to adapt if they were going to achieve success and

they created and constructed new horizons, by learning new things, exploring, and being

curious. They were not fixed or rigid in their learning strategies and they adapted to suit

the context as suggested in the literature (Garner, 1990; Tough, 1999).

Self-confidence and personal achievement

An important aspect of a sense of wellbeing is the belief that meaningful participation,

active involvement and acting autonomously are possible. The notion of self-

confidence, of how the self is constructed, and whether this is affirmed or not by others,

is revealed and discussed in the two phenomenological themes: ‘positioning and

agency’ and ‘mutualness and value’. Participants in this study experienced an increase

in self-esteem and in their abilities to learn, and a subsequent increase in self-

confidence. When laterlife computer learners in this study achieved something

previously considered difficult they experienced an enormous sense of self-

achievement, at times elation, and an increased belief in their ability to learn (self-

efficacy). A strong sense of self was reinforced and affirmed at various times: when

asked questions by other learners and computer users, when they are able to participate

and contribute in discussions (especially if these are mixed-age groups) and when they

are asked to assist with tutoring beginning learners. Alex described her unexpected

sense of increased self-esteem and efficacy when she realised she had learnt much more

than she thought. This knowledge was brought out when she assisted beginning

learners.

I came back to help with beginners this year and the fact that I was able

to solve a problem means I’ve progressed in my learning. The beginners

couldn’t do it but I could. I hadn’t realised that I’ve got more knowledge

than I thought I had by listening to other people’s problems and thinking

‘That’s not a problem for me’. I know how to.

Alex
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Clem mentioned the iterative effects of an increase in self-confidence and the link with

personal achievement.

[Learning how to use the computer] gets easier the more you can do.

You are more confident to try new things, to experiment.

Clem

Clem suggested the more she was able to achieve, the greater her confidence. Her

increased self-confidence led to trying new things and experimenting and these in turn

further increased her confidence and sense of personal achievement. Clem’s ability to

respond to opportunities of growth (see previous chapter for the theme ‘growth and

development’) may have been influenced by a sense of personal achievement and self-

confidence. The satisfaction that is derived from accomplishment in retirement

particularly because it is freed from the work-related paradigm of external reward,

provides an opportunity to derive satisfaction on the basis of intrinsically experienced

adequacy (Erikson, et al., 1986). Being able to use a computer gave Alex a lot more

width to whatever she was doing such as having more to talk about with friends and the

ability to produce computer-based documents, such as a newsletter, a flyer, and a poster

for various social clubs.

The greatest sense of personal achievement for participants in this study came after

attempting tasks autonomously as described in previous chapters. (Autonomy as a

separate dimension of wellbeing will be discussed separately later in this chapter.)

Quentin lacked confidence in completing the task of ordering and installing software on

the Internet but realised the importance of the completion of the task. He experienced an

emotional roller coaster of frustration, anxiety and then satisfaction.

I feel a great sense of satisfaction when I finally manage to do something

after running into brick walls.

Quentin

Pat experienced a similar emotion when she was able to prove to herself that she was

capable of learning after experiencing difficulties, ‘Oh, thank goodness, I’ve learnt

something’.
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When questioned about progress Quentin related personal achievement to a sense of

making progress, feeling good, and being confident. (Discussed in Chapter Five.) His

increased confidence came about from being surprised at his own progress in such a

short space of time, doing things he had never even dreamed of, the ability to be able to

see a product from learning, and a sense of personal achievement.

A sense of achievement assisted learners in the positive construction of themselves as

computer learners. The most recent construction enabled them to be more optimistic for

future learning achievements, more inclined to be curious, more confident to explore,

and more able to cope with difficulties. When they were unable to achieve success they

were more inclined to think they were not capable of learning and to construct a

negative image of themselves as both learners and computer users. The laterlife

computer learners in this study sometimes questioned their abilities and considered the

possibility of withdrawing from lessons. In a situation previously discussed, Pat came to

the conclusion that she was too old to learn, that she was past it. However, she drew on

the will-to-learn, the conative power that springs from the requirement to make an

effort, to persist and persevere with learning.

Maintaining high cognitive functioning

Maintaining high cognitive ability is important to people bereft of work-related

opportunities for mental stimulation. People in this study perceived their cognitive

abilities to be in decline as discussed in the phenomenological theme ‘growth and

development’. This concept of maintaining high cognitive functioning is also regarded

as a dimension of successful ageing (TSAO, 2004). Maintaining high cognitive ability

may also be important in the pursuit of the authentic self, to enable the continuity of the

self. Participants in this study wanted to be true to their Being, to maintain the integrity

of their life.

When people retire from work they may find the intellectual stimulation taken for

granted in the work environment ceases to exist. They look for ways to keep the brain

active to make up for the lack of stimulation and as a way of delaying any perceived
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age-related cognitive deficits because they believe learning has intrinsic value. The

people in this study were drawn to learning the computer in particular because of its

perceived promise to challenge cognitive skills and lead to greater intelligence. These

aspects of the experience were discussed in previous chapters. Participants in this study

were drawn to learning the computer because they believed that learning would

stimulate the brain and add to their intelligence. Hilary experienced physical difficulties

and used learning to compensate for the loss of physical capabilities, the body might

have cracked up but I don’t want the brain to. The strong sense of keeping the brain

alive as if separate from the body prevailed over her frustration at not being able to

control physical movements.

Within a hierarchy of learning difficulty as stated by Kandel (2004) computers were

considered to be quite challenging and therefore of greater benefit to older people in

warding off age-related memory decrements. Participants in this study referred to age-

related memory deficits and cognitive slowing as being a part of their learning

experience. When they compared learning to use the computer with other learning

computer learning was considered to be more challenging. In the context of laterlife

learning it may be possible to speculate that other forms of difficult learning, such as

chess, bridge, foreign languages, may also be beneficial in maintaining cognitive

functioning well into older adulthood.

Autonomy

Autonomy is defined as the perceived ability to control, cope with, and make personal

decisions about day-to-day life, within the context of family, friends, and neighbours

(WHO, 2002). The “rapid rate of political, social and technological change necessitates

the need for autonomous people” (Candy, 1991, p. 20). Remaining in control throughout

life is viewed as a prime motivator in adult intentions and can be achieved through

learning (Wolf, 1998). As discussed earlier in the wellbeing dimension of ‘self-

confidence and personal achievement’ autonomy is essential in the ability of laterlife

computer learners in this study to experience achievement. Independent success may be

necessary for a sense of achievement, to strengthen self-efficacy and to increase self-

confidence.
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Autonomy is also closely linked to two phenomenological themes from the previous

chapter ‘positioning and agency’ and ‘mutualness and value’. The older adults in this

study experienced socio-cultural influences that positioned them unfavourably and they

experienced a loss of empowerment. In order to have locus of control and the ability to

re-position the self in relation to others so that there was no imbalance of power they

required a sense of autonomy. Family relations provided a core value in relationality

and participants were able to independently seek information that enabled them to cope

with family crises and strengthen the feeling of mutualness within the family structure.

Interdependence and intergenerational solidarity are also considered important tenets in

active ageing so it is acknowledged that the two-way giving and receiving between

people does not mean people are not autonomous. Autonomy means that people are able

to choose both these two aspects of interdependence and autonomy in such a way that

assists them in their lifeworld. This choice enables them to maintain and pursue the

authentic Being. They are able to answer the existential and ontological questions by

creating the lifeworld of their choice, according to their needs. These needs may change

as they age but underpinning this is the strong sense of ‘integrity and continuity’ i.e. the

desire to continue to be the person they recognise as their true Being. Also important is

the belief they are able and capable of making autonomous decisions. As people age

their quality of life is largely determined by their ability to maintain autonomy and

independence (WHO, 2002). Thorson (1978) presents two criteria as developmental

tasks of ageing that place them within the autonomy dimension. These are maintaining

control and avoiding helplessness. The OECD (2001) identifies acting autonomously as

one of the three key competencies essential for the personal, social and economic

development and wellbeing of people in modern complex societies.

There are various ways in which participants in this study used learning the computer to

achieve a sense of independence and control. Quentin and Alex created personal

greeting cards for friends and family. They spoke of this with great pride and

satisfaction. In anticipation of being able to produce computer-generated personalised

greeting cards Coby intended to proudly send them off to family and friends as evidence

of what she was capable of achieving, for swank and showing off. Alex could purchase

cards for less than the price of the ink but liked to personalise the greeting in such a way
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that the recipient knew it was made especially for them. Other examples of autonomy

have been shown, such as typing official letters, using the Internet for banking and

paying bills, and being able to shop online in the future.

Andy, with failing eyesight, was able to increase the size of the fonts on the computer so

that he could read newspapers, newsletters and notices. He saw this as a great advantage

and one where without this facility to increase the print size he would have to stop

reading. So this had further benefits, not only of autonomy but of maintaining interest in

life generally and the ability to participate (these other dimensions of wellbeing will be

discussed below). Andy was able to stay in touch with current events without having to

rely on other people for news. Bobby was also able to stay in touch by reading the news

in her first language without having to travel to her country of birth. This was very

important to her as she had little contact with relatives and friends from her homeland.

Family members her age were not interested in computers so she was unable to

communicate with them via email.

I have relatives in the old country. I don’t have much contact with the

young ones who have computers and the older ones don’t have

computers. They’re not interested.

Bobby

Bobby had nothing in common with the young ones so there was no significant

communication with young relatives. However, she was able to read the newspaper in

her first language and stay in touch with what was happening in that part of the world.

This gave her enormous satisfaction and lessened the yearning to travel back to her

homeland.

Within the family participants in this study were faced with the everyday human

happenings that occur throughout life. Clem and Kerry detailed illnesses of their

children. They both used the Internet to find out more about the illness. They were able

to increase their knowledge and understanding of the illness by acting independently.

The information they gleaned from their own research was then used to assist them in

coping with their child’s illness and with being able to participate in discussions and

decisions from an informed position.
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My daughter’s got a problem with one eye and will go blind within a

year. They are now looking for the cause and think my child may have

MS.  I access the Internet to find out any information I can.

Kerry

I didn’t get very good news about my son’s cancer to start off with but I

looked it up on the net and now I know a lot more about it and I don’t

feel so bad.

Clem

Gill’s love of gardening led her to investigate little-known species by using the Internet.

She was a volunteer for a gardening village and liked to know about the plants she

helped to cultivate. Such detailed information about plants was not always available to

her at the time of planting.

I search the Internet for gardening. The place where I’m a volunteer,

they’ve just put in 100 plants. It’s nice to know what these plants are.

There’s this particular shrub and I discover after asking a lot of

questions that it’s a Christmas bush. Pow-who-too-kar or something. So

I look it up on the Internet. Brilliant. Google. Fantastic. Always wanted

to know these things.

Gill

Gill’s ability to independently search for information about a much loved subject she

had wanted to know more about gave her a great deal of pleasure. It reinforced her love

of the computer and increased the belief in herself that she would be able to find out

anything she wanted to in the future.

Aub was increasingly becoming house-bound. He had difficulty hearing and recently

relinquished his driver’s licence. His wife had Alzheimer’s disease and was confined to

a nursing home. Aub had one daughter living in the country and another daughter he

had lost contact with. His adult grandchildren do not live close-by. Aub had a volunteer

home tutor for computer lessons and was reliant on assistance with shopping and
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cleaning. He used the computer to write his life story and to use the Internet. Aub’s

primary use of the Internet was in finding out what happened to the people he served

with in the defence forces particularly during the war.

I often use the Internet to get on to the Australian War Museum. Through

that I have found a lot of people that I trained with and I can look up the

Nominal Roll and it will tell you what happened to them.

Aub

Aub was increasingly dependent on other people for his physical needs but being able to

use the computer to fill in the missing pieces of his life gave him enormous satisfaction.

Aub had been able to make contact via email with people from his past life and had

scanned a number of old and cherished photos and sent them as attachments. Aub’s

sense of autonomy was still high because of his ability to use technology to stay in

touch. Without the technology his life would be very different. The ability to re-position

himself, from a person of high-dependency to a person of autonomy, enabled him to

maintain a sense of the self, of integrity and continuity.

I interviewed four participants in their own homes (Aries, Aub, Coby, and Hilary). I was

affected both cognitively and emotionally by the experience of locating them in their

most comfortable space, the home. Their need for ‘integrity and continuity’, within the

context of loss of mobility and loss of independence, was poignant. They were

continuing to live their lives authentically and had replaced their losses with other forms

of autonomy.

Quality of relationships

The quality of relationships wellbeing  dimension evolved from the three

phenomenological themes of ‘integrity and continuity’, ‘positioning and agency’, and

‘mutualness and value’. Participants in this study wanted to maintain quality

relationships with the people who matter and to be positioned in such a way as to enable

this to happen. They wanted to bring to fruition aspirations and expectations, to enact

what they wanted. The quality of relationships dimension is also closely linked to the
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autonomy wellbeing dimension previously discussed and the remaining three

dimensions of ‘reminiscences’, ‘continued participation’ and ‘interest in life generally’.

Beginning with the closest relationship, the family, participants made many references

to increased communication, based on computer discussions with intergenerational

members. (This has been discussed in previous chapters.) Clem in particular had

increased and enjoyable participation with grandchildren and children. There were

benefits to all generations in these types of exchanges and relationships. Inter-

generational interdependence opportunities are unique to this stage of life and contribute

to the psychosocial developmental stage of generativity (Erikson, et al., 1986). Close

associations between the generations may also assist to break down the stereotype of

older adults being frail and incapable of learning. Older adults are then perceived as

being equal, independent, and competent. This means they will not be regarded as

burdens on the family and on society.

The perceptions of the grandchildren and children were particularly relevant in this

study. Clem was 81 years old and in very good health. Her children encouraged and

supported her learning by assisting financially with the purchase of a computer,

discussing her learning needs, and providing her with technical assistance. She relied on

her grandchildren for shared discussions about new discoveries and this encouraged

Clem to be more explorative and adventurous in her own learning. There was a definite

sense of deep enjoyment in Clem’s relationship with her grandchildren and children as

she described the interchange of computer-related information. The fact that the

grandson chose to frequently stay with Clem was testament to his enjoyment as well.

In much the same way as future generations are seeing their future Coby showed

interest in the future for her grandchildren. Since becoming a computer learner and user

she had become reflective about the use of technology. The word computer didn’t even

exist when she was a child so she wondered what the future would hold for her young

grandchildren and what they might be learning at her age (82). The age difference

between Coby and her grandchildren was particularly relevant because Coby’s

grandchildren were not yet teenagers so she was projecting her thoughts seventy years

hence. Her ability to project the future well beyond her lifetime had the potential to
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contribute to, and strengthen, her relationship with both her children and grandchildren.

(This has been discussed in the previous chapter in relation to generativity.)

Participants in this study with partners identified their partners as being non-computer

users. This did not mean learners were unsupported in their learning and many provided

examples of instances when partners provided essential emotional support. (This was

discussed in Chapter Six.) Hilary captured the essence of this:

I talk to my partner about my achievements and how pleased I am with

myself and with the classes. He’s interested in what I’m doing but he’s

not interested in doing it himself.

Hilary

While there was evidence of emotional support that was appreciated and valued, the

depth of the involvement in the experience was limited by the lack of understanding and

sharing of the physical learning experience. The combination of relationship and shared

engagement of the activity are central to successful ageing (Kelly, 1993). The

descriptions given by participants of their partners’ interest were given in matter-of-fact

terms. When Clem described finding something new that her grandchildren have not

discovered she became excited and animated. She was obviously delighted that she was

able to share the knowledge with them. In contrast to Clem’s experience, when Sunny

showed her computer-produced work to her husband, he does the partner-thing just to

make sure I don’t think he’s not interested. Sunny’s comment suggested her husband’s

off-hand involvement in her learning did not have the potential for adding to the quality

of the relationship because the learning activity and the computer interest were not

shared. This idea is based on the notion that it is not just the relationship but also the

nature of the sharedness. It is possible to speculate that this will lead to the existential

search to ‘find’ someone or to establish a new relationship that encompasses both.

In relation to friends and neighbours and a sense of community participants gave

varying accounts of improvements in relationships. The reliance on close assistance

when needed (help-at-hand) was identified as essential when facing difficulties and

frustrations in learning. (This is discussed in Chapter Six.) Participants spoke of greater

contact with neighbours based on computer-related needs. Friendships were enhanced
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by having more to talk about and share. In an interchange of experiences and assistance

Pat talked of her golfing friends as having a common interest in computers and how

their shared experiences and problems contributed to the friendships. Beatty and Wolf

(1996) talk of the need to make meaningful human connections in older adulthood and it

appears that the participants in this study pursued this aim. The common interest and

sharing of difficulties in learning provided an opportunity to support friends and Pat felt

great relief in hearing that other people, especially friends, had learning problems.

Sharing problems enabled her to think less of her inability to learn. Listening to her

friends asking and answering questions gave her confidence to discuss problems in their

company. Mutual aid and empathy of support, encouragement, and non-judgment is the

basis of friendship, and may be a strengthening agent, the glue that holds common

interests together. Vital involvement (Erikson, et al., 1986) extends an understanding of

the importance of enhanced quality of relationships and relates to neighbours and

friends in this study. Older adult computer learners in this study were also able to

actively and meaningfully participate (Thorson, 2000) and contribute to their lifeworld

in mutual and valued ways.

Neighbours provided a unique opportunity to establish and affirm the sense of

community. (This was discussed in Chapter Six.) Their geographical closeness enabled

them to be of immediate assistance to struggling learners and to share achievements.

Sunny relied on neighbours for both technical assistance and the sharing of computer

experiences and life problems.

I’ve got a medical problem and I tried everything and went to lots of

different doctors, but it was no better. My neighbour got on the Internet

and found a doctor and I contacted him. He tested me and gave me

entirely different medication and I am now so much better. Amazing the

difference. I had tried everything. My young neighbour got that for me on

the Internet.

Sunny

Sunny’s experience suggests that the local community played an important part in her

lifeworld. Interaction and interdependence may foster a greater possibility of social
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cohesion and the literature suggests that social cohesion is an important factor in the

personal, social and economic wellbeing of modern, complex societies (OECD, 2001).

In relation to quality of relationships in the friendships that form during learning with

fellow learners and tutors, laterlife computer learners in this study described warm

feelings of belonging that were likened to family relationships. (This is discussed in

previous chapters.) Gill believed there was a group within a group at computer lessons.

She identified other learners with a mutual interest in gardening who often attended

gardening exhibitions together. The added interest of gardening strengthened the

relationships Gill had established from her computing lessons where there was a lot of

caring and sharing.

The coming together of a common interest in computer learning provided Gill with a

rare opportunity to establish a friendship with a person from a different cultural

background. She assisted another learner with a computer problem and a friendship

developed from this. Gill described a shared lunch where she was introduced to food

and habits that were previously unknown to her.

The Asian lady I helped was so grateful. She wanted to take me to lunch

and she heard me talking about the local Asian restaurant so we went

there. I said to her “You don’t pay for me. I pay for myself”. Anyway we

had a wonderful meal and it was an eye-opener going with someone who

speaks the language and knows all the food.

Gill

Knowledge and understanding of another culture is one component of the OECD (2001)

attributes of wellbeing, in which it is considered important in a pluralistic and

multicultural society to be a part of a group of people from diverse backgrounds to

enable understanding of differences and the opportunity to confront contradictions. In

Australia, a multicultural nation, it is increasingly more important for people to have the

opportunity to share common experiences with people from diverse cultural

backgrounds. With less mobility in laterlife the opportunities for this to occur may be

less than at other times in life. Shared learning in laterlife across multicultural divides

may address this need.
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Aries now has greater awareness of the difficulties faced by people with disabilities

through learning together in the same class. (See Chapter Six.) This helped her to be

more mindful of the demands she placed on the tutor because she tried to help herself

rather than take the tutor’s time away from the person having physical hardships.

Finally, I believe there is an element of an improved and reflective relationship with the

self as a result of the learning, possibly the opportunity that only difficult learning

provides where a perceived easy learning experience may not elicit the same reflection.

Gill revealed that there was a lot of spiritual growth within the group and that she had

learnt to step-back and think about things before acting. Gill’s learning experience and

the resultant self-discoveries enabled her to transfer reflective skills to other experiences

in her life. For her, reflective skills were true for life in general and made life rich and

she used them when necessary. Gill had also become very interested in the spiritual

aspects of her life and sought opportunities to learn more through workshops and

seminars. Gill’s ongoing learning supports the view that ageing is not a condition but a

process and that learning is a part of the development of life.

Reminiscences

Reminiscence is the active bringing forward of memories from the past to the present

and Merriam (1985) suggests reminiscing in older people may have a purpose, that it

may lead to a better quality of life. (See also the previous discussion in the literature

review in the section ‘Learning approaches, motivation and goals.) Merriam’s

understanding links to Erikson’s (1950) final stage of psychosociological development,

of ego integrity versus despair and is useful in this analysis. The reminiscence

dimension of wellbeing, like the quality of relationships dimension, also relates to three

phenomenological themes: ‘integrity and continuity’, ‘positioning and agency’ and

‘mutualness and value’. Being in the omega stage of life enabled participants in this

study to recall and continue the stories of their Being in such a way that the narrative

encompassed a whole life. In reminiscing they were better able to make sense of their

life and to strengthen a sense of self thereby better positioning the self in ways that

enabled mutuality. Reminiscence is closely linked to the ‘quality of relationships’
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wellbeing dimension. Thorson (1978) identifies two elements of the developmental

tasks of ageing that apply to reminiscences. These are putting one’s life into perspective

and finding self-acceptance.

I propose that reminiscence has a further purpose to those already suggested and that is

to connect to the young in the way of Erikson’s (1950) second final stage because when

older adults reminisce about their own lives it prompts them to think about the world of

today and the world of the future. It may also contribute to greater reflection and to a

better understanding of their lifeworld. This process may also contribute to a sense of

wellbeing as Merriam (1985) suggests. It is also a way of presenting the self to the

future generations in such a way that the young can better understand who they are and

better understand their own lives.

Many participants in this study gave detailed descriptions of their past life and these

have been discussed in the previous two chapters. Sunny reminisced about her early life,

her lack of interest in learning and then related this to the present. Since retirement she

has engaged in quite a lot of learning and was able to achieve ego integrity through a

process of better understanding herself.

I must have answers. I say what I think. I’m not a Weepy Wally. I’m a

very positive person.

Sunny

Aub wrote about his life for posterity. He believed he had had a very lucky, fortunate

life and this may enable him in Merriam’s (1985) terms to gain life satisfaction. Coby

talked of her unpleasant and non-productive schooling experiences.

I’m not an academic of any sort. I was bone idle at school. I was taught

very little as a child. My parents were in the Far East and I lived with a

relation. Up to a point I resent it but I don’t really resent being left

behind by my parents because that’s what happened to all children

whose parents were abroad in those days. I have no resentment over it

but I’ve recently been thinking about my childhood and I was taught

extremely little as a child. At eight I got bundled up to boarding school. I
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don’t think it was a particularly good school. My mother knew the

headmistress and the family knew the headmistress and that was really

why I was sent there. It was nothing to do with the academic side of the

school at all. It was simply that I really in a way got looked after.

Coby

In a unique way Aub used reminiscence to not only adapt to stress as suggested by

Merriam (1985) but also to connect to his mother and to experience her world.

The computer is an interest. Sometimes it doesn’t learn me much. I just

feel like sitting up there and having a game of ‘Solitaire’. Just flashing

back a bit, my mother lost her mother and her husband a couple of

months apart and she used to play Patience hour after hour after hour.

And to a certain extent I understand now. I can sit and have an hour just

to run-down. Not that I do a lot, it’s just that it’s something that quietens

me down from perhaps every day sort of things. You don’t gain very

much by playing ‘Solitaire’ except a bit of winding down but winding

down from what?

Aub

Aub used ‘Solitaire’ to relax but he questioned why he needed to do this. Stress is

generally considered to be related to work and relationships and responsibilities and

older people are not expected to have these concerns anymore. He compared his

previous life particularly during the war and the stress related to this and wondered why

he should feel the need to unwind. The game-playing activity enabled him to recall the

time when he observed his mother using the same card game to help her over the period

when she was grieving. The loss of his wife to Alzheimer’s Disease and her subsequent

entry to a nursing home meant that he was experiencing a loss and was grieving in the

same way as his mother. He was able to go back in time and know what his mother was

feeling because he felt the same and was using the same method of coping with stress as

his mother.
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Continued participation

Continued participation as a dimension of wellbeing is identified in the literature by

several authors and has been discussed previously. Data from my study suggested that

older adult computer learners were embracing the ideal of continued participation and

optimising their opportunities for playing a vital part in society. Thorson (1978, 2000)

refers to remaining integrated in society and active participation as part of ageing

development. Erikson et al. (1986) believe that vital involvement is essential in older

adulthood. Both Kelly (1993) and the TSAO Foundation (2004) describe regular

engagement in activity as a dimension of wellbeing. The WHO (2002) claims

participation enhances the quality of life of people as they age. Beatty and Wolf’s

(1996) meaningful human connections are also relevant in this dimension. Links to

continued participation from within this study relate to all phenomenological themes

and wellbeing dimensions. Participants in this study were acutely aware of the potential

to be marginalised and the increasing need to adapt to the necessities and requirements

of their lifeworld.

Older adults face the constant struggle of either withdrawing from society or continuing

to actively participate in their lifeworld (McClusky, 1971).  However, they also need to

be able and willing to act to overcome the forces created by the tensions of

disengagement and engagement. Ongoing quality participation in the wider community

for older adults is dependent on self-image and affirmation by the community. As

discussed in both this chapter and the previous chapter, participants in this study used

learning to position the self favourably to remain a vital part of their lifeworld in such a

way that their lived experience was compatible with who they were as Beings. The

participants actively sought to maintain and strengthen quality relations with family,

friends and the community. This enabled increased opportunities for continued

participation in life in general. These have all been discussed in previous chapters.

Individuals seek to realise their potential and to use knowledge and skills to understand

their environment more fully and to continue to participate in their world (Tough,

1979). Participation alone is not sufficient as a component of wellbeing. The notion of

valued participation, of the quality of the participation and the value placed on it by

participants in this study and affirmed by others is what is important. The fact that the
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older adults in this study willingly participated in the research indicated that they were

hopeful that their experiences would be valued and the information would be important

to the understanding of the learning experience of Third Agers. Their participation in

this study also enabled them to participate in meaningful and life-affirming ways in the

society in which they live.

Interest in life generally

This dimension of wellbeing is closely related to the previous section of ‘continued

participation’ and is linked to all phenomenological themes and wellbeing dimensions.

The four notions of meaningful human connections (Beatty & Wolf, 1996), vital

involvement (Erikson, et al., 1986), meaningful activity (Kelly, 1993) and meaningful

participation (Thorson, 2000) also contribute to an understanding of this dimension.

The participant group in this study displayed an interest and enthusiasm for life that was

reflected in their learning experiences and in a cyclic way appeared to be generative, the

more they enjoyed their learning the more they enjoyed life in general. In describing

what it was like to be a computer learner, Gill stated,

I’ve got two loves, definitely two loves. Computers and gardening.

Learning the computer is a labour of love. It makes me feel good. You

want another life to handle it. Not here for dying.

Gill

Interest in life generally was closely linked to the post-retirement tension of having all

the time in the world but not wanting to spend it on meaningless activities.

Participants in this study were keen to discuss future projects and the changing nature of

goals as they became increasingly more competent in their computer use. They referred

to the opening up of unanticipated opportunities as the seemingly infinite nature of the

computer learning environment revealed itself to them. They saw potentialities for

future projects and talked about them with gusto and enthusiasm. They were open to

discussions with other computer users and delighted in sharing new-found discoveries.

Participants in this study were genuinely interested in the myriad of uses people and
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especially Third Agers gained from the computer. They were amazed at the diversity of

interest and how the computer could be used to extend these interests. This additional

computer knowledge awakened within them an interest in areas not thought of before.

They also reflected on older people using the computer for varied purposes and this

enabled them to show more interest in life in general. They began to see other possible

uses for the computer. The ability to respond to the changing nature of the world

enabled them to broaden their horizons and hence their lifeworld. This increased their

ability to adapt to the changes and lessen the risk of the Future Shock neurosis.

Discussion of wellbeing

In this chapter I have drawn together a number of separate interpretations of wellbeing

to provide a composite picture of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners in

this study. I have used the phenomenological themes and lifeworld existentials from the

previous chapter to contribute to the explication of wellbeing  dimensions. I

acknowledge that the concepts of ageing and wellbeing used in this chapter assume

choice, inclination, motivation, self-directedness, autonomy, independence, good health,

and resources on the part of individuals. From this perspective the participants in my

study were people who by the fact that they were learning may already possess these

qualities and possibly already espouse the notions encompassed in the various

dimensions of wellbeing. Questions which may have elicited answers to indicate this

were not part of the research.

In the creation of the eight wellbeing dimensions I referred to both literature used

previously and relevant in other chapter interpretations, and literature that pertained

exclusively to the wellbeing focus of this chapter. The four sources from the previously

used literature that have been shown to be relevant to the lived experience of older adult

computer learners, on both a surface and a deep level, are those of meaningful human

connections, vital involvement, meaningful activity and meaningful participation (Beatty

& Wolf, 1996; Erikson, et al., 1986; Kelly, 2003; Thorson, 2000). Participants in this

study placed a high value on the meaningful connections they have with others,

particularly with family, friends, and neighbours but also with the wider world. They
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desired to understand the world in which they lived and while this presented challenges

they rejected the notion that there ‘comes a time’ to withdraw from society.

Maintaining a sense of self was important to the laterlife learners in this study as they

negotiated their place in a changing environment. They wanted continuity, inclusion,

and integrity in their relations with others and preferred autonomy to dependence. The

sense of active involvement was coupled with the need for people in this study to

engage in activities that reflected the authentic self. Participants found new ways of

authenticating the self. Their need to continue to recognise the Being as the same

throughout life, despite changes to the self, meant that they had to actively create ways

for this to happen. They pursued interests that would have wellbeing benefits and that

would assist them to answer the questions raised by existential and ontological

questions. They acknowledged their closeness to the end of their lives but they did so

with a sense that they would live fully until they died. There was no sense of hollowness

and nothingness (Eliot) or the existential vacuum (Frankl, 1985). They were in a unique

position of being able to weigh up their lives in a way that was not possible when

younger. The older adults in this study were acutely aware of time and they ‘played’

with it i.e. they were able to look back while looking forward from the position of the

present.
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CHAPTER NINE: THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING,

BECOMING AND BELONGING

What life have you if you have not life together?

There is no life that is not community.

T. S. Eliot

Choruses from ‘the rock’

Introduction

In the first part of this final chapter I will reflect on the usefulness of the conceptual and

theoretical frameworks and critically evaluate the methodology. These two sections will

be followed by an evaluation of the ‘quality in qualitative research’ themes used and a

return to the first chapter. I will then look to the purpose of the research and the research

questions to provide answers to the question ‘Have I achieved what I set out to

achieve?’ A review of the thesis constitutes the second part of the chapter in which I

will briefly review the literature critiqued in Chapter Two and revisit the interpretations

from the field data. I also intend to focus on the perspective of participants by once

again reflecting on their lived and learning experiences. The thesis will finish with a

brief analysis of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners in this study.

Thesis evaluation

Frameworks

The conceptual and theoretical frameworks from the literature guided and moulded the

construction of the interview schedule. They provided me with an initial basis for the

analysis of data from my research, thereby enabling me to demonstrate links and

relationships between the dimensions (i.e. social, cognitive, metacognitive, manual

dexterity, conative, affective, and value) of the learning experience of older adult

computer learners. I believe the interpretations emanating from the analysis of the
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dimensions of learning contributed to an understanding of the nature of the learning

experience from the perspective of the participants. In combination with the

hermeneutic phenomenological methodology chosen the frameworks also enabled me to

devise existentially-based phenomenological themes. These themes contributed to an

understanding of the Being-in-the-world and the lived experience of older adult

computer learners. I was also able to develop an understanding of the outcomes of

learning that led to a sense of wellbeing for participants.

A particular strength in using both frameworks has been to ground the study in the

socio-cultural context in which the learning took place. Before embarking on the

literature review I anticipated a learning focus for the research. As I continued reading I

veered towards an ontological focus. When I decided the study would have a lived

experience emphasis rather than a learning experience emphasis I was drawn to the

socio-cultural context of learners. The conceptual framework was useful in setting a

context for the notion that ageing is a process with no inevitabilities. The conceptual

framework also contributed to placing older adult learners in this study in their

lifeworld. With socio-cultural background information laterlife learners can be viewed

from their lifeworld and the situational context of computer lessons.  The theoretical

framework contributed to the study by providing literature relating specifically to the

learning experience and theories of learning. While many previous studies of older adult

learning were not been grounded in the socio-cultural context in this study I was able to

combine the two frameworks to mould both the research design and the interpretations

of participant data. I believe the combined frameworks have been essential in this

investigation and have led to understandings that incorporated both the learning

experience and the lived experience of laterlife computer learners in non-formal

learning situations.

The decision to use both the conceptual and theoretical frameworks has proved useful

because it helped uncover the deep need and yearning from within the Being to relate to

others, to feel a sense of belongingness, and to participate and contribute with others in

meaningful and valued ways. Participants in this study provided many instances of care

for others and the pleasure of inclusion. They showed immense joy in being able to

share the ups and downs of the learning experience. Also, in a technological world with

the potential for alienation the older adult computer learners in this study embraced the
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need for change and understanding on new terms. They achieved a great deal of

satisfaction from better understanding their lifeworld and playing an important part in it.

Methodology

In taking a hermeneutic phenomenological approach to the research I undertook

significant challenges. These challenges were progressively played out as I grappled

with the analysis and interpretation of the participant transcripts. Underpinning

phenomenological philosophy is the notion that perceptions of events from direct

experience help shape the individual reality of the self and the world. In applying the

principles of the hermeneutic circle I was better able to uncover complexities and

interrelatedness. The research design allowed me to also pursue tentative

understandings. Using an interpretative paradigm for the research design enabled me to

critically reflect as a process towards understanding. In an evolutionary way I was able

to modify and adapt the interview schedule as divergent paths emerged. The

methodology opened up, rather than closed off, possible and potential understandings

and enabled me to transcend surface realities to reach the areas beyond.

In seeking to make learners and their lifeworld the focus in this study I have found the

combination of the methodology and the frameworks to be invaluable. I was able to take

a holistic approach to interpretations in examining the lived experience of laterlife

computer learners. My attempts to interpret, explain, and understand the learning

experience from their perspective have been supported by principles of the qualitative

research orientation.

The quality in qualitative research

In reflecting on my thesis I feel a need to address the questions posed regarding the ‘the

quality in qualitative research’ themes defined in Chapter Three. Throughout my

journey of the investigation of the lived experience of laterlife computer learners I have

sought to privilege the position of the people in the study. Their human endeavours have

resonated with me and I now have a much deeper understanding of the lifeworld of
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older adults in general. From the time I started the interview process I have been living

with the voices, the feelings, and the words of people who were perfect strangers to me

beforehand. I now hear their words, I constantly recall phrases, and I see their faces on

the pages with their words. I attempted to represent these personal attributes in the

thesis as closely as possible in intensity to the way they have affected my life and to

bring to life the laterlife computer learners in this study. I am restricted by the words

that often fail us when we cannot describe something significant. I have done my utmost

to portray the people in this study as fellow-humans and hope I have been successful in

invoking the same humanness element in readers.

Participants in this study were supportive of research that raised the level of their voices

and provided insights into the lived experience of older adult computer learners. They

genuinely believed that by telling their stories more people would know about, and have

a greater appreciation for, the growth and development that takes place at all stages of

life. My experience in undertaking this study has provided me with much to consider in

relation to older adulthood and I hope readers also will reflect on the experiences of the

people in this study. If I have been successful in both the areas of humanness and

reflectivity then I believe it can be assumed that the research has been worthwhile.

The last theme of ‘the quality in qualitative research’ concerns the attempt at

epistemological consistency. I have structured the thesis in such a way as to present

readers with a narrative of events and undertakings. The order of chapters does not

necessarily represent when they were written and likewise logic and commonsense

overrides decisions in this regard. Readers are left to decide on the clarity and coherence

and with this in mind I have attempted to make my writing as accessible as possible.

Revisiting Chapter One

The purpose of this research was to investigate the lived experience of laterlife

computer learners in non-formal learning situations from a hermeneutic

phenomenological perspective. Aims and intents were situated in the desire to represent

and acknowledge the historical and human importance of the phenomenon. I began with

learning definitions as a way of explicating the experience. As I progressed with the
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research I increasingly focused on the existential and ontological aspects of the

experience. These foci came about as a result of being unable to interpret and

understand the lived experience from the perspective of older adults purely from a

theoretical learning base. It became obvious to me that I needed to investigate the socio-

cultural lifeworld of older adults to be able to explain and describe the experience of

laterlife computer learners in this study.

I explored and investigated three research questions in my quest to understand and

interpret the lived experience of laterlife computer learners.

What is the nature of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

What interpretations do laterlife computer learners place on their learning experience?

What are the outcomes of the learning experience of laterlife computer learners?

In the investigation of the research questions I found that as suggested in the literature,

older adults bring unique qualities to learning and these attributes are difficult to

measure. Restricting the dimensions of learning to social, cognitive, manual dexterity,

conative, and affective, did not illuminate the ontological and existential nature of the

experience. Many of the personal qualities I identified from early data analysis did not

fit neatly into the five dimensions as stated above. For example, personal and social

values, self-direction, and reflection transcended the dimensions and called for greater

understanding than was possible with the use of the five dimensions. In the analysis and

interpretation I extended the dimensions to include metacognition and values as a way

of recognising these two important aspects of the nature of the learning experience.

Pragmatics and other forms of intelligence and attributes such as wisdom and common-

sense also encompassed and crossed over all dimensions of the learning experience.

These cross-over qualities strengthened and cohered an understanding of the experience

to reflect more accurately the human endeavour of learning.

The conceptual framework and the influences from a range of disciplines such as

philosophy, sociology, psychology, and gerontology enabled me to better represent the

lived experience of laterlife computer learners in this study. I also found literary

sources, both fiction and non-fiction, to be beneficial in interpreting and presenting the

narratives of the participants. It was only in broadening my knowledge base and being
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informed by a range of literature that I was able to accept the uncertain nature of the

early data analysis. This broad base also enabled me to reach wider and deeper

interpretations.

Thesis review

Laterlife computer learners from literature

Before commencing field research I undertook an investigation of literature to inform

the study. Literature sources were varied and encompassed fields of study that related to

the lifeworld of (non-marginalised) older adults in developed countries. An historical

perspective revealed vast technological changes in the life of the 21st century older

adult. Hence, the world is generally seen as a different place to the one older adults

experienced in their earlier years. Computer learning participation statistics revealed

that older adults were learning to use computers in increasingly large numbers. From

surveys it was also known that computer ownership for older adults was increasing at a

faster rate than for any other age group. Some studies mentioned in the literature review

suggested that learning to use computers may be difficult for older learners, not because

of diminished cognitive ability but because of the unique nature of the computer

environment. Other studies showed that older adults bring unique qualities to learning

and that these qualities were difficult to quantify. I therefore believed there was a need

for non-quantifiable forms of abilities and intelligences to be taken into account when

investigating the learning experience of older adults.

From the literature review I discovered that theories of adult learning confirm that

learning is dynamic and paradoxical and required commitment on the part of learners.

Adult learning literature showed that before learners commit to learning they needed to

believe learning was relevant in their lifeworld. Previous literature studies had not

focused on the ontological, the lived experience of laterlife computer learners. These

studies were not grounded in the socio-cultural context of the lifeworld of older adults.

Without a phenomenological orientation the lived experience of laterlife computer

learners from the perspective of the learners could not be revealed. In my study I
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addressed the qualitative nature of the learning experience and privileged the voices of a

group of laterlife computer learners. My study was underpinned by the socio-cultural

context of older adults in Sydney, Australia.

Laterlife computer learners from this study

The importance of context in learning was acknowledged by many authors from

literature and therefore not age-specific. The context for laterlife computer learners was

found to be significant in three ways in this study. The age-related context influences

from this study were: socio-cultural, situational and the teaching/learning model. In the

socio-cultural context participants believed the update imperative was influential. They

referred to the pressures in their lifeworld to learn to use a computer and the

consequences of not learning to use the computer. They wanted to belong and to feel

valued within their lifeworld. By learning to use the computer they were able to position

the self favourably, in a place of their own choosing. This place reflected the authentic

self.

The situational context refers to the age-related unique environment of non-formal

learning situations for seniors only. Most of the laterlife computer learners in this study

preferred to learn with other older adults but the separation of learners from mixed-age

lessons has the potential to lead to marginalisation. When learning is not visible and

takes place away from the day-to-day activities of the rest of the community there is the

potential for the learning to be seen as insignificant by the community. I have not

investigated perceptions from the wider community and participants in this study

described various responses to their learning from family and friends. The nature of

comments ranged from dismissive, patronising and matter-of-fact, to pride and genuine

interest.

The third age-related context factor of importance in this study refers to the voluntary

peer tutor model of teaching and learning. In this study the tutor/learner relationship was

negotiated and evaluated. Only three participants in this study attended lessons with a

paid qualified teacher from a younger age group. The rest of the participants attended

lessons with peer volunteers. The volunteer tutors identified themselves as having
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sufficient knowledge and skills to assist beginning learners. In most instances the

volunteer tutors came from within the non-formal learning situation and had more than

one year’s learning experience. Learners wanted tutors to have human qualities such as:

patience, understanding, empathy, and the flexibility to negotiate. Learners looked to

tutors to be sensitive to affective domains rather than to teach in a particular way or to

have thorough skills and knowledge. Learners wanted to be valued as people and at the

same time realise their own humanity. They wanted acknowledgment and understanding

of their human needs and to be recognised as fellow humans by tutors and other

learners. This individual human need was juxtaposed with the care for others and the

importance of mutuality and meaningful relations.

The laterlife computer learners in this study were influencing the direction their lives

would take by learning their lives into the future and determining the type of life they

wanted for themselves. Ageing was seen as developmental and evolutionary. As in all

stages of life, existential and ontological questions were posed and resolved. The

laterlife computer learners in this study had positive attitudes to ageing or at least they

did not bring negative attitudes to learning as a result of ageing. They had a sense of

agency and a belief in themselves that they could act. Further, they believed that these

actions would be productive, positive, and self-affirming. Participants in this study were

positioning themselves favourably to act and to be in control of their lifeworld.

The strength of the learning in providing increased self-confidence and greater interest

in life and increased participation placed the older adults in this study in a position to

counter the notion of developmental certainties of decline. The benefits of learning were

iterative and far-reaching. Hence, the laterlife computer learners in this study were

better able to minimise potential marginalisation and to have a strong sense of

contributing to life in ways of their choosing. The pursuit of personal goals did not

appear to lead to selfishness or insular behaviour. While there was an element of

autonomy and independence there was also interdependence and intergenerational

importance in their lives. Contrary to the notion that the learning may lead to self-

absorption there may even be a greater sense of concern for the future and for passing

on the culture as well as maintaining quality relationships with close and extended

family and local community.
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Learning to use a computer and learning generally were found in this study to be

significant for Third Agers in constructing a sense of wellbeing. Laterlife computer

learners in this study had the strength to act and a sense of agency which played out in

new ways, ways that were not related to their past life. These ways related to modern

things, to changes, to technology, to family, friendship, and the local community. Older

adults in this study were aware of the pressures of the changing world and the need to

adapt. However, they did not consider age as a place to stand still. Activity and

participation and choice and enjoyment were of significant importance in their learning

experience outcomes. The learners in this study may have initially thought only of

tangible outcomes or outcomes that could be measured but on reflection they recognised

intangible but possibly more important or significant outcomes for themselves. This

perceived link provided a sound basis for believing that in my study learning and a

sense of wellbeing were inter-related.

The computer anxiety experienced by a number of participants in this study may be a

response to the imperative to acquire technology-related skills and knowledge. The

older adults in this study perceived societal and personal pressure in having computer

skills and consequently there was much at stake if they did not acquire the skills and

knowledge. They were able to view both sides of the coin: to be on the scrap heap or not

on the scrap heap, to play a vital and meaningful role in the family and in society or to

be marginalised, to be valued by others or to be treated dismissively. The people in this

study believed the essential self did not change simply because they were older and

retired from paid work. They sought to be treated by others as the person they knew

themselves to be and dismissed the idea of disempowerment of older and retired people.

In maintaining the integrity of the self they were better able to answer the piercing

existential and ontological questions. These questions arose from the need to realise the

authentic self in ways that would reflect the continuity of a whole life.

The laterlife computer learners in this study viewed computer learning as a path to self-

actualisation and also as a way of being able to represent the self in authentic ways.

Participants wanted connectedness with others and depth in their lives. They valued

relationships and feeling a part of the world and sought unity with the self and others. It

is human to want to have something to think about: to get dressed up to go somewhere;

to do things that are meaningful and fulfilling. Humans do not want to face the
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nothingness. They want to have depth to their lives and they want to feel useful and

valued. As stated by Eliot at the beginning of this chapter, without community, what is

the value of the Being. The people in this study sought compatibility between thoughts

and actions (sense of agency) and beliefs and emotions (relationships). The notion of the

Being as an entity that is becoming (growing and developing) and belonging (with

others) was an important aspect of this study. Participants in this study were Being,

becoming and belonging in the pursuit of the existential self. They pursued

opportunities to be authentic and to have the authentic Being actualised. They looked

for ways to use the computer that were relevant in their lifeworld and that would reflect

the authentic self. They did not slavishly follow the popular interests of others; rather,

they learnt skills that would be useful and purposeful. For some participants in this

study the real value was in learning, the stimulus of learning and the challenge of

learning something new. In the existential pursuit all older adults in this study

challenged and competed against opposing actualities from the socio-cultural field.

In this study time was a value for laterlife computer learners. They were in a state of

time luxury because they had no work commitments but they did not want to merely fill

in time in meaningless pursuits. They had a notion that they had plenty of time (or at

least more than they had previously to spend on themselves) but they also believed that

time was not to be wasted. In tandem with this was the fact that they were facing the

inevitable end of life and coming to terms with the finitude of life. It is a paradox that in

order to be able to consider pursuits to be worthwhile and to spend time on them you

have to realise that life could end tomorrow and you do not want to waste a single

moment. The participants in this study appeared to follow the adage ‘plan as if you are

going to live forever and live as if you are going to die tomorrow’. However, they also

had the attitude that there was no urgency that they had all the time in the world and it

did not matter if something did not get finished today, there was always tomorrow.

In this study learning has been uncovered as an existential and ontological experience.

Learning appears as the core of the self. Learning is central to the Being and to the

lifeworld. The Being is not the putting together of fractured parts. Dimensions of the

Being do not stand alone, they link and evolve and emanate in human ways. Humans

are complex, paradoxical, and dynamic. They can cope with stresses and tensions and

are capable of resolving the tensions of amorphousness, fluidity, iteration and
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ambiguity. The laterlife computer learners in this study faced the disjuncture of learning

philosophically. In the grand scheme of things they believed the difficulties they

encountered were not very important. When they put difficulties behind them they

moved on with renewed vigour and an increased sense of self-efficacy. Strengths of

motivation, maturity, and critical reflection were continually being brought into play to

counter the obstacles and difficulties encountered. Learners demonstrated these qualities

in being able to reflect on the learning process generally and in overcoming difficulties

in order to continue learning.

The human endeavour

In all human endeavours there are elements of risk and struggle that require a sense of

adventure and resilience. This can be exciting and challenging as humans are faced with

important existential and ontological questions. The significant existential and

ontological questions of older adulthood placed the learners in this study in a unique

position. This unique position and the time perspective contributed to the excitement of

exploration and the experience of the new. Although the laterlife computer learners in

this study were initially uncertain about what they would be exposed to and how they

would react because they had never done anything like this before, the human urge to

grow and develop was powerful. Learners were spurred on by the life force from the

human endeavour and they took great pride in discussing their achievements and

sharing their experiences with others. In the lived experience of the laterlife computer

learners in this study they are learning and growing their lives into a future that

authenticates and reflects the Being.
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

How did you come to be a computer learner?

How did you feel about starting computer lessons?

What do you think made you feel that way?

Before beginning computer classes, what did you want to be able to do on a computer?

What things did you think would be important to learning how to use a computer?

Did you think you had those things?

Do you still think those things are important?

Did you think you’d be able to pick it up OK?

What is the most difficult thing about learning how to use a computer?

What is the easiest part?

Have you had any highs? Did you share it with anyone?

Have you had any lows? Did you share it with anyone?

Do you discuss your learning with other learners? Significant others?

Where do you go if you have a problem working something out?

How do you know you are making progress?

What do you enjoy most about the lessons?

What impact has learning how to use a computer had on your life?

Can you think of any time when you felt you were a real member of a community of

computer learners?

Apart from learning the computer, did you hope to achieve anything else?

What part do you think age plays in your learning?

Is there anything I should have asked you about and didn’t?

Is there anything you would like to ask me?
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APPENDIX B: INFORMATION SHEET

I am a PhD student at the University of Technology, Sydney. My research is about the
experience of older adults in computer learning environments. I intend to focus on the
investigation and interpretation of this experience from the perspective of individual
learners. My thesis will seek to enable the voices of older adult computer learners to be
heard and acknowledged. Further to this, I hope my study will contribute to the
knowledge base in the field of older adult learning.

I am seeking to interview participants who are currently undertaking learning in the
non-formal community-based older adult learning environment. These interviews will
take no longer than one hour and can be held at the site of the learning environment or
at a place to be determined by participants.

I do not intend to focus on individual clubs, tutors or organisations as part of my study. I
am only interested in the learning experience of the individual computer learner.

I anticipate publishing the research findings in the form of a PhD thesis with completion
date in 2005.

Signed,

Helen Russell
Education Faculty,
University of Technology, Sydney,
Kuring-gai Campus,
PO Box 222
Lindfield 2070
Helen.Russell@uts.edu.au Phone 95145064
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APPENDIX C: PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM

I, ………………………… agree to participate in the research project “The dynamic
experience of older adult computer learners” being conducted by Helen Russell,
Faculty of Education, Phone 95145064 of the University of Technology, Sydney, for the
purpose of her PhD degree. The results of this study will be published as a PhD thesis.

I understand that the purpose of this study is to investigate and interpret the experience
of older adult computer learners in a non-formal community-based learning
environment.

I understand that my participation in this research will involve an audio-taped interview
of no more than one hour.

I am aware that I can contact Helen Russell or her supervisor Dr Sandy Schuck Phone
95145218 or her Co-Supervisor, Dr Keiko Yasukawa Phone 95142437 if I have any
concerns about the research. I also understand that I am free to withdraw my
participation from this research project at any time I wish and without giving a reason.

I agree that Helen Russell has answered all my questions fully and clearly.

I agree that the research data gathered from this project may be published in a form that
does not identify me in any way.

_____________________________ ___/___/___
Signed by Date

_____________________________ ___/___/___
Witnessed by Date

Note:
This study has been approved by the University of Technology, Sydney, Human Research Ethics
Committee. If you have any complaints or reservations about any aspect of your participation in this
research which you cannot resolve with the researcher, you may contact the Ethics Committee through
the Research Ethics Officer, Ms Susanna Davis (ph: 95141279), Susanna.Davis@uts.edu.au). Any
complaint you make will be treated in confidence and investigated fully and you will be informed of the
outcome.
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APPENDIX D: ORGANISATION CONSENT FORM

We, ……………………………………… agree to participate in the research project
“The dynamic experience of older adult computer learners” being conducted by Helen
Russell, Faculty of Education, Phone 95145064 of the University of Technology,
Sydney, for the purpose of her PhD degree. The results of this study will be published as
a PhD thesis.

We understand that the purpose of this study is to investigate and interpret the
experience of older adult computer learners in a non-formal community-based learning
environment.

We understand that participation in this research will involve an audio-taped interview
of no more than one hour.

We are aware that we can contact Helen Russell or her supervisor Dr Sandy Schuck
Phone 95145218 or her Co-Supervisor, Dr Keiko Yasukawa Phone 95142437 if we
have any concerns about the research. We also understand that we are free to withdraw
our participation from this research project at any time we wish and without giving a
reason.

We agree that Helen Russell has answered all our questions fully and clearly.

We agree that the research data gathered from this project may be published in a form
that does not identify the organisation in any way.

_____________________________ ___/___/___
Signed by Date

_____________________________ ___/___/___
Signed by Date

_____________________________ ___/___/___
Signed by Date

_____________________________ ___/___/___
Witnessed by Date

Note:
This study has been approved by the University of Technology, Sydney, Human Research Ethics
Committee. If you have any complaints or reservations about any aspect of your participation in this
research which you cannot resolve with the researcher, you may contact the Ethics Committee through
the Research Ethics Officer, Ms Susanna Davis (ph: 95141279), Susanna.Davis@uts.edu.au). Any
complaint you make will be treated in confidence and investigated fully and you will be informed of the
outcome.
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APPENDIX E: DEMOGRAPHIC DETAILS

Sex: Male/Female

Age group: 55 – 64 65 – 74 75 – 84 85+

Length of time attending computer lessons:

< 3 months 3 – 6 months 7 – 12 months > 1 year

Computer ability before attending lessons:

Computer ability now:

How would you like to be able to describe your computer ability?

Circumstances of ownership of first computer:

Second-hand: From children/grandchildren From friend/relative

New: Gift Self-purchased

Don’t own one

Details of participation in other adult learning classes:
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APPENDIX F: CONTACT SUMMARY FORM

Contact Type: Site:
Visit Contact date:
Observation Today’s date:
Interview Recorded:
Phone Role: Learner/Tutor

The main issues that struck me in this contact:

Information obtained (or failed to obtain) on each of the questions.

Themes:

Other salient, interesting, illuminating, or important points:

Computer words used:

Learning words used:

Affective and conative words used:

New or remaining questions to be followed up:
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APPENDIX G: ETHICS APPROVAL

20 September 2003

Dr Sandy Shuck
School of Teacher Education
Faculty of Education
Level 2, Building 2
Kuring-gai Campus

Dear Sandy,

UTS HREC 03/57 - SCHUCK, Dr Sandy, YASUKAWA, Dr Keiko (for RUSSELL, Ms
Helen - PhD student) – “The dynamic experience of older adult computer learners”

The response from Helen Russell to my letter dated 21 July 2003 satisfactorily
addresses the concerns and questions raised by the Committee, and ethics approval is
now granted.
Your approval number is UTS HREC 03/57A.

Please note that the ethical conduct of research is an on-going process. The National
Statement on Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans requires us to obtain a
report about the progress of the research, and in particular about any changes to the
research which may have ethical implications.  The attached report form must be
completed at least annually, and at the end of the project (if it takes more than a year),
or in the event of any changes to the research as referred to above, in which case the
HREC Secretariat should be contacted beforehand.

I also refer you to the AVCC guidelines relating to the storage of data.  The University
requires that, wherever possible, original research data be stored in the academic unit in
which they were generated.  Should you submit any manuscript for publication, you will
need to complete the attached Statement of Authorship, Location of Data, Conflict of
Interest form, which should be retained in the School, Faculty or Centre, in a place
determined by the Dean or Director.

Please complete the attached (green) report form at the appropriate time and return to
the HREC Secretariat in the Research and Development Office, Broadway.  In the
meantime, if you have any queries please do not hesitate to contact either myself, or the
Research Ethics Officer, Ms Louise Abrams on 02 9514 9615.

Yours sincerely,

Associate Professor Jane Stein-Parbury
Chairperson, UTS Human Research Ethics Committee
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APPENDIX H: PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

Russell, H. (2003). The dynamic experience of older adult computer learners. Poster
presented at the NSW Institute for Education Research Forum, University of Sydney.

Russell, H. (2003). The question of the question in qualitative research. Paper presented
at the Fifth Annual Postgraduate Research Students conference, University of
Technology, Sydney.

Russell, H. (2004). A personal account. Paper presented at the Learning about Learning
forum, Hornsby Ku-ring-gai Community College, Sydney.

Russell, H. (2004). Ageing well: Older adult computer learners. Refereed paper
presented at the Doing the Public Good: Positioning Education Research, International
E d u c a t i o n  R e s e a r c h  C o n f e r e n c e ,  M e l b o u r n e .  [ A v a i l a b l e
http://www.aare.edu.au/04pap/rus04241.pdf]

Russell, H. (2004). Fieldwork in the raw: The pragmatics of research. Paper presented
at the Faculty of Education Postgraduate Research Students annual conference,
University of Technology.

Russell, H. (2004). Not here for dying: The lived experiences of laterlife computer
learners. Paper presented at Adult Learners' Week 2004: Meeting the needs of the older
adult learner, University of Technology, Sydney.

Russell, H. (2004). Older adult computer learners and the update imperative.
International Journal of Learning, 11, 709-715.

Russell, H. (2004). Older adult computer learners and the update imperative. Refereed
paper presented at the Eleventh International Literacy and Education Research Network
Conference on Learning, Havana, Cuba.

Russell, H. (2005). Looking back on the experiences of research. Paper presented at the
Faculty of Education Postgraduate Research Students annual conference, University of
Technology.

Russell, H. (2005). Millar's story: The dynamic experience of an older adult computer
learner. Australian Journal of Adult Learning, 45(1), 106-118.
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